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GRAPHICS PROCESSING ARCHITECTURE EMPLOYING A UNIFIED SHADER

RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application is a continuation of co-pending U.S. Application Serial No.

12/791,597, filed June 1, 2010, entitled “GRAPHICS PROCESSING ARCHITECTURE

EMPLOYING A UNIFIED SHADER”, having as inventors Steven Morein et al., owned by

instant assignee and is incorporated herein by reference, which is a continuation of co-pending

U.S. Application Serial No. 11/842,256, filed August 21, 2007, entitled “GRAPHICS

PROCESSING ARCHITECTURE EMPLOYING A UNIFIED SHADER’, having as inventors

Steven Morein et al., owned byinstant assignee andis incorporated herein by reference, which is

a continuation of U.S. Application Serial No. 11/117,863, filed April 29, 2005, which has issued

into U.S. Patent No. 7,327,369, entitled “GRAPHICS PROCESSING ARCHITECTURE

EMPLOYING A UNIFIED SHADER’, having as inventors Steven Morein et al., and owned by

instant assignee and is incorporated herein by reference which is a continuation of U.S.

Application Serial No. 10/718,318, filed on November 20, 2003, which has issued into U.S.

Patent No. 6,897,871, entitled “GRAPHICS PROCESSING ARCHITECTURE EMPLOYING A

UNIFIED SHADER’, having as inventors Steven Morein et al., and ownedby instant assignee

and is incorporated herein by reference.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention generally relates to graphics processors and, more

particularly, to a graphics processor architecture employing a single shader.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] In computer graphics applications, complex shapes and structures are formed

through the sampling, interconnection and rendering of more simple objects, referred to as

CHICAGO/#2201074.1 Realtek Ex. 1002
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primitives. An example of such a primitive is a triangle, or other suitable polygon. These

primitives, in turn, are formed by the interconnection of individual pixels. Color and texture are

then applied to the individual pixels that comprise the shape based on their location within the

primitive and the primitives orientation with respect to the generated shape; thereby generating

the object that is rendered to a corresponding display for subsequent viewing.

[0004] The interconnection of primitives and the application of color and textures to

generated shapes are generally performed by a graphics processor. Conventional graphics

processors include a series of shaders that specify how and with what correspondingattributes, a

final image is drawn on a screen, or suitable display device. As illustrated in FIG. 1, a

conventional shader 10 can be represented as a processing block 12 that accepts a plurality of

bits of input data, such as, for example, object shape data (14) in object space (x,y,z); material

properties of the object, such as color (16); texture information (18); luminance information (20);

and viewing angle information (22) and provides output data (28) representing the object with

texture and other appearance properties applied thereto (x’, y’, z’).

[0005] In exemplary fashion,as illustrated in FIGS. 2A-2B, the shader accepts the vertex

coordinate data representing cube 30 (FIG. 2A) as inputs and provides data representing, for

example, a perspectively corrected view of the cube 30° (FIG. 2B) as an output. The corrected

view maybe provided, for example, by applying an appropriate transformation matrix to the data

representing the initial cube 30. More specifically, the representation illustrated in FIG. 2B is

provided by a vertex shader that accepts as inputs the data representing, for example, vertices

Vx, Vy and Vz, among others of cube 30 and providing angularly oriented vertices Vx-,Vy- and

Vz, including any appearanceattributes of corresponding cube 30”.

CHICAGO/#2201074.1 Realtek Ex. 1002
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[0006] In addition to the vertex shader discussed above, a shader processing block that

operates on the pixel level, referred to as a pixel shader is also used when generating an object

for display. Generally, the pixel shader provides the color value associated with each pixel of a

rendered object. Conventionally, both the vertex shader and pixel shader are separate

components that are configured to perform only a single transformation or operation. Thus, in

order to perform a position and a texture transformation of an input, at least two shading

operations and hence, at least two shaders, need to be employed. Conventional graphics

processors require the use of both a vertex shader and a pixel shader in order to generate an

object. Because both types of shaders are required, known graphics processors are relatively

large in size, with mostof the real estate being taken up by the vertex and pixel shaders.

[0007] In addition to the real estate penalty associated with conventional graphics

processors, there is also a corresponding performance penalty associated therewith. In

conventional graphics processors, the vertex shader and the pixel shader are juxtaposed in a

sequential, pipelined fashion, with the vertex shader being positioned before and operating on

vertex data before the pixel shader can operate on individual pixel data.

[0008] Thus, there is a need for an improved graphics processor employing a shaderthat

is both space efficient and computationally effective.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009] The present invention and the associated advantages and features thereof, will

becomebetter understood and appreciated upon review of the following detailed description of

the invention, taken in conjunction with the following drawings, where like numerals represent

like elements, in which:

[0010] FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram of a conventional shader;

CHICAGO/#2201074.1 Realtek Ex. 1002
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[0011] FIGS. 2A-2B are graphical representations of the operations performed by the

shaderillustrated in FIG.1;

[0012] FIG. 3 is a schematic block diagram of a conventional graphics processor

architecture;

[0013] FIG. 4A is a schematic block diagram of a graphics processor architecture

according to the present invention;

[0014] FIG. 4B is a schematic block diagram of an optional input component to the

graphics processor according to an alternate embodimentof the present invention; and

[0015] FIG. 5 is an exploded schematic block diagram of the unified shader employed in

the graphics processorillustrated in FIG. 4A.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0016] Briefly stated, the present invention is directed to a graphics processor that

employs a unified shader that is capable of performing both the vertex operations and the pixel

operations in a space saving and computationally efficient manner. In an exemplary

embodiment, a graphics processor according to the present invention includes an arbiter circuit

for selecting one of a plurality of inputs for processing in response to a control signal; and a

shader, coupled to the arbiter, operative to process the selected one of the plurality of inputs, the

shader including means for performing vertex operations and pixel operations, and wherein the

shader performs oneof the vertex operations or pixel operations based on the selected one of the

plurality of inputs.

[0017] The shader includes a general purpose register block for storing at least the

plurality of selected inputs, a sequencer for storing logical and arithmetic instructions that are

used to perform vertex and pixel manipulation operations and a processor capable of executing
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both floating point arithmetic and logical operations on the selected inputs according to the

instructions maintained in the sequencer. The shader of the present invention is referred to as a

“unified” shader because it is configured to perform both vertex and pixel operations. By

employing the unified shader of the present invention, the associated graphics processor is more

space efficient than conventional graphics processors because the unified shader takes up less

real estate than the conventional multi-shader processor architecture.

[0018] In addition, according to the present invention, the unified shader is more

computationally efficient because it allows the shader to be flexibly allocated to pixels or

vertices based on workload.

[0019] Referring now to FIG.3, illustrated therein is a graphics processor incorporating a

conventional pipeline architecture. As shown, the graphics processor 40 includes a vertex fetch

block 42 which receives vertex information relating to a primitive to be rendered from an off-

chip memory 55 on line 41. The fetched vertex data is then transmitted to a vertex cache 44 for

storage on line 43. Upon request, the vertex data maintained in the vertex cache 44 is

transmitted to a vertex shader 46 on line 45. As discussed above, an example of the information

that is requested by and transmitted to the vertex shader 46 includes the object shape, material

properties (e.g. color), texture information, and viewing angle. Generally, the vertex shader 46is

a programmable mechanism whichapplies a transformation position matrix to the input position

information (obtained from the vertex cache 44), thereby providing data representing a

perspectively corrected image of the object to be rendered, along with any texture or color

coordinates thereof.

[0020] After performing the transformation operation, the data representing the

transformedvertices are then provided to a vertex store 48 on line 47. The vertex store 48 then
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transmits the modified vertex information contained therein to a primitive assembly block 50 on

line 49. The primitive assembly block 50 assembles, or converts, the input vertex information

into a plurality of primitives to be subsequently processed. Suitable methods of assembling the

input vertex information into primitives is knownin the art and will not be discussed in greater

detail here. The assembled primitives are then transmitted to a rasterization engine 52, which

converts the previously assembled primitives into pixel data through a process referred to as

walking. The resulting pixel data is then transmitted to a pixel shader 54 on line 53.

[0021] The pixel shader 54 generates the color and additional appearance attributes that

are to be applied to a given pixel, and applies the appearanceattributes to the respective pixels.

In addition, the pixel shader 54 is capable of fetching texture data from a texture map 57 as

indexed by the pixel data from the rasterization engine 52 by transmitting such information on

line 55 to the texture map. The requested texture data is then transmitted back from the texture

map 57 on line 57° and stored in a texture cache 56 before being routed to the pixel shader on

line 58. Once the texture data has been received, the pixel shader 54 then performs specified

logical or arithmetic operations on the received texture data to generate the pixel color or other

appearance attribute of interest. The generated pixel appearance attribute is then combined with

a base color, as provided by the rasterization engine on line 53, to thereby provide a pixel color

to the pixel corresponding at the position of interest. The pixel appearanceattribute present on

line 59 is then transmitted to post raster processing blocks (not shown).

[0022] As described above, the conventional graphics processor 40 requires the use of

two separate shaders: a vertex shader 46 and a pixel shader 54. A drawbackassociated with such

an architecture is that the overall footprint of the graphics processoris relatively large as the two
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shaders take up a large amount of real estate. Another drawback associated with conventional

graphics processor architectures is that can exhibit poor computationalefficiency.

[0023] Referring now to FIG. 4A, in an exemplary embodiment, the graphics processor

60 of the present invention includes a multiplexer 66 having vertex (e.g. indices) data provided at

a first input thereto and interpolated pixel parameter(e.g. position) data and attribute data from a

rasterization engine 74 provided at a second input. A control signal generated by an arbiter 64is

transmitted to the multiplexer 66 on line 63. The arbiter 64 determines which of the two inputs

to the multiplexer 66 is transmitted to a unified shader 62 for further processing. The arbitration

scheme employed by the arbiter 64 is as follows: the vertex data on the first input of the

multiplexer 66 is transmitted to the unified shader 62 on line 65 if there is enough resources

available in the unified shader to operate on the vertex data; otherwise, the interpolated pixel

parameter data present on the second input will be passed to the unified shader 62 for further

processing.

[0024] Referring briefly to FIG. 5, the unified shader 62 will now be described. As

illustrated, the unified shader 62 includes a general purpose register block 92, a plurality of

source registers: including source register A 93, source register B 95, and source register C 97, a

processor (e.g. CPU) 96 and a sequencer 99. The general purpose register block 92 includes

sixty four registers, or available entries, for storing the information transmitted from the

multiplexer 66 on line 65 or any other information to be maintained within the unified shader.

The data present in the general purpose register block 92 is transmitted to the plurality of source

registers via line 109.

[0025] The processor 96 may be comprised of a dedicated piece of hardware or can be

configured as part of a general purpose computing device (i.e. personal computer). In an
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exemplary embodiment, the processor 96 is adapted to perform 32-bit floating point arithmetic

operations as well as a complete series of logical operations on corresponding operands. As

shown, the processor is logically partitioned into two sections. Section 96 is configured to

execute, for example, the 32-bit floating point arithmetic operations of the unified shader. The

second section, 96A, is configured to perform scaler operations (e.g. log, exponent, reciprocal

square root) of the unified shader.

[0026] The sequencer 99 includes constants block 91 and an instruction store 98. The

constants block 91 contains, for example, the several transformation matrices used in connection

with vertex manipulation operations. The instruction store 98 contains the necessary instructions

that are executed by the processor 96 in order to perform the respective arithmetic and logic

operations on the data maintained in the general purpose register block 92 as provided by the

source registers 93-95. The instruction store 98 further includes memoryfetch instructionsthat,

when executed, causes the unified shader 62 to fetch texture and other types of data, from

memory 82 (FIG. 4A). In operation, the sequencer 99 determines whether the next instruction to

be executed (from the instruction store 98) is an arithmetic or logical instruction or a memory

(e.g. texture fetch) instruction. If the next instruction is a memory instruction or request, the

sequencer 99 sends the request to a fetch block (not shown) which retrieves the required

information from memory 82 (FIG. 4A). The retrieved information is then transmitted to the

sequencer 99, through the vertex texture cache 68 (FIG. 4A) as described in greater detail below.

[0027] If the next instruction to be executed is an arithmetic or logical instruction, the

sequencer 99 causes the appropriate operandsto be transferred from the general purposeregister

block 92 into the appropriate source registers (93, 95, 97) for execution, and an appropriate

signal is sent to the processor 96 on line 101 indicating what operation or series of operations are
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to be executed on the several operands present in the source registers. At this point, the

processor 96 executes the instructions on the operands present in the source registers and

provides the result on line 85. The information present on line 85 may be transmitted back to the

general purpose register block 92 for storage, or transmitted to succeeding components of the

graphics processor 60.

[0028] As discussed above, the instruction store 98 maintains both vertex manipulation

instructions and pixel manipulation instructions. Therefore, the unified shader 99 of the present

invention is able to perform both vertex and pixel operations, as well as execute memory fetch

operations. As such, the unified shader 62 of the present invention is able to perform both the

vertex shading and pixel shading operations on data in the context of a graphics controller based

on information passed from the multiplexer. By being adapted to perform memory fetches, the

unified shader of the present invention is able to perform additional processes that conventional

vertex shaders cannot perform; while at the same time, perform pixel operations.

[0029] The unified shader 62 has ability to simultaneously perform vertex manipulation

operations and pixel manipulation operations at various degrees of completion by being able to

freely switch between such programsorinstructions, maintained in the instruction store 98, very

quickly. In application, vertex data to be processed is transmitted into the general purpose

register block 92 from multiplexer 66. The instruction store 98 then passes the corresponding

control signals to the processor 96 on line 101 to perform such vertex operations. However, if

the general purpose register block 92 does not have enough available space therein to store the

incoming vertex data, such information will not be transmitted as the arbitration scheme of the

arbiter 64 is not satisfied. In this manner, any pixel calculation operations that are to be, or are

currently being, performed by the processor 96 are continued, based on the instructions
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maintained in the instruction store 98, until enough registers within the general purpose register

block 92 becomeavailable. Thus, through the sharing of resources within the unified shader 62,

processing of image data is enhanced as there is no down timeassociated with the processor 96.

[0030] Referring back to FIG. 4A, the graphics processor 60 further includes a cache

block 70, including a parameter cache 70A and a position cache 70B which accepts the pixel

based output of the unified shader 62 on line 85 and stores the respective pixel parameter and

position information in the corresponding cache. The pixel information present in the cache

block 70 is then transmitted to the primitive assembly block 72 on line 71. The primitive

assembly block 72 is responsible for assembling the information transmitted thereto from the

cache block 70 into a series of triangles, or other suitable primitives, for further processing. The

assembled primitives are then transmitted on line 73 to rasterization engine block 74, where the

transmitted primitives are then converted into individual pixel data information through a

walking process, or any other suitable pixel generation process. The resulting pixel data from

the rasterization engine block 74 is the interpolated pixel parameter data that is transmitted to the

second input of the multiplexer 66 on line 75.

[0031] In those situations when vertex data is transmitted to the unified shader 62

through the multiplexer 66, the resulting vertex data generated by the processor 96,is transmitted

to a render back end block 76 which converts the resulting vertex data into at least one of several

formats suitable for later display on display device 84. For example, if a stained glass

appearance effect is to be applied to an image, the information corresponding to such appearance

effect is associated with the appropriate position data by the render back end 76. The

information from the render back end 76 is then transmitted to memory 82 and a display

10
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controller line 80 via memory controller 78. Such appropriately formatted information is then

transmitted on line 83 for presentation on display device 84.

[0032] Referring now to FIG. 4B, shown therein is a vertex block 61 which is used to

provide the vertex information at the first input of the multiplexer 66 according to an alternate

embodiment of the present invention. The vertex block 61 includes a vertex fetch block 61A

which is responsible for retrieving vertex information from memory 82, if requested, and

transmitting that vertex information into the vertex cache 61B. The information stored in the

vertex cache 61B comprises the vertex information that is coupled to the first input of

multiplexer 66.

[0033] As discussed above, the graphics processor 60 of the present invention

incorporates a unified shader 62 which is capable of performing both vertex manipulation

operations and pixel manipulation operations based on the instructions stored in the instruction

store 98. In this fashion, the graphics processor 60 of the present invention takes up less real

estate than conventional graphics processors as separate vertex shaders and pixel shaders are no

longer required. In addition, as the unified shader 62 is capable of alternating between

performing vertex manipulation operations and pixel manipulation operations, graphics

processing efficiency is enhanced as one type of data operations is not dependent upon another

type of data operations. Therefore, any performance penalties experienced as a result of

dependentoperations in conventional graphics processors are overcome.

[0034] The above detailed description of the present invention and the examples

described therein have been presented for the purposes of illustration and description. It is

therefore contemplated that the present invention cover any and all modifications, variations and

11
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equivalents that fall within the spirit and scope of the basic underlying principles disclosed and

claimed herein.

12
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CLAIMS

Whatis claimedis:

1. A method comprising:

performing vertex manipulation operations and pixel manipulation operations by

transmitting vertex data to a general purpose register block, and performing vertex operations on

the vertex data by a processor unless the general purpose register block does not have enough

available space therein to store incoming vertex data; and

continuing pixel calculation operations that are to be or are currently being performed by

the processor based on instructions maintained in an instruction store until enough registers

within the general purpose register block becomeavailable.

2. A unified shader, comprising:

a general purpose register block for maintaining data;

a processorunit;

a sequencer, coupled to the general purpose register block and the processorunit, the

sequencer maintaining instructions operative to cause the processor unit to execute vertex

calculation and pixel calculation operations on selected data maintained in the general purpose

register block; and

wherein the processor unit executes instructions that generate a pixel color in response to

the selected one of the plurality of inputs and generates vertex position and appearance data in

response to a selected oneof the plurality of inputs.

3. A unified shader comprising:

13
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a processor unit operative to perform vertex calculation operations and pixel calculation

operations; and

shared resources, operatively coupled to the processor unit;

the processor unit operative to use the shared resources for either vertex data or pixel

information and operative to perform pixel calculation operations until enough shared resources

becomeavailable and then use the shared resources to perform vertex calculation operations.

4, A unified shader comprising:

a processor unit operative to perform vertex calculation operations and pixel calculation

operations; and

shared resources, operatively coupled to the processor unit;

the processor unit operative to use the shared resources for either vertex data or pixel

information and operative to perform vertex calculation operations until enough shared resources

becomeavailable and then use the shared resources to perform pixel calculation operations.

5. A unified shader comprising:

a processorunit;

a sequencer coupledto the processor unit, the sequencer maintaining instructions

operative to cause the processor unit to execute vertex calculation and pixel calculation

operations on selected data maintained in a store depending upon an amountof space available in

the store.

14
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6. The shader of claim 5, wherein the sequencerfurther includescircuitry operative

to fetch data from a memory.

7. The shaderof claim 5, further including a selection circuit operative to provide

information to the store in responseto a controlsignal.

8. The shader of claim 5, wherein the processor unit executes instructions that

generate a pixel color in responseto the selected one of the plurality of inputs.

9. The shader of claim 5, wherein the processor unit executes vertex calculations

while the pixel calculationsare still in progress.

10. The shader of claim 5, wherein the processor unit generates vertex position and

appearance data in response to a selected one of the plurality of inputs.

11. The shader of claim 7, wherein the control signal is provided by an arbiter.

12. A graphics processor comprising:

a unified shader comprising a processor unit that executes vertex calculations while the

pixel calculationsare still in progress.

13. The graphics processor of claim 12 wherein the unified shader comprises a

sequencer coupled to the processor unit, the sequencer maintaining instructions operative to

15
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cause the processor unit to execute vertex calculation and pixel calculation operations on

selected data maintained in a store depending upon an amountof space available in the store.

14. The graphics processor of claim 12 comprising a vertex block operative to fetch

vertex information from memory.

15. A unified shader comprising:

a processor unit flexibly controlled to perform vertex manipulation operations and pixel

manipulation operations based on vertex or pixel workload.

16. The shader of claim 15 comprising an instruction store and wherein the processor

unit performs the vertex manipulation operations and pixel manipulation operations at various

degrees of completion based on switching between instructionsin the instruction store.

16
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GRAPHICS PROCESSING ARCHITECTURE EMPLOYING A UNIFIED SHADER

ABSTRACT

[0035] A graphics processing architecture employing a single shader is disclosed. The

architecture includes a circuit operative to select one of a plurality of inputs in response to a

control signal; and a shader, coupled to the arbiter, operative to process the selected one of the

plurality of inputs, the shader including means for performing vertex operations and pixel

operations, and wherein the shader performs one of the vertex operations or pixel operations

based on the selected one of the plurality of inputs. The shader includes a register block whichis

used to store the plurality of selected inputs, a sequencer which maintains vertex manipulation

and pixel manipulations instructions and a processor capable of executing both floating point

arithmetic and logical operations on the selected inputs in response to the instructions maintained

in the sequencer.

17
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFIGE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
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Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450www.uspto.gov
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CONFIRMATION NO.2020

29153 FILING RECEIPT

ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES, INC.

C/O VEDDERPRICEP.C. AC00000004794362
222 N.LASALLE STREET

CHICAGO, IL 60601

Date Mailed: 06/01/2011

Receipt is acknowledged of this non-provisional patent application. The application will be taken up for examination
in due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence concerning the
application mustinclude the following identification information: the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE,
NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection.
Please verify the accuracy of the data presented on this receipt. If an error is noted onthis Filing Receipt, please
submit a written requestfor a Filing Receipt Correction. Please provide a copyofthis Filing Receipt with the
changes noted thereon. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts" for this application, please submit
any corrections to this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processesthe reply
to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another Filing Receipt incorporating the requested corrections

Applicant(s)
Stephen Morein, Cambridge, MA;
Laurent Lefebvre, Lachgnaie, CANADA;
Andy Gruber, Arlington, MA;
Andi Skende, Shrewsbury, MA;

Assignment For Published Patent Application
ATI TECHNOLOGIES ULC, Markham, CANADA

Powerof Attorney:
Robert Beiser--28687 Timothy Bechen--48126
Angelo Bufalino--29622 Brent Boyd--51020
Joseph Krause--32578
Christopher Reckamp--34414
Michael Turgeon--39404

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant
This application is a CON of 12/791 ,597 06/01/2010
which is a CON of 11/842,256 08/21/2007 ABN
which is a CON of 11/117,863 04/29/2005 PAT 7,327,369
which is a CON of 10/718,318 11/20/2003 PAT 6,897,871

Foreign Applications (You may beeligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution Highway program atthe
USPTO.Please see http://www.uspto.gov for more information.)

If Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 05/27/2011
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The country code and numberof your priority application, to be usedfor filing abroad under the Paris Convention,
is US 13/109,738

Projected Publication Date: 09/08/2011

Non-Publication Request: No

Early Publication Request: No
Title

GRAPHICS PROCESSING ARCHITECTURE EMPLOYING A UNIFIED SHADER

Preliminary Class

345

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no
effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent
in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider thefiling of an international
application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same
effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-membercountry. The PCT process simplifies the filing
of patent applications on the sameinvention in membercountries, but does notresult in a grantof "an international
patent" and doesnoteliminate the needof applicantsto file additional documents and fees in countries where patent
protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must make an
application for patent in that country in accordancewith its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ
in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific
foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions madein the United States, the Director of the USPTO must
issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. Thefiling of a U.S. patent application
serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and
guidance asto the status of applicant's license for foreignfiling.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents”(specifically, the
section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlinesforfiling foreign
patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199, orit
can be viewed on the USPTO website at http://“www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html.

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish
to consult the U.S. Government website, http:/Avww.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerceinitiative,
this website includes self-help "toolkits" giving innovators guidance on how to protectintellectual property in specific
countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcementissues, applicants may
call the U.S. Governmenthotline at 1-866-999-HALT (1-866-999-4158).
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LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15

GRANTED

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED"followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issuedin all applications where
the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whetheror not a license may be required as
set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope andlimitations of this license are set forth in 37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier
license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The
date indicatedis the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been granted under
37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14.

This licenseis to be retained by the licensee and maybe usedat any time onorafter the effective date thereof unless
it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s) filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This
license is not retroactive.

The grantof a license doesnot in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter
as imposed by any Governmentcontract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national
security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselvesof current regulations especially with
respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls, Department of
State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and
Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774); the Office of Foreign AssetsControl, Department of
Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of Energy.

NOT GRANTED

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED" DOESNOTappearonthis form. Applicant maystill petition for a license under 37 CFR 5.12,
if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from thefiling date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed
from thefiling date of this application and the licensee has not received any indication of a secrecy order under 35
U.S.C. 181, the licensee mayforeignfile the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15(b).
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CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to makethe appropriate selection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication
[_] from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to thefiling of the

information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e}(1).

OR

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification
after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to

[-] any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(2).

See attached certification statement.

[_] Fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

[_] None
SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the
form of the signature.

Signature {Christopher J. Reckamp/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 2011-07-14

Name/Print Christopher J. Reckamp Registration Number 34,414 
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the
public whichis to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR
1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed
application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.
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The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised
that: (1} the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited
is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to
process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested
information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may
result in termination of proceedings or abandonmentof the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act
(5 U.S.C. 552} and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the
Departmentof Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a
court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counselin the course of settlement
negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a
requestinvolving an individual, to whom the record pertains, whentheindividual has requested assistance from the
Memberwith respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the
requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant
to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or
his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSAaspart of that agency's responsibility to
recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this
purpose, and any otherrelevant(i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of
the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record
may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record wasfiled in
an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law
enforcement agency,if the USPTO becomes awareof a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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(57) Agraphics processor, comprising: an arbitercir-
cuit for selecting one of a plurality of inputs in response
to a control signal; and a shader, coupled to the arbiter
circuit, operative to process the selected oneof the plu-
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Remarks:

This application was filed on 01-10-2010 asa

divisional application to the application mentioned
under INID code 62.

A graphics processing architecture employing a unified shader

rality of inputs, the shader including meansfor performing

vertex operations and pixel operations, and performing
one of the vertex operations or pixel operations based
on the selected one ofthe plurality of inputs, wherein the
shader provides a appearanceattribute.
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

are configured to perform only a single transformation or

operation. Thus, in order to perform a position and a tex-
ture transformation of an input, at least two shading op-
erations and hence, at least two shaders, need to be

[0001] The present invention generally relates to 5 employed. Conventional graphics processors require the
graphics processors and, moreparticularly, to a graphics use of both a vertex shader and a pixel shader in order
processorarchitecture employing a single shader. to generate an object. Because both types of shaders

are required, known graphics processorsare relatively
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION large in size, with most of the real estate being taken up

70 by the vertex and pixel shaders.

[0002] In computer graphics applications, complex [0006] In addition to the real estate penalty associated
shapes and structures are formed through the sampling, with conventional graphics processors, there is also a

interconnection and rendering of more simple objects, corresponding performance penalty associated there-
referred to as primitives. An example of such a primitive with. In conventional graphics processors, the vertex
is a triangle, or other suitable polygon. These primitives, 15 shader and the pixel shaderare juxtaposed in a sequen-
in turn, are formed by the interconnection of individual tial, pipelined fashion, with the vertex shader being po-

pixels. Color and texture are then applied to the individual sitioned before and operating on vertex data before the
pixels that comprise the shape based on their location pixel shader can operate on individual pixel data.
within the primitive and the primitives orientation with re- [0007] Thus, there is a need for an improved graphics
spect to the generated shape; thereby generating the 20 processor employing a shader that is both spaceefficient
object that is rendered to a corresponding display for sub- and computationally effective.

sequent viewing.
[0003] The interconnection of primitives and the appli- SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION
cation of color and textures to generated shapesare gen-

erally performed by a graphics processor. Conventional 25 [0008] Briefly stated, the present invention is directed
graphics processors include a series of shaders that to a graphics processor that employs a unified shader
specify how and with what corresponding attributes, a that is capable of performing both the vertex operations

final image is drawn on a screen,or suitable display de- and the pixel operations in a space saving and compu-
vice. Asillustrated in FIG. 1, a conventional shader 10 tationally efficient manner. In an exemplary embodiment,
can be represented as a processing block12thataccepts 30 a graphics processor according to the present invention
a plurality of bits of input data, such as, for example, includes an arbiter circuit for selecting one of a plurality
object shape data (14) in object space (x,y,z); material of inputs for processing in response to a control signal:
properties of the object, such as color (16); texture infor- and a shader, coupled to the arbiter, operative to process

mation (18); luminance information (20); and viewing an- the selected oneof the plurality of inputs, the shader in-
gle information (22) and provides output data (28) rep- 35 cluding meansfor performing vertex operations and pixel
resenting the object with texture and other appearance operations, and wherein the shader performs oneof the

properties applied thereto (x’, y’, z’). vertex operations or pixel operations based on the se-
[0004] Inexemplary fashion, asillustrated in FIGS. 2A- lected one of the plurality of inputs.
2B, the shader accepts the vertex coordinate data rep- [0009] The shader includes a general purpose register

resenting cube 30 (FIG. 2A) as inputs and provides data 40 block for storing at least the plurality of selected inputs,
representing, for example, a perspectively corrected a sequencerfor storing logical and arithmetic instructions
view of the cube 30’ (FIG. 2B) as an output. The corrected that are used to perform vertex and pixel manipulation
view may be provided, for example, by applying an ap- operations and a processor capable of executing both
propriate transformation matrix to the data representing floating point arithmetic and logical operations on the se-
the initial cube 30. More specifically, the representation 45 lected inputs according to the instructions maintainedin

illustrated in FIG. 2B is provided by a vertex shader that the sequencer. The shader of the present invention is
accepts as inputs the data representing, for example, referred to as a "unified" shader becauseit is configured

vertices V,, Vy and V,, among others of cube 30 and to perform both vertex and pixel operations. By employ-
providing angularly oriented vertices V,,Vy and Vz, in- ing the unified shaderof the present invention, the asso-
cluding any appearanceattributes of corresponding cube 50 ciated graphics processor is more space efficient than
30’. conventional graphics processors because the unified

[0005] In addition to the vertex shader discussed shader takes up less real estate than the conventional
above, a shader processing block that operates on the multi-shader processorarchitecture.
pixel level, referred to as a pixel shader is also used when [0010] In addition, according to the present invention,
generating an object for display. Generally, the pixel 55 the unified shader is more computationally efficient be-
shaderprovides the colorvalue associated with eachpix- causeit allows the shaderto be flexibly allocated to pixels
el of a rendered object. Conventionally, both the vertex or vertices based on workload.
shaderand pixel shader are separate components that
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011] The present invention and the associated ad-
vantages and features thereof, will become better under-

49. The primitive assembly block 50 assembles,or con-

verts, the input vertex information into a plurality of prim-
itives to be subsequently processed. Suitable methods
of assembling the input vertex information into primitives

stood and appreciated upon review of the following de- 5_is knownin the art and will not be discussed in greater
tailed description of the invention, taken in conjunction detail here. The assembled primitives are then transmit-
with the following drawings, where like numerals repre- ted to a rasterization engine 52, which converts the pre-
sentlike elements, in which: viously assembled primitives into pixel data through a

process referred to as walking. The resulting pixel data
FIG. 1isaschematic block diagram ofaconventional 710 is then transmitted to a pixel shader 54 on line 53.

shader; [0014] The pixel shader 54 generates the color and
additional appearance attributes that are to be applied

FIGS. 2A-2B are graphical representations of the op- to a given pixel, and applies the appearanceattributes
erations performed bythe shader illustrated in FIG. to the respective pixels. In addition, the pixel shader 54
1; 15 is capable of fetching texture data from a texture map 57

as indexed by the pixel data from the rasterization engine

FIG. 3is aschematic block diagram of a conventional 52 by transmitting such information on line 55 to the tex-
graphics processorarchitecture; ture map. The requested texture data is then transmitted

back from the texture map 57 on line 57’ and stored ina
FIG. 4A is a schematic block diagram of a graphics 20 texture cache 56 before being routed to the pixel shader
processorarchitecture according to the present in- on line 58. Once the texture data has been received, the

vention; pixel shader 54 then performs specified logical or arith-
metic operations on the received texture data to generate

FIG. 4B is a schematic block diagram of an optional the pixel color or other appearanceattribute of interest.

input componentto the graphics processor accord- 25 The generated pixel appearanceattribute is then com-
ing to an alternate embodiment of the present inven- bined with a base color, as provided by the rasterization
tion; and engine on line 53, to thereby provide a pixel color to the

pixel corresponding at the position of interest. The pixel

FIG. 5 is an exploded schematic block diagram of appearanceattribute present on line 59 is then transmit-
the unified shader employed in the graphics proces- 30_ted to post raster processing blocks (not shown).
sor illustrated in FIG. 4A. [0015] As described above, the conventional graphics

processor 40 requires the use of two separate shaders:
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION a vertex shader 46 and a pixel shader 54. A drawback

associated with such an architecture is that the overall

[0012] FIG.3, illustrates a graphics processor incor- 35 footprint of the graphics processoris relatively large as
porating a conventional pipeline architecture. As shown, the two shaders take up a large amountofreal estate.

the graphics processor 40 includes a vertex fetch block Another drawback associated with conventional graphics
42 which receives vertex information relating to a primi- processorarchitectures is that can exhibit poor compu-
tive to be rendered from an off-chip memory 55 on line tational efficiency.

41. The fetched vertex datais then transmittedtoavertex 40 [0016] Referring now to FIG. 4A,in an exemplary em-
cache 44for storage on line 43. Upon request, the vertex bodiment, the graphics processor 60 of the presentin-
data maintained in the vertex cache 44is transmitted to vention includes a multiplexer 66 having vertex (e.g. in-

a vertex shader 46 on line 45. As discussed above, an dices) data provided at a first input thereto and interpo-
example of the information that is requested by and trans- lated pixel parameter (e.g. position) data and attribute
mitted to the vertex shader 46 includes the objectshape, 45 datafromarasterization engine 74 provided at a second
material properties (e.g. color), texture information, and input. A control signal generated by an arbiter 64 is trans-
viewing angle. Generally, the vertex shader46 is a pro- mitted to the multiplexer 66 on line 63. The arbiter 64
grammable mechanism which applies a transformation determines whichof the two inputs to the multiplexer 66

position matrix to the input position information (obtained is transmitted to a unified shader 62 for further process-

from the vertex cache 44), thereby providing datarepre- 50 ing. The arbitration scheme employed by the arbiter 64
senting a perspectively corrected image of the object to is as follows: the vertex data on the first input of the mul-
be rendered, along with any texture or color coordinates tiplexer 66 is transmitted to the unified shader 62 on line
thereof. 65 if there is enough resources available in the unified
[0013] After performing the transformation operation, shader to operate on the vertex data; otherwise, the in-

the data representing the transformed vertices are then 55  terpolated pixel parameter data present on the second
provided to a vertex store 48 on line 47. The vertex store input will be passed to the unified shader 62 for further
48 then transmits the modified vertex information con- processing.
tained therein to a primitive assembly block 50 on line [0017] Referring briefly to FIG. 5, the unified shader
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62 will now be described. Asillustrated, the unified shader

62 includes a general purpose register block 92, a plu-
rality of source registers: including source register A 93,
source register B 95, and source register C 97, a proc-

line 85 may be transmitted back to the general purpose

register block 92 for storage, or transmitted to succeeding
components of the graphics processor 60.
[0021] As discussed above, the instruction store 98

essor (e.g. CPU) 96 and a sequencer 99. The general 5 maintains both vertex manipulation instructions and pixel
purposeregister block 92 includessixty four registers, or manipulation instructions. Therefore, the unified shader
available entries, for storing the information transmitted 99 of the present invention is able to perform both vertex
from the multiplexer 66 on line 65 or any other information and pixel operations, as well as execute memory fetch
to be maintained within the unified shader. The data operations. As such, the unified shader62 of the present
presentin the general purposeregister block 92 is trans- 710 invention is able to perform both the vertex shading and

mitted to the plurality of source registers via line 109. pixel shading operations on datain the context of a graph-
[0018] The processor 96 may be comprised of a ded- ics controller based on information passed from the mul-

icated piece of hardware or can be configured as part of tiplexer. By being adapted to perform memory fetches,
a general purpose computing device(i.e, personal com- the unified shaderof the present invention is able to per-
puter). In an exemplary embodiment, the processor 96 15 form additional processes that conventional vertex shad-
is adapted to perform 32-bit floating point arithmetic op- ers cannot perform; while at the sametime, perform pixel

erations as well as a complete series of logical operations operations.
on corresponding operands. As shown, the processoris [0022] The unified shader 62 has ability to simultane-
logically partitioned into two sections. Section 96 is con- ously perform vertex manipulation operations and pixel
figured to execute, for example, the 32-bit floating point 20 manipulation operations at various degrees of comple-
arithmetic operations of the unified shader. The second tion by being able to freely switch between such programs

section, 96A,is configured to perform scaler operations or instructions, maintained in the instruction store 98,
(e.g. log, exponent, reciprocal square root) of the unified very quickly. In application, vertex data to be processed
shader. is transmitted into the general purpose register block 92

[0019] The sequencer 99 includes constants block 91 25 from multiplexer 66. The instruction store 98 then passes

and an instruction store 98. The constants block 91 con- the corresponding control signals to the processor 96 on
tains, for example, the several transformation matrices line 101 to perform such vertex operations. However, if
used in connection with vertex manipulation operations. the general purpose register block 92 does not have
The instruction store 98 contains the necessary instruc- enough available space therein to store the incoming ver-
tions that are executed by the processor 96 in order to 30 tex data, such information will not be transmitted as the
perform the respective arithmetic and logic operations arbitration schemeof the arbiter 64 is not satisfied. In this

on the data maintained in the general purpose register manner, any pixel calculation operations that are to be,
block 92 as provided by the source registers 93-95. The or are currently being, performed by the processor 96
instruction store 98 further includes memory fetch in- are continued, based on the instructions maintained in
structions that, when executed, causes the unified shad- 35 the instruction store 98, until enough registers within the
er 62 to fetch texture and other types of data, from mem- general purpose register block 92 become available.

ory 82 (FIG. 4A). In operation, the sequencer 99 deter- Thus, through the sharing of resources within the unified

mines whether the nextinstruction to be executed (from shader 62, processing of image data is enhanced as
the instruction store 98) is an arithmetic or logical instruc- there is no downtime associated with the processor 96.
tion or a memory (e.g. texture fetch) instruction. If the 40 [0023] Referring back to FIG. 4A, the graphics proc-
next instruction is a memory instruction or request, the essor 60 further includes a cache block 70, including a
sequencer 99 sends the request to a fetch block (not parameter cache 70A and a position cache 70B which

shown) which retrieves the required information from accepts the pixel based output of the unified shader 62
memory 82 (FIG. 4A). The retrieved information is then on line 85 and stores the respective pixel parameter and
transmitted to the sequencer 99, through the vertex tex- 45 position information in the corresponding cache. The pix-
ture cache 68 (FIG. 4A) as described in greater detail el information present in the cache block 70 is then trans-
below. mitted to the primitive assembly block 72 on line 71. The
[0020] If the next instruction to be executed is an arith- primitive assembly block 72 is responsible for assembling

metic or logical instruction, the sequencer 99 causes the the information transmitted thereto from the cache block

appropriate operandsto be transferred from the general 50 70 into a series of triangles, or other suitable primitives,
purposeregister block 92 into the appropriate source reg- for further processing. The assembledprimitives are then
isters (93, 95,97) forexecution, and an appropriate signal transmitted on line 73 to rasterization engine block 74,
is sent to the processor 96 on line 101 indicating what wherethe transmitted primitives are then converted into
operation or series of operations are to be executed on individual pixel data information through a walking proc-

the several operands present in the source registers. At 55 ess, or any other suitable pixel generation process. The
this point, the processor 96 executes the instructions on resulting pixel data from the rasterization engine block
the operands present in the source registers and pro- 74 is the interpolated pixel parameter data that is trans-
vides the result on line 85. The information present on mitted to the second input of the multiplexer 66 on line 75.
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[0024] In those situations when vertex data is trans-

mitted to the unified shader 62 through the multiplexer
66, the resulting vertex data generated by the processor
96, is transmitted to a render back end block 76 which

converts the resulting vertex data into at least one of sev-
eral formats suitable for later display on display device
84. For example, if a stained glass appearanceeffectis

to be applied to an image, the information corresponding
to such appearanceeffect is associated with the appro-
priate position data by the render back end 76. The in-
formation from the render back end 76is then transmitted

to memory 82 and a display controller line 80 via memory

controller 78. Such appropriately formatted information

is then transmitted on line 83 for presentation on display
device 84.

[0025] Referring now to FIG. 4B, shown therein is a

vertex block 61 which is used to provide the vertex infor-
mation at the first input of the multiplexer 66 according
to an alternate embodimentof the present invention. The
vertex block 61 includes a vertex fetch block 61A which

is responsible for retrieving vertex information from mem-

ory 82, if requested, and transmitting that vertex informa-
tion into the vertex cache 61 B. The information stored

in the vertex cache 61 B comprisesthe vertex information

that is coupled to the first input of multiplexer 66.
[9026] As discussed above, the graphics processor 60
of the present invention incorporates a unified shader 62

which is capable of performing both vertex manipulation
operations and pixel manipulation operations based on
the instructions stored in the instruction store 98. In this

fashion, the graphics processor60 of the present inven-
tion takes up less real estate than conventional graphics
processors as separate vertex shaders and pixel shaders

are no longer required. In addition, as the unified shader
62 is capable of alternating between performing vertex
manipulation operations and pixel manipulation opera-

tions, graphics processing efficiency is enhanced as one
type of data operations is not dependent upon another
type ofdata operations. Therefore, any performance pen-

alties experienced as a result of dependent operations
in conventional graphics processors are overcome.
[0027] The above detailed description of the present
invention and the examples described therein have been
presented for the purposesofillustration and description.
It is therefore contemplated that the present invention

cover any andall modifications, variations and equiva-
lents that fall within the scope of the basic underlying
principles disclosed and claimed herein.

Claims

1. Agraphics processor, comprising: an arbiter circuit
for selecting one of a plurality of inputs in response
to a control signal; and a shader, coupled to the ar-
biter circuit, operative to process the selected one
of the plurality of inputs, the shader including means

for performing vertex operations and pixel opera-
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10.

tions, and performing one of the vertex operations

or pixel operations based on the selected one of the
plurality of inputs, wherein the shaderprovides a ap-
pearanceattribute.

The graphics processorof claim 1, further including
a vertex storage block for maintaining vertex infor-
mation.

The graphics processorof claim 2, wherein the ver-

tex storage block further includes a parameter cache
operative to maintain appearanceattribute data for

a corresponding vertex and a position cache opera-
tive to maintain position data for a corresponding ver-
tex.

The graphics processorof claim 1, wherein the ap-
pearanceattribute is color, and the color is associ-
ated with a corresponding pixel when the selected
one of the plurality inputs is pixel data.

The graphics processorof claim 1, wherein the ap-
pearance attribute is position, and the position at-
tribute is associated with a corresponding vertex

whenthe selected one of the plurality of inputs is
vertex data.

The graphics processorof claim 5, wherein the ap-
pearanceattribute is color, and the colorattribute is
associated with a corresponding pixel when the se-
lected one of the plurality of inputs is pixel data.

The graphics processorof claim 5, wherein the ap-

pearanceattribute is one of the following: color, light-
ing, texture, normal and position data.

The graphics processorof claim 1, wherein the ap-

pearance value is depth.

The graphics processorof claim 1, further including
a selection circuit, wherein the selection circuit is a

multiplexer, and the control signal is provided by an

arbiter, wherein the arbiter is coupled to the multi-
plexer.

The graphics processorof claim 1, wherein the shad-
er provides vertex position data and further including
a primitive assembly block, coupled to the shader,
operative to generate primitives in response to the

vertex position data.
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(57) Agraphics processor, comprising: an arbitercir-
cuit for selecting one of a plurality of inputs in response

to a control signal; a shader, coupled to the arbiter circuit,

operative to process the selected one of the plurality of
inputs, the shader including meansfor performing vertex

operations and pixel operations, and performing one of
the vertex operations or pixel operations based on the
selected one ofthe plurality of inputs, wherein the shader

 OBJECT.

A graphics processing architecture employing a unified shader

provides a appearanceattribute; a vertex storage block
for maintaining vertex information; wherein the vertex

storage block further includes a parameter cache oper-

ative to maintain appearance attribute data for a corre-
sponding vertex and a position cache operative to main-

tain position data for a corresponding vertex; and wherein
the appearance attribute is color, and the color is asso-
ciated with a corresponding pixel when the selected one

of the plurality inputs is pixel data.
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

are configured to perform only a single transformation or
operation. Thus, in order to perform a position and a tex-

ture transformation of an input, at least two shading op-
erations and hence, at least two shaders, need to be

[0001] The present invention generally relates to 5 employed. Conventional graphics processors require the
graphics processors and, moreparticularly, to a graphics use of both a vertex shader and a pixel shaderin order
processor architecture employing a single shader. to generate an object. Because both types of shaders

are required, known graphics processors are relatively
BACKGROUNDOF THE INVENTION large in size, with mostof the real estate being taken up

70 ~-by the vertex and pixel shaders.

[0002] In computer graphics applications, complex [0006] In addition to the real estate penalty associated
shapes andstructures are formed through the sampling, with conventional graphics processors, there is also a

interconnection and rendering of more simple objects, corresponding performance penalty associated there-
referred to as primitives. An example of such a primitive with. In conventional graphics processors, the vertex
is a triangle, or other suitable polygon. These primitives, 745 shader and the pixel shader are juxtaposedin a sequen-

in turn, are formed by the interconnection of individual tial, pipelined fashion, with the vertex shader being pc-

pixels. Color and texture are then applied to the individual sitioned before and operating on vertex data before the

pixels that comprise the shape based on their location pixel shader can operate on individual pixel data.
within the primitive and the primitives orientation with re- [0007] Thus, there is a need for an improved graphics

spect to the generated shape; thereby generating the 2° processor employing a shaderthatis both spaceefficient
object thatis rendered to a corresponding display for sub- and computationally effective.

sequent viewing.
[0003] Theinterconnection of primitives and the appli- SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION

cation of color and textures to generated shapes are gen-

erally performed by a graphics processor. Conventional 25 [0008] Briefly stated, the present invention is directed
graphics processors include a series of shaders that to a graphics processor that employs a unified shader
specify how and with what corresponding attributes, a that is capable of performing both the vertex operations

final image is drawn on a screen,or suitable display de- and the pixel operations in a space saving and compu-
vice. As illustrated in FIG. 1, a conventional shader 10 tationally efficient manner. In an exemplary embodiment,

canbe represented as a processing block 12thataccepts 7° a graphics processor according to the present invention

a plurality of bits of input data, such as, for example, includes an arbiter circuit for selecting one of a plurality
object shape data (14) in object space (x,y,z); material of inputs for processing in response to a control signal:

properties of the object, such as color (16); texture infor- and a shader, coupled to the arbiter, operative to process
mation (18); luminance information (20); and viewing an- the selected one of the plurality of inputs, the shaderin-

gle information (22) and provides output data (28) rep- 35 cluding means for performing vertex operations and pixel
resenting the object with texture and other appearance operations, and wherein the shader performs one ofthe

properties applied thereto (x’, y’, z’}. vertex operations or pixel operations based on the se-

[0004] Inexemplary fashion, asillustrated in FIGS. 2A- lected one of the plurality of inputs.
2B, the shader accepts the vertex coordinate data rep- [0009] Theshader includes a general purpose register

resenting cube 30 (FIG. 2A) as inputs and provides data 4° block for storing at least the plurality of selected inputs,
representing, for example, a perspectively corrected a sequencerfor storing logical and arithmetic instructions
view of the cube 30’ (FIG. 2B) as an output. The corrected that are used to perform vertex and pixel manipulation

view may be provided, for example, by applying an ap- operations and a processor capable of executing both

propriate transformation matrix to the data representing floating point arithmetic and logical operations on the se-

the initial cube 30. More specifically, the representation 45 lected inputs accordingto the instructions maintained in
illustrated in FIG. 2B is provided by a vertex shaderthat the sequencer. The shader of the present invention is

accepts as inputs the data representing, for example, referred to as a “unified” shader becauseit is configured

vertices V,, Vy and Vz, among others of cube 30 and to perform both vertex and pixel operations. By employ-
providing angularly oriented vertices Vy,Vy and Vz, in- ing the unified shader of the present invention, the asso-
cluding any appearanceattributes ofcorresponding cube 5° ciated graphics processor is more space efficient than
30’. conventional graphics processors because the unified

[0005] In addition to the vertex shader discussed shader takes up less real estate than the conventional
above, a shader processing block that operates on the multi-shader processor architecture.
pixellevel, referred to as a pixel shaderis also used when [0010]=In addition, according to the present invention,

generating an object for display. Generally, the pixel 45 the unified shader is more computationally efficient be-
shaderprovidesthe color value associated with each pix- causeit allows the shaderto beflexibly allocated to pixels

el of a rendered cbject. Conventionally, both the vertex or vertices based on workload.

shader and pixel shader are separate componentsthat
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011] The present invention and the associated ad-

vantages and features thereof, will become better under-

49. The primitive assembly block 50 assembles, or con-
verts, the input vertex information into a plurality of prim-

itives to be subsequently processed. Suitable methods

of assembling the input vertex information into primitives

stood and appreciated upon review of the following de- 5 is known in the art and will not be discussed in greater
tailed description of the invention, taken in conjunction detail here. The assembled primitives are then transmit-
with the following drawings, where like numerals repre- ted to a rasterization engine 52, which converts the pre-

sentlike elements, in which: viously assembled primitives into pixel data through a
process referred to as walking. The resulting pixel data

FIG. 1isaschematicblock diagramofaconventional 72 is then transmitted to a pixel shader 54 online 53.
shader; [0014] The pixel shader 54 generates the color and

additional appearance attributes that are to be applied

FIGS. 2A-2Bare graphical representations of the op- to a given pixel, and applies the appearance attributes
erations performed by the shaderillustrated in FIG. to the respective pixels. In addition, the pixel shader 54

1; 75 is capable of fetching texture data from a texture map 57
as indexed by the pixel data from the rasterization engine

FIG. 3is a schematic block diagram of a conventional 52 by transmitting such information on line 55 to the tex-
graphics processor architecture; ture map. The requested texture data is then transmitted

back from the texture map 57 on line 57’ and stored ina

FIG. 4A is a schematic block diagram of a graphics 2° texture cache 56 before being routed to the pixel shader
processor architecture according to the presentin- on line 58. Once the texture data has been received, the

vention; pixel shader 54 then performs specified logical or arith-
metic operations on the received texture data to generate

FIG. 4B is a schematic block diagram of an optional the pixel color or other appearance attribute of interest.

input componentte the graphics processor accord- 25 The generated pixel appearance attribute is then com-
ing to an alternate embodimentof the present inven- bined with a base color, as provided by the rasterization

tion; and engine on line 53, to thereby provide a pixel color to the
pixel corresponding at the position of interest. The pixel

FIG. 5 is an exploded schematic block diagram of appearanceattribute present on line 59 is then transmit-

the unified shader employed in the graphics proces- 3° ted to post raster processing blocks (not shown).
sorillustrated in FIG. 4A. [0015] As described above, the conventional graphics

processor 40 requires the use of two separate shaders:
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION a vertex shader 46 and a pixel shader 54. A drawback

associated with such an architecture is that the overall

[0012] FIG. 3, illustrates a graphics processor incor- 35 footprint of the graphics processoris relatively large as
porating a conventional pipeline architecture. As shown, the two shaders take up a large amount of real estate.

the graphics processor40 includes a vertex fetch block Another drawback associated with conventional graphics
4? which receives vertex information relating to a primi- processor architectures is that can exhibit poor compu-
tive to be rendered from an off-chip memory 55 on line tational efficiency.

41. The fetched vertex data is thentransmittedtoavertex 49 [0016] Referring now to FIG. 4A, in an exemplary em-
cache44 for storage on line 43. Upon request, the vertex bodiment, the graphics processor 60 of the present in-

data maintained in the vertex cache 44 is transmitted to vention includes a multiplexer 66 having vertex (e.g. in-
a vertex shader 46 on line 45. As discussed above, an dices) data provided at a first input thereto and interpo-

example ofthe information that is requested by and trans- lated pixel parameter (e.g. position} data and attribute
mitted to the vertex shader46 includes the object shape, 45 data froma rasterization engine 74 provided at a second
material properties (e.g. color}, texture information, and input. A control signal generated by an arbiter 64is trans-

viewing angle. Generally, the vertex shader 46is a pro- mitted to the multiplexer 66 on line 63. The arbiter 64
grammable mechanism which applies a transformation determines which of the two inputs to the multiplexer 66

position matrix to the input position information (obtained is transmitted to a unified shader 62 for further process-
from the vertex cache 44), thereby providing datarepre- 5° ing. The arbitration scheme employed by the arbiter 64

senting a perspectively corrected image of the object to is as follows: the vertex data onthefirst input of the mul-

be rendered, along with any texture or color coordinates tiplexer 66 is transmitted to the unified shader 62 on line
thereof. 65 if there is enough resources available in the unified
[0013] After performing the transformation operation, shader to operate on the vertex data; otherwise, the in-

the data representing the transformed vertices are then 55 terpolated pixel parameter data present on the second
provided to a vertex store 48 on line 47. The vertex store input will be passed to the unified shader 62 for further

48 then transmits the modified vertex information con- processing.
tained therein to a primitive assembly block 50 on line [0017] Referring briefly to FIG. 5, the unified shader
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6? will now be described. Asillustrated, the unified shader

62 includes a general purpose register block 92, a plu-

rality of source registers: including source register A 93,

source register B 95, and source register C 97, a proc-

line 85 may be transmitted back to the general purpose

register block 9? for storage,or transmitted to succeeding
components of the graphics processor 60.

[0021] As discussed above, the instruction store 98

essor (e.g. CPU) 96 and a sequencer 99. The general 5 maintains both vertex manipulation instructions and pixel
purposeregister block 9? includes sixty four registers, or manipulation instructions. Therefore, the unified shader
available entries, for storing the information transmitted 99 of the present invention is able to perform both vertex

fromthe multiplexer 66 on line 65 or any other information and pixel operations, as well as execute memory fetch
to be maintained within the unified shader. The data operations. As such, the unified shader 62 of the present

presentin the general purpose register block 92 istrans- 72 invention is able to perform both the vertex shading and
mitted to the plurality of source registers via line 109. pixel shading operations on data in the context of a graph-

[0018] The processor 96 may be comprised of a ded- ics controller based on information passed from the mul-
icated piece of hardware or can be configured as part of tiplexer. By being adapted to perform memory fetches,
a general purpose computing device (i.e. personal com- the unified shaderof the present invention is able to per-

puter). In an exemplary embodiment, the processor 96 75 form additional processes that conventional vertex shad-
is adapted to perform 32-bit floating point arithmetic op- ers cannot perform; while at the same time, perform pixel

erations as well as acomplete series of logical operations operations.
on corresponding operands. As shown, the processoris [0022] The unified shader 62 has ability to simultane-
logically partitioned into two sections. Section 96 is con- ously perform vertex manipulation operations and pixel

figured to execute, for example, the 32-bit floating point 2° manipulation operations at various degrees of comple-
arithmetic operations of the unified shader. The second tion by being able to freely switch between such programs

section, 96A, is configured to perform scaler operations or instructions, maintained in the instruction store 98,
(e.g. log, exponent, reciprocal square root} of the unified very quickly. In application, vertex data to be processed

shader. is transmitted into the general purpose register block 92

[0019] The sequencer 99 includes constants block 91 25 from multiplexer 66. The instruction store 98 then passes
and aninstruction store 98. The constants block 91 con- the corresponding control signals to the processor 96 on

tains, for example, the several transformation matrices line 101 to perform such vertex operations. However,if
used in connection with vertex manipulation operations. the general purpose register block 92 does not have

The instruction store 98 contains the necessary instruc- enough available spacetherein to store the incoming ver-
tions that are executed by the processor 96 in order to 78 tex data, such information will not be transmitted as the

perform the respective arithmetic and logic operations arbitration schemeofthe arbiter 64 is not satisfied. In this

on the data maintained in the general purpose register manner, any pixel calculation operations that are to be,
block 9? as provided by the source registers 93-95. The or are currently being, performed by the processor 96
instruction store 98 further includes memory fetch in- are continued, based on the instructions maintained in

structions that, when executed, causes the unified shad- 35 the instruction store 98, until enough registers within the
er 62 to fetch texture and other types of data, from mem- general purpose register block 92 become available.

ory 82 (FIG. 4A). In operation, the sequencer 99 deter- Thus, through the sharing of resources within the unified

mines whetherthe next instruction to be executed {from shader 62, processing of image data is enhanced as
the instruction store 98) is an arithmetic or logical instruc- there is no down time associated with the processor 96.

tion or a memory (e.g. texture fetch) instruction. If the 4° [0023] Referring back to FIG. 4A, the graphics proc-
next instruction is a memory instruction or request, the essor 60 further includes a cache block 70, including a

sequencer 99 sends the request to a fetch block (not parameter cache 70A and a position cache 70B which
shown) which retrieves the required information from accepts the pixel based output of the unified shader 62

memory 82 (FIG. 4A). The retrieved information is then on line 85 and stores the respective pixel parameter and
transmitted tc the sequencer 99, through the vertex tex- 45 position informationin the corresponding cache. The pix-

ture cache 68 (FIG. 4A) as described in greater detail el information presentin the cache block 70is then trans-
below. mitted to the primitive assembly block 7? on line 71. The
[0020] Ifthe next instruction to be executed is an arith- primitive assembly block 72 is responsible for assembling
metic or logical instruction, the sequencer 99 causes the the information transmitted thereto from the cache block

appropriate operandsto be transferred from the general 5° 7OQ into a series of triangles, or other suitable primitives,

purpose register block 92 into the appropriate source reg- for further processing. The assembled primitives are then

isters (93, 95, 97} for execution, and an appropriate signal transmitted on line 73 to rasterization engine block 74,
is sent to the processor 96 on line 101 indicating what where the transmitted primitives are then converted into

operation or series of operations are to be executed on individual pixel data information through a walking proc-
the several operands present in the source registers. At 55 ess, or any other suitable pixel generation process. The

this point, the processor 96 executes the instructions on resulting pixel data from the rasterization engine block
the operands present in the source registers and pro- 74 is the interpolated pixel parameter data thatis trans-
vides the result on line 85. The information present on mitted to the secondinput of the multiplexer 66 on line 75.
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[0024] In those situations when vertex data is trans-
mitted to the unified shader 62 through the multiplexer

66, the resulting vertex data generated by the processor
96, is transmitted to a render back end block 76 which

converts the resulting vertex data into at least one of sev-

eral formats suitable for later display on display device
84. For example, if a stained glass appearance effect is

to be applied to an image, the information corresponding
to such appearance effect is associated with the appro-

priate position data by the render back end 76. the infor-
mation from the render back end 76is then transmitted

to memory 82 and a display controllerline 80 via memory

controller 78. Such appropriately formatted information
is then transmitted on line 83 for presentation on display
device 84.

[0025] Referring now to FIG. 4B, shown therein is a

vertex block 61 which is used to provide the vertex infor-

mation at the first input of the multiplexer 66 according
to an alternate embedimentof the present invention. The
vertex block 61 includes a vertex fetch block 61A which

is responsible for retrieving vertex information from mem-

ory 82, if requested, and transmitting that vertex informa-
tion into the vertex cache 61 B. The information stored

inthe vertex cache 61 B comprises the vertex information

that is coupled to thefirst input of multiplexer 66.
[0026] As discussed above, the graphics processor 60
of the presentinvention incorporates a unified shader 62

which is capable of performing both vertex manipulation
operations and pixel manipulation operations based on
the instructions stored in the instruction store 98. In this

fashion, the graphics processor 60 of the present inven-
tion takes up less real estate than conventional graphics

processors as separate vertex shaders and pixel shaders
are no longer required. In addition, as the unified shader

62 is capable of alternating between performing vertex
manipulation operations and pixel manipulation opera-

tions, graphics processing efficiency is enhanced as one

type of data operations is not dependent upon another
type ofdata operations. Therefore, any performance pen-

alties experienced as a result of dependent operations
in conventional graphics processors are overcome.
[0027] The above detailed description of the present

invention and the examples described therein have been

presented for the purposesofillustration and description.

It is therefore contemplated that the present invention
cover any and all modifications, variations and equiva-

lents that fall within the scope of the basic underlying
principles disclosed and claimed herein.

Claims

1. A graphics processor, comprising: an arbiter circuit
for selecting one of a plurality of inputs in response

to a control signal; a shader, coupled to the arbiter
circuit, operative to process the selected one of the

plurality of inputs, the shader including means for

performing vertex operations and pixel operations,

72

15

20a

25

30a

35

40

45

50

55

and performing one of the vertex operations or pixel

operations based on the selected one ofthe plurality
of inputs, wherein the shaderprovides a appearance

attribute; a vertex storage block for maintaining ver-

tex information; wherein the vertex storage blockfur-
ther includes a parameter cache operative to main-
tain appearance attribute data for a corresponding

vertex and a position cache operative to maintain
position data for a corresponding vertex; and where-

in the appearanceattribute is color, and the coloris

associated with a corresponding pixel when the se-

lected one of the plurality inputs is pixel data.

The graphics processorof claim 1 wherein the ap-

pearance attribute is position, and the position at-
tribute is associated with a corresponding vertex

when the selected one of the plurality of inputs is
vertex data.
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

are configured to perform only a single transformation or

operation. Thus, in order to perform a position and a tex-
ture transformation of an input, at least two shading op-
erations and hence, at least two shaders, need to be

[0001] The present invention generally relates to 5 employed. Conventional graphics processors require the
graphics processors and, moreparticularly, to a graphics use of both a vertex shader and a pixel shader in order
processorarchitecture employing a single shader. to generate an object. Because both types of shaders

are required, known graphics processorsare relatively
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION large in size, with most of the real estate being taken up

70 by the vertex and pixel shaders.

[0002] In computer graphics applications, complex [0006] In addition to the real estate penalty associated
shapes and structures are formed through the sampling, with conventional graphics processors, there is also a

interconnection and rendering of more simple objects, corresponding performance penalty associated there-
referred to as primitives. An example of such a primitive with. In conventional graphics processors, the vertex
is a triangle, or other suitable polygon. These primitives, 15 shader and the pixel shaderare juxtaposed in a sequen-
in turn, are formed by the interconnection of individual tial, pipelined fashion, with the vertex shader being po-

pixels. Color and texture are then applied to the individual sitioned before and operating on vertex data before the
pixels that comprise the shape based on their location pixel shader can operate on individual pixel data.
within the primitive and the primitives orientation with re- [0007] Thus, there is a need for an improved graphics
spect to the generated shape; thereby generating the 20 processor employing a shader that is both spaceefficient
object that is rendered to a corresponding display for sub- and computationally effective.

sequent viewing.
[0003] The interconnection of primitives and the appli- SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION
cation of color and textures to generated shapesare gen-

erally performed by a graphics processor. Conventional 25 [0008] Briefly stated, the present invention is directed
graphics processors include a series of shaders that to a graphics processor that employs a unified shader
specify how and with what corresponding attributes, a that is capable of performing both the vertex operations

final image is drawn on a screen,or suitable display de- and the pixel operations in a space saving and compu-
vice. Asillustrated in FIG. 1, a conventional shader 10 tationally efficient manner. In an exemplary embodiment,
can be represented as a processing block12thataccepts 30 a graphics processor according to the present invention
a plurality of bits of input data, such as, for example, includes an arbiter circuit for selecting one of a plurality
object shape data (14) in object space (x,y,z); material of inputs for processing in response to a control signal:
properties of the object, such as color (16); texture infor- and a shader, coupled to the arbiter, operative to process

mation (18); luminance information (20); and viewing an- the selected oneof the plurality of inputs, the shader in-
gle information (22) and provides output data (28) rep- 35 cluding meansfor performing vertex operations and pixel
resenting the object with texture and other appearance operations, and wherein the shader performs oneof the

properties applied thereto (x’, y’, z’). vertex operations or pixel operations based on the se-
[0004] Inexemplary fashion, asillustrated in FIGS. 2A- lected one of the plurality of inputs.
2B, the shader accepts the vertex coordinate data rep- [0009] The shader includes a general purpose register

resenting cube 30 (FIG. 2A) as inputs and provides data 40 block for storing at least the plurality of selected inputs,
representing, for example, a perspectively corrected a sequencerfor storing logical and arithmetic instructions
view of the cube 30’ (FIG. 2B) as an output. The corrected that are used to perform vertex and pixel manipulation
view may be provided, for example, by applying an ap- operations and a processor capable of executing both
propriate transformation matrix to the data representing floating point arithmetic and logical operations on the se-
the initial cube 30. More specifically, the representation 45 lected inputs according to the instructions maintainedin

illustrated in FIG. 2B is provided by a vertex shader that the sequencer. The shader of the present invention is
accepts as inputs the data representing, for example, referred to as a "unified" shader becauseit is configured

vertices Vy, Vy and Vz, among others of cube 30 and to perform both vertex and pixel operations. By employ-
providing angularly oriented vertices Vx, Vy and Vz, in- ing the unified shaderof the present invention, the asso-
cluding any appearanceattributes of corresponding cube 50 ciated graphics processor is more space efficient than
30’. conventional graphics processors because the unified

[0005] In addition to the vertex shader discussed shader takes up less real estate than the conventional
above, a shader processing block that operates on the multi-shader processorarchitecture.
pixel level, referred to as a pixel shader is also used when [0010] In addition, according to the present invention,
generating an object for display. Generally, the pixel 55 the unified shader is more computationally efficient be-
shaderprovides the colorvalue associated with eachpix- causeit allows the shaderto be flexibly allocated to pixels
el of a rendered object. Conventionally, both the vertex or vertices based on workload.
shaderand pixel shader are separate components that
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011] The present invention and the associated ad-
vantages and features thereof, will become better under-

49. The primitive assembly block 50 assembles,or con-

verts, the input vertex information into a plurality of prim-
itives to be subsequently processed. Suitable methods
of assembling the input vertex information into primitives

stood and appreciated upon review of the following de- 5_is knownin the art and will not be discussed in greater
tailed description of the invention, taken in conjunction detail here. The assembled primitives are then transmit-
with the following drawings, where like numerals repre- ted to a rasterization engine 52, which converts the pre-
sentlike elements, in which: viously assembled primitives into pixel data through a

process referred to as walking. The resulting pixel data
FIG. 1isaschematic block diagram ofaconventional 710 is then transmitted to a pixel shader 54 on line 53.

shader; [0014] The pixel shader 54 generates the color and
additional appearance attributes that are to be applied

FIGS. 2A-2B are graphical representations of the op- to a given pixel, and applies the appearanceattributes
erations performed bythe shader illustrated in FIG. to the respective pixels. In addition, the pixel shader 54
1; 15 is capable of fetching texture data from a texture map 57

as indexed by the pixel data from the rasterization engine

FIG. 3is aschematic block diagram of a conventional 52 by transmitting such information on line 55 to the tex-
graphics processorarchitecture; ture map. The requested texture data is then transmitted

back from the texture map 57 on line 57’ and stored ina
FIG. 4A is a schematic block diagram of a graphics 20 texture cache 56 before being routed to the pixel shader
processorarchitecture according to the present in- on line 58. Once the texture data has been received, the

vention; pixel shader 54 then performs specified logical or arith-
metic operations on the received texture data to generate

FIG. 4B is a schematic block diagram of an optional the pixel color or other appearanceattribute of interest.

input componentto the graphics processor accord- 25 The generated pixel appearanceattribute is then com-
ing to an alternate embodiment of the present inven- bined with a base color, as provided by the rasterization
tion; and engine on line 53, to thereby provide a pixel color to the

pixel corresponding at the position of interest. The pixel

FIG. 5 is an exploded schematic block diagram of appearanceattribute present on line 59 is then transmit-
the unified shader employed in the graphics proces- 30_ted to post raster processing blocks (not shown).
sor illustrated in FIG. 4A. [0015] As described above, the conventional graphics

processor 40 requires the use of two separate shaders:
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION a vertex shader 46 and a pixel shader 54. A drawback

associated with such an architecture is that the overall

[0012] FIG.3, illustrates a graphics processor incor- 35 footprint of the graphics processoris relatively large as
porating a conventional pipeline architecture. As shown, the two shaders take up a large amountofreal estate.

the graphics processor 40 includes a vertex fetch block Another drawback associated with conventional graphics
42 which receives vertex information relating to a primi- processorarchitectures is that can exhibit poor compu-
tive to be rendered from an off-chip memory 55 on line tational efficiency.

41. The fetched vertex datais then transmittedtoavertex 40 [0016] Referring now to FIG. 4A,in an exemplary em-
cache 44for storage on line 43. Upon request, the vertex bodiment, the graphics processor 60 of the presentin-
data maintained in the vertex cache 44is transmitted to vention includes a multiplexer 66 having vertex (e.g. in-

a vertex shader 46 on line 45. As discussed above, an dices) data provided at a first input thereto and interpo-
example of the information that is requested by and trans- lated pixel parameter (e.g. position) data and attribute
mitted to the vertex shader 46 includes the objectshape, 45 datafromarasterization engine 74 provided at a second
material properties (e.g. color), texture information, and input. A control signal generated by an arbiter 64 is trans-
viewing angle. Generally, the vertex shader46 is a pro- mitted to the multiplexer 66 on line 63. The arbiter 64
grammable mechanism which applies a transformation determines whichof the two inputs to the multiplexer 66

position matrix to the input position information (obtained is transmitted to a unified shader 62 for further process-

from the vertex cache 44), thereby providing datarepre- 50 ing. The arbitration scheme employed by the arbiter 64
senting a perspectively corrected image of the object to is as follows: the vertex data on the first input of the mul-
be rendered, along with any texture or color coordinates tiplexer 66 is transmitted to the unified shader 62 on line
thereof. 65 if there is enough resources available in the unified
[0013] After performing the transformation operation, shader to operate on the vertex data; otherwise, the in-

the data representing the transformed vertices are then 55  terpolated pixel parameter data present on the second
provided to a vertex store 48 on line 47. The vertex store input will be passed to the unified shader 62 for further
48 then transmits the modified vertex information con- processing.
tained therein to a primitive assembly block 50 on line [0017] Referring briefly to FIG. 5, the unified shader
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62 will now be described. Asillustrated, the unified shader

62 includes a general purpose register block 92, a plu-
rality of source registers: including source register A 93,
source register B 95, and source register C 97, a proc-

line 85 may be transmitted back to the general purpose

register block 92 for storage, or transmitted to succeeding
components of the graphics processor 60.
[0021] As discussed above, the instruction store 98

essor (e.g. CPU) 96 and a sequencer 99. The general 5 maintains both vertex manipulation instructions and pixel
purposeregister block 92 includessixty four registers, or manipulation instructions. Therefore, the unified shader
available entries, for storing the information transmitted 99 of the present invention is able to perform both vertex
from the multiplexer 66 on line 65 or any other information and pixel operations, as well as execute memory fetch
to be maintained within the unified shader. The data operations. As such, the unified shader62 of the present
presentin the general purposeregister block 92 is trans- 710 invention is able to perform both the vertex shading and

mitted to the plurality of source registers via line 109. pixel shading operations on datain the context of a graph-
[0018] The processor 96 may be comprised of a ded- ics controller based on information passed from the mul-

icated piece of hardware or can be configured as part of tiplexer. By being adapted to perform memory fetches,
a general purpose computing device(i.e. personal com- the unified shaderof the present invention is able to per-
puter). In an exemplary embodiment, the processor 96 15 form additional processes that conventional vertex shad-
is adapted to perform 32-bit floating point arithmetic op- ers cannot perform; while at the sametime, perform pixel

erations as well as a complete series of logical operations operations.
on corresponding operands. As shown, the processoris [0022] The unified shader 62 has ability to simultane-
logically partitioned into two sections. Section 96 is con- ously perform vertex manipulation operations and pixel
figured to execute, for example, the 32-bit floating point 20 manipulation operations at various degrees of comple-
arithmetic operations of the unified shader. The second tion by being able to freely switch between such programs

section, 96A,is configured to perform scaler operations or instructions, maintained in the instruction store 98,
(e.g. log, exponent, reciprocal square root) of the unified very quickly. In application, vertex data to be processed
shader. is transmitted into the general purpose register block 92

[0019] The sequencer 99 includes constants block 91 25 from multiplexer 66. The instruction store 98 then passes

and an instruction store 98. The constants block 91 con- the corresponding control signals to the processor 96 on
tains, for example, the several transformation matrices line 101 to perform such vertex operations. However, if
used in connection with vertex manipulation operations. the general purpose register block 92 does not have
The instruction store 98 contains the necessary instruc- enough available space therein to store the incoming ver-
tions that are executed by the processor 96 in order to 30 tex data, such information will not be transmitted as the
perform the respective arithmetic and logic operations arbitration schemeof the arbiter 64 is not satisfied. In this

on the data maintained in the general purpose register manner, any pixel calculation operations that are to be,
block 92 as provided by the source registers 93-95. The or are currently being, performed by the processor 96
instruction store 98 further includes memory fetch in- are continued, based on the instructions maintained in
structions that, when executed, causes the unified shad- 35 the instruction store 98, until enough registers within the
er 62 to fetch texture and other types of data, from mem- general purpose register block 92 become available.

ory 82 (FIG. 4A). In operation, the sequencer 99 deter- Thus, through the sharing of resources within the unified

mines whether the nextinstruction to be executed (from shader 62, processing of image data is enhanced as
the instruction store 98) is an arithmetic or logical instruc- there is no downtime associated with the processor 96.
tion or a memory (e.g. texture fetch) instruction. If the 40 [0023] Referring back to FIG. 4A, the graphics proc-
next instruction is a memory instruction or request, the essor 60 further includes a cache block 70, including a
sequencer 99 sends the request to a fetch block (not parameter cache 70A and a position cache 70B which

shown) which retrieves the required information from accepts the pixel based output of the unified shader 62
memory 82 (FIG. 4A). The retrieved information is then on line 85 and stores the respective pixel parameter and
transmitted to the sequencer 99, through the vertex tex- 45 position information in the corresponding cache. The pix-
ture cache 68 (FIG. 4A) as described in greater detail el information present in the cache block 70 is then trans-
below. mitted to the primitive assembly block 72 on line 71. The
[0020] If the next instruction to be executed is an arith- primitive assembly block 72 is responsible for assembling

metic or logical instruction, the sequencer 99 causes the the information transmitted thereto from the cache block

appropriate operandsto be transferred from the general 50 70 into a series of triangles, or other suitable primitives,
purposeregister block 92 into the appropriate source reg- for further processing. The assembledprimitives are then
isters (93, 95,97) forexecution, and an appropriate signal transmitted on line 73 to rasterization engine block 74,
is sent to the processor 96 on line 101 indicating what wherethe transmitted primitives are then converted into
operation or series of operations are to be executed on individual pixel data information through a walking proc-

the several operands present in the source registers. At 55 ess, or any other suitable pixel generation process. The
this point, the processor 96 executes the instructions on resulting pixel data from the rasterization engine block
the operands present in the source registers and pro- 74 is the interpolated pixel parameter data that is trans-
vides the result on line 85. The information present on mitted to the second input of the multiplexer 66 on line 75.
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[0024] In those situations when vertex data is trans-

mitted to the unified shader 62 through the multiplexer
66, the resulting vertex data generated by the processor
96, is transmitted to a render back end block 76 which

data by a processorunless the general purpose

register block does not have enough available
spacetherein to store incoming vertex data; and
continuing pixel calculation operations that are

converts the resulting vertex data into atleastoneofsev- 5 to be or are currently being performed by the
eral formats suitable for later display on display device processor based on instructions maintained in
84. For example, if a stained glass appearanceeffectis an instruction store until enough registers within
to be applied to an image, the information corresponding the general purpose register block become
to such appearanceeffect is associated with the appro- available.
priate position data by the render back end 76. The in- 70

formation from the render back end 76is then transmitted 2. A unified shader, comprising:
to memory 82 and a display controller line 80 via memory

controller 78. Such appropriately formatted information a general purpose register block for maintaining
is then transmitted on line 83 for presentation on display data;
device 84. 15 a processorunit operative to:
[0025] Referring now to FIG. 4B, shown therein is a

vertex block 61 which is used to provide the vertex infor- perform vertex manipulation operations and
mation at the first input of the multiplexer 66 according pixel manipulation operations by transmit-
to an alternate embodimentof the present invention. The ting vertex data to a general purposeregis-
vertex block 61 includes a vertex fetch block 61A which 20 ter block, and perform vertex operations on
is responsible for retrieving vertex information from mem- the vertex data unless the general purpose

ory 82, if requested, and transmitting that vertex informa- register block does not have enough avail-
tion into the vertex cache 61 B. The information stored able space therein to store incoming vertex
in the vertex cache 61 B comprisesthe vertex information data and continue pixel calculation opera-

that is coupled to the first input of multiplexer 66. 25 tions that are to be or are currently being
[9026] As discussed above, the graphics processor 60 performed based on instructions main-
of the present invention incorporates a unified shader 62 tained in an instruction store until enough

which is capable of performing both vertex manipulation registers within the general purpose register
operations and pixel manipulation operations based on block becomeavailable.
the instructions stored in the instruction store 98. In this 32

fashion, the graphics processor60 of the present inven-
tion takes up less real estate than conventional graphics
processors as separate vertex shaders and pixel shaders

are no longer required. In addition, as the unified shader
62 is capable of alternating between performing vertex 35
manipulation operations and pixel manipulation opera-

tions, graphics processing efficiency is enhanced as one
type of data operations is not dependent upon another
type ofdata operations. Therefore, any performance pen-

alties experienced as a result of dependent operations 40
in conventional graphics processors are overcome.
[0027] The above detailed description of the present
invention and the examples described therein have been
presented for the purposesofillustration and description.
It is therefore contemplated that the present invention 45

cover any andall modifications, variations and equiva-
lents that fall within the scope of the basic underlying
principles disclosed and claimed herein.

50

Claims

1. A method comprising:

performing vertex manipulation operations and 55
pixel manipulation operations by transmitting
vertex data to a general purposeregister block,

and performing vertex operations on the vertex
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(2 Box Ns. Vio Gartain documents cited

' CF Box Ne, VN Certain defeats in the international application
(3 Box No. VIN Certain observations an the intermational application

(2. FURTHER ACTION
2

¥ a Samand toy infemational preliminary exantination Is made, this opinion wil usually be considered io be €
written opinion of iteintermational Preliminary Examining Authority IPE, However, this dews ant apaly where
the appoint chooses an Authority other than this ane te be the [PEA and the chosen [PEA Sas sotifed the
Intemational Qureau under Rule 66.tis) thai writion opinions of this intematingal Searching Authority
ww sal ba so considered.

* this opinionis, as provided above, considerad to be a written opidion of tha PEA, the applicant is invited ta
submit tg the IPEA 3 written reply ingether, where appropriate, with amendments, hefore the expication of thres
months fromthe date of mating of Form POTASAGZ0arhelothe expination of 22 manths fromthe orority. dats,
whichever expires ater,

For further optinas, see Farm POTASASEO.

3. Por hucther dstaiis, see sntes to Form POTASAS20.
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE intemational application No.
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY POTMBLO04.00382 1WetieneBARARO es(PRAADAAARAAAABAAISAAARARAAADRAA  rent

  ackORRRAAAAAAAAAACN

Box No.i Basis of the opinion  AAAS 

1. With regard to the language, ins opinion has been established on the basis of he international applicationin
thelanguage in which i was Hed, unless otherwise indicated under this tem.

Li This opinion has beenestablished on the basis of a translation from the original language inte ihe following
language which is the language of a tranglation furnished for the purposes of inlemational search
funder Rules 12.3 and 23. 1{Ds.

ya . Wath regard to anynucleotide andor amino acid sequence disclosed in the international aplication and
necessary io the claimed invention, this opinion has been established on the basis of:

3. type of materiak

i islets) relaied to the sequence listing

b. format of matanak

oy;
LJ di wyriien formal

i) in computer mariable farm

©. time. of lingdurnishing:

[)  contgined in the inersational application as Hed.

L] filed fagether with the international application in computer seadable form.

LI furnished subsaquentiy ta this Authority for the purposes of search.

3. in addition, in the case that more than one version or copyof a sequence fisting andar table relating thereto
has Gean fied of lursishad, ta required statements that the information in the subsequent ar additional
copies is identiog! to that in the application as filed or does not go beyond the application as filed, as
appNGoiain, wens fumished,

4, Addivanal comunents:
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oneness

WRITTEN OFNION OF THE infemational apolication No.
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY PCOTABZ004HOSR21eeteranOCAARRAOARIAVNRWWVADER LO

se

Box No. ¥ Reasoned statement under Rule 43b/8.1(a\() with regard to novelty, Inventive step or |
industial applicability; citationsand explanations supporting such statement

%, Statement

Novelty iS} Yes:. Claims $-20
No: Olimes

inventive step GS) Yas: Claims ae
Ne: Claims

industrial anolcahility (18) Yea: Claims 20
Nex«=Claima

2. Eilations anc explanations

S88 separate sheet
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE intemational application No,
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING

AUTHORITY (SEPARATE SHEET 

Re Hem ¥.

* The folowing documents are referred to in this cornmunioation:

D1: US 2003/154830 Al (KENT OSMAN} 4 September 2003 (2003-09-04)
De: US-B1-9 417 858 (BOSCH DEREK ET AL} § July 2002 (2002-07-09)
Do: UG-B1-6 383 489 (LINDHOLM JOHN ERIK ET AL} 5 March 2002 (2002-03-05)
Dé. BRETERNITE M ET AL: “Compilation, architectural supporand evaluation of

SIMD graphics pipeline programs on a general-purpose CPL" 27 September
2009 (2003-09-27), PARALLEL ARCHITEGTURES AND COMPILATION
TECHNIQUES, 2003. PACT 2003. PROCEEDINGS. 12TH INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE ON 27 SEPT. - 1 OCT. 2003, PISCATAWAY, Nu. USAIEEE.
PAGE(S) 185-148 , KP010662182 ISBN: 0-7695-2021-9

=  UOocument D1, which is consicered to represent the most relevant state of the art for
ihe subject-matter of claim 1, discloses (the references In parentheses applying to
{his Gocument) & graphics processor comprising 4 shader (Shading Uni’, ses
paragraph 79} connected to a “Pixel Unit" by a private data path. A “Vertex Shading
Uni" performs the veriex operations on the vertices entered in double buffered put
buffers in round robin fashion.

An arnier (in the “Context Unit’, see paragraph 102} selects one of a plurality of

tens

afeerate
StWFoewo

For POTASA/Z2? (Senamis Shoog (kheet 1} {EMOdarary 28}
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE international aoplication No.
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING

AUTHORITY (SEPARATE SHEET) POTABSON4008824

wenWe
{ieNopewere
&“

one

mh

th>UE£
Bo&or
&th

vegeeteos

%

Porn FOTASM297{Sapsvate Sheet} (Shget 2) (EPOtanuary 2004)
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE infemationa! applieation No.
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING

AUTHOSITY(SEPARATE SHEET} __ POTABZOO4003821 

agpwwaereo9.
£3

vanorggy
ee8
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ee

Wirheceed

Sonn POTASAS7 (Sepanite Sheet} (Sheat 3} (EPOJanuary 2004}
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE infernatinnal application No.
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING

AUTHORITY (SEPARATE SHEET POTAB2004/008R21

geee.

weweeoyEi

wmraeBNBy
Bm

Farm PORMSASO7 (Sepemie Sheet} (Sheet 4) (EPOJanuary 2004}
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE infemational angicatian Ne.
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING

AUTHORITY (SEPARATE SHEET) POT 
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WRITTENOPINION OF THE international apmiication No.
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING |

AUTHORITY (SEPARATE SHEET PCTAB2004003821   

meeyeeteteeo
wateOO1Feortkom

yaeats

OoBYByER
Foon PCTISAGS? (Sepmate Sheet) (Shast 4) (EACdanuary 2d}
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WRITTEN GFINION OF THE internalional application Na.
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING

AUTHORITY (SEPARATE SHEET POTABZ004003821

From is, the subleci-natter of independent claim 1 differs in that the shader
performs both verlex operations and pixel operations (performing one of the vertex
operations or pixel operations based on a selected input), thus constitufing a “unified
shaderin the sense of the application and providing an appearance attribute.

é.1 The subject-matter of claim 1 is therefore novel (Articie Sas} PGT)

3 Document 02, which is considered to represent the most relevant state of the art for
the subject-matter of claim 14, discloses {the references in parentheses applying to
this document):

Dé discloses a sequencer ("main sequencer’ 515) conlrolling instructions for inter alla
the shader unit ($60).

A similar aystern is disclosed in D2.

Fyom this, the subject-matierof independent claim { differs in that the sequencer is in
@ unified shader in the sense of the application.

Fam POTASAGRH Saparate Shoal) (Sheet T} EPCanuary 2004)
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE infenational angication Ne.
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING

AUTHORITY (SEPARATE SHEET)  POTAB2004008821

3.1 The subject matter of claim 14 is therefore novel (Article 38(2) PCT)

4 The problem to be solved by ihe present invention may be regarded as fo design a
shaderable to simultaneously perform vertex manipulations and pixel manipulations
ai venous degrees of completion and to freely and quickly switch between the
program instructions for performing such operations.

4,1 The solution to this problem proposed in claims 1 and 14 of the present application je
coneicgred as involving an inventive step (Article 34/4} PCT) because the available
prior an ieaches away from a unified shader performing vertex operations and pixel
uperations (performing one of the vertex operations or pixel operations based on a
Selgcied input} as claimed in claims t and 14, since the oror art uses the vertex
Shader and the pixel shader in diferent phases of a graphies operation algerthmes
{sea D4 page <, left-hand column, paragraph 4 - right-hand column, paragraph 3 and
ipcaies them in different entities (see D4 page 2 right-hand columnlast paragraph -
bage ¢, jeR-hand column, first paragraph).

=  Akhough claims 1 and 14 have been drafted as separaie indesendent claims, they
appearto relaie effectively to the same subject-matter (unified shader} and to differ
from each other only with regard to the definition of the subject-matter for which
protection i sought! The aforementianed claims therefore lack conciseness and ag
such do not meat the requirements of Article 6 PCT.

Pom POTIGARS? (Separate Sheet (Shee 8} EPOJanuary 2004}
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Pursuant to 37 CFR §§ 1.97(b)(3) and 1.98, Applicants respectfully submit Form

PTO/SB/08A. The submission ofthe listed documentis not an admission that the information is

prior art, analogous or otherwise material. It is respectfully requested that the listed document be

considered and made of record in the present application.
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Date: July 14, 2011 By: /Christopher J. Reckamp/
Christopher J. Reckamp
Registration No. 34,414

Vedder Price P.C.
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Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov

 
  
   APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATIONNO.   

13/109,738 05/17/2011 Stephen Morein 00100.36.0001 2020

29153 7590 07/21/2011

ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES, INC.
C/O VEDDERPRICEP.C. WASHBURN,DANIEL C
222 N.LASALLE STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60601

2628

MAIL DATE DELIVERY MODE

07/21/2011 PAPER

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.
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Application No. Applicant(s)

 13/109,738 MOREIN ET AL.

Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit
DANIEL WASHBURN 2628

-- The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--
Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLYIS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTH(S) OR THIRTY(30) DAYS,

WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed
after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.

- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED(35 U.S.C. § 133).

Anyreply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, evenif timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1)X] Responsive to communication(s)filed on 17 May 2011.

a)L] This action is FINAL. 2b) This action is non-final.
3)L] Sincethis application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4)X] Claim(s) 1-16 is/are pending in the application.
 

 
4a) Of the above claim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)L] Claims) is/are allowed.
6)X] Claim(s) 1-16 is/are rejected.

7)LJ Claim(s) ___ is/are objected to.
8)L] Claim(s)___ are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

9)L] The specification is objected to by the Examiner.
0)X] The drawing(s)filed on 17 May 2071 is/are: a)X] accepted or b)[_] objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

11)L] The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)L] Acknowledgmentis made ofa claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).
a)LJ All b)L] Some*c)L] Noneof:

1.0] Certified copies of the priority documents have beenreceived.
2.L] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3.L] Copiesof the certified copies of the priority documents have been receivedin this National Stage
application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

 
Attachment(s)

1) X Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) Cc Interview Summary (PTO-413)
2) L] Notice of Draftsperson’s Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) Paper No(s)/Mail Date. __
3) L] Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08) 5) L] Notice of Informal Patent Application

Paper No(s)/Mail Date . 6) C Other:
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-326 (Rev. 08-06) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./MaReaigaRiFy7 12002
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Application/Control Number: 13/109,738 Page 2

Art Unit: 2628

DETAILED ACTION

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that

form the basis for the rejections underthis section madein this Office action:

A personshall be entitled to a patent unless —

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122(b), by
another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent
granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the
applicant for patent, except that an international application filed under the treaty defined in section
351 (a) shall have the effects for purposes of this subsection of an applicationfiled in the United States
onlyif the international application designated the United States and was published underArticle 21 (2)
of suchtreaty in the English language.

Claims 1-16 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by

Lindholm (US 7,038,685).

RE claim 1, Lindholm describes a method comprising:

performing vertex manipulation operations and pixel manipulation operations by

transmitting vertex data to a general purposeregister block, and performing vertex

operations on the vertex data by a processor unless the general purpose register block

does not have enough available space therein to store incoming vertex data (

3:59-65: “Programmable Graphics Processing Pipeline 150 is programmed to
operate on surface, primitive, vertex, fragment, pixel, sample or any other data. For
simplicity, the remainder of this description will use the term 'samples'to refer to
graphics data such as surfaces,primitives, vertices, pixels, fragments, or the like."

6:38-59: “FIG.4 is an illustration of an alternate embodiment of Execution

Pipeline 240 containing at least one Multi-Threaded Processing Unit 400 ... In one
embodiment TSR [Thread Storage Resource] 325 stores thread data for each of at least
two thread types, wheretheat least two thread types may includepixel, primitive and
vertex.”

7:6-10: “In an alternate embodiment, Thread Control Unit 420 is configured to
assign threads to source samples or allocate locations in Register File 350 using thread
allocation priorities”.
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Application/Control Number: 13/109,738 Page 3

Art Unit: 2628

7:36-43: “Once a thread is assigned to a source sample, the thread is allocated
storage resources suchas locations in a Register File 350 to retain intermediate data
generated during execution of program instructions associated with the thread."

9:33-56: "Instruction Dispatcher 440 gathers the source data from Pixel Input
Buffer 215, Vertex Input Buffer 220 or Register File 350 specified in an instruction and
outputs the instruction and source data to Execution Unit 470 including at least one
PCU 375 ... Execution Unit 470 is configured by the program instruction to
simultaneously process samples using PCUs 375to perform operations."

15:7-13: “In step 877 Thread Control Unit 320 or 420 determinesif storage
resourcesfor storing intermediate data generated during execution of the thread are
available. The storage resources may be in graphics memory. When storage
resources are not available in step 877, Thread Control Unit 320 or 420 does not
proceed to step 880 until a storage resources becomeavailable. In step 880 Thread
Control Unit 320 dispatches the thread assigned to the sample and sourcedata to at
least one PCU 375."

Thus, Lindholm describes performing vertex manipulation operations and pixel

manipulation operations by transmitting vertex data to a general purpose register block

(sample data, such as vertex or pixel data, is transmitted to Register File 350) and

performing vertex operations on the vertex data by a processor unless the general

purpose register block does not have enough available space therein to store incoming

vertex data (the multi-threaded processing unit 400 carries out vertex operations on

vertex data unless the Register File 350 doesn’t have enough room to store the

incoming vertex data, in which casethe thread associated with the vertex data and

vertex operations must wait until enough space becomesavailable); and

continuing pixel calculation operations that are to be or are currently being

performed by the processor basedoninstructions maintained in an instruction store

until enough registers within the general purpose register block becomeavailable(

Realtek Ex. 1002
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Application/Control Number: 13/109,738 Page 4

Art Unit: 2628

7:6-21: “In an alternate embodiment, Thread Control Unit 420 is configured to
assign threads to source samples or allocate locations in Register File 350 using thread
allocation priorities based on an amount of sample data in Pixel Input Buffer 215 and
another amount of sample data in Vertex Input Buffer 220."

8:15-58: "Thread Selection Unit 415 reads one or more thread entries based on

thread execution priorities and outputs selected thread entries to Instruction Cache 410.
Instruction cache 410 determinesif the program instructions corresponding to the
program counters and sample type included in the thread state data for each thread
entry are available in Instruction Cache 410 ... The program instructions corresponding
to the program counters from the one or more thread entries are output by Instruction
Cache 410 to ... Instruction Scheduler 430 ... Each clock cycle, Instruction Scheduler
430 evaluates whether any instruction within the IWU [instruction window unit] 435 can
be executed based on theavailability of computation resources in an Execution Unit
470 and source data stored in Register File 350. An instruction specifies the location of
source data needed to execute the instruction."

15:7-13: “In step 877 Thread Control Unit 320 or 420 determinesif storage
resourcesfor storing intermediate data generated during execution of the thread are
available. The storage resources may be in graphics memory. When storage
resources are not available in step 877, Thread Control Unit 320 or 420 does not
proceed to step 880 until a storage resources becomeavailable. In step 880 Thread
Control Unit 320 dispatches the thread assigned to the sample and sourcedata to at
least one PCU 375."

Thus, Lindholm is considered to describe an embodimentincluding continuing

pixel calculation operations that are to be or are currently being performed by the

processor based on instructions maintained in an instruction store until enough registers

within the general purpose register block becomeavailable, as the Execution Unit 470

may be carrying out calculations for one or morehighpriority pixel threads based on

instructions stored in Instruction Cache 410 and/or IWU 435 while a low priority vertex

thread is waiting for the one or morepixel threadsto finish such that whenthepixel

threadsfinish the system will deallocate the resources assigned to the completed pixel

threads in the Register File 350 and will allocate the requested amountof resources to

the queued up vertex thread).
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RE claim 2, Lindholm describes a unified shader, comprising:

a general purpose register block for maintaining data (

7:37-43: “Once a thread is assigned to a source sample, the thread is allocated
storage resources suchas locations in a Register File 350 to retain intermediate data
generated during execution of program instructions associated with the thread.”);

a processorunit (FIG. 4 “Execution Unit 470” and “PCU 375”);

a sequencer, coupled to the general purpose register block and the processor

unit, the sequencer maintaining instructions operative to cause the processorunit to

execute vertex calculation and pixel calculation operations on selected data maintained

in the general purpose register block(

8:33-9:32 “Each clockcycle, Instruction Scheduler 430 evaluates whether any
instruction within the IWU 435 can be executed based on theavailability of computation
resources in an Execution Unit 470 and source data stored in Register File 350."

9:33-56 "Instruction Dispatcher 440 gathers the source data from Pixel Input
Buffer 215, Vertex Input Buffer 220 or Register File 350 specified in an instruction and
outputs the instruction and source data to Execution Unit 470 including at least one
PCU 375 ... Execution Unit 470 is configured by the program instruction to
simultaneously process samples using PCUs 375to perform operations."); and

wherein the processor unit executes instructions that generate a pixel color in

responseto the selected one ofthe plurality of inputs and generates vertex position and

appearancedata in responseto a selected one ofthe plurality of inputs (

9:39-46 “Execution Unit 470 is configured by the program instruction to
simultaneously process samples using PCUs 375 to perform operations ... and output
the processed sample to a destination specified by the instruction. The destination may
be Vertex Output Buffer 260, Pixel Output Buffer 270, or Register File 350.”

4:42-5:35 “Execution Pipelines 240 may receivefirst samples, such as higher-
order surface data, and tessellate the first samples to generate second samples, such
as vertices. Execution Pipelines 240 may be configured to transform the second
samples from an object-based coordinate representation (object space) to an
alternatively based coordinate system such as world space or normalized device
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coordinates ... Execution Pipelines 240 output processed samples, such asvertices,
that are stored in a Vertex Output Buffer 260 ... Each Execution Pipeline 240 signals to
Pixel Input Buffer 240 when a sample can be accepted ... programmable computation
units (PCUs) within an Execution Pipeline 240 ... perform operations such as
tessellation, perspective correction, texture mapping, shading, blending, and the like.
Processed samplesare output from each Execution Pipeline 240 to a Pixel Output
Buffer 270."

Thus, the Execution Unit 470 is considered a processorunit that executes

instructions that generate a pixel color in response to the selected oneofthe plurality of

inputs and generates vertex position and appearance data in responseto a selected

oneof the plurality of inputs (also see 4:22-5:35)).

RE claim 3, Lindholm describes a unified shader comprising:

a processorunit operative to perform vertex calculation operations and pixel

calculation operations (FIG. 4 “Execution Unit 470” and “PCU 375”.

6:38-59 “FIG.4 is an illustration of an alternate embodiment of Execution

Pipeline 240 containing at least one Multi-Threaded Processing Unit 400 ... In one
embodiment TSR [Thread Storage Resource] 325 stores thread data for each ofat least
two thread types, wheretheat least two thread types mayincludepixel, primitive and
vertex.”

9:33-56 "Instruction Dispatcher 440 gathers the source data from Pixel Input
Buffer 215, Vertex Input Buffer 220 or Register File 350 specified in an instruction and
outputs the instruction and source data to Execution Unit 470 including at least one
PCU 375 ... Execution Unit 470 is configured by the program instruction to
simultaneously process samples using PCUs 375to perform operations."

Thus, the Execution Unit 470 and internal PCU 375 are collectively considered a

processorunit operative to perform vertex calculation operations and pixel calculation

operations); and
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shared resources, operatively coupled to the processorunit (FIG.4 illustrates

Register File 350 coupled to Execution Unit 470, and 7:37-43 describes that the

Register File 350 is shared among threads);

the processorunit operative to use the shared resourcesfor either vertex data or

pixel information and operative to perform pixel calculation operations until enough

shared resources becomeavailable and then use the shared resources to perform

vertex calculation operations (7:37-43,all types of processing threads can use the

Register File 350, where thread typesinclude vertex and pixel threads (see 6:43-44).

7:6-36 “In an alternate embodiment, Thread Control Unit 420 is configured to
assign threads to source samples or allocate locations in Register File 350 using thread
allocation priorities based on an amountof sample data in Pixel Input Buffer 215 and
another amountof sample data in Vertex Input Buffer 220."

15:7-13 “In step 877 Thread Control Unit 320 or 420 determinesif storage
resourcesfor storing intermediate data generated during execution of the thread are
available. The storage resources may be in graphics memory. When storage
resources are not available in step 877, Thread Control Unit 320 or 420 does not
proceed to step 880 until a storage resources becomeavailable. In step 880 Thread
Control Unit 320 dispatches the thread assigned to the sample and sourcedata to at
least one PCU 375."

Thus, whenpixel threads havepriority over vertex threads the processorunitwill

allocate the pixel data to the Register File 350 and will perform pixel calculation

operations until enough shared resources becomeavailable in the Register File 350 to

begin carrying out vertex threads, which may happenasa result of a completion of most

of the pixel threads ora shift in priority such that the vertex threads now have the

highestpriority, and then use the Register File 350 to perform vertex calculation

operations.

RE claim 4, Lindholm describes a unified shader comprising:
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a processorunit operative to perform vertex calculation operations and pixel

calculation operations (see the corresponding section in the rejection of claim 3); and

shared resources, operatively coupled to the processor unit (see the

corresponding section in the rejection of claim 3);

the processorunit operative to use the shared resourcesfor either vertex data or

pixel information and operative to perform vertex calculation operations until enough

shared resources becomeavailable and then use the shared resourcesto perform pixel

calculation operations (7:37-48, all types of processing threads can use the Register

File 350, where thread typesinclude vertex andpixel threads (see 6:43-44).

7:6-36 “In an alternate embodiment, Thread Control Unit 420 is configured to
assign threads to source samples or allocate locations in Register File 350 using thread
allocation priorities based on an amountof sample data in Pixel Input Buffer 215 and
another amountof sample data in Vertex Input Buffer 220."

15:7-13 “In step 877 Thread Control Unit 320 or 420 determinesif storage
resourcesfor storing intermediate data generated during execution of the thread are
available. The storage resources may be in graphics memory. When storage
resources are not available in step 877, Thread Control Unit 320 or 420 does not
proceed to step 880 until a storage resources becomeavailable. In step 880 Thread
Control Unit 320 dispatches the thread assigned to the sample and sourcedata to at
least one PCU 375."

Thus, when vertex threads have priority over pixel threads the processorunit will

allocate the vertex data to the Register File 350 and will perform vertex calculation

operations until enough shared resources becomeavailable in the Register File 350 to

begin carrying out pixel threads, which may happenasa result of a completion of most

of the vertex threadsora shift in priority such that the pixel threads now havethe

highestpriority, and then use the Register File 350 to perform pixel calculation

operations.
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RE claim 5, Lindholm describes a unified shader comprising:

a processorunit (FIG. 4 “Execution Unit 470” and “PCU 375”);

a sequencercoupledto the processor unit, the sequencer maintaining

instructions operative to cause the processorunit to execute vertex calculation and pixel

calculation operations on selected data maintained in a store depending upon an

amountof space available in the store (

8:33-9:32 “Each clock cycle, Instruction Scheduler 430 evaluates whether any
instruction within the IWU 435 can be executed based on theavailability of computation
resources in an Execution Unit 470 and source data stored in Register File 350."

9:33-56 "Instruction Dispatcher 440 gathers the source data from Pixel Input
Buffer 215, Vertex Input Buffer 220 or Register File 350 specified in an instruction and
outputs the instruction and source data to Execution Unit 470 including at least one
PCU 375 ... Execution Unit 470 is configured by the program instruction to
simultaneously process samples using PCUs 375to perform operations."

7:6-10 “In an alternate embodiment, Thread Control Unit 420 is configured to
assign threads to source samples or allocate locations in Register File 350 using thread
allocation priorities”.

15:7-13 “In step 877 Thread Control Unit 320 or 420 determinesif storage
resourcesfor storing intermediate data generated during execution of the thread are
available. The storage resources may be in graphics memory. When storage
resources are not available in step 877, Thread Control Unit 320 or 420 does not
proceed to step 880 until a storage resources becomeavailable. In step 880 Thread
Control Unit 320 dispatches the thread assigned to the sample and sourcedata to at
least one PCU 375."

Thus, the Scheduler 430 and Instruction Dispatcher 440 are collectively

considered a sequencer coupled to the Execution Unit 470, the sequencer maintaining

instructions operative to cause the Execution Unit 470 to execute vertex calculation and

pixel calculation operations on selected data maintained in a Register File 350

depending upon an amountof space available in the Register File 350).
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RE claim 6, Lindholm describes the shaderof claim 5, wherein the sequencer

further includes circuitry operative to fetch data from a memory(

9:33-56 "Instruction Dispatcher 440 gathers the source data from Pixel Input
Buffer 215, Vertex Input Buffer 220 or Register File 350”).

RE claim 7, Lindholm describes the shaderof claim 5, further including a

selection circuit operative to provide information to the store in responseto a control

signal(

6:60-7:36 “Thread allocation priority, as described further herein, is used to
assign a thread to a source sample. A thread allocation priority is specified for each
sample type and Thread Control Unit 420 is configured to assign threads to samples or
allocate locations in a Register File 350 based on the priority assigned to each sample
type. The thread allocation priority may be fixed, programmable, or dynamic.”

The Thread Control Unit 420 is considered a selection circuit operative to provide

information to the store (Register File 350) in response to a control signal, where the

control signal is the thread allocation priority associated with each thread or thread

type).

RE claim 8, Lindholm describes the shaderof claim 5, wherein the processorunit

executesinstructions that generate a pixel color in response to the selected one of the

plurality of inputs (

5:11-35 “Pixel Input Buffer 215 outputs the samples to each Execution Pipeline
240 ... Each Execution Pipeline 240 signals to Pixel Input Buffer 240 when a sample
can be accepted... programmable computation units (PCUs) within an Execution
Pipeline 240 ... perform operations suchas tessellation, perspective correction, texture
mapping, shading, blending, and the like. Processed samples are output from each
Execution Pipeline 240 to a Pixel Output Buffer 270.").

RE claim 9, Lindholm describes the shaderof claim 5, wherein the processorunit

executes vertex calculations while the pixel calculations arestill in progress(
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6:38-59 “FIG.4 is an illustration of an alternate embodiment of Execution

Pipeline 240 containing at least one Multi-Threaded Processing Unit 400 ... In one
embodiment TSR [Thread Storage Resource] 325 stores thread data for each of at least
two thread types, wheretheat least two thread types may include pixel, primitive and
vertex.”

9:39-49 “Execution Unit 470 is configured by the program instruction to
simultaneously process samples using PCUs 375 to perform operations ... Execution
Unit 470 can simultaneously process samplesof different types, and, likewise, execute
threadsofdifferent types.”).

RE claim 10, Lindholm describes the shaderof claim 5, wherein the processor

unit generates vertex position and appearance data in response to a selected oneof the

plurality of inputs (

4:42-5:35 “Execution Pipelines 240 mayreceive first samples, such as higher-
order surface data, and tessellate the first samples to generate second samples, such
as vertices. Execution Pipelines 240 may be configured to transform the second
samples from an object-based coordinate representation (object space) to an
alternatively based coordinate system such as world space or normalized device
coordinates ... Execution Pipelines 240 output processed samples, such asvertices,
that are stored in a Vertex Output Buffer 260”).

RE claim 11, Lindholm describes the shaderof claim 7, wherein the control

signal is provided by an arbiter(

6:60-7:36 “Thread allocation priority, as described further herein, is used to
assign a thread to a source sample. A thread allocation priority is specified for each
sample type and Thread Control Unit 420 is configured to assign threads to samples or
allocate locations in a Register File 350 based on the priority assigned to each sample
type. The threadallocation priority may befixed, programmable, or dynamic ... In an
alternate embodiment, Thread Control Unit 420 is configured to assign threads to
source samples or allocate locations in Register File 350 using thread allocation
priorities based on an amountof sample data in Pixel Input Buffer 215 and another
amount of sample data in Vertex Input Buffer 220 ... In a further alternate embodiment,
Thread Control Unit 420 is configured to assign threads to source samplesor allocate
locations in Register File 350 using thread allocation priorities based on graphics
primitive size”.
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Thus, while an arbiter isn't explicitly described, the Examiner considersit inherent

that some portion of the system acts as an arbiter, and therefore can be considered an

arbiter, as someportion of the system assignspriorities to thread and sample types

according to the current processing circumstances, in order to moreefficiently process

the data).

RE claim 12, Lindholm describes a graphics processor comprising:

a unified shader comprising a processorunit that executes vertex calculations

while the pixel calculations are still in progress (

6:38-59 “FIG.4 is an illustration of an alternate embodiment of Execution

Pipeline 240 containing at least one Multi-Threaded Processing Unit 400 ... In one
embodiment TSR [Thread Storage Resource] 325 stores thread data for each of at least
two thread types, wheretheat least two thread types mayincludepixel, primitive and
vertex.”

9:39-49 “Execution Unit 470 is configured by the program instruction to
simultaneously process samples using PCUs 375 to perform operations ... Execution
Unit 470 can simultaneously process samples of different types, and, likewise, execute
threadsofdifferent types.”).

RE claim 13, Lindholm describes the graphics processorof claim 12 wherein the

unified shader comprises a sequencer coupled to the processorunit, the sequencer

maintaining instructions operative to cause the processorunit to execute vertex

calculation and pixel calculation operations on selected data maintained in a store

depending upon an amountof space available in the store (see the corresponding

section in the rejection of claim 5).

RE claim 14, Lindholm describes the graphics processorof claim 12 comprising

a vertex block operative to fetch vertex information from memory (seethe rejection of

claim 6).
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RE claim 15, Lindholm describes a unified shader comprising:

a processorunit flexibly controlled to perform vertex manipulation operations and

pixel manipulation operations based on vertex or pixel workload (

7:6-36 “Thread Control Unit 420 is configured to assign threads to source
samplesorallocate locations in Register File 350 using thread allocation priorities
based on an amountof sample data in Pixel Input Buffer 215 and another amountof
sample data in Vertex Input Buffer 220 ... In a further alternate embodiment, Thread
Control Unit 420 is configured to assign threads to source samplesor allocate locations
in Register File 350 using thread allocation priorities based on graphics primitive size
(numberof pixels or fragments includedin a primitive)”.

9:39-49 “Execution Unit 470 is configured by the program instruction to
simultaneously process samples using PCUs 375 to perform operations ... Execution
Unit 470 can simultaneously process samplesof different types, and, likewise, execute
threadsofdifferent types.”).

RE claim 16, Lindholm describes the shaderof claim 15 comprising an

instruction store and wherein the processor unit performs the vertex manipulation

operations and pixel manipulation operations at various degrees of completion based on

switching betweeninstructionsin the instruction store (FIG. 4 and 8:15-46 describes

Instruction Cache 410, which is considered aninstruction store.

9:33-56 "Instruction Dispatcher 440 gathers the source data from Pixel Input
Buffer 215, Vertex Input Buffer 220 or Register File 350 specified in an instruction and
outputs the instruction and source data to Execution Unit 470 including at least one
PCU 375 ... Execution Unit 470 is configured by the program instruction to
simultaneously process samples using PCUs 375 to perform operations... Execution
Unit 470 can simultaneously process samples of different types, and, likewise, execute
threadsof different types.”

Thus, the Execution Unit 470 performs the vertex manipulation operations and

pixel manipulation operations at various degrees of completion based on switching

betweeninstructions in the instruction store).
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Conclusion

Anyinquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to DANIEL WASHBURNwhosetelephone numberis

(571)272-5551. The examiner can normally be reached on 9:30 A.M. to 6 P.M..

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Ulka Chauhan can be reached on 571-272-7782. The fax phone numberfor

the organization wherethis application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on accessto the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automatedinformation

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA)or 571-272-1000.

/DANIEL WASHBURN/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2628
7/12/11
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PATENT APPLICATION

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

Applicants:|Stephen Moreinetal. Examiner: Daniel C. Washburn
Serial No.: 13/109,738 Art Unit: 2628
Filing Date: May 17, 2011 Docket No.: 00100.36.0001
Confirmation No.: 2020

Title: GRAPHICS PROCESSING ARCHITECTURE EMPLOYINGA UNIFIED

SHADER

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

 

RESPONSE

DearSir:

In responseto the office action mailed July 21, 2011, Applicants petition for a three

month extension of time and respond as follows:

Listing of the Claims begins on page 2 ofthis paper.

Remarksbegin on page6 ofthis paper.
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Listing of the Claims:

1. (original) A method comprising:

performing vertex manipulation operations and pixel manipulation operations by

transmitting vertex data to a general purposeregister block, and performing vertex operations on

the vertex data by a processor unless the general purpose register block does not have enough

available space therein to store incoming vertex data; and

continuing pixel calculation operations that are to be or are currently being performed by

the processor based on instructions maintained in an instruction store until enough registers

within the general purpose register block becomeavailable.

2. (original) A unified shader, comprising:

a general purposeregister block for maintaining data;

a processorunit;

a sequencer, coupled to the general purpose register block and the processorunit, the

sequencer maintaining instructions operative to cause the processor unit to execute vertex

calculation and pixel calculation operations on selected data maintained in the general purpose

register block; and

wherein the processor unit executes instructions that generate a pixel color in response to

the selected one of the plurality of inputs and generates vertex position and appearance data in

responseto a selected one ofthe plurality of inputs.

3. (original) A unified shader comprising:
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a processor unit operative to perform vertex calculation operations and pixel calculation

operations; and

shared resources, operatively coupled to the processor unit;

the processor unit operative to use the shared resourcesfor either vertex data or pixel

information and operative to perform pixel calculation operations until enough shared resources

become available and then use the shared resources to perform vertex calculation operations.

4. (original) A unified shader comprising:

a processor unit operative to perform vertex calculation operations and pixel calculation

operations; and

shared resources, operatively coupled to the processor unit;

the processor unit operative to use the shared resourcesfor either vertex data or pixel

information and operative to perform vertex calculation operations until enough shared resources

become available and then use the shared resources to perform pixel calculation operations.

5. (original) A unified shader comprising:

a processorunit;

a sequencer coupled to the processor unit, the sequencer maintaining instructions

operative to cause the processor unit to execute vertex calculation and pixel calculation

operations on selected data maintained in a store depending upon an amountof space available in

the store.
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6. (original) The shader of claim 5, wherein the sequencer further includes circuitry

operative to fetch data from a memory.

7. (original) The shader of claim 5, further includinga selection circuit operative to

provide information to the store in response to a control signal.

8. (original) The shader of claim 5, wherein the processor unit executes instructions

that generate a pixel color in responseto the selected one ofthe plurality of inputs.

9. (original) The shader of claim 5, wherein the processor unit executes vertex

calculations while the pixel calculationsarestill in progress.

10. (original) The shader of claim 5, wherein the processor unit generates vertex

position and appearance data in responseto a selected oneofthe plurality of inputs.

11. (original) The shader of claim 7, wherein the control signal is provided by an

arbiter.

12. (original) A graphics processor comprising:

a unified shader comprising a processor unit that executes vertex calculations while the

pixel calculationsare still in progress.
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13. (original) The graphics processor of claim 12 wherein the unified shader

comprises a sequencer coupledto the processor unit, the sequencer maintaining instructions

operative to cause the processor unit to execute vertex calculation and pixel calculation

operations on selected data maintained in a store depending upon an amountof space available in

the store.

14. (original) The graphics processor of claim 12 comprising a vertex block operative

to fetch vertex information from memory.

15. (original) A unified shader comprising:

a processorunit flexibly controlled to perform vertex manipulation operations and pixel

manipulation operations based on vertex or pixel workload.

16. (original) The shader of claim 15 comprising an instruction store and wherein the

processor unit performs the vertex manipulation operations and pixel manipulation operationsat

various degrees of completion based on switching between instructions in the instruction store.
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REMARKS

Applicants respectfully traverse and request reconsideration.

Claims 1-16 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e) as allegedly being anticipated by

U.S. Patent No. 7,038,685 (Lindholm). Applicants respectfully submit herewith Declarations

under 37 C.F.R. § 1.131 for inventors Laurent Lefebvre, Andrew E. Gruber, Stephen L. Morein

and Andi P. Skende establishing conception and reduction to practice of the currently claimed

subject matter prior to the June 30, 2003 priority date of Lindholm. It is believed that Lindholm

does not claim the same patentable invention as defined by 37 C.F.R. § 41.203(a) and that the

present rejection is not based on a statutory bar, i.e., Lindholm qualifies as prior art only under

35 U.S.C. § 102(e). Accordingly, the attached Declarations are relied on to establish prior

reduction to practice of the claimed subject matter, particularly with regard to independent

claims 1-5, 12 and 15.

Regarding the reduction to practice evidenced by the attached Declarations, Applicants

first note that, properly presented, a Rule 131 declaration may demonstrate prior inventionifit

provides a “showing offacts . . . as to establish reduction to practice prior to the effective date of

the reference.” 37 C.F.R. § 1.131(b). As set forth in M.P.E.P. § 715.07(1), evidence in support

of asserted facts demonstrating prior invention may be provided in the form of “an

accompanying model.” With regard to an apparatus and/or process implemented by an

integrated circuit or the like, Applicants respectfully submit that a simulation of such an

apparatus and/or circuit may effectively serve as a “model” demonstrating successful reduction

to practice. Specifically, Applicants respectfully submit that evidence of (i) a successful

computer-based simulation of a physical embodiment and/or (ii) a description of a physical

embodiment capable of translation to implement the actual physical embodiment, coupled with
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successfully testing of the resulting physical embodimentis sufficient to demonstrate an actual

reduction to practice for the purposes of Rule 131 declaration. (See McDonnell Douglas Corp.v.

U.S., 670 F. 2d 156, 161 (Ct. Cl. 1982) (where court concludes that “physical tests proved that

the computer approved device . . . failed in actual practice . . . to perform in the manner

intended” and that subsequent successful physical testing was the first reduction to practice, a

necessary implication is that a valid reduction to practice would result if actual physical testing

demonstrates that prior computer simulation was adequate.); Mosaid Tech. Inc, v. Samsung Elec.

Co., 362 F.Supp.2d 526, 547 (D.N.J. 2005) (noting that the McDonnell case suggested “that a

computer simulation may be a valid reduction to practice, but not if subsequent, actual physical

testing provesthat it is inadequate,” and that “there are areas of science where a successfully run

simulation represents the end of the inventive process and the construction of the physical

embodimentis but a matter of mere routine and mechanical application [such that] a simulation

should be a valid reduction to practice.’’))

With regard to the instant application, as shown in the attached Declarations, Applicants

have provided evidence that both a simulation and hardware design description (expressed in a

hardware design language capable of conversion to a physical embodiment) subsequently lead to

a successfully tested physical embodiment of (and, therefore, actual reduction to practice of) the

subject matter recited in the independent claims. More particularly, the attached Declarations

demonstrate invention of the recited subject matter in claims 1-5, 12 and 15 prior to the effective

filing date of the Lindholm reference.

Thus, in light of the Declarations, Applicants respectfully submit that Lindholm is not

available as prior art against, and therefore obviates the sole basis for rejecting, the above claims,

which claims are therefore in suitable condition for allowance. Applicants further note that
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claims 6-11, 13, 14 and 16 are dependent upon, and therefore incorporate the limitations of,

respective ones of claims 5, 12 and 15. As such, claims 6-11, 13, 14 and 16 are also allowable

for the same reasons presented aboverelative to their respective independent claims.

Applicant respectfully submits that the claims are now believed to be in condition for

allowance andthat a timely Notice of Allowance be issued in this case. If the Examiner believes

that personal communication will expedite prosecution of this application, the Examiner is

invited to telephone the undersignedat (312) 356-5094.

Respectfully submitted,

Dated: January 18, 2012 By:___/Christopher J. Reckamp/
Christopher J. Reckamp
Reg. No. 34,414

Faegre Baker Daniels LLP
311 S. Wacker Drive

Chicago, IL 60606
PHONE:(312) 356-5094
FAX: (312) 212-6501
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PATENT

ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. 00100.36.0001

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicant: Stephen Moreinet al. )
| )

Serial No. 13/109,738 ) Art Unit:2628
og. )

Filed: May17, 2011 ) Examiner: Daniel C. Washburn
)

For: GRAPHICS PROCESSING :
ARCHITECTURE EMPLOYING A Confirmation No. 2020
UNIFIED SHADER

DECLARATION UNDER37 C.F.R. § 1.131

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22314-1450

Sir:

We, Stephen L Moreinacitizen of the U.S. residing at 367 Santana Heights, Unit 3027,
San Jose California 95128; Laurent Lefebvre, a citizen of Canada residing at 1055 Garden
Avenue, Mascouche, Quebec, CANADA, J7L-0A1; Andrew E. Gruber a citizen of the U.S.
residing at 25] Pleasant Street, Arlington, Massachusetts 02476; and Andi Petrit Skendeacitizen
of the U.S. residing at 35 Sunrise Avenue, Worcester, Massachusetts 01606, do hereby declare
that:

1, Weare joint inventors of the subject matter described and claimed in U.S. Patent
Application No. 13/109,738 (hereinafter “the Invention”), filed in the United States of America
on May 17, 2011, entitled “Graphics Processing Architecture Employing a Urified Shader”,
which application is a continuation of and claims priority to U.S. Patent Anplication No.
12/791,597filed June 1, 2010, which application is a continuation of and claimspriority to U.S.
Patent Application No. 11/842,256 filed August 21, 2007, which application is a continuation of
and claims priority to U.S. Patent Application No. 11/117,863 filed April 29, 2005 (now U.S.
Patent No. 7,327,369), which application is a continuation of and claims priority to U.S. Patent
Application No. 10/718,318 filed November 20, 2003 (hereinafter “the “318 application”; now
U.S. Patent No. 6,897,871).

2. We conceived the Invention prior to June 30, 2003 while employed by ATI
Technologies Inc. and/or one ofits wholly owned subsidiaries (“ATI”) as indicated by attached
Exhibits A and B. Exhibit A is a copy of emulation code files entitled Reg_file.cpp,
Instruction_store.cpp, Arbiter.cpp, Gpr_manager.cpp, sq_alu.cpp and sq_block_model.cpp that,
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based on information and belief, we invented and assisted in coding prior to June 30, 2003 the
(“Model Code”). Exhibit B is a copy of hardware register transfer level (RTL)files (“the Chip
Design Code”) entitled sq_gpr_alloc.v, Sq_alu_instr_seq.v,|sq_instruction_store_v,
sp_macc_gpr.v, sp_vector.v, sq.v, sq_export_alloc.v, sq_ctl_flow_seq.v, sq_alu_instr_seq.v,
sq_thread_arb.v and sq_shader_seq.v, that, based on information and belief, we assisted in
creating prior to June 30, 2003. Prior to June 30, 2003 we created a graphics processing system
that operated as claimed using a computer system that successfully executed the Model Code.
Prior to June 30, 2003 wealso created a graphics processing system as claimed in the form of a
computer system that used an RTL simulator to successfully validate the operation of an
integrated circuit version of the claimed graphics processing system and method. Atleast the
following language and citations adequately support the above:

a. As shown in Exhibit A, the Model Code comprises various software instructions
written in the well-known C++ language. When executed by the computer system , the
Model Code caused the computer system to operate as claimed in at least claims 1-5, 12
and 15 of the Invention.

b. Using the Model Code, we successfully verified the operation cf the claimed
subject matter for its intended purpose through emulation thereof.

c. As shown in Exhibit B, the Chip Design Code comprises various instructions
written in a well-known hardware description language. The Chip Design Code was used
by an RTL simulator system to validate the operation of an integrated circuit version of
the claimed graphics processing system and method asclaimed in at least claims 1-5, 12
and 15. As further known bypractitioners in the field of integrated circuit design, such
instructions are used to generate gate level detail for silicon fabrication.

d. On information and belief, the computer system operating the Model Code and
the RTL simulator system operating the Chip Design Code represents the claimed
structure and operation embodied in an integrated graphics processing circuit chip
referred to as the ATI KENOSchip produced by ATI on or about October, 2004 that was
incorporated in the XBOX 360 product.

Accordingly, the contents of Exhibits A and B establish the possession by us of the whole
Invention, falling within the scope of currently pending claims, such as but notlimited to at least
claims 1-5, 12 and 15.
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3. Each of us hereby declare that all statements made herein are of my own
knowledge, are true and that all statements made on information and belief are believed to be
true; and each of us further declare that these statements were made with the knowledge that
willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonya€nt, or both,
under § 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code andthat such willful false Statements may
jeopardizethe validity of the application or any patent issued therefrom. f

 
Dated:

Laurent Lefebvre

Dated:

Andrew E. Gruber

Dated:
Andi Petrit Skende
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3. Each of us hereby declare that all statements made herein are of my own
knowledge, are true andthat all statements made on information and belief are believed to be
true; and each of us further declare that these statements were made with the knowledge that
willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both,
under § 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code and that such willful false statements may
jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issued therefrom.

Dated:

Stephen L. Morein

Dated: OCTabeR Z Koff ELLLa Lo.
Laurent Lefebvre

Dated:

Andrew E. Gruber

Dated:

Andi Petrit Skende

3
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3. Each of us hereby declare that all statements made herein are of my own
knowledge, are true andthat all statements made on information and belief are believed to be
true; and each of us further declare that these statements were made with the knowledgethat
willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both,
under § 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code and that such willful false statements may
jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issued therefrom.

Dated:

Stephen L. Morein

Dated:

Laurent Lefebvre

waein [23./y we
Andrew E. Gruber

Dated:

Andi Petrit Skende
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3. Each of us hereby declare that all statements made herein ate of my own
knowledge, are true and that all statements made on information and belief are believed ta be
true; and each of us further declare that these statements were made with the knowledge that
willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both,
under § 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code and that such willful false statements may
jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issued therefrom.

Dated: ee
Stephen L. Morein

Dated: I
Laurent Lefebvre

Dated:

Andrew E, Gruber

Dated: Deeenuber 2, 2.041filSS|
Andi Petrit Skende
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EXHIBIT A —- MODEL CODE

Reg_file.cpp

#include "regfile.h”

RegFile: :RegFile()
{

for (int i=031<128;i++)
for (int j=0;j<16; j++)

for (int k=0;k<43; k++)
regValues[i].Val[j].field[k].clamp(@);

}

void RegFile::GetConstValues(const RegVect* &Values,int Addr)
{

Values = &(regValues[Addr].Val1[@]);
}

void RegFile::GetValues(RegVect* &Values,int Addr)
{

Values = &(regValues[Addr].Val1[@]);
}

Instruction store:

Instruction_store.cpp
#include "instruction_store.h”

IStore: :IStore()
{

for (int i1=03;1<4096; i++)
{

instructions[i]
instructions[i]
instructions[i]
instructions[i]
instructions[i]
instructions[i]
instructions[i]
instructions[i]
instructions[i]
instructions[i]
instructions[i]
instructions[i]

}

. byte@=0xee;

. byte1=0xee;

. byte2=0xee;

. byte3=0xee;

. byte4=0xee;

. byte5=0xee;

. byte6=0xee;

. byte7=0xee;

. byte8=0xee;

. byte9=0xee ;

. byte10=0xee;

. byte11=0xee;

void IStore::GetInst(Instruction &inst,int addr)
{

inst = instructions[addr];
}
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void IStore::G

{
aluInst.
aluInst.
aluInst.

aluInst
aluInst.
aluInst.

aluInst.
aluInst.
aluInst.

aluInst.
aluInst.
aluInst.

aluInst.
aluInst.
aluInst.

aluInst.
aluInst.
aluInst.

aluInst.
aluInst
aluInst.

aluInst
aluInst
aluInst

}

etInst(ALU_Instruction &aluInst, int addr)

SrcASel = ((instructions[addr].byte11 & @x8@) >> 7);
SrcBSel = ((instructions[addr].byte11 & @x4@) >> 6);
SrcCSel = ((instructions[addr].byte11 & @x2@) >> 5);

-VectorOpcode = ((instructions[addr].byte11 & @x1F));
SourceARegPointer = ((instructions[addr].byte1@ ));
SourceBRegPointer = ((instructions[addr].byte9 ));
SourceCRegPointer = ((instructions[addr].byte8 ));
Constan@RelAbs = ((instructions[addr].byte7 & @x8@) >> 7);
ConstaniRelAbs = ((instructions[addr].byte7 & @x4@) >> 6);
RelativeAddrRegSel = ((instructions[addr].byte7 & @x2@) >> 5);
PredicateSelect = ((instructions[addr].byte7 & @x18) >> 3);
SourceANegate = ((instructions[addr].byte7 & @x@4) >> 2);
SourceBNegate ((instructions[addr].byte7 & @x@2) >> 1);
SourceCNegate = ((instructions[addr].byte7 & @x@1) )3
SourceASwizzle (Cinstructions[addr].byte6) );
SourceBSwizzle = ((instructions[addr].byte5) );
SourceCSwizzle = ((instructions[addr].byte4) );
ScalarOpcode = ((instructions[addr].byte3 & @xfc) >> 2);
ScalarClamp = ((instructions[addr].byte3 & @x@2) >> 1);

-VectorClamp = ((instructions[addr].byte3 & @x@1) )3
ScalarwriteMask = ((instructions[addr].byte2 & @xf@) >> 4);

-VectorwriteMask = ((instructions[addr].byte2 & @xef) );
-ScalarResultPointer = ((instructions[addr].byte1 ) )3
-VectorResultPointer = ((instructions[addr].byte@ ) )3

void IStore::GetInst(TInstrPacked &texInst, int addr)
{

}

texInst -unpack( (const uint8*) (&instructions[addr]));

void IStore::GetInst(CF_Instruction &cfInst, int addr, bool left)
{

// read

if (lef
{

from bytes 11 thru 6
t)

cfInst.opCode = ((instructions[addr].byte11 & @xF@) >> 4);
cfInst.addrMode = ((instructions[addr].byte11 & @x@8) >> 3);
cfInst.bufferSel = ((instructions[addr].byte11 & @x@6) >> 1);
cfInst.condition = ((instructions[addr].byte11 & @x@4) >> 2);
cfInst.boolAddr = ((instructions[addr].byte11 & @x@3) << 6) |

((instructions[addr].byte1@ & @xFC) >> 2);
cfInst.direction = ((instructions[addr].byte1@ & @x@2) >> 1);
cfInst.instTypeSer = ((instructions[addr].byte1@ & @x@3) << 16) |

((instructions[addr].byte9) << 8) |
((instructions[addr].byte8));

cfInst.predBreak = ((instructions[addr].byte8 & @x2@) >> 5);
cfInst.loopId = ((instructions[addr].byte8 & @x1F));
cfInst.count = ((instructions[addr].byte7 & @xF@) >> 4);
cfInst.force = ((instructions[addr].byte7 & @x2@) >> 5);
cfInst.jcAddress = ((instructions[addr].byte7 & @x1F) << 8) |

((instructions[addr].byte6));
cfInst.address = ((instructions[addr].byte7 & @x@F) << 8) |

((instructions[addr].byte6));
cfInst.allocSize = ((instructions[addr].byte6 & @x®F));
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// read from bytes 5 thru @
else

{
cfInst.opCode = ((instructions[addr].byte5 & Q@xF@) >> 4);
cfInst.addrMode = ((instructions[addr].byte5 & @x@8) >> 3);
cfInst.bufferSel = ((instructions[addr].byte5 & @x@6) >> 1);
cfInst.condition = ((instructions[addr].byte5 & @x@4) >> 2);
cfInst.boolAddr = ((instructions[addr].byte5 & @x@3) << 6) |

((instructions[addr].byte4 & @xFC) >> 2);
cfInst.direction = ((instructions[addr].byte4 & @x@2) >> 1);
cfInst.instTypeSer = ((instructions[addr].byte4 & @x@3) << 16) |

((instructions[addr].byte3) << 8) |
((instructions[addr].byte2));

cfInst.predBreak = ((instructions[addr].byte2 & @x2@) >> 5);
cfInst.loopId = ((instructions[addr].byte2 & @x1F));
cfInst.count = ((instructions[addr].byte1 & @xF@) >> 4);
cfInst.force = ((instructions[addr].byte1 & @x2@) >> 5);
cfInst.jcAddress = ((instructions[addr].byte1 & @x1F) << 8) |

((instructions[addr].byte@));
cfInst.address = ((instructions[addr].byte1 & @x@F) << 8) |

((instructions[addr].byte@));
cfInst.allocSize = ((instructions[addr].byte@ & @x@F));

}
}

void IStore::SetInst(const Instruction &inst,int addr)
{

instructions[addr]=inst;
}

Performing operations on pixels or vertices:
Arbiter.cpp
boolean Arbiter: :chooseAluStation(int &lineNumber, Shader_Type &sType,

bool otherAluRunning, const CfMachine& otherCFMachine,bool &predOn)
{

int i;
int vertexPick = -1;
int pixelPick = -1;
bool pcSpace;
int lineCheck;
predOn = true;

// do pixels first
lineCheck = pixelHead;
for (i=0;i<pixelRsCount; i++)
{

if (pixelStation[lineCheck].status.valid != @ &&
pixelStation[lineCheck].status.ressourceNeeded == ALU

&& IpixelStation[lineCheck].status.event)
{

// no allocation needed

if (pixelStation[lineCheck].status.allocation == SQNO_ALLOC)
{

}
// we need to make sure there is space in the appropriate buffer

pixelPick = lineCheck;
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else if (pixelStation[lineCheck].status.allocation == SQMEMORY &&
(pixelStation[lineCheck].status.allocationSize+1)*4 <= sq->pSX_SQ->GetExportBuffer()/4

&& pendingAllocs < 2 && sq->pSX_SQ->GetValid())
{

pixelPick = lineCheck;

else if (pixelStation[lineCheck].status.allocation ==
SQ_PARAMETER_PIXEL &&

pixelStation[lineCheck].status.allocationSize <= sq->pSX_SQ-
>GetExportBuffer()/4

&& pendingAllocs < 2 && sq->pSX_SQ->GetValid())
{

pixelPick = lineCheck;
}
// make sure the status says we can pick this pixel
if (pixelPick != -1)
{

// check for serial with texture pending
if (pixelStation[pixelPick].status.serial &&

pixelStation[pixelPick].status.texReadsOutstanding)
pixelPick = -1;

// if last or alloc is set we can only pick the two oldests
threads also for color exports

else if ((pixelStation[pixelPick].status.last
|| pixelStation[pixelPick].status.allocation ==

SQ_PARAMETER_PIXEL )&&
1(pixelPick==pixelHead || pixelPick==((pixelHead-

1)%MAX_PIX_RESERVATION_SIZE)))
pixelPick = -1;

// cannot pick last if texture reads are outstanding
else if (pixelStation[pixelPick].status.last &&

pixelStation[pixelPick].status.texReadsOutstanding)
pixelPick = -1;

// can only pick the second to old if the first is already
running and last is set

else if (pixelStation[pixelPick].status.last && pixelHead !=
pixelPick)

{
if (pixelStation[pixelPick].status.first | |

IpixelStation[pixelHead].status.last
|| pixelStation[pixelHead].status.valid)
pixelPick = -1;

else

{
predOn = false;
break;

}
}
else

break;
}

}// endif pixels

lineCheck = (lineCheck+1)%MAX_PIX_RESERVATION_SIZE;
}// end for loop

lineCheck = vertexHead;
for (i=0;i<vertexRsCount ; i++)
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{
if (vertexStation[lineCheck].status.valid ]= @ &&

vertexStation[lineCheck].status.ressourceNeeded == ALU
&&] vertexStation[lineCheck].status.event)

{
// no allocation needed

if (vertexStation[lineCheck].status.allocation == SQNO_ALLOC)
{

vertexPick = lineCheck;
}
// we need to make sure there is space in the appropriate buffer
else

{
if (vertexStation[lineCheck].status.allocation == SQMEMORY)
{

if

(((vertexStation[lineCheck].status.allocationSize+1)*4 <= sq->pSX_SQ-
>GetExportBuffer()/4)

&& sq->pSX_SQ->GetValid() && pendingAllocs <2)
{

vertexPick = lineCheck;
}

}
else if (vertexStation[lineCheck].status.allocation ==

SQ_PARAMETER_PIXEL)
{

// determine if there is space in the PCs for an
eventual PC export

pcSpace =
checkPC( (vertexStation[lineCheck].status.allocationSize+1) *4);

if (pcSpace)
{

// make sure every older threads have their
position allocated

bool alloc_done = true;
int alloc_line = vertexHead;
while (lineCheck != alloc_line)
{

if

(vertexStation[alloc_line].status.pcAllocated == false)
{

alloc_done = false;
break;

alloc_line =
(alloc_line+1)%MAX_VTX_RESERVATIONSIZE;

}
if (alloc_done)
{

vertexPick = lineCheck;
}

}

else if (vertexStation[lineCheck].status.allocation ==
SQ_POSITION

&& (sq->pSX_SQ->GetPositionReady() >=
vertexStation[lineCheck].status.allocationSize )

&& sq->pSX_SQ->GetValid()
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&& pendingAllocs <2)
{

// make sure every older threads have their position
allocated

bool alloc_done = true;
int alloc_line = vertexHead;
while (lineCheck != alloc_line)
{

if

(vertexStation[alloc_line].status.posAllocated == false)
{

alloc_done = false;
break;

}
alloc_line

(alloc_line+1)%MAX_VTX_RESERVATIONSIZE;
}
if (alloc_done)
{

vertexPick = lineCheck;

}
}

}
// make sure the status says we can pick this vertex
if (vertexPick != -1)
{

// check for serial with texture pending
if (vertexStation[vertexPick].status.serial &&

vertexStation[vertexPick].status.texReadsOutstanding)
vertexPick = -1;

// if last is set we can only pick the two oldests threads
else if (vertexStation[vertexPick].status.last &&

1 (vertexPick==vertexHead || vertexPick==((vertexHead-
1)%MAX_VTX_RESERVATION_SIZE)))

vertexPick = -1;
// cannot pick last if texture reads are outstanding
else if (vertexStation[vertexPick].status.last &&

vertexStation[vertexPick].status.texReadsOutstanding)
vertexPick = -1;

// can only pick the second to old if the first is already
running

else if ((vertexStation[vertexPick].status.last) && vertexHead
l= vertexPick)

{
if (vertexStation[vertexPick].status.first | |

IvertexStation[vertexHead].status.last
|| vertexStation[vertexHead].status.valid)
vertexPick = -1;

else

{
predOn = false;
break;

}
}
else

break;

}// endif vertex
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lineCheck = (lineCheck+1)%MAX_VTX_RESERVATION_SIZE;
}// end for loop

// right now vertices have priority over pixels always,
// will have to change this when the registers are there.
if (vertexPick |= -1)
{

lineNumber = vertexPick;
sType = VERTEX;

// HERE WE MUST DO THE ALLOCATION

// also send a pulse to the SX if we need a buffer (position or multipass)

if (vertexStation[vertexPick].status.allocation != SQ_NO_ALLOC)
{

// parameter cache allocation
if (vertexStation[vertexPick].status.allocation ==

SQ_PARAMETER_PIXEL)
{

vertexStation[vertexPick].status.pcAllocated = true;
vertexStation[vertexPick].data.pcBasePtr = sq->pcHead;
vertexStation[vertexPick].data.exportId = @;

if (sq-
>pcHead+(vertexStation[vertexPick].status.allocationSize)*4 < 128)

{
sq->pcHead = sq-

>pcHead+(vertexStation[vertexPick].status.allocationSize)*4;
}
else

{
sq->pcHead =

(vertexStation[vertexPick].status.allocationSize)*4-(128-sq->pcHead) ;
sq->checkHigh = !sq->checkHigh;

}
sq-

>pcAllocated.push((vertexStation[vertexPick].status.allocationSize)*4);

// position
else if (vertexStation[vertexPick].status.allocation == SQPOSITION)
{

// starting a new allocation
pendingAllocs ++;

vertexStation[vertexPick].status.posAllocated = true;
vertexStation[vertexPick].status.pulseSx = true;
sq->pSQ_SX->SetValid(true);
uinteger<3> st;
st = vertexStation[vertexPick].data.state;
sq->pSQ_SX->SetSQ_SX_exp_state(st);
sq->pSQ_SX->SetSQ_SX_exp_alu_id(exportId);
vertexStation[vertexPick].data.exportId = exportId;
exportiId = !exportid;
uinteger<2> temp;
temp = 2;
Sq->pSQ_SX->SetSQ_SX_exp_type(temp);
sq->pSQ_SX->SetSQ_SX_exp_valid(true) ;
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temp = vertexStation[vertexPick].status.allocationSize-1;
sq->pSQ_SX->SetSQ_SX_exp_number(temp) ;

}
// multipass
else

{
// starting a new allocation
pendingAllocs ++;

vertexStation[vertexPick].status.pcAllocated = true;
vertexStation[vertexPick].status.pulseSx = true;
Ssq->pSQ_SX->SetValid(true);
uinteger<3> st;
st = vertexStation[vertexPick].data.state;
sq->pSQ_SX->SetSQ_SX_exp_state(st);
sq->pSQ_SX->SetSQ_SX_exp_alu_id(exportId);
vertexStation[vertexPick].data.exportId = exportId;
exportiId = lexportId;
uinteger<2> temp;
temp = 3;
Sq->pSQ_SX->SetSQ_SX_exp_type(temp) ;
Ssq->pSQ_SX->SetSQ_SX_exp_valid(true);
temp = vertexStation[vertexPick].status.allocationSize;
Ssq->pSQ_SX->SetSQ_SX_exp_number(temp) ;

}

// dump the interface
if (sq->m_dumpSQ > @)
{

sq->pSQ_SX->GetNewA11(&(sq->m_sqSxDump->_data));
if (sq->m_sqSxDump->_data.Valid)
{

sq->m_sqSxDump - >Dump() ;
}

}

// clear the allocation fields

vertexStation[vertexPick].status.allocationSize = Q;
vertexStation[vertexPick].status.allocation = SQNO_ALLOC;

}
return true;

if (pixelPick != -1)
{

lineNumber = pixelPick;
sType PIXEL;

if (pixelStation[pixelPick].status.allocation != SQ_NO_ALLOC)
{

// starting a new allocation
pendingAllocs ++;

if (pixelStation[pixelPick].status.allocation == SQPARAMETER_PIXEL)
{

sq->pSQ_SX->SetValid(true);
uinteger<3> st;
st = pixelStation[pixelPick].data.state;
sq->pSQ_SX->SetSQSX_exp_state(st);
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}

sq->pSQ_SX->SetSQ_SX_exp_alu_id(exportId);
pixelStation[pixelPick].data.exportId = exportId;
exportiId = !exportId;
uinteger<2> temp;

sq->setContextNumber(st);
uint8 mode = sq->SQ_PROGRAM_CNTL.getPS_EXPORT_MODE();
// exporting Z
if (mode &@x@1)

temp = 1;
// not exporting Z
else

temp = Q;
sq->pSQ_SX->SetSQSX_exp_type(temp);
sq->pSQ_SX->SetSQSX_exp_valid(true) ;
temp = pixelStation[pixelPick].status.allocationSize-temp-1;
sq->pSQ_SX->SetSQSX_exp_number(temp);

}
// multipass
else

{
sq->pSQ_SX->SetValid(true) ;
uinteger<3> st;
st = pixelStation[pixelPick].data.state;
Ssq->pSQ_SX->SetSQ_SX_exp_state(st);
sq->pSQ_SX->SetSQ_SX_exp_alu_id(exportId);
pixelStation[pixelPick].data.exportId = exportId;
pixelStation[pixelPick].status.pulseSx = true;
exportiId = !exportId;
uinteger<2> temp;
temp = 3;
Sq->pSQ_SX->SetSQ_SX_exp_type(temp) ;
Ssq->pSQ_SX->SetSQ_SX_exp_valid(true);
temp = pixelStation[pixelPick].status.allocationSize;
sq->pSQ_SX->SetSQ_SX_exp_number(temp) ;
pixelStation[pixelPick].status.pulseSx = true;

}

// dump the interface
if (sq->m_dumpSQ > @)
{

sq->pSQ_SX->GetNewA11(&(sq->m_sqSxDump->_data));
if (sq->m_sqSxDump->_data.Valid)
{

sq->m_sqSxDump - >Dump( ) ;
}

}

// clear the allocation fields

pixelStation[pixelPick].status.allocationSize = Q;
pixelStation[pixelPick].status.allocation = SQ_NO_ALLOC;

return true;

}

return false;
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Checking for GPR space:
Gpr_manager.cpp

#include "gpr_manager.h”
#include "user_block_model.h”

GPR_manager: :GPR_manager(cUSER_BLOCK_SQ *pSQ)
{

// set the pointer to the SQ
sq = pSQ;

// set the limits (READ REGISTERS)
pixLimit = sq->SQ_GPR_MANAGEMENT.REG_SIZE_PIX;
vertLimit = 128-sq->SQ_GPR_MANAGEMENT.REGSIZE_VTX;

baseCountPix = @;
freeCountPix = @;
pixTestHigh = true;

baseCountVert 127;
freeCountVert 127;
vertTestHigh = true;

}

boolean GPR_manager::testAllocate(int number_gpr,int &base_addr,Shader_Type stype)
{

bool wrap = false;
int testBaseCount;

if (stype == PIXEL)

testBaseCount = baseCountPix;
base_addr= baseCountPix;

// special case for MAX GPRs
if (number_gpr == pixLimit)
{

if (freeCountPix==baseCountPix && pixTestHigh &&
freeCountPix != -1)

{
return false;

}
else

return true;

}

if (testBaseCount + number_gpr < pixLimit)
testBaseCount = testBaseCount + number_gpr;

else

{
testBaseCount = number_gpr-(pixLimit-testBaseCount) ;
// we wrapped change the test type
pixTestHigh = !pixTestHigh;
wrap = true;

}
if (pixTestHigh)
{
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}

if (wrap)
pixTestHigh = !pixTestHigh;

if (testBaseCount >= freeCountPix && freeCountPix != -1)
{

// allocation succesfull

return false;
}
else

{
// not enough space in GPRs
return true;

}
}
else

{
if (wrap)

pixTestHigh = !pixTestHigh;
if (testBaseCount <= freeCountPix && freeCountPix != -1)
{

// allocation succesfull

return false;
}
else

{
return true;

}
}

// vertices
else

{
testBaseCount = baseCountVert;
base_addr= baseCountVert;

// special case for MAX GPRs
if (number_gpr == -(vertLimit-128))
{

if (freeCountVert==baseCountVert && vertTestHigh &&
freeCountVert != -1)

{
return false;

}
else

return true;

}

if (testBaseCount - number_gpr >= vertLimit)
testBaseCount = testBaseCount - number_gpr;

else

{
testBaseCount = 128-(number_gpr-(testBaseCount-vertLimit) );
// we wrapped change the test type
vertTestHigh = !vertTestHigh;
wrap = true;

}
if (vertTestHigh)
{

if (wrap)
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}

vertTestHigh = !vertTestHigh;
if (testBaseCount <= freeCountVert && freeCountVert != -1)
{

// allocation succesfull

return false;

}
else

{
return true;

}
}
else

{
if (wrap)

vertTestHigh = !vertTestHigh;
if (testBaseCount >= freeCountVert && freeCountVert != -1)
{

// allocation succesfull

return false;
}
else

{
return true;

}
}

void GPR_manager: :allocate(int number_gpr,int &base_addr,

{
Shader_Type stype)

if (stype == PIXEL)
{

}

base_addr = baseCountPix;

// special case for MAX GPRs
if (number_gpr == pixLimit)
{

freeCountPix = -1;
}

if (baseCountPix + number_gpr < pixLimit)
baseCountPix = base_addr + number_gpr;

else

{
baseCountPix = number_gpr-(pixLimit-base_addr);
// we wrapped change the test type
pixTestHigh = !pixTestHigh;

}

// vertices
else

{
base_addr = baseCountVert;

// special case for MAX GPRs
if (number_gpr == -(vertLimit-128))
{
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freeCountVert = -1;
}

if (baseCountVert - number_gpr >= vertLimit)
baseCountVert = base_addr - number_gpr;

else

{
baseCountVert = 128-(number_gpr-(base_addr-vertLimit) );
// we wrapped change the test type
vertTestHigh = !vertTestHigh;

}

}

void GPR_manager: :deAllocate(int number_gpr,Shader_Type stype)
{

switch (stype)
{
case PIXEL:

// special case for MAX GPRs
if (number_gpr == pixLimit)
{

baseCountPix = @;
freeCountPix = @;
pixTestHigh = true;
break;

}
if (freeCountPix + number_gpr < pixLimit)

freeCountPix += number_gpr;
else

{
freeCountPix = number_gpr-(pixLimit-freeCountPix);
// we wrapped change the test type
pixTestHigh = !pixTestHigh;

}
break;

case VERTEX:

// special case for MAX GPRs
if (number_gpr == -(vertLimit-128) )
{

baseCountVert = 127;
freeCountVert = 127;
vertTestHigh = true;
break;

}
if (freeCountVert - number_gpr > vertLimit)

freeCountVert -= number_gpr;
else

{
freeCountVert = 128-(number_gpr-(freeCountVert-vertLimit) );
// we wrapped change the test type
vertTestHigh = !vertTestHigh;

}
break;

}3
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Write data to the GPRs:

Sq_block_model.cpp
// write to the SP dummy interface
RegVect* values;

regFile[j]->GetValues(values,address);

interpData.Address[i]=i+tbase_ptr;
interpData.NumParams = interp_params;

for (int k=0;k<163;k++)
{

interpData.InterpData[i][k][j].field[@]=values[k].field[e];

interpData.InterpData[i][k][j].field[1]=values[k].field[1];

interpData.InterpData[i][k][j].field[2]=values[k].field[2];

interpData.InterpData[i][k][j].field[3]=values[k].field[3];
}
// increment the GPR address

if (address+1 < gpr_manager->pixLimit)
{

address ++;
}
else

{
address = Q;

}

sq_alu.cpp

#include "user_block_model.h"
#include "sq_alu.h"
#include "sq_sp.h"
#include <iostream>

#include "Scalar_HW/mathen.h"

using namespacestd;

|[onnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn

SQ_ALU::SQ_ALU()
{

CoissuedInstruction = true;

mathScalar = new MathEn();

}

SQ_ALU::~SQ_ALU()

delete mathScalar;

}

|[----- This function represents the entry point to the ALU from the Sequencer------------------
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void SQ_ALU::Execute(RegFile* Reg, OutBuffer &ExportBuffer ,const CStore & Constants,uint32
SrcAAddr, uint32 SrcBAddr, uint32 SrcCAddr,uint32 DestAddr, uint32 ScalarDestAddr, Alulnstruction
Instruction,

unsignedint valids[], uint32 Vectorindex,SQ_SP* pSQ_SP,
Shader_Type currentAluType,bool pred[],cUSER_BLOCK_SQ*

pSQ, int idAlu)
{

int i;

sq = pSQ;
// fill the dummyinterface
SQ_SP_data SPData;
static Constant constant[4];
static int PMasks[4][4] = {0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0}:
static int CMask[4] = {0,0,0,0}:
static int RAddr[4] = {0,0,0,0};
static int WAddr[4] = {0,0,0,0}:
static bool REn|[4] = {false,false,false,false};
static bool WEn[4] = {false,false,false false};

SPData.Phase = Vectorlndex;

for (i=0;i<4;i++)
{

SPData.ConstantValue[i]=constant[Vectorlndex].field[0];
SPData.ExportValid[i]=valids[i);
SPData.ExportWValid[i]=2;
SPData.Valids[i] = PMasks[VectorIndex][i];

}

SPData.ExportCount=VectorIndex;
SPData.ExportLast=0;
SPData.CMask = CMask[VectorIndex];
SPData.RdAddr = RAddr[Vectorlndex];
SPData.WrAddr = WAdadr[VectorlIndex];
SPData.RdEnable = REn[Vectorlndex];
SPData.WrEnable = WEn|[VectorIndex];
SPData.IndexCnt= 0;

SPData.SType = currentAluType;

if (SPData.Phase == 0)
SPData.InstStart = true;

else

SPData.InstStart = false;

switch(Vectorlndex)
{
case 0:

SPData. Instruction = Instruction.SrcASel + (Instruction.SourceANegate << 2) +
(Instruction.SourceASwizzle << 4) +
(Instruction.VectorResultPointer&0x3F)<< 12);

break;
case 1:

SPData. Instruction = Instruction.SrcBSel + (Instruction.SourceBNegate << 2) +
(Instruction.SourceBSwizzle << 4) +
((Instruction.ScalarResultPointer&0x3F)<<12);

break;
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case 2:

SPData. Instruction = Instruction.SrcCSel + (Instruction.SourceCNegate << 2) +
(Instruction.SourceCSwizzle << 4);

break;
case 3:

SPData. Instruction = Instruction.VectorOpcode + (Instruction.ScalarOpcode << 5)+
(Instruction.VectorClamp << 11) +

(Instruction.ScalarClamp << 12)+
(Instruction.VectorWriteMask << 13) +

(Instruction.ScalarWriteMask << 17);
break;

}

// do all the static stuff for next turn

if (Instruction.SrcASel)
Constants.GetConstValue(constant[VectorIndex],SrcAAddr);

else if (Instruction.SrcBSel)
Constants.GetConstValue(constant[VectorIndex],SrcBAddr);

else if (Instruction.SrcCSel)
Constants.GetConstValue(constant[VectorIndex],SrceCAddr);

for (i=0;i<4;i++)
PMasks[VectorlIndex][i] = valids[i];

switch(VectorIndex)
{
case 0: // interpolator and SRC A

CMask[VectorIndex] = 127-SrcAAddr;
RAddr[Vectorlndex] = SrcAAdadr;
WAddr[VectorIndex] = 126-SrcAAddr;
REn[VectorIndex] = true;
WeEn[VectorIndex] = false;
break;

case 1: //TX and SRC B

CMask[VectorlIndex] = 125-SrcBAddr;
RAddr[Vectorlndex] = SrcBAdadr;
WAddr[VectorIndex] = 124-SrcBAddr;
REn[VectorIndex] = true;
WeEn[VectorIndex] = false;
break;

case 2: // Vector and SRC C

CMask[VectorlIndex] = Instruction.VectorWriteMask;
RAddr[VectorIndex] = SrcCAddr;
REn[VectorIndex] = false; // no tree operands for now
// if exporting

if (Instruction.VectorResultPointer & 0x80) != 0) && (Instruction.PredicateSelect < 2)) {
WAddr[Vectorlndex] = Instruction.VectorResultPointer & Ox3F;
WEn[Vectorlndex] = false;

}
else {

WAddr[VectorIndex] = DestAddr;
WEn[Vectorlndex] = true;

}
break;

case 3: // Scalar and TX

CMask[Vectorlndex] = Instruction.ScalarWriteMask;
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RAddr[VectorIndex] = 123-ScalarDestAddr;
REn[VectorIndex] = false;
// if exporting

if (((Instruction.ScalarResultPointer & 0x80) != 0) && (Instruction.PredicateSelect < 2)) {
WAddr[Vectorlndex] = Instruction.ScalarResultPointer & Ox3F;
WEn[Vectorlndex] = false;

}
i*

else {
WAddr[VectorIndex] = ScalarDestAddr;
WEn[Vectorlndex] = true;

}*/ 11 No scalar ops for now...
break;

}

pSQ_SP->SetAll(&SPData);
pSQ_SP->SetValid(true);

// Real Emulator code

CurrentRegFile = Reg;
OutputBuffer = &ExportBuffer;
CurrentAlulnstruction = Instruction;
AluPhase = VectorlIndex;

AluType = currentAluType;
Predicates = &(pred[0]);
validBits= &(valids[0]);
Aluld = idAlu;

ExecuteAlulnstruction(SrcAAddr,SrcBAddr, SrcCAddr, DestAddr,ScalarDestAddr,VectorIndex,Con

void SQ_ALU::ExecuteAlulnstruction(uint32 SrcAPtr, uint32 SrcBPtr, uint32 SrcCPtr, uint32 DstPtr,uint32
ScalarDestPtr,uint32 Vectorindex,const CStore & Constants)
{

VectorData SrcA, SrcB, SrcC, VectorResult;
mfloat<8 ,23,128> ScalarResult;
VectorData TempSrc;

bool error = false;

const RegVect* InputVectorA;
const RegVect* InputVectorB;
const RegVect* InputVectorC;

Constant ConstantA;
Constant ConstantB;
Constant ConstantC;

RegisterFileRead(SrcAPtr, SrcBPtr,SrcCPtr, InputVectorA,|InputVectorB ,InputVectorC);

//Going through all the 128bit vectors (16 of them)
//Theyall have the same relative location inside their respective GPRfiles.
for(uint8 vector_id = 0; vector_id <16 ; vector_id ++)
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SrcAReg.red =InputVectorA[vector_id].field[0];
SrcAReg.green =InputVectorA[vector_id].field[1];
SrcAReg.blue =InputVectorA[vector_id].field[2];
SrcAReg.alpha =InputVectorA[vector_id].field[3];

SrcBReg.red =InputVectorB[vector_id].field[0];
SrcBReg.green =InputVectorB[vector_id].field[1];
SrcBReg.blue =InputVectorB[vector_id].field[2];
SrcBReg.alpha =InputVectorB[vector_id].field[3];

SrcCReg.red =InputVectorC[vector_id].field[0];
SrcCReg.green =InputVectorC[vector_id].field[1];
SrcCReg.blue =InputVectorC[vector_id].field[2];
SrcCReg.alpha =InputVectorC[vector_id].field[3];

// set the constants

int cAddr =0;

// relative addressing of the constant store via address register
if (CurrentAlulnstruction.SrcASel == 0 && CurrentAlulnstruction.ConstanORelAbs == 1

CurrentAlulnstruction.RelativeAddrRegSel == 1)
{

cAddr = SrcAPtr + ConstantOffsets[AluPhase* 16+vector_id];
if (AluType == VERTEX)
{

if ((cAddr - sq->SQ_VS_CONST.getBASE())
> sq->SQ_VS_CONST.getSIZE())

{
cAddr= 0;

if (((validBits[vector_id/4])>>(vector_id%4))&0x01)
error = true;

}
}
else

{
if ((cAddr - sq->SQ_PS_CONST.getBASE())

> sq->SQ_PS_CONST.getSIZE())

cAddr= 0;

if (((validBits[vector_id/4])>>(vector_id%4))&0x01)
error = true;

}
}

Constants.GetConstValue(ConstantA, cAddr);
}
else

Constants.GetConstValue(ConstantA,SrcAPtr);

// relative addressing of the constant store via address register
if (((CurrentAlulnstruction.SrcASel == 1 &&

CurrentAlulnstruction.SrcBSel == 0 && CurrentAlulnstruction.Constan0RelAbs

(CurrentAlulnstruction.SrcASel == 0 &&
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) Il

}
else

CurrentAlulnstruction.SrcBSel == 0 && CurrentAlulnstruction.Constan1RelAbs

CurrentAlulnstruction.RelativeAddrRegSel == 1)

cAddr = SrcBPtr + ConstantOffsets[AluPhase*16+vector_id];

if (AluType == VERTEX)
{

if ((cAddr - sq->SQ_VS_CONST.getBASE())
> sq->SQ_VS_CONST.getSIZE())

{
cAddr= 0;

if (((validBits[vector_id/4])>>(vector_id%4))&0x01)
error = true;

}
}
else

{
if ((cAddr - sq->SQ_PS_CONST.getBASE())

> sq->SQ_PS_CONST.getSIZE())
{

cAddr= 0;

if (((validBits[vector_id/4])>>(vector_id%4))&0x01)
error = true;

}
}

Constants.GetConstValue(ConstantB, cAddr);

Constants.GetConstValue(ConstantB, SrcBPtr);

// relative addressing of the constant store via address register
if (((CurrentAlulnstruction.SrcASel == 1 &&

CurrentAlulnstruction.SrcBSel == 1 &&

CurrentAlulnstruction.SrcCSel == 0 && CurrentAlulnstruction.Constan0RelAbs

((CurrentAlulnstruction.SrcASel == 0 ||
CurrentAlulnstruction.SrcBSel == 0) && CurrentAlulnstruction.SrcCSel ==
&& CurrentAlulnstruction.ConstaniRelAbs == 1)) &&
CurrentAlulnstruction.RelativeAddrRegSel == 1)

cAddr = SrcCPtr + ConstantOffsets[AluPhase*16+vector_id];

if (AluType == VERTEX)

if (cAddr - sq->SQ_VS_CONST.getBASE())
> sq->SQ_VS_CONST.getSIZE())

{
cAddr = 0;

if (((validBits[vector_id/4])>>(vector_id%4))&0x01)
error = true;

}
}
else

{
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if ((cAddr - sq->SQ_PS_CONST.getBASE())
> sq->SQ_PS_CONST.getSIZE())

cAddr = 0;

if (((validBits[vector_id/4])>>(vector_id%4))&0x01)
error = true;

}
}

Constants.GetConstValue(ConstantC, cAddr);
}
else

Constants.GetConstValue(ConstantC, SrcCPtr);

// there was an addressing error
if (error)

if (sq->SQ_DEBUG_MISC_0.getDB_PROB_ON())
{

if (sq->SQ_DEBUG_MISC_0.getDB_PROB_COUNT() == 0)
{

sq->SQ_DEBUG_MISC_0.setDB_PROB_COUNT(1);
sq->SQ_DEBUG_MISC_0.setDB_PROB_ADDR(0);

}
else

sq->SQ_DEBUG_MISC_0.setDB_PROB_COUNT(sq-
>SQ_DEBUG_MISC_0.getDB_PROB_COUNT()+1);

}
}

//muxing&swizzling&modification of input arguments
||-nnnnn-nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn

uint32 SrcASel,SrcBSel,SrcCSel;
SrcASel = CurrentAlulnstruction.SrcASel;
SrcBSel = CurrentAlulnstruction.SrcBSel;
SrcCSel = CurrentAlulnstruction.SrcCSel;

uint8 SrcASelRelAbs, SrcBSelRelAbs,SrcCSelRelAbs;

SrcASelRelAbs = ((CurrentAlulnstruction.SourceARegPointer)>>6) & 0x01;
SrcBSelRelAbs = ((CurrentAlulnstruction.SourceBRegPointer)>>6) & 0x01;
SrcCSelRelAbs = ((CurrentAlulnstruction.SourceCRegPointer)>>6) & 0x01;

switch(SrcASel)
{
case NON_CONSTANT:

switch(SrcASelRelAbs)
{
case ABSOLUTE_REG:
case RELATIVE_REG:

SrcA.alpha = SrcAReg.alpha;
SrcA.red = SrcAReg.red;
SrcA.green = SrcAReg.green;
SrcA.blue = SrcAReg.blue;
break;

default:
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break;

}
break;

case CONSTANT:

SrcA.red = ConstantA.field[0];
SrcA.green = ConstantA.field[1];
SrcA.blue = ConstantA.field[2];
SrcA.alpha = ConstantA.field[3];
break;

switch(SrcBSel)
{
case NON_CONSTANT:

switch(SrcBSelRelAbs)
{
case ABSOLUTE_REG:
case RELATIVE_REG:

SrcB.alpha = SrcBReg.alpha;
SrcB.red = SrcBReg.red;
SrcB.green = SrcBReg.green;
SrcB.blue = SrcBReg.blue;
break;

default:

break;
}
break;

case CONSTANT:

SrcB.red = ConstantB.field[0];
SrcB.green = ConstantB-field[1];
SrcB.blue = ConstantB.field[2];
SrcB.alpha = ConstantB.field[3];
break;

}

switch(SrcCSel)
{
case NON_CONSTANT:

switch(SrcCSelRelAbs)
{
case ABSOLUTE_REG:
case RELATIVE_REG:

SrcC.alpha = SrcCReg.alpha;
SrcC.red = SrcCReg.red;
SrcC.green = SrcCReg.green;
SrcC.blue = SrcCReg. blue;
break;

default:

break;

}break;
case CONSTANT:

SrcC.red = ConstantC.field[0];
SrcC.green = ConstantC.field[1];
SrcC.blue = ConstantC.field[2];
SrcC.alpha = ConstantcC.field[3];
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break;

}

swizzling of arguments
uint8 SrcASwizzleAlpha = CurrentAlulnstruction.SourceASwizzle >> 6;
uint8 SrcASwizzleBlue = (CurrentAlulnstruction.SourceASwizzle >> 4)&0x3;
uint8 SrcASwizzleGreen = (CurrentAlulnstruction.SourceASwizzle >>2)&0x3;
uint8 SrcASwizzleRed = (CurrentAlulnstruction.SourceASwizzle)&0x3;

TempSrc.alpha = SrcA.alpha;
TempSrc.red = SrcA.red;
TempSrc.green =SrcA.green;
TempSrc.blue= SrcA.blue;

switch(SrcASwizzleAlpha)

case 0:break;
case 1:

SrcA.alpha = TempSrc.red;
break;

case 2:

SrcA.alpha = TempSrc.green;
break;

case 3:

SrcA.alpha = TempSrc.blue;
break;

}

switch(SrcASwizzleRed)

case 0:break;
case 1:

SrcA.red = TempSrc.green;
break;

case 2:

SrcA.red = TempSrc.blue;
break;

case 3:

SrcA.red = TempSrc.alpha;
break;

}

switch(SrcASwizzleGreen)

case 0:break;
case 1:

SrcA.green = TempSrc.blue;
break;

case 2:

SrcA.green = TempSrc.alpha;
break;

case 3:

SrcA.green = TempSrc.red;
break;

}
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switch(SrcASwizzleBlue)

case 0:break;
case 1:

SrcA.blue = TempSrc.alpha;
break;

case 2:

SrcA.blue = TempSrc.red;
break;

case 3:

SrcA.blue = TempSrc.green;
break;

}
|[--------------------------======

TempSrc.alpha = SrcB.alpha;
TempSrc.red = SrcB.red;
TempSrc.green =SrcB.green;
TempSrc.blue= SrcB.blue;

uint8 SrcBSwizzleAlpha = (CurrentAlulnstruction.SourceBSwizzle >> 6)&0x3;
uint8 SrcBSwizzleBlue = (CurrentAlulnstruction.SourceBSwizzle >> 4)&0x3;
uint8 SrcBSwizzleGreen = (CurrentAlulnstruction.SourceBSwizzle >>2)&0x3;
uint8 SrcBSwizzleRed = (CurrentAlulnstruction.SourceBSwizzle)&0x3;

switch(SrcBSwizzleAlpha)

case 0:break;
case 1:

SrcB.alpha = TempSrc.red;
break;

case 2:

SrcB.alpha = TempSrc.green;
break;

case 3:

SrcB.alpha = TempSrc.blue;
break;

}

switch(SrcBSwizzleRed)
{
case 0:break;
case 1:

SrcB.red = TempSrc.green;
break;

case 2:

SrcB.red = TempSrc.blue;
break;

case 3:

SrcB.red = TempSrc.alpha;
break;

}

switch(SrcBSwizzleGreen)
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case 0:break;
case 1:

SrcB.green = TempSrc.blue;
break;

case 2:

SrcB.green = TempSrc.alpha;
break;

case 3:

SrcB.green = TempSrc.red;
break;

}

switch(SrcBSwizzleBlue)

case 0:break;
case 1:

SrcB.blue = TempSrc.alpha;
break;

case 2:

SrcB.blue = TempSrc.red;
break;

case 3:

SrcB.blue = TempSrc.green;
break;

}

[famarnnnena

TempSrc.alpha = SrcC.alpha;
TempSrc.red = SrcC.red;
TempsSrc.green =SrcC.green;
TempSrc.blue= SrcC.blue;

uint8 SrcCSwizzleAlpha = CurrentAlulnstruction.SourceCSwizzle >> 6;
uint8 SrcCSwizzleBlue = (CurrentAlulnstruction.SourceCSwizzle >> 4)&0x3;
uint8 SrcCSwizzleGreen = (CurrentAlulnstruction.SourceCSwizzle >>2 )&0x3;
uint8 SrcCSwizzleRed = (CurrentAlulnstruction.SourceCSwizzle)&0x3;

switch(SrcCSwizzleAlpha)
{
case 0:break;
case 1:

SrcC.alpha = TempSrc.red;
break;

case 2:

SrcC.alpha = TempSrc.green;
break;

case 3:

SrcC.alpha = TempSrc.blue;
break;

}

switch(SrcCSwizzleRed)
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case 0:break;
case 1:

SrcC.red = TempSrc.green;
break;

case 2:

SrcC.red = TempSrc.blue;
break;

case 3:

SrcC.red = TempSrc.alpha;
break;

}

switch(SrcCSwizzleGreen)

case 0:break;
case 1:

SrcC.green = TempSrc.blue;
break;

case 2:

SrcC.green = TempSrc.alpha;
break;

case 3:

SrcC.green = TempSrc.red;
break;

}

switch(SrcCSwizzleBlue)

case 0:break;
case 1:

SrcC.blue = TempSrc.alpha;
break;

case 2:

SrcC.blue = TempSrc.red;
break;

case 3:

SrcC.blue = TempSrc.green;
break;

}

// ABS MODIFIER

uint8 SrcAAbs = (CurrentAlulnstruction.SourceARegPointer>>7)&0x01;
uint8 SrcBAbs = (CurrentAlulnstruction.SourceBRegPointer>>7)&0x01;
uint8 SreCAbs = (CurrentAlulnstruction.SourceCRegPointer>>7)&0x01;
uint8 Cst0Abs = (CurrentAlulnstruction.VectorResultPointer>>7)&0x01;

if (SrcASel == NON_CONSTANT)
{

switch (SrcAAbs){
case NO_ABS_MOD:

break;
case ABS_MOD:

SrcA.red.abs();
SrcA.green.abs();
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else

}

SrcA.blue.abs();
SrcA.alpha.abs();
break;

default:

break;

}

switch (Cst0Abs){
case NO_ABS_MOD:

break;
case ABS_MOD:

SrcA.red.abs();
SrcA.green.abs();
SrcA.blue.abs();
SrcA.alpha.abs();
break;

default:

break;

}

if (SrcBSel == NON_CONSTANT)
{

switch (SrcBAbs){
case NO_ABS_MOD:

break;
case ABS_MOD:

SrcB.red.abs();
SrcB.green.abs();
SrcB.blue.abs();
SrcB.alpha.abs();
break;

default:

break;

}
}
else if (SrcBSel == CONSTANT)
{

}

switch (Cst0Abs){
case NO_ABS_MOD:

break;
case ABS_MOD:

SrcB.red.abs();
SrcB.green.abs();
SrcB.blue.abs();
SrcB.alpha.abs();
break;

default:

break;

}

if (SrcCSel == NON_CONSTANT)
{
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switch (SrcCAbs){
case NO_ABS_MOD:

break;
case ABS_MOD:

SrcC.red.abs();
SrcC.green.abs();
SrcC.blue.abs();
SrcC.alpha.abs();

PreviousScalar[Aluld][VectorIndex][vector_id].alpha.abs();
PreviousScalar[Aluld][VectorIndex][vector_id].red.abs();
PreviousScalar[Aluld][VectorIndex][vector_id].green.abs();
PreviousScalar[Aluld][VectorIndex][vector_id].blue.abs();
break;

default:

break;

}
}
else if (SrcCSel == CONSTANT)

switch (Cst0Abs){
case NO_ABS_MOD:

break;
case ABS_MOD:

SrcC.red.abs();
SrcC.green.abs();
SrcC.blue.abs();
SrcC.alpha.abs();

PreviousScalar[Aluld][VectorIndex][vector_id].alpha.abs();
PreviousScalar[Aluld][Vectorlndex][vector_id].red.abs();
PreviousScalar[Aluld][Vectorlndex][vector_id].green.abs();
PreviousScalar[Aluld][VectorIndex][vector_id].blue.abs();
break;

default:

break;

}
}

|fommnmnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnmnnnnmanana

//negate input modifiers
uint8 SrcANegate= CurrentAlulnstruction.SourceANegate;
uint8 SrcBNegate= CurrentAlulnstruction.SourceBNegate;
uint8 SrcCNegate= CurrentAlulnstruction.SourceCNegate;

switch(SrcANegate){
case NIL:break;
case NEGATE:

SrcA.alpha.neg();
SrcA.red.neg();
SrcA.green.neg();
SrcA.blue.neg();
break;

default:

break;
}
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switch(SrcBNegate){
case NIL:break;
case NEGATE:

SrcB.alpha.neg();
SrcB.red.neg();
SrcB.green.neg();
SrcB.blue.neg();
break;

default:

break;

}

switch(SrcCNegate){
case NIL:break;
case NEGATE:

SrcC.alpha.neg();
SrcC.red.neg();
SrcC.green.neg();
SrcC.blue.neg();

PreviousScalar[Aluld][VectorIndex][vector_id].alpha.neg();
PreviousScalar[Aluld][VectorIndex][vector_id].red.neg();
PreviousScalar[Aluld][VectorIndex][vector_id].green.neg();
PreviousScalar[Aluld][VectorIndex][vector_id].blue.neg();
break;

default:

break;

}

|[------------------------—-===nnnnnnnnnnnnnnn

//Execute ALU opcode
ExecuteAluOpcode(SrcA,SrcB,SrcC,VectorResult,ScalarResult,vector_id);

// Clamp results if told to
VectorResult.red = Clamp(VectorResult.red, true);
VectorResult.green = Clamp(VectorResult.green,true);
VectorResult.blue = Clamp(VectorResult. blue true);
VectorResult.alpha = Clamp(VectorResult.alpha, true);

ScalarResult = Clamp(ScalarResult,false);

/{Save Previous Vector and Scalar

PreviousVector[Aluld][Vectorlndex][vector_id].alpha = VectorResult.alpha;
PreviousVector[Aluld][VectorIndex][vector_id].red = VectorResult.red;
PreviousVector[Aluld][VectorlIndex][vector_id].green = VectorResult.green;
PreviousVector[Aluld][VectorIndex][vector_id].blue = VectorResult.blue;

PreviousScalar[Aluld][VectorIndex][vector_id].alpha = ScalarResult;
PreviousScalar[Aluld][VectorIndex][vector_id].red = ScalarResult;
PreviousScalar[Aluld][VectorIndex][vector_id].green = ScalarResult;
PreviousScalar[Aluld][VectorIndex][vector_id].blue = ScalarResult;

[famanennnnanan
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Accumulate the result into an array of 16x128
VectorVector.Val[vector_id].field[0] =VectorResult.red;
VectorVector.Val[vector_id].field[1] =VectorResult.green;
VectorVector.Val[vector_id].field[2] =VectorResult.blue;
VectorVector.Val[vector_id].field[3] =VectorResult.alpha;

ScalarVector.Val[vector_id].field[0] =ScalarResult;
ScalarVector.Val[vector_id].field[1] =ScalarResult;
ScalarVector.Val[vector_id].field[2] =ScalarResult;
ScalarVector.Val[vector_id].field[3] =ScalarResult;

[femmemennomennnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnannnmnnanmannnmannna

Exporting the results
bool Export = (CurrentAlulnstruction.ScalarResultPointer>>7)&0x1;

if(Export)

// fog exports
if (((CurrentAlulnstruction.VectorResultPointer&0x3F) >= 16) &&

((CurrentAlulnstruction.VectorResultPointer&0x3F) < 20) &&
(CurrentAlulnstruction.VectorWriteMask&0x01) &&

(CurrentAlulnstruction.ScalarWriteMask&0x01))
{

unsignedint inVect;
unsigned int inFog;
unsigned int blended;

// RED

float value = VectorResult.red.getReal();
inVect = *(reinterpret_cast<unsigned int*>(&value));
value = ScalarResult.getReal();
inFog = *(reinterpret_cast<unsigned int*>(&value));
inFog = inFog >> 8;

blended = (inVect) | (inFog&0x3F);
value = *(reinterpret_cast<float*>(&blended));

// export blended red
OutputBuffer->values[vector_id].field[0] = value;

// GREEN

value = VectorResult.green.getReal();
inVect = *(reinterpret_cast<unsigned int*>(&value));
blended = (inVect) | ((inFog>>6)&0x3F);
value = *(reinterpret_cast<float*>(&blended));

// export blended green
OutputBuffer->values[vector_id].field[1] = value;

// BLUE

value = VectorResult.blue.getReal();
inVect = *(reinterpret_cast<unsigned int*>(&value));
blended = (inVect) | ((inFog>>12)&0x3F);
value = *(reinterpret_cast<float*>(&blended));
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// export blended blue
OutputBuffer->values[vector_id].field[2] = value;

i ALPHA

value = VectorResult.alpha.getReal();
inVect = *(reinterpret_cast<unsigned int*>(&value));
blended = (inVect) | ((inFog>>18)&0x3F);
value = *(reinterpret_cast<float*>(&blended));

// export blended alpha
OutputBuffer->values[vector_id].field[3] = value;

else

// RED COMPONENT

if (CurrentAlulnstruction.VectorWriteMask&0x01 &&
CurrentAlulnstruction.ScalarWriteMask&0x01)

OutputBuffer->values[vector_id].field[0] = 1.0;
else if (CurrentAlulnstruction.VectorWriteMask&0x01)

OutputBuffer->values[vector_id].field[0] = VectorResult.red;
else if (CurrentAlulnstruction.ScalarWriteMask&0x01)

OutputBuffer->values[vector_id].field[0] = ScalarResult;
// GREEN COMPONENT

if (CurrentAlulnstruction.VectorWriteMask>>1)&0x01 &&
(CurrentAlulnstruction.ScalarWriteMask>>1)&0x01)

OutputBuffer->values[vector_id].field[1] = 1.0;
else if ((CurrentAlulnstruction.VectorWriteMask>>1)&0x01)

OutputBuffer->values[vector_id].field[1] = VectorResult.green;
else if ((CurrentAlulnstruction.ScalarWriteMask>>1)&0x01)

OutputBuffer->values[vector_id].field[1] = ScalarResult;
// BLUE COMPONENT

if ((CurrentAlulnstruction.VectorWriteMask>>2)&0x01 &&
(CurrentAlulnstruction.ScalarWriteMask>>2)&0x01)

OutputBuffer->values[vector_id].field[2] = 1.0;
else if ((CurrentAlulnstruction.VectorWriteMask>>2)&0x01)

OutputBuffer->values[vector_id].field[2] = VectorResult.blue;
else if ((CurrentAlulnstruction.ScalarWriteMask>>2)&0x01)

OutputBuffer->values[vector_id].field[2] = ScalarResult;
// ALPHA COMPONENT

if (CurrentAlulnstruction.VectorWriteMask>>3)&0x01 &&
(CurrentAlulnstruction.ScalarWriteMask>>3)&0x01)

OutputBuffer->values[vector_id].field[3] = 1.0;
else if ((CurrentAlulnstruction.VectorWriteMask>>3)&0x01)

OutputBuffer->values[vector_id].field[3] = VectorResult.alpha;
else if ((CurrentAlulnstruction.ScalarWriteMask>>3)&0x01)

OutputBuffer->values[vector_id].field[3] = ScalarResult;
}

/! predicate the exports here
int predValid;
int predicat;
intj;
for (int i=0;i<4;i++)
{
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predValid = validBits[i];
predicat = 0;

if (CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect == 2)
{

for (j=0;j<4;j++)
predicat += (!(Predicates[i*4+j]))<<j;

predValid &= predicat;
}
else if (CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect == 3)
{

for (j=0;j<4;j++)
predicat += Predicates[i*4+j]<<j;

predValid &= predicat;
}

OutputBuffer->valids[i]=predValid;

OutputBuffer->valid = true;
}

/Mrite the result into register files
RegisterFileWrite(CurrentAlulnstruction.VectorWriteMask,CurrentAlulnstruction.ScalarWriteMask,

ScalarDestPtr,DstPtr);
}

|fnmnrnenearer

void SQ_ALU::ExecuteAluOpcode(VectorData SrcA, VectorData SrcB, VectorData SrcC, VectorData &
VectorResult,mfloat<8,23,128> & ScalarResult, int i)
{

mfloat<8 ,23,128> red;

mfloat<8 ,23,128> green;
mfloat<8 ,23,128> blue;
mfloat<8,23,128> alpha;

mfloat<8 ,23,128> one;

one.putReal((float) 1.0);
mfloat<8 ,23,128> zero;

zero.putReal((float)0.0);
mfloat<8,23,128> two;

two.putReal((float)2.0);

CoissuedInstruction = true;

//Executing Vector Opcode
switch(CurrentAlulnstruction.VectorOpcode)
{
case ADDv:

if(sq->isHardwareAccurate())
{

VectorResult.alpha = multiply_add(SrcA.alpha,one,SrcB.alpha);
VectorResult.red = multiply_add(SrcA.red,one,SrcB.red);
VectorResult.green = multiply_add(SrcA.green,one,SrcB.green);
VectorResult.blue = multiply_add(SrcA.blue,one,SrcB.blue);
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else

{
VectorResult.alpha.add(SrcA.alpha,SrcB.alpha);
VectorResult.red.add(SrcA.red,SrcB.red);
VectorResult.green.add(SrcA.green,SrcB.green);
VectorResult.blue.add(SrcA.blue,SrcB.blue);

}
break;

}
case MAXv:

VectorResult.alpha.max(SrcA.alpha,SrcB.alpha);
VectorResult.red.max(SrcA.red,SrcB.red);
VectorResult.green.max(SrcA.green,SrcB.green);
VectorResult.blue.max(SrcA. blue, SrcB. blue);
break;

case MINv:

VectorResult.alpha.min(SrcA.alpha,SrcB.alpha);
VectorResult.red.min(SrcA.red,SrcB.red);
VectorResult.green.min(SrcA.green,SrcB.green);
VectorResult.blue.min(SrcA.blue,SrcB.blue);
break;

case MULv:

if(sq->isHardwareAccurate())

}

VectorResult.alpha = multiply_add(SrcA.alpha, SrcB.alpha,zero);
VectorResult.red = multiply_add(SrcA.red, SrcB.red,zero);
VectorResult.green = multiply_add(SrcA.green, SrcB.green,zero);
VectorResult.blue = multiply_add(SrcA.blue, SrcB.blue,zero);

else

{

}
break;

VectorResult.alpha.mul(SrcA.alpha,SrcB.alpha);
VectorResult.red.mul(SrcA.red,SrcB.red);
VectorResult.green.mul(SrcA.green,SrcB.green);
VectorResult.blue.mul(SrcA.blue,SrcB. blue);

case SETEv:

VectorResult.alpha = (SrcA.alpha == SrcB.alpha) ? 1.0:0.0;
VectorResult.red = (SrcA.red == SrcB.red) ? 1.0:0.0;
VectorResult.green = (SrcA.green == SrcB.green) ? 1.0:0.0;
VectorResult.blue = (SrcA.blue == SrcB.blue) ? 1.0:0.0;
break;

case SETGTV:

VectorResult.alpha = (SrcA.alpha > SrcB.alpha) ? 1.0:0.0;
VectorResult.red = (SrcA.red > SrcB.red) ? 1.0:0.0;
VectorResult.green = (SrcA.green > SrcB.green) ? 1.0:0.0;
VectorResult.blue = (SrcA.blue > SrcB.blue) ? 1.0:0.0;
break;

case SETGTEv:

VectorResult.alpha = (SrcA.alpha >= SrcB.alpha) ? 1.0:0.0;
VectorResult.red = (SrcA.red >= SrcB.red) ? 1.0:0.0;
VectorResult.green = (SrcA.green >= SrcB.green) ? 1.0:0.0;
VectorResult.blue = (SrcA.blue >= SrcB.blue) ? 1.0:0.0;
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break;
case SETNEv:

VectorResult.alpha = (SrcA.alpha != SrcB.alpha) ? 1.0:0.0;
VectorResult.red = (SrcA.red != SrcB.red) ? 1.0:0.0;
VectorResult.green = (SrcA.green != SrcB.green) ? 1.0:0.0;
VectorResult.blue = (SrcA.blue != SrcB.blue) ? 1.0:0.0;
break;

case FRACv:

VectorResult.alpha.sub(SrcA.alpha, (float)((int)SrcA.alpha.getReal()));
VectorResult.red.sub(SrcA.red, (float)((int)SrcA.red.getReal()));
VectorResult.green.sub(SrcA.green (float)((int)SrcA.green.getReal()));
VectorResult.blue.sub(SrcA.blue ,(float)((int)SrcA.blue.getReal()));
break;

case TRUNCv:

VectorResult.alpha = (float)((int)SrcA.alpha.getReal());
VectorResult.red = (float)((int)SrcA.red.getReal());
VectorResult.green = (float)((int)SrcA.green.getReal());
VectorResult.blue = (float)((int)SrcA.blue.getReal());
break;

case FLOORV:

if (SrcA.alpha.getReal() >= 0)
VectorResult.alpha = (float)((int)SrcA.alpha.getReal());

else

VectorResult.alpha = (float)((int)SrcA.alpha.getReal())-1.Of;
if (SrcA.red.getReal() >= 0)

VectorResult.red = (float)((int)SrcA.red.getReal());
else

VectorResult.red = (float)((int)SrcA.red.getReal())-1.0f;
if (SrcA.green.getReal() >= 0)

VectorResult.green = (float)((int)SrcA.green.getReal());
else

VectorResult.green = (float)((int)SrcA.green.getReal())-1.0f;
if (SrcA.blue.getReal() >= 0)

VectorResult.blue = (float)((int)SrcA. blue.getReal());
else

VectorResult.blue = (float)((int)SrcA.blue.getReal())-1.0f;
break;

case MULADDv:

if(sq->isHardwareAccurate())

else

VectorResult.alpha = multiply_add(SrcA.alpha, SrcB.alpha,SrcC.alpha);
VectorResult.red = multiply_add(SrcA.red, SrcB.red,SrcC.red);
VectorResult.green = multiply_add(SrcA.green, SrcB.green,SrcC.green);
VectorResult.blue = multiply_add(SrcA.blue, SrcB.blue,SrcC.blue);

VectorResult.alpha.mad(SrcA.alpha,SrcB.alpha,SrcC.alpha);
VectorResult.red.mad(SrcA.red,SrcB.red,SrcC. red);
VectorResult.green.mad(SrcA.green,SrcB.green,SrcC.green);
VectorResult.blue.mad(SrcA.blue,SrcB.blue,SrcC. blue);

CoissuedInstruction = false;
break;

case DOTAv:

if(sq->isHardwareAccurate())
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else

}
break;

case DOT3v:

VectorResult.alpha = multiply_add(SrcA.alpha, SrcB.alpha,zero);
VectorResult.red = multiply_add(SrcA.red, SrcB.red,zero);
VectorResult.green = multiply_add(SrcA.green, SrcB.green,zero);
VectorResult.blue = multiply_add(SrcA.blue, SrcB.blue,zero);

VectorResult.alpha = multiply_add(one,VectorResult.alpha,VectorResult.red);
VectorResult.alpha = multiply_add(one,VectorResult.alpha,VectorResult.green);
VectorResult.alpha = multiply_add(one,VectorResult.alpha,VectorResult.blue);
VectorResult.red = VectorResult.alpha;
VectorResult.green = VectorResult.alpha;
VectorResult.blue = VectorResult.alpha;

alpha.mul(SrcA.alpha, SrcB.alpha);
red.mul(SrcA.red, SrcB.red);
green.mul(SrcA.green, SrcB.green);
blue.mul(SrcA.blue, SrcB.blue);

VectorResult.alpha.add(alpha,red);
VectorResult.alpha +=green;
VectorResult.alpha +=blue;
VectorResult.red = VectorResult.alpha;
VectorResult.green = VectorResult.alpha;
VectorResult.blue = VectorResult.alpha;

if(sq->isHardwareAccurate())

else

}
break;

case CNDEv:

VectorResult.red = multiply_add(SrcA.red, SrcB.red,zero);
VectorResult.green = multiply_add(SrcA.green, SrcB.green,zero);
VectorResult.blue = multiply_add(SrcA.blue, SrcB.blue,zero);

VectorResult.red = multiply_add(one,VectorResult.red,VectorResult.green);
VectorResult.red = multiply_add(one,VectorResult.red,VectorResult.blue);
VectorResult.green = VectorResult.red;
VectorResult.blue = VectorResult.red;
VectorResult.alpha = VectorResult.red;

red.mul(SrcA.red,SrcB.red);
green.mul(SrcA.green, SrcB.green);
blue.mul(SrcA.blue,SrcB.blue);
VectorResult.red.add(red,green);
VectorResult.red += blue;
VectorResult.alpha = VectorResult.red;
VectorResult.green = VectorResult.red;
VectorResult.blue = VectorResult.red;

VectorResult.alpha = (SrcA.alpha == 0.0) ? SrcB.alpha:SrcC.alpha;
VectorResult.red = (SrcA.red == 0.0) ? SrcB.red:SrcC.red;
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VectorResult.green = (SrcA.green == 0.0) ? SrcB.green:SrcC.green;
VectorResult.blue = (SrcA.blue == 0.0) ? SrcB.blue:SrcC. blue;
break;

case CNDGTv:

VectorResult.alpha = (SrcA.alpha > 0.0) ? SrcB.alpha:SrcC.alpha;
VectorResult.red = (SrcA.red > 0.0) ? SrcB.red:SrcC.red;
VectorResult.green = (SrcA.green > 0.0) ? SrcB.green:SrcC.green;
VectorResult.blue = (SrcA.blue > 0.0) ? SrcB.blue:SrcC. blue;
break;

case CNDGTEv:

VectorResult.alpha = (SrcA.alpha >= 0.0) ? SrcB.alpha:SrcC.alpha;
VectorResult.red = (SrcA.red >= 0.0) ? SrcB.red:SrcC.red;
VectorResult.green = (SrcA.green >= 0.0) ? SrcB.green:SrcC.green;
VectorResult.blue = (SrcA. blue >= 0.0) ? SrcB.blue:SrcC.blue;
break;

case CUBEv:

if (SrcA.red > SrcA.green && SrcA.red > SrcA.blue)
{

VectorResult.red = SrcA.red;

if (SrcA.red >= 0)
{

VectorResult.green =0;
VectorResult.alpha = -SrcA.blue;
VectorResult.blue = -SrcA.green;

}
else

{
VectorResult.green =1;
VectorResult.alpha = SrcA.blue;
VectorResult.blue = -SrcA.green;

}
}
else if (SrcA.green > SrcA.blue)
{

VectorResult.red = SrcA.green;
if (SrcA.green >= 0)
{

VectorResult.green =2;
VectorResult.alpha = SrcA.red;
VectorResult.blue = SrcA.blue;

}
else

{
VectorResult.green =3;
VectorResult.alpha = SrcA.red;
VectorResult.blue = -SrcA.blue;

}
}
else

{
VectorResult.red = SrcA.blue;

if (SrcA.blue >= 0)

VectorResult.green =4;
VectorResult.alpha = SrcA.red;
VectorResult.blue = -SrcA.green;
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else

{
VectorResult.green =5;
VectorResult.alpha = -SrcA.red;
VectorResult.blue = -SrcA.green;

}
}
if(sq->isHardwareAccurate())

{
VectorResult.red = multiply_add(VectorResult.red,two,zero);

}
else

{
VectorResult.red.mul(2,VectorResult.red);

}
break;

case MAX4v:

if (SrcA.red > SrcA.green && SrcA.red > SrcA.blue && SrcA.red > SrcA.alpha)
VectorResult.alpha = SrcA.red;

else if (SrcA.green > SrcA.blue && SrcA.green > SrcA.alpha)
VectorResult.alpha = SrcA.green;

else if (SrcA.blue > SrcA.alpha)
VectorResult.alpha = SrcA.blue;

else

VectorResult.alpha = SrcA.alpha;

VectorResult.red = VectorResult.alpha;
VectorResult.green = VectorResult.alpha;
VectorResult.blue = VectorResult.alpha;
break;

case DOT2ADDv:

{
if(sq->isHardwareAccurate())

VectorResult.red = multiply_add(SrcA.red, SrcB.red,zero);
VectorResult.green = multiply_add(SrcA.green, SrcB.green,zero);

VectorResult.red = multiply_add(one,VectorResult.red,VectorResult.green);
VectorResult.red = multiply_add(one,VectorResult.red,SrcC.red);
VectorResult.alpha = VectorResult.red;
VectorResult.green = VectorResult.red;
VectorResult.blue = VectorResult.red;

}
else

{
VectorResult.red.mul(SrcA.red,SrcB.red);
VectorResult.green.mul(SrcA.green,SrcB.green);
VectorResult.red.add(VectorResult.red,VectorResult.green);
VectorResult.red.add(VectorResult.red,SrcC.red);

VectorResult.alpha = VectorResult.red;
VectorResult.green = VectorResult.red;
VectorResult.blue = VectorResult.red;

}
break;

case PRED_SETE_PUSHv:
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// check for predication
if ((CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect&0x01) == Predicates|i] ||

(CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect>>1) == 0)
{

if (SrcB.alpha.getReal() == 0.0f && SrcA.red.getReal() == 0.0f)
{

Predicates[i] = true;
VectorResult.red = 0.0f;

}
else

{
Predicates[i] = false;
VectorResult.red = SrcA.red.getReal()+1.0f;

}
}
break;

case PRED_SETGT_PUSHv:
// check for predication
if ((CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect&0x01) == Predicates|i] ||

(CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect>>1) == 0)

if (SrcB.alpha.getReal() > 0.0f && SrcA.red.getReal() == 0.0f)

Predicates|i] = true;
VectorResult.red = 0.0f;

}
else

Predicates[i] = false;
VectorResult.red = SrcA.red.getReal()+1.0f;

}
}
break;

case PRED_SETGTE_PUSHv:
// check for predication
if ((CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect&0x01) == Predicates|i] ||

(CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect>>1) == 0)
{

if (SrcB.alpha.getReal() >= 0.0f && SrcA.red.getReal() == 0.0f)

Predicates[i] = true;
VectorResult.red = 0.0f;

}
else

Predicates[i] = false;
VectorResult.red = SrcA.red.getReal()+1.0f;

}
}
break;

case PRED_SETNE_PUSHv:
// check for predication
if ((CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect&0x01) == Predicates|i] ||

(CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect>>1) == 0)

if (SrcB.alpha.getReal() != 0.0f && SrcA.red.getReal() == 0.0f)
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Predicates[i] = true;
VectorResult.red = 0.0f;

}
else

{
Predicates[i] = false;
VectorResult.red = SrcA.red.getReal()+1.0f;

}
}
break;

case KILLEv:

// check for predication
if (CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect&0x01) == Predicates|i] ||

(CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect>>1) == 0)

if (SrcA.alpha.getReal() == SrcB.alpha.getReal() && SrcA.red.getReal() ==
SrcB.red.getReal() &&

SrcA.green.getReal() == SrcB.green.getReal() && SrcA.blue.getReal()
== SrcB.blue.getReal())

validBits[i/4] = validBits[i/4]&(OxEF>>(4-(i%4)));

}
break;

case KILLGTv:

// check for predication
if (CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect&0x01) == Predicates|i] ||

(CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect>>1) == 0)
{

SrcB.red.getReal() &&
if (SrcA.alpha.getReal() > SrcB.alpha.getReal() && SrcA.red.getReal() >

SrcA.green.getReal() > SrcB.green.getReal() && SrcA.blue.getReal() >
SrcB.blue.getReal())

validBits[i/4] = validBits[i/4]&(OxEF>>(4-(i%4)));

}
break;

case KILLGTEv:

// check for predication
if ((CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect&0x01) == Predicates|i] ||

(CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect>>1) == 0)
{

SrcB.red.getReal() &&
if (SrcA.alpha.getReal() >= SrcB.alpha.getReal() && SrcA.red.getReal() >=

SrcA.green.getReal() >= SrcB.green.getReal() && SrcA.blue.getReal()
>= SrcB.blue.getReal())

validBits[i/4] = validBits[i/4]&(OxEF>>(4-(i%4)));

}
break;

case KILLNEv:

// check for predication
if (CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect&0x01) == Predicates|i] ||
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(CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect>>1) == 0)

if (SrcA.alpha.getReal() != SrcB.alpha.getReal() && SrcA.red.getReal() !=
SrcB.red.getReal() &&

SrcA.green.getReal() != SrcB.green.getReal() && SrcA.blue.getReal() !=
SrcB.blue.getReal())

validBits[i/4] = validBits[i/4]&(OxEF>>(4-(i%4)));

}
break;

case MOVAv:

// check for predication
if (CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect&0x01) == Predicates|i] ||

(CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect>>1) == 0)
{

ConstantOffsets[i+AluPhase*16] = floor(SrcA.alpha.getReal()+0.5);
}
VectorResult.red = SrcA.red;

VectorResult.green = SrcA.green;
VectorResult.blue = SrcA.blue;
VectorResult.alpha = SrcA.alpha;
break;

case DSTv:

default:

<< std::endl;

}

VectorResult.red = 1.0f;

if(sq->isHardwareAccurate())
VectorResult.green = multiply_add(SrcA.green, SrcB.green,zero);

else

VectorResult.green.mul(SrcA.green,SrcB.green);
VectorResult.blue = SrcA.blue;
VectorResult.alpha = SrcB.alpha;
break;

std::cerr << "Unsuported Vector Opcode in SP: " << CurrentAlulnstruction.VectorOpcode

Executing Scalar Opcode
//Note: There is a coissue only when vector opcode uses two sourcesor less

nanCheck nanValue;
Vector4 result,in;

if(CoissuedI|nstruction)
{

switch(CurrentAlulnstruction.ScalarOpcode)
{
case ADDs:

if(sq->isHardwareAccurate())
ScalarResult = multiply_add(SrcC.alpha,one,SrcC.red);

else

ScalarResult.add(SrcC.alpha,SrcC.red);
break;

case ADD_PREVs:
if(sq->isHardwareAccurate())
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ScalarResult =

multiply_add(SrcC.alpha,one,PreviousScalar[Aluld][AluPhase][i].red);
else

ScalarResult.add(SrcC.alpha,PreviousScalar[Aluld][AluPhase][i].red);
break;

case MULs:

if(sq->isHardwareAccurate())
ScalarResult = multiply_add(SrcC.alpha,SrcC.red,zero);

else

ScalarResult.mul(SrcC.alpha,SrcC.red);
break;

case MUL_PREVs:
if(sq->isHardwareAccurate())

ScalarResult =

multiply_add(SrcC.alpha,PreviousScalar[Aluld][AluPhase][i].red,zero);
else

ScalarResult.mul(SrcC.alpha,PreviousScalar[Aluld][AluPhase][i].red);
break;

case MUL_PREV2s:
nanValue.f = PreviousScalar[Aluld][AluPhase][i].red.getReal();
if (nanValue.u == OxFF7FFFFF|| nanValue.u == OxFF800000||

SrcC.red.getReal() <= 0)
{

nanValue.u = OxFF7FFFFF;
ScalarResult = nanValue f;

}
else

if(sq->isHardwareAccurate())
ScalarResult =

multiply_add(SrcC.alpha,PreviousScalar[Aluld][AluPhase][i].red,zero);
else

ScalarResult.mul(SrcC.alpha,PreviousScalar[Aluld][AluPhase][i].red);
}
break;

case MINs:

ScalarResult.min(SrcC.alpha,SrcC.red);
break;

case MAXs:

ScalarResult.max(SrcC.alpha,SrcC.red);
break;

case SETEs:

ScalarResult = (SrcC.alpha == 0.0) ? 1.0:0.0;
break;

case SETNEs:

ScalarResult = (SrcC.alpha != 0.0) ? 1.0:0.0;
break;

case SETGTs:

ScalarResult = (SrcC.alpha > 0.0) ? 1.0:0.0;
break;

case SETGTEs:

ScalarResult= (SrcC.alpha >= 0.0) ? 1.0:0.0;
break;

case FRACs:

ScalarResult.sub(SrcC.alpha, (float)((int)SrcC.alpha.getReal()));
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break;
case TRUNCs:

ScalarResult= (float)((int)SrcC.alpha.getReal());
break;

case FLOORs:

if (SrcC.alpha.getReal() > 0)
ScalarResult = (float)((int)SrcC.alpha.getReal());

else

ScalarResult = (float)((int)SrcC.alpha.getReal())-1.Of;
break;

case EXP_IEEE:
nanValue.f = SrcC.alpha.getReal();
H0

if (SrcC.alpha.getReal() == 0.0f)

ScalarResult = 1.0f;

}
I NAN

else if (nanValue.f != nanValue.f)

ScalarResult = nanValue.f;

}
i+ INF

else if (nanValue.u == 0x7F800000)

ScalarResult = nanValuef;
}
Hf - INF

else if (nanValue.u == OxFF800000)

ScalarResult = 0.0f;

}
If + MAX_FLT
else if (nanValue.u == Ox7F7FFFFF)
{

nanValue.u = 0x7F800000;
ScalarResult = nanValue Ff;

}
Il - MAX_FLT
else if (nanValue.u == OxFF7FFFFF)
{

ScalarResult = 0.0f;

}
else

{
if(sq->isHardwareAccurate())

in.x = SrcC.alpha.getReal();
mathScalar->ExpBase2FullDX4(&result.x,&in.x);
ScalarResult = result.x;

}
else

{
ScalarResult = pow(2,SrcC.alpha.getReal());

}
}
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break;
case LOG_CLAMP:

nanValue.f = SrcC.alpha.getReal();
H0

if (SrcC.alpha.getReal() == 0.0f)
{

nanValue.u = OxFF7FFFFF;
ScalarResult = nanValuef;

}
/i NAN

else if (nanValue.f != nanValue.f)
{

ScalarResult = nanValuef;

}
// +INF

else if (nanValue.u == 0x7F800000)

ScalarResult = nanValue.f;

}
i - INF

else if (nanValue.u == OxFF800000)
{

nanValue.u = R400_NAN;
ScalarResult = nanValuef;

}
// neg
else if (nanValue.f < 0)
{

nanValue.u = R400_NAN;
ScalarResult = nanValue.f;

}
else

{
if(sq->isHardwareAccurate())
{

in.x = SrcC.alpha.getReal();
mathScalar->LogBase2FullDX4(&result.x,&in.x);
ScalarResult = result.x;

}
else

ScalarResult = log(SrcC.alpha.getReal())/log(2);
}

}
break;

case LOG_IEEE:
nanValue.f = SrcC.alpha.getReal();
H0

if (SrcC.alpha.getReal() == 0.0f)
{

nanValue.u = OxFF800000;
ScalarResult = nanValuef;

}
I NAN

else if (nanValue.f != nanValue.f)
{
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ScalarResult = nanValue.f;

}
i+ INF

else if (nanValue.u == 0x7F800000)
{

ScalarResult = nanValuef;

}
Hf - INF

else if (nanValue.u == OxFF800000)
{

nanValue.u = R400_NAN;
ScalarResult = nanValue f;

}
// neg
else if (nanValue.f < 0)
{

nanValue.u = R400_NAN;
ScalarResult = nanValue.f;

}
else

{
if(sq->isHardwareAccurate())
{

in.x = SrcC.alpha.getReal();
mathScalar->LogBase2FullDX4(&result.x,&in.x);
ScalarResult = result.x;

}
else

{
ScalarResult = log(SrcC.alpha.getReal())/log(2);

}
}
break;

case RECIP_CLAMP:
nanValue.f = SrcC.alpha.getReal();
+0

if (nanValue.u == 0x00000000)
{

nanValue.u = Ox7F7FFFFF;
ScalarResult = nanValue.f;

}
H-0

else if (nanValue.u == 0x80000000)
{

nanValue.u = OxFF7FFFFF;
ScalarResult = nanValue.f;

}
/i NAN

else if (nanValue.f != nanValue.f)
{

ScalarResult = nanValue f;

}
H+ INF

else if (nanValue.u == 0x7F800000)
{

nanValue.u = 0x80000000;
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ScalarResult = nanValue.f;

}
i - INF

else if (nanValue.u == OxFF800000)
{

nanValue.u = 0x00000000;
ScalarResult = nanValue.f;

if(sq->isHardwareAccurate())
{

in.x = SrcC.alpha.getReal();
mathScalar->RecipF F(&result.x,&in.x);
ScalarResult = result.x;

}
else

ScalarResult.div(1.0,SrcC.alpha);
break;

case RECIP_FF:
nanValue.f = SrcC.alpha.getReal();
+0

if (nanValue.u == 0x00000000)
{

nanValue.u = 0x00000000;
ScalarResult = nanValue f;

}
1-0

else if (nanValue.u == 0x80000000)
{

nanValue.u = 0x80000000;
ScalarResult = nanValue.f;

}
/1 NAN

else if (nanValue.f != nanValue-.f)

ScalarResult = nanValue.f;

}
I} + INF

else if (nanValue.u == 0x7F800000)
{

nanValue.u = 0x80000000;
ScalarResult = nanValue.f;

}
i - INF

else if (nanValue.u == OxFF800000)
{

nanValue.u = 0x00000000;
ScalarResult = nanValue.f;

else

if(sq->isHardwareAccurate())

in.x = SrcC.alpha.getReal();
mathScalar->RecipFF(&result.x,&in.x);
ScalarResult = result.x;
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else

ScalarResult.div(1.0,SrcC.alpha);
}
break;

case RECIP_IEEE:
nanValue.f = SrcC.alpha.getReal();
+0

if (nanValue.u == 0x00000000)
{

nanValue.u = 0x7F800000;
ScalarResult = nanValue f;

}
1-0

else if (nanValue.u == 0x80000000)
{

nanValue.u = OxFF800000;
ScalarResult = nanValue.f;

}
/1 NAN

else if (nanValue.f != nanValue.f)

ScalarResult = nanValue f;

}
I} + INF

else if (nanValue.u == 0x7F800000)
{

nanValue.u = 0x80000000;
ScalarResult = nanValue.f;

}
i - INF

else if (nanValue.u == OxFF800000)
{

nanValue.u = 0x00000000;
ScalarResult = nanValue-.f;

}
else

{
if(sq->isHardwareAccurate())

in.x = SrcC.alpha.getReal();
mathScalar->RecipFF(&result.x,&in.x);
ScalarResult = result.x;

}
else

ScalarResult.div(1.0,SrcC.alpha);
}
break;

case RECIPSQ_CLAMP:
nanValue.f = SrcC.alpha.getReal();
+0

if (nanValue.u == 0x00000000)
{

nanValue.u = Ox7F7FFFFF;
ScalarResult = nanValue.f;

}
H-0
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else if (nanValue.u == 0x80000000)
{

nanValue.u = OxFF7FFFFF;
ScalarResult = nanValue.f;

}
/1 NAN

else if (nanValue.f != nanValue.f)
{

ScalarResult = nanValuef;

}
Hf + INF

else if (nanValue.u == 0x7F800000)
{

nanValue.u = 0x00000000;
ScalarResult = nanValue.f;

}
i - INF

else if (nanValue.u == OxFF800000)
{

nanValue.u = R400_NAN;
ScalarResult = nanValue.f;

}
if -

else if (nanValue.f < 0.0f)
{

nanValue.u = R400_NAN;
ScalarResult = nanValuef;

if(sq->isHardwareAccurate())

in.x = SrcC.alpha.getReal();
mathScalar->RecipSqrtF F(&result.x,&in.x);
ScalarResult = result.x;

}
else

ScalarResult = sqrt(ScalarResult.div(1.0,SrcC.alpha).getReal());
break;

case RECIPSQ_FF:
nanValue.f = SrcC.alpha.getReal();
+0

if (nanValue.u == 0x00000000)
{

nanValue.u = 0x00000000;
ScalarResult = nanValue.f;

}
H-0

else if (nanValue.u == 0x80000000)
{

nanValue.u = 0x80000000;
ScalarResult = nanValuef;

}
/i NAN

else if (nanValue.f != nanValue.f)
{

ScalarResult = nanValue.f;

}
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i+ INF

else if (nanValue.u == 0x7F800000)
{

nanValue.u = 0x00000000;
ScalarResult = nanValue.f;

}
Hf - INF

else if (nanValue.u == OxFF800000)
{

nanValue.u = R400_NAN;
ScalarResult = nanValuef;

}
if -

else if (nanValue.f < 0.0f)
{

nanValue.u = R400_NAN;
ScalarResult = nanValue.f;

}
else

{
if(sq->isHardwareAccurate())
{

in.x = SrcC.alpha.getReal();
mathScalar->RecipSqrtFF(&result.x,&in.x);
ScalarResult = result.x;

}
else

ScalarResult = sqrt(ScalarResult.div(1.0,SrcC.alpha).getReal());
}
break;

case RECIPSQ_IEEE:
nanValue.f = SrcC.alpha.getReal();
+0

if (nanValue.u == 0x00000000)
{

nanValue.u = 0x7F800000;
ScalarResult = nanValuef;

}
1-0

else if (nanValue.u == 0x80000000)
{

nanValue.u = OxFF800000;
ScalarResult = nanValue.f;

}
/1 NAN

else if (nanValue.f != nanValue.f)

ScalarResult = nanValuef;

}
Hf + INF

else if (nanValue.u == 0x7F800000)
{

nanValue.u = 0x00000000;
ScalarResult = nanValue.f;

}
iI - INF
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else if (nanValue.u == OxFF800000)
{

nanValue.u = R400_NAN;
ScalarResult = nanValue.f;

}
il -

else if (nanValue.f < 0.0f)
{

nanValue.u = R400_NAN;
ScalarResult = nanValuef;

}
else

{
if(sq->isHardwareAccurate())
{

in.x = SrcC.alpha.getReal();
mathScalar->RecipSqrtF F(&result.x,&in.x);
ScalarResult = result.x;

}
else

ScalarResult = sqrt(ScalarResult.div(1.0,SrcC.alpha).getReal());
}
break;

case MOVAs:

// check for predication
if ((CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect&0x01) == Predicates|i] ||

(CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect>>1) ==
ConstantOffsets[i+AluPhase*16] = floor(SrcC.alpha.getReal()+0.5);

ScalarResult = SrcC.alpha;
break;

case MOVA_FLOORs:
// check for predication
if (CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect&0x01) == Predicates|i] ||

(CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect>>1) ==
ConstantOffsets[i+AluPhase* 16] = floor(SrcC.alpha.getReal());

ScalarResult = SrcC.alpha;
break;

case SUBs:

if(sq->isHardwareAccurate())

green = -1.0f;
ScalarResult = multiply_add(SrcC.red,green,SrcC.alpha);

}
else

ScalarResult.sub(SrcC.alpha,SrcC.red);
break;

case SUB_PREVs:
if(sq->isHardwareAccurate())
{

green = -1.0f;
ScalarResult =

multiply_add(PreviousScalar[Aluld][AluPhase][i].red,green,SrcC.alpha);

else

ScalarResult.sub(SrcC.alpha,PreviousScalar[Aluld][AluPhase][i].red);
break;
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case PRED_SETEs:
// check for predication
if ((CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect&0x01) == Predicates|i] ||

(CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect>>1) == 0)
{

if (SrcC.alpha.getReal() == 0.0f)
{

Predicates[i]= true;
ScalarResult = 0.0f;

}
else

{
Predicates[i] = false;
ScalarResult = 1.0f;

}
}
break;

case PRED_SETGTs:
// check for predication
if (CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect&0x01) == Predicates|i] ||

(CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect>>1) == 0)

if (SrcC.alpha.getReal() > 0.0f)
{

Predicates[i]= true;
ScalarResult = 0.0f;

}
else

{
Predicates[i] = false;
ScalarResult = 1.0f;

}
}
break;

case PRED_SETGTEs:
// check for predication
if (CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect&0x01) == Predicates|i] ||

(CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect>>1) == 0)

if (SrcC.alpha.getReal() >= 0.0f)

Predicates[i]= true;
ScalarResult = 0.0f;

}
else

Predicates[i] = false;
ScalarResult = 1.0f;

}
}
break;

case PRED_SETNEs:
// check for predication
if ((CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect&0x01) == Predicates|i] ||

(CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect>>1) == 0)
{
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if (SrcC.alpha.getReal() != 0.0f)

Predicates[i]= true;
ScalarResult = 0.0f;

}
else

{
Predicates[i] = false;
ScalarResult = 1.0f;

}
}
break;

case PRED_SET_INVs:
// check for predication
if ((CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect&0x01) == Predicates|i] ||

(CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect>>1) == 0)

if (SrcC.red.getReal() == 1.0f)
{

Predicates[i]= true;
ScalarResult = 0.0f;

}
else

{
Predicates[i] = false;
if (SrcC.red.getReal() == 0.0f)

ScalarResult = 1.0f;
else

ScalarResult = SrcC.red.getReal();
}

}
break;

case PRED_SET_POPs:
// check for predication
if (CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect&0x01) == Predicates|i] ||

(CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect>>1) == 0)

if (SrcC.red.getReal()-1.0f <= 0.0f)

Predicates[i]= true;
ScalarResult = 0.0f;

}
else

Predicates[i] = false;
ScalarResult = SrcC.red.getReal()-1.0f;

}
}
break;

case PRED_SET_CLRs:
// check for predication
if ((CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect&0x01) == Predicates|i] ||

(CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect>>1) == 0)
{

Predicates[i] = false;
// set to maxfloat
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nanValue.u = Ox7F7FFFFF;
ScalarResult = nanValue.f;

}
break;

case PRED_SET_RESTOREs:
// check for predication
if ((CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect&0x01) == Predicates|i] ||

(CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect>>1) == 0)
{

if (SrcC.red.getReal() == 0.0f)
{

Predicates[i] = true;
ScalarResult = 0.0f;

}
else

Predicates[i] = false;
ScalarResult = SrcC.red.getReal();

}
}
break;

case KILLEs:

// check for predication
if ((CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect&0x01) == Predicates|i] ||

(CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect>>1) == 0)

if (SrcC.alpha.getReal() == 0.0f)

validBits[i/4] = validBits[i/4]&(OxEF>>(4-(1%4)));

}
break;

case KILLGTs:

// check for predication
if (CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect&0x01) == Predicates|i] ||

(CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect>>1) == 0)

if (SrcC.alpha.getReal() > 0.0f)

validBits[i/4] = validBits[i/4]&(OxEF>>(4-(1%4)));

}
break;

case KILLGTEs:

// check for predication
if ((CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect&0x01) == Predicates|i] ||

(CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect>>1) == 0)

if (SrcC.alpha.getReal() >= 0.0f)

validBits[i/4] = valid Bits[i/4]&(OxEF>>(4-(i%4)));

}
break;

case KILLNEs:

// check for predication
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if ((CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect&0x01) == Predicates|i] ||
(CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect>>1) == 0)

if (SrcC.alpha.getReal() != 0.0f)
{

validBits[i/4] = valid Bits[i/4]&(OxEF>>(4-(1%4)));

}
break;

case KILLONEs:

// check for predication
if ((CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect&0x01) == Predicates|i] ||

(CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect>>1) == 0)

if (SrcC.alpha.getReal() == 1.0f)

validBits[i/4] = validBits[i/4]&(OxEF>>(4-(i%4)));
}

break;
case SQRT_IEEE:

nanValue.f = SrcC.alpha.getReal();
+0

if (nanValue.u == 0x00000000)
{

nanValue.u = 0x00000000;
ScalarResult = nanValue.f;

}
H-0

else if (nanValue.u == 0x80000000)
{

nanValue.u = 0x80000000;
ScalarResult = nanValuef;

}
// NAN

else if (nanValue.f != nanValue.f)

ScalarResult = nanValuef;

}
I} + INF

else if (nanValue.u == 0x7F800000)
{

nanValue.u = 0x7F800000;
ScalarResult = nanValue.f;

}
i - INF

else if (nanValue.u == OxFF800000)
{

nanValue.u = R400_NAN;
ScalarResult = nanValuef;

}
if -

else if (nanValue.f < 0.0f)
{

nanValue.u = R400_NAN;
ScalarResult = nanValue.f;
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}
else

ScalarResult = pow(2,0.5*log(SrcC.alpha.getReal())/log(2));
break;

default:

std::cerr << "Scalar Opcode Not supported: " <<
((int)CurrentAlulnstruction.ScalarOpcode) << std::endl;

break;

}
}

}
|[ennnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnanannnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn

void SQ_ALU::RegisterFileRead(uint32 SrcAPtr,uint32 SrcBPtr,uint32 SrcCPtr,const RegVect*
&lnputVectorA,

const RegVect* &lnputVectorB,const RegVect*
&IlnputVectorC)
{

CurrentRegFile->GetConstValues(InputVectorA,SrcAPtr);
CurrentRegFile->GetConstValues(InputVectorB ,SrcBPtr);
CurrentRegFile->GetConstValues(InputVectorC, SrcCPtr);

}
|fommennnnnnnnnnnnnnannnannannannanananaanannanmananananaaananaasaaanuanumnaammammummamuses

void SQ_ALU:: RegisterFileWrite(uint8 VectorWriteMask, uint8 ScalarWriteMask,uint32 ScalarAddr,
uint32 VectorAddr)

{

//grabing a pointer to the GPRentry in location VectorAddr
RegVect* CurrentRegEntry;
CurrentRegFile->GetValues(CurrentRegEntry, VectorAddr);

// if not exporting
if ((((CurrentAlulnstruction.ScalarResultPointer>>7)&0x1))

if (VectorWriteMask != 0x0)

for (int vector_id = 0; vector_id < 16 ; vector_id ++){
for( int channel = 0; channel < 4 ; channel ++){

if (VectorWriteMask&(1<<channel))
if ((CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect&0x01) ==

Predicates[vector_id]||
(CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect>>1) ==

0)
CurrentRegEntry[vector_id].field[channel] =

VectorVector.Val[vector_id].field[channel];

}

}

//grabing a pointer to the GPR entry in location ScalarAddr
CurrentRegFile->GetValues(CurrentRegEntry, ScalarAddr);
// if not exporting
if ((((CurrentAlulnstruction.ScalarResultPointer>>7)&0x1))

if (ScalarWriteMask != 0x0)
{
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for (int vector_id = 0; vector_id < 16 ; vector_id ++){
for( int channel = 0; channel < 4 ; channel ++){
if (ScalarWriteMask&(1<<channel))

if ((CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect&0x01) ==
Predicates[vector_id]||

(CurrentAlulnstruction.PredicateSelect>>1) ==
0)

CurrentRegEntry[vector_id].field[channel] =
ScalarVector.Val[vector_id].field[channel];

}
}

}

|farmrnnena

mfloat<8,23,128> SQ_ALU::Clamp(mfloat<8 23, 128> result, bool vector)

mfloat<8 ,23,128> one;

one.putReal((float) 1.0);
mfloat<8 ,23,128> zero;

zero.putReal((float)0.0);
mfloat<8,23,128> result_clamped;

if(vector){
result_clamped = ((result > one) & CurrentAlulnstruction.VectorClamp) ? one: result;
result_clamped = ((result < zero) & CurrentAlulnstruction.VectorClamp) ? zero :

result_clamped;

else{
result_clamped = ((result > one) & CurrentAlulnstruction.ScalarClamp) ? one: result;
result_clamped = ((result < zero) & CurrentAlulnstruction.ScalarClamp) ? zero :

result_clamped;

return (result_clamped);

Sq_block_model.cpp
#include <chip/ar_code/ar_chip_interface.h>
#include <gfx/sq/user_block_model.h>
#include <gfx/sx/user_block_model.h>
#include <gfx/sq/sq_dumps.h>
#include <sys/rom/user_block_model.h>
#include <reg/crayola_offset.h>
#include <numbers/numbers.h>

#include <tex/tconst.h>

#include <core/registry.h>
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#include <iostream>

#include <queue>

#include "reg_file.h”
#include "sq_alu.h"
#include "constant_store.h"”
#include "interpolators.h”
#include "instruction_store.h"
#include "arbiter.h"

#include "alu_types.h"”

//#define DEBUG_SEQ

using namespacestd;

||awnnnnana nn nnn nnnnnnnn nn nnn nnnnnnnn nnn nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnanannena

cUSER_BLOCK_SQ::cUSER_BLOCK_SQ (cAR_CHIP_INTERFACE*
pchip, uint32

cMODEL_BLOCK_PARAMETERS& blockParameters):
block_id,

cARBLOCKSQ (pchip, block_id, blockParameters), interpolators(parameters)
{

int 1,];
std::cout << "block SQ constructor" << std::endl;

#ifndef MSDOS

m_dumpSQ = Core::Registry::read("HKEYLOCALMACHINE\\SOFTWARE\\ATI
Technologies\\Debug\\SqDump", 0);

#else

m_dumpSQ = (uint32)(getenv("SqDump"));
#endif // End MSDOS

pSC_SQ=NULL;
pSC_SP=NULL;
pSQ_SC=NULL;
pVGT_SQVerts=NULL;
pVGT_SQvertsready=NULL;
psQ_SP_Interp=NULL;
pSQ_SX=NULL;
pSP_SX=NULL;
pSQ_TP=NULL;
pSX_SQ=NULL;
pSQ_SP=NULL;
pIP_SQ=NULL;
psSQ_CPPIX =NULL;
pSQ_CP_VTX=NULL;
pSQRB=NULL;
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regFile[0]=NULL;
regFile[1]=NULL;
regFile[2]=NULL;
regFile[3 ]|=NULL;
arbiter=NULL;

gpr_manager=NULL;
m_sqfpDump = NULL;
m_spSxDump = NULL;
m_sqSxDump = NULL;

idle0 = idlel_7=0;

if(m_dumpSQ>0) {
m_sqIpDump =new cSqTp_Dump("sq_tp.dmp");

m_spSxDump =new cSpSx_Dump("sp_sx.dmp");
m_sqSxDump =new cSqSx_Dump("sq_sx.dmp");
m_sqScDump =new cSqSc_Dump("sq_sc.dmp");
m_sqSpInterpDump =new cSqSpInterp_Dump("sq_sp_interp.dmp");
pcFile = fopen("sq_sx_pc.dmp","wb");

auto_count_pix = 0;
auto_count_vtx = 0;

// set up the registerfiles
for (=0;1<4;1++)

regFile[iJ= new RegFileQ;

// clean the output buffer
outBuffer.valid = false;
for (i=0;1<16;1++)
{

outBuffer.values[i].field[0]=0.0;
outBuffer.values[i].field[1]=0.0;
outBuffer.values[i].field[2]=0.0;
outBuffer.values[i].field[3]=0.0;

}

// ORDER IS RGBAA in [3] B in [2] G in [1] and R in [0] OR
// ORDER IS XYZW W in [3] Z in [2] Y in [1] and X in [0]

// init the parameterstoreto all 0s
for §=0:)<16,j++)
{

for (=0;1<128;1++)
{

parameters[i].Vall[j].field[0] = 0.0;
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parameters[i].Vall[j].field[1] = 0.0;
parameters[i].Vall[j].field[2] = 0.0;
parameters[i].Vall[j].field[3] = 0.0;

}

// clean the pixel input buffer
for §=0:)<4;)++)

interp[j].new_vector = false;
interp[j].pc_dealloc = 0;
interp[j].state_id = 0;

}

// clear the vertex shader ready counts
for (=0;1<8;i++)
{

}

for (i=0;1<64;1++)
for (j=0;j<2,j++)
{

vertexReady[i]=0;

stagingRegisters[1][j].field[0] = 0.0f,;
stagingRegisters[1][j].field[1] = 0.0f,;
stagingRegisters[1][j].field[2] = 0.0f,;
stagingRegisters[1][j].field[3] = 0.0f,;

}

for (=0;1<3;i++)
for §=0:)<16,j++)
{

RTParameters|i][j].field[0] = 0.0f;
RTParameters[i][j].field[1] = 0.0f;
RTParameters|i][j].field[2] = 0.0f;
RTParameters|i][j].field[3] = 0.0f;

}

// set the parameter cache headto 0
pcHead= 0;
// set the parameter cache head to 127
pcFree = 127;
// set the test type
checkHigh = true;

// create the ALU arbiter
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arbiter = new Arbiter(this,m_dumpSQ);

// create the GPR manager
gpr_manager = new GPR_manager(this);

currentwritestate = 0;
}

void CUSER_BLOCK_SQ::Reset()

t . ee
int 1,J;
for (=0;1<4;1++)

delete regFile[i];

delete arbiter;

delete gpr_manager;

regFile[0]=NULL;
regFile[1]=NULL;
regFile[2]=NULL;
regFile[3 ]|=NULL;
arbiter=NULL;
gpr_manager=NULL;

idle0 = idlel_7=0;

auto_count_pix = 0;
auto_count_vtx = 0;

// set up the registerfiles
for (=0;1<4;1++)

regFile[iJ= new RegFileQ;

// clean the output buffer
outBuffer.valid = false;

for (i=0;1<16;1++)
{

outBuffer.values[i].field[0]=0.0;
outBuffer.values[i].field[1]=0.0;
outBuffer.values[i].field[2]=0.0;
outBuffer.values[i].field[3]=0.0;

}

// ORDER IS RGBAA in [3] B in [2] G in [1] and R in [0] OR
// ORDER IS XYZWWin [3] Z in [2] Y in [1] and X in [0]

// init the parameterstoreto all 0s
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for (j=0;j<16;j++)
{

for G=0;1<128;i++)
{

parameters[i].Vall[j].field[0] = 0.0;
parameters[i].Vall[j].field[1] = 0.0;
parameters[i].Vall[j].field[2] = 0.0;
parameters[i].Vall[j].field[3] = 0.0;

}
}

// clean the pixel input buffer
for (j=0,j<4:j++)

interp[j].new_vector = false;
interp[j].pc_dealloc = 0;
interp[j].state_id = 0;

}

// clear the vertex shader ready counts
for (=0;1<8;i++)
{

}

for (i=0;1<64;1++)
for (j=0;j<2,j++)

vertexReady[i]=0;

stagingRegisters[1][j].field[0] = 0.0f,;
stagingRegisters[1][j].field[1] = 0.0f,;
stagingRegisters[1][j].field[2] = 0.0f,;
stagingRegisters[1][j].field[3] = 0.0f,;

}

for (=0;1<3;i++)
for §=0:)<16,j++)
{

RTParameters|i][j].field[0] = 0.0f;
RTParameters[i][j].field[1] = 0.0f;
RTParameters|i][j].field[2] = 0.0f;
RTParameters|1i][j].field[3] = 0.0f;

}

// set the parameter cache head to 0
pcHead= 0;
// set the parameter cache head to 127
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pcFree = 127;
// set the test type
checkHigh = true;

// create the ALUarbiter

arbiter = new Arbiter(this,m_dumpSQ);

// create the GPR manager
gpr_manager = new GPR_manager(this);

currentwritestate = 0;
}

cUSER_BLOCK_SQ::~cUSER_BLOCKSQ(void)

{ . .
int 1;

for (G=0;1<4;i++)
delete regFile[i];

if(m_dumpSQ>0) {
delete(m_sqTpDump);
delete(m_spSxDump);
delete(m_sqSxDump);

delete(m_sqScDump);
delete(m_sqSpInterpDump);
fprintf(pcFile,"END\n");
fclose(pcFile);

delete arbiter;

delete gpr_manager;
}

[PS Pa aR ns he ie he ie ne fe ie Ae ae fe ee ie ae ne fe ie 2A 2 as fe fe fe 2 ae fe ie 2A 2 ae fe fe fe it ae ae fe ie Ae 2 ae fe ie fe 2 ae ae fe ie Ae 2 ae fe fe fe 2 ae ae fe it
2 og 8 OO OK OK

// Main function for block

[PS Pa aR ns he ie he ie ne fe ie Ae ae fe ee ie ae ne fe ie 2A 2 as fe fe fe 2 ae fe ie 2A 2 ae fe fe fe it ae ae fe ie Ae 2 ae fe ie fe 2 ae ae fe ie Ae 2 ae fe fe fe 2 ae ae fe it
2K of 2 oi ok ok ok

void CUSER_BLOCK_SQ::Main()

FetchQ);
Process();
OutputQ);

[PS Pa aR ns he ie he ie ne fe ie Ae ae fe ee ie ae ne fe ie 2A 2 as fe fe fe 2 ae fe ie 2A 2 ae fe fe fe it ae ae fe ie Ae 2 ae fe ie fe 2 ae ae fe ie Ae 2 ae fe fe fe 2 ae ae fe it
2 og 8 OO OK OK

// Fetch function for block
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[PS Pa aR ns he ie he ie ne fe ie Ae ae fe ee ie ae ne fe ie 2A 2 as fe fe fe 2 ae fe ie 2A 2 ae fe fe fe it ae ae fe ie Ae 2 ae fe ie fe 2 ae ae fe ie Ae 2 ae fe fe fe 2 ae ae fe it
2 og 8 OO OK OK

void cCUSER_BLOCK_SQ::Fetch(void)
{

static sq_indx_count = 0;

// grab the output of the PA and copyit localy
pSC_SQ->GetAll(&sc_sq_data);
pSC_SP->GetAll(&sc_sp_data);

// grab the output of the VGT and copyit localy
pVGT_SQVerts->GetAll(&vgt_sq_vertsdata);

if(tpVGT_SQvertsready->GetReady())
vetsq_vertsdata.VGTSQsend = false;

#if 0

if (vgt_sq_vertsdata.VGT_SQsend && vgt_sqvertsdata.VGTSQindxvalid ) {
sq_indx_countt++;

}
if ( vet_sq_vertsdata.VGTSQsend &E&

vetsq_vertsdata.VGTSQendof_vtxvect ) {
printf("sq_blockmodel: cov -- received %d_ real indices from

VGT\n"",sq_indx_count);
fflush(stdout);
sq_indx_count = 0;

}
#endif

// ok for more new stuff

pVGT_SQvertsready->SetReady(true);

// invalidate the TP interface

psQ_TP->SetValid(false);

// invalidate SX interfaces

pSQ_SX->SetValid(false);
pSQSX->SetSQSX_exp_valid(false);
pSQSX->SetSQSX_freedone(false);
pSP_SX->SetValid(false);

// invalidate SP interface

pSQ_SP->SetValid(false);

// invalidate CP interfaces

pSQ_CP_VTX->SetValid(false);
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pSQ_CP_PIX->SetValid(false);

// invalidate SP interface

pSQ_SP_Interp->SetValid(false);

// invalidate SC interface

psQ_SC->SetSQSCdeccntr_cnt(false);
psQSC->SetSQSC_free_buf(false);

// TEXTURE PIPE INTERFACE READ

static int phase = 0;
// grab the return from the texture pipeifvalid
if (pTP_SQ->GetValidQ)
{

TXColor returnColor;

uinteger<7> registerAddress;
RegVect* txAddr;
int valid;

registerAddress = pTP_SQ->GetTP_SP_gpr_dstQ);
regFile[phase]->GetValues(txAddr,registerAddress);

// Here we write the data to the GPRs. Weonly write data that has a
// write mask activated

for (int i=0;i<16;i++)
{

returnColor = pTP_SQ->GetTP_SP_data(i);
valid = pTP_SQ->GetTP_SP_pix_mask(i/4).getValueQ);
if ((valid>>(%4))&0x01)

if (pTP_SQ->GetTP_SP_cmask(0))
txAddr[i].field[0]=returnColor.x;

if (pTP_SQ->GetTP_SP_cmask(1))
txAddr[i].field[ 1]=returnColor.y;

if (pTP_SQ->GetTP_SP_cmask(2))
txAddr[i].field[2]|=returnColor.z;

if (pTP_SQ->GetTP_SP_cmask(3))
txAddr[i].field[3 ]=returnColor.w;

}
}

// increment the phase
phase ++;

if (phase == 4)
{
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phase =0;
// all texture instrucions of the clause have returned we can place
// the vector back in the next RS

if (pTP_SQ->GetTP_SQ_data_rdy())

// set the ready flag in the RS
if (pTP_SQ->GetTP_SQ_typeQ) == VERTEX)

arbiter->vertexStation[pTP_SQ-
>GetTP_SQthread_id()].status.texReadsOutstanding = false;

else

{
arbiter->pixelStation[pTP_SQ-

>GetTP_SQthread_id()].status.texReadsOutstanding = false;

}

[PS Pa aR ns he ie he ie ne fe ie Ae ae fe ee ie ae ne fe ie 2A 2 as fe fe fe 2 ae fe ie 2A 2 ae fe fe fe it ae ae fe ie Ae 2 ae fe ie fe 2 ae ae fe ie Ae 2 ae fe fe fe 2 ae ae fe it
Os ois 2k 2s Ok of ok

// Process pixels function for block
[PS Pa aR ns he ie he ie ne fe ie Ae ae fe ee ie ae ne fe ie 2A 2 as fe fe fe 2 ae fe ie 2A 2 ae fe fe fe it ae ae fe ie Ae 2 ae fe ie fe 2 ae ae fe ie Ae 2 ae fe fe fe 2 ae ae fe it

Os ois 2k 2s Ok of ok

void cCUSER_BLOCK_SQ::ProcessPixels(void)

int 1,];
int deallocating = 0;

int ready = 0;

static boolfirst_transfert = true;
static int buf_read = 0;
static int lineSQ[4] = {0,0,0,0};
static int lineSP[4] = {0,0,0,0};
static int SQ_buf_id=0;

static int QWrote = 0;
bool pulsed = false;
PixInputs pix;

// first deal with these one clock transfers
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if (sc_sq_data.SC_SQevent && sc_sqdata.SCSQvalid)

// filter out all events but fot the PSDEALLOCand PS_TSDEALLOC
if (sc_sqdata.SC_SQevent_id == PS_DEALLOC |

sc_sq_data.SC_SQevent_id==PSDONETS
|| sc_sqdata.SSC_SQevent_id==RSTPIXCNT)

{
pix.event = sc_sq_data.SC_SQevent_id;
pix.state = sc_sqdata.SC_SQstateid;
eventFIFO.push(pix);
if (pix.state == 0)

idleO ++;
else

idlel_7 ++;

psQSC->SetSQSCdec_cntr_cnt(true);
pulsed = true;

}
// new vector and dealloc tokens (without any other data)
else if (first_transfert && sc_sq_dataSSC_SQ_quad_mask[0] ==

&E& sc_sqdatasSSCSQquadmask[1] == 0 &E&
sc_sq_data.SC_SQquad_mask[2]==0 &&

sc_sq_data.SC_SQquadmask[3]==0 && sc_sq_data.SC_SQvalid)
{

if (sc_sq_data.SC_SQpc_dealloc > 0)
{

pix.event = 200+sc_sq_data.SCSQpc_dealloc;
pix.state = sc_sqdata.SC_SQstateid;
eventFIFO.push(pix);
psQSC->SetSQSCdec_cntr_cnt(true);
pulsed = true;
if (pix.state == 0)

idleO ++;
else

idlel_7 ++;

if (sc_sq_data.SC_SQnew_vector)
{

psQSC->SetSQSCdec_cntr_cnt(true);
pix.event = 300;
pix.state = sc_sqdata.SC_SQstateid;
eventFIFO.push(pix);
pulsed = true;
if (pix.state == 0)

idleO ++;
else
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idlel_7 ++;
}

}
// accumulate the control data if something sent by the SC
else if (sc_sq_data.SC_SQvalid)

if (first_transfert)
{

if (sc_sq_data.SC_SQstateid == 0)
idleO += 4;

else

idlel_7 += 4;
}
first_transfert = false;

// get the first pixel group signal and saveit
if (sc_sq_data.SC_SQnewvector != 0)
{

interp[SQbuf_id].newvector =sc_sqdata.SSC_SQnewvector;
pulsed = true;
psQSC->SetSQSCdec_cntr_cnt(true);

}
if (sc_sq_data.SC_SQpc_dealloc > 0)

interp[SQ_buf_id].pc_dealloc += sc_sq_data.SSC_SQpc_dealloc;
}

// load the control data in the control buffers

for (i=0;1<4;i1+-+)

if (sc_sq_data.SC_SQquad_mask[i])
{

// get the associated state and saveit
interp[SQbuf_id].stateid=sc_sqdata.SC_SQstateid;

interp[SQ_buf_id].noIncrement =
sc_sq_data.SC_SQno_inc_pix_cnt;

interp[SQ_buf_id].ptrO[lineSQ[i]%4] [i] =
sc_sq_data.SCSQpc_ptr0;

interp[SQ_buf_id].ptr1[lineSQ[iJ%4] [i] =
sc_sq_data.SC_SQpc_ptrl;

interp[SQ_buf_id].ptr2[lineSQ[i]%4] [1] =
sc_sq_data.SC_SQ_pc_ptr2;

interp[SQ_buf_id].provok[lineSQ[i]%4][1] =
sc_sq_data.SCSQprovok_vtx;
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interp[SQ_buf_id].pix_mask[lineSQ[i]%4][1] =
sc_sq_data.SC_SQpix_mask[i];

interp[SQ_buf_id].lod_correct[lineSQ[i]%4][i]
sc_sq_data.SC_SQlodcorrect[i].getValue();

// get the primitive type
interp[SQ_buf_id].prim_type[lineSQ[i]%4][1] =

sc_sq_data.SCSQprimtype;

lineSQ[i] = CineSQ[iJ+1)%4;
QWrote ++;

}

// manage completion of a pixel vector
if (QWrote == 16)

QWrote = 0;

// a valid non eventvector is 100

pix.event = 100;
eventFIFO.push(pix);
first_transfert = true;

setContextNumber(interp[SQ_buf_id].state_id.getValue(Q);
// increment by one more buffer is sending two buffers down
if (SQCONTEXTMISC.getSC_SAMPLECNTLQ) ==

CENTROIDSANDCENTERS){
SQbuf_id=(SQ_buf_id+1)%4;

}
SQbuf_id=(SQ_buf_id+1)%4;

}

// if the event fifo contains something, try to put it in the RS
if (!eventFIFO.empty())
{

pix = eventFIFO.frontQ);
if (pix.event < 100)
{

if (pix.event == RST_PIX_CNT)
{

if (pix.state == 0)
idleO --;

else
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idlel_7 --;
auto_count_pix = 0;
eventFIFO.popQ);

}
else if (tarbiter-

>AddVector(pix.event,PIXEL,pix.state,interp[buf_read].pix_mask,true,interp[buf_read].lod_corr
ect))

{
eventFIFO.popQ);

}
}
else if (pix.event == 100 && !pulsed)
{

ready=1;

else if (pix.event >= 200 && pix.event < 300)
{

deallocating = pix.event - 200;
eventFIFO.popQ);
if (pix.state == 0)

idleO --;
else

idlel_7 --;
}
// new vector

else if (pix.event == 300)
{

if (vertexReady[pix.state]>0)
{

vertexReady|[pix.state]--;
eventFIFO.popQ);
if (pix.state == 0)

idle--;
else

idlel_7 --;
}

}
}

// accumulate data interface

if (sc_spdata.SC_SP_valid)

for (i=0;1<4;i1+-+)
{

if (sc_sp_data.SC_SP_valid[i])
{
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// ij data
if (sc_sp_data.SC_SP_type[i] == CENTROID)
{

for §=0:)<4;)++)
{

interp[lineSP[1]/4].I[lineSP[1]%4][1*4+4 Ll
lI

sc_sp_data.SC_SP1datafi].I[j];  
interp[lineSP[1]/4].J[lineSP[i]%4][1*444at Led

ll

sc_sp_data.SCSP1data[i].J[j];
}

}
else if (sc_sp_data.SC_SP_type[i] == CENTER)

for (j=0;j<4;j++)
{

interp[(lineSP[1]/4+1)%4].I[lineSP[1]%4][i*4+j] = sc_spdata.SC_SP_ijdata[i].I[j];

  
interp[(lineSP[1]/4+1)%4].J[lineSP[1]%4][i*44]] = sc_spdata.SC_SP_ydata[i].J[j];

}
}
// xy data
else if (sc_sp_data.SC_SP_type[i] == XY_FACENESS)
{

interp[lineSP[1]/4].X[lineSP[i]%4][i]
(sc_spdata.SC_SP_1jdata[i].I[0] >> 12) & Oxfff,;

interp[lineSP[1]/4].Y[lineSP[i]%4][i]
(sc_spdata.SC_SP_1data[i].I[0] & Oxfff);

interp[lineSP[1]/4].face[lineSP[i]%4][1] =
(sc_spdata.SC_SP_1data[i].I[0] >> 24) & 0x1;

// changeline in the SP
if (sc_sp_data.SC_SP_last_quad_data[i])
{

// if sending more than one buffer
if ((lineSP[i]+1)%4 == 0)

setContextNumber(interp[lineSP[i]/4].state_id.getValue());
if

(SQCONTEXTMISC.getSC_SAMPLE_CNTLQ == CENTROIDSANDCENTERS)
lineSP[i] = (lineSP[i]+4)% 16;

lineSP[i] = (lineSP[i]+1)%16;
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}

// if IJ buffer filled, interpolate the results
// also allocate the GPRs.

if (ready > 0)

// set the state to the currentstate

setContextNumber(interp[buf_read].state_id.getValue());

int base_ptr;
int numReg;
numReg = SQPROGRAMCNTL.getPSNUM_REG(+1;
boolean GPR_full = true;
boolean station_full =true;
int address;

// if the data is ready in the PC
if (‘interp[buf_read].new_vector |

vertexReady[interp[buf_read].state_id]>0 ||
interp[buf_read].prim_type[0][0] >= 4) // Real Time

{
// check for space in both GPRsandreservation station 0
GPR_full = gpr_manager->testAllocate(numReg,base_ptr,PIXEL);
if ({}GPR_full)
{

station_full = arbiter->AddVector(base_ptr,PIXEL,

interp[buf_read].state_id,interp[buf_read].pix_mask,false,

}

// if we have place for everything AND thereis valid data
// in the PCsif this is the first vector...

if ({GPR_full && !station_full)
{

interp[buf_read].lod_correct);

// Structure for the SQ->SP dummyinterface
SQSP_interp_data interpData;

// clear the firstVector flag and decrementthe count if
// the pixel group was accepted
if (interp[buf_read].new_vector)

interp[buf_read].new_vector = false;
vertexReady[interp[buf_read].state_id]--;
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}

gpr_manager->allocate(numReg,base_ptr,PIXEL);
// loop for the four lines
for (j=0;j<4;j++)

address = base_ptr;
int IJlineIndex;
// loop for the numberofparameters to interpolate
int interp_params;
if (SQPROGRAMCNTL.getPARAMGEN()

&& SQPROGRAMCNTL.getGENINDEXPIX()
interp_params =

SQPROGRAMCNTL.getVS_EXPORTCOUNT()}+3;
else if

(SQPROGRAMCNTL.getPARAM_GEN() |
SQPROGRAMCNTL.getGENINDEXPIX()

interp_params =
SQPROGRAMCNTL.getVS_EXPORTCOUNT()+2;

else

interp_params =
SQPROGRAMCNTL.getVS_EXPORTCOUNT()+1;

if (interp_params > 16)
interp_params = 16;

for (i=0;i<interp_params;it++)
{

int shade =

SQ_INTERPOLATORCNTL.getPARAMSHADE();

1))&0x01);
bool flat = !((shade >> (interp_params-

// deal with the center/centroid stuff here

IJlineIndex = j;
uint Buffer;
ijBuffer = buf_read;
if

(SQ_INTERPOLATORCNTL.getSAMPLINGPATTERN() != 0)

int samplingPattern =
SQ_INTERPOLATORCNTL.getSAMPLINGPATTERNO;

if ((samplingPattern >> 1)&0x01)
ijBuffer = (buf_read+1)%4;
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interpolators.Interpolate(regFile[j],address,interp[1jBuffer] I[IJlineIndex],
interp[1jBuffer].J[TJlineIndex],

interp[buf_read].ptr0[j],interp[buf_read]-ptr1[j],

interp[buf_read].ptr2[j],i,interp[buf_read].prim_type[]j],this,

interp[buf_read].X[j],interp[buf_read].Y[j],interp[buf_read].face[j],flat,interp[buf_read].p
rovok{j],!interp[buf_read].noIncrement);

// write to the SP dummyinterface
RegVect* values;

regFile[j]->GetValues(values,address);

interpData.Address[i]=it+base_ptr;
interpData.NumParams= interp_params;

for (int k=0;k<16;k++)
{

interpData.InterpData[i][k][j].field[0]=values[k].field[0];

interpData.InterpData[i][k][j].field[ 1 ]=values[k].field[1];

interpData.InterpData[i][k][j].field[2]=values[k].field[2];

interpData.InterpData[i][k][j].field[3 ]=values[k].field[3];

// increment the GPR address

if (address+1 < gpr_manager->pixLimit)
{

address ++;

address = 0;

pSQ_SP_Interp->SetAll(&interpData);
pSQ_SP_Interp->SetValid(true);

// dump the SQ->SPinterpolator dummyinterface
if(m_dumpSQ>0) {
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if (pSQ_SP_Interp->GetNewValidQ)

psQ_SP_Interp-
>GetNewAll(&(m_sqSpInterpDump->_data));

m_sqSpInterpDump->Dump();
}

}

// signify to the SC that we freed a buffer
psQSC->SetSQSC_free_buf(true);
// And a control line

psQSC->SetSQSCdec_cntr_cnt(true);

// pop the event queueto signify that we consumeda buffer
eventFIFO.popQ);

// set the deallocation flags
if (interp[buf_read].pc_dealloc >0)
{

deallocating = interp[buf_read].pc_dealloc;
interp[buf_read].pc_dealloc = 0;

}

// swap buffers
buf_read = (buf_read+1)%4;
// increment one more if multiple buffers for current state
if (SQCONTEXT_MISC.getSC_SAMPLECNTLQ ==

CENTROIDSANDCENTERS)
buf_read = (buf_read+1)%4;

} // endif GPR and RS ready
} // endif data ready

} // endif ready processpixel

// dump the SQ->SC interface
if(m_dumpSQ>0) {

if (pSQ_SC->GetNewValidQ)

pSQ_SC->GetNewAll(&(m_sqScDump->_data));
m_sqScDump->Dump();

}
}

//PC Deallocation

static int deallocation = 0;
int dealloc;
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while (deallocating > 0)
{

stores" << std::endl;

// new dealocation scheme(groups of 16)
if (pcAllocated.empty()
{

std::cerr << "Error in SQ, trying to dealocate empty parameter

}
dealloc = pcAllocated.front()/4;
deallocation ++;

if (deallocation == 4)

pcAllocated.popQ);
deallocation = 0;

}

if (pcFree + dealloc < 128)
pcFree += dealloc;

else

{
pcFree = dealloc-(128-pcFree);
checkHigh = !checkHigh;

}
deallocating --;

} // end while PC dealloc
}

void cCUSER_BLOCK_SQ::ProcessVerts(void)
{

static int stageCount = 0;

// current staging register layer
static int layer =0;

static bool doubleSent = false;

static uinteger<4> valids[4][4];

static bool ready = false;

// used to keep the state around if we needtostall
static uinteger<3> vState;

// compute the numberofvalid pipes
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int dis = pChip->pROM-
>ROM_BADPIPEDISABLEREGISTER.DISABLESP_VTX;

if (vget_sq_vertsdata.VGT_SQ_send && !ready &&
!vet_sq_vertsdata.VGTSQevent)

{
vState = vgtsq_vertsdata.VGT_SQstate;

RegVect value;
value.field[0]= vgt_sq_vertsdata.VGTSQvsisr_data[0];
value.field[1]= vgt_sq_vertsdata.VGTSQvsisr_data[1];
value.field[2]= vgt_sq_vertsdata.VGTSQvsisr_data[2];

stagingRegisters[stageCount][layer] = value;

if (stageCount == 0 && layer == 0)

if (vState == 0)
idleO += 4;

else

idlel_7 += 4;
}

if ((stageCount%4) == 0 && layer==0)
valids[stageCount/16][(stageCount/4)%4] =0;

// only validate if VsisrData is valid
if (vgt_sq_vertsdata.VGT_SQindx_valid)

if (layer == 0)
valids[stageCount/16][(stageCount/4)%4] +=

1<<(stageCount™%4);
stageCount++;
if (stageCount%4 == 0)

if (((stageCount == 16 || stageCount == 32|| stageCount ==
48) && dis&0x01) ||

((stageCount == 4 || stageCount == 20 || stageCount
== 36 || stageCount == 52) && dis&0x02)||

((stageCount == 8 || stageCount == 24|| stageCount
== 40 || stageCount == 56) && dis&0x04)||

((stageCount == 12 || stageCount == 28 ||
stageCount == 44 || stageCount == 60) && dis&0x08))

{
stageCount += 4;

}
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}

// reset the layer to 0
layer = 0;

if (vgt_sq_vertsdata.VGTSQend_of_vtx_vect)

for (int i=stageCount;i<64;1++)

if ((i%4) == 0)
valids[i/16][(i/4)%4] =0;

if (!vgt_sq_verts_data.VGT_SQvsisr_continued)
ready = true;

}

if (vgt_sq_vertsdata.VGT_SQvsisr_continued)

layer = 1;
if ((stageCount-4)%4 == 0 && (stageCount-4) >0)

if (((stageCount == 16 || stageCount == 32 || stageCount ==
48) && dis&0x01) ||

((stageCount == 4 || stageCount == 20 || stageCount
== 36 || stageCount == 52) && dis&0x02)||

((stageCount == 8 || stageCount == 24|| stageCount
== 40 || stageCount == 56) && dis&0x04)||

((stageCount == 12 || stageCount == 28 ||
stageCount == 44 || stageCount == 60) && dis&0x08))

stageCount -= 4;
}

}
stageCount--;
doubleSent = true;

}

// regular end of vector (not early terminated)
if (stageCount == 64)

ready = true;

}

// event processing
static int eventld;
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static bool sentEvt = false;

float templd;
static int evState;

if (vgt_sq_vertsdata.VGTSQsend && vgt_sq_vertsdata.VGTSQevent &&
!sentEvt)

{
tempId = vgt_sqvertsdata.VGT_SQvsisr_data[0].getRealQ);
eventId = reinterpret_cast<uint32&>(templd);
eventId = eventId & Ox1F;

// filter out all events but fot the VSDEALLOC and VS_TSDEALLOC
if (eventId == VS_DEALLOC|| eventId == VS_DONE_TS// cp events

CACHEFLUSHTS
|| eventlId == CONTEXTDONE || eventlId ==

| eventId == CACHEFLUSH | eventId ==
CACHEFLUSHANDINVTSEVENT

{
|| eventId == CACHEFLUSHANDINVEVENT)// Rb events

sentEvt = true;

evState = vgt_sqvertsdata.VGT_SQstate;
if (evState == 0)

idleO ++;
else

idlel_7 ++;
}
else if (eventId == RST_VTX_CNT)

auto_count_vtx = 0;

(tarbiter-
>AddVector(eventld,VERTEX,evState,valids,true,interp[0].lod_correct))

sentEvt = false;

else // we are full stop sending data

}

if (sentEvt)
{

if

{

{

}
}

if (ready)

vetsq_vertsdata.VGTSQsend = false;
pVGT_SQvertsready->SetReady(false);

// set the state to the current vector

setContextNumber(vState.getValue());
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// copy everything to GPRs
int base_ptr;
int numReg;
numReg = SQPROGRAMCNTL.getVS_NUM_REG()+1;
boolean GPR_full=true;
boolean station_full=true;

// check for space in both GPRsandreservation station 0
GPR_full = gpr_manager->testAllocate(numReg,base_ptr,VERTEX);
if ({GPR_full)
{

station_full = arbiter->AddVector(base_ptr,VERTEX,
vState,valids,false,interp[0].lod_correct);

}

if ({GPR_full && !station_full)
{

gpr_manager->allocate(numReg,base_ptr,VERTEX);
// allocation succesfull write the data

int 1,];
RegVect* vtAddr;
RegVect* vtAddr1;
RegVect* vtAuto;
int address;

for §=0:)<4;)++)

// counting GPRsin reverse order for vertices
address = base_ptr;
regFile[j]->GetValues(vtAddr,address);
if (address > gpr_manager->vertLimit)

address--;
else

address = 127;

regFile[j]->GetValues(vtAddr1 address);
if (address > gpr_manager->vertLimit)

address--;
else

address = 127;
regFile[j]->GetValues(vtAuto,address);
for (i=0;1<16;1++)
{

vtAddr[i]=stagingRegisters[j* 16+1][0];
if (doubleSent)
{
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vtAddrl [i]=stagingRegisters[j*16+i][1];
}
// auto generated index
if

(SQPROGRAMCNTL.getGENINDEXVTXQ)

vtAuto[i].field[0]=auto_count_vtx;
autocountvtx ++;

}
}

}

// clear the buffers

stageCount = (dis&0x01)*4;
layer = 0;
doubleSent = false;
ready = false;

else // we are full

{
vetsq_vertsdata.VGTSQsend = false;
pVGT_SQvertsready->SetReady(false);

}

[PS Pa aR ns he ie he ie ne fe ie Ae ae fe ee ie ae ne fe ie 2A 2 as fe fe fe 2 ae fe ie 2A 2 ae fe fe fe it ae ae fe ie Ae 2 ae fe ie fe 2 ae ae fe ie Ae 2 ae fe fe fe 2 ae ae fe it
2 og 8 OO OK OK

// Process function for block

[PS Pa aR ns he ie he ie ne fe ie Ae ae fe ee ie ae ne fe ie 2A 2 as fe fe fe 2 ae fe ie 2A 2 ae fe fe fe it ae ae fe ie Ae 2 ae fe ie fe 2 ae ae fe ie Ae 2 ae fe fe fe 2 ae ae fe it
Os ois 2k 2s Ok of ok

void cCUSER_BLOCK_SQ:: Process(void)
{

ProcessVerts();
ProcessPixels();

// execute the arbiter

arbiter->Execute();
}

[PS Pa aR ns he ie he ie ne fe ie Ae ae fe ee ie ae ne fe ie 2A 2 as fe fe fe 2 ae fe ie 2A 2 ae fe fe fe it ae ae fe ie Ae 2 ae fe ie fe 2 ae ae fe ie Ae 2 ae fe fe fe 2 ae ae fe it
2 og 8 OO OK OK

// Output function for block
[PS Pa aR ns he ie he ie ne fe ie Ae ae fe ee ie ae ne fe ie 2A 2 as fe fe fe 2 ae fe ie 2A 2 ae fe fe fe it ae ae fe ie Ae 2 ae fe ie fe 2 ae ae fe ie Ae 2 ae fe fe fe 2 ae ae fe it

2 og 8 OO OK OK
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void cCUSER_BLOCK_SQ::Output(void)

{ . .
int 1;

static int current_export = 0;
static int export_count = 0;
static int currentPtr[4];

if (outBuffer.valid)
{

outBuffer.valid = false;
/| VERTEX PARAMETER CACHE EXPORT

if ((outputType == VERTEX) && (currentExportDest < 16))
{

int pcPointer;
// new export block reset the counts
currentPtr[0] = currentAluPC;
currentPtr[ 1] =

(currentAluPC+(SQPROGRAMCNTL.getVS_EXPORTCOUNT()+1))%128;
currentPtr[2] =

(currentAluPC+(SQPROGRAMCNTL.getVSEXPORTCOUNT()+1)*2)%128;
currentPtr[3] =

(currentAluPC+(SQPROGRAMCNTL.getVSEXPORTCOUNT()+1)*3)%128;
  

// set pcPointer to the correct value
pcPointer = (currentPtr[current_export] +

currentExportDest)%128;

// copy data to the PCs
int valid;

for (i=0;1<16;1++)

valid = outBuffer.valids[i/4].getValue(Q);
if ((valid >> 1%4) &0x01)

if (export_mask & 0x01)
parameters[pcPointer].Val[1].field[0] =

outBuffer.values[i].field[0];
if (export_mask & 0x02)

parameters[pcPointer].Val[1i].field[1] =
outBuffer.values[i].field[1];

if (export_mask & 0x04)
parameters[pcPointer].Val[i].field[2] =

outBuffer.values[i].field[2];
if (export_mask & 0x08)

parameters[pcPointer].Val[1].field[3] =
outBuffer.values[i].field[3];
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}

// dump the valuesto a file
if(m_dumpSQ>0) {

dumpPcValues(export_mask, pcPointer, outBuffer);
}

current_exportt+,
if (current_export == 4)
{

current_export=0;

}// end parameter cache export
// other exports
else

pSP_SX->SetValid(true);
for (i=0;1<16;1++)

psP_SX-
>SetSP_SX_color(outBuffer.values[i].field[0],1*4);

psP_SX-
>SetSP_SX_color(outBuffer.values[i].field[1],1*44

psP_SX-
>SetSPSX_color(outBuffer.values[i].field[2],1*44

psP_SX-

— );

+2); 
>SetSPSX_color(outBuffer.values[i].field[3 ],1*44+3);

psP_SX->SetSP_SX_exp_pvalid(outBuffer.valids[i/4],1/4);

uinteger<6> dest;
dest = currentExportDest;

psP_SX->SetSP_SX_dest(dest);
pSP_SX->SetSP_SX_alu_id(currentExportAlu);
uinteger<2> exp_count;
exp_count = export_count;

pSP_SX->SetSP_SX_export_count(exp_count);
export_count = (export_count+1)%4;

pSP_SX->SetType(outputType);

if(m_dumpSQ>0) {
pSP_SX->GetNewAll(&(m_spSxDump->_data));
m_spSxDump->Dump();

}
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} // end other exports

}

bool cUSER_BLOCK_SQ::handleRegisterAccess(ACCESSaccess, uint32 spaceOffset,
uint32 byteEnable, uint32& data)

bool handled = false;
static int count = 0;
TConstPackedtstate;
Loop loop;
uint32 cfBool;
uint32 gfxDecode;

if (access == WRITE_ACCESS)
{

// Remove GFX decode from spaceOffset
if (spaceOffset >= 0x8000 && spaceOffset < 0x10000)

gfxDecode = (spaceOffset >> 12) & 0x7;
spaceOffset = spaceOffset & ~(0x7 << 12);

}

// grab the CP_STATE_COPY
if (spaceOffset == (mmGFXCOPYSTATE<<2))
{

int previouswritestate = data & 0x7;
currentwritestate = gfxDecode;

// clear the vertex ready counts for the new state to come (may
have been screwed up

// by the mem exports.
vertexReady[current_write_state]=0;

// copy the constant tables
int1;
for (=0;1<512;1++)
{

constantStore[previouswritestate].GetConstValue(cst,1);
constantStore[current_write_state].WriteValue(cst,i);

for (i=0;1<32;1++)
{

textureStateStore[previous_write_state].GetConstTState(tstate,1);
textureStateStore[current_write_state].WriteTState(tstate,1);
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for (=0;1<8;i++)
{

cfBool =

controlFlowStore[previouswrite_state].GetConstBooleans(1);

controlFlowStore[current_write_state].WriteBooleans(cfBool,1);

for (i=0;1<32;1++)
{

controlFlowStore[previous_write_state].GetConstLoop(loop,1);
controlFlowStore[current_write_state].WriteLoop(loop,i);

}
}

else if ((spaceOffset >= (mmSQ_INSTRUCTION_ALU_0<<2)) && (spaceOffset <
((mmSQINSTRUCTIONALU_0 + 4096*3)<<2)))

{
int address = ((spaceOffset>>2) -

(mmSQINSTRUCTIONALU_0))/3;
Packet pckt;
pckt = reinterpret_cast<Packet&>(data);
switch (count) {
case 0:

inst.byte0 = pckt.byte0;
inst.bytel = pckt.byte1;
inst.byte2 = pckt.byte2;
inst.byte3 = pckt.byte3;
break;

case |:

inst.byte4 = pckt.byte0;
inst.byte5 = pckt.byte1;
inst.byte6 = pckt.byte2;
inst.byte7 = pckt.byte3;
break;

case 2:

inst.byte8 = pckt.byte0;
inst.byte9 = pckt.byte1;
inst.byte10 = pckt.byte2;
inst.bytel1 = pckt.byte3;
break;

bs
count ++;

// write the instruction to instruction memory
if (count == 3)
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count = 0;

instructionStore.SetInst(inst,address);
}

handled = true;
}
else if ((spaceOffset >= (mmSQCONSTANTRT_0<<2)) && (spaceOffset <

((mmSQ_CONSTANTRT_0 + 256*4)<<2)))

int address = ((spaceOffset>>2) - (mmSQCONSTANTRT_0)) /4;
est.field[count].putField(data);
count ++;

if (count == 4)

count = 0;

constantStore[0].WriteValue(cst,address);
}

handled = true;
}
else if ((spaceOffset >= (mmSQCONSTANT0<<2)) && (spaceOffset <

((mmSQCONSTANT0 + 512*4)<<2)))

int address = ((spaceOffset>>2) - (mmSQCONSTANT0)) /4;
est.field[count].putField(data);
count ++;

if (count == 4)
{

count = 0;

constantStore[current_writestate].WriteValue(cst,address);
}

handled = true;

}
else if ((spaceOffset >= (mmSQFETCH_0<<2)) && (spaceOffset <

((mmSQ_FETCH_0 + 32*6)<<2)))
{

int address = ((spaceOffset>>2) - (mmSQFETCH_0))/6;
tStateData[count] = data;
count ++;

if (count == 6)
{

count = 0;

tstate-unpack(tStateData);
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textureStateStore[current_write_state].WriteTState(tstate,address);

handled = true;
}

else if ((spaceOffset >= (mmSQFETCH_RT_0<<2)) && (spaceOffset <
((mmSQ_FETCH_RT_0 + 32*6)<<2)))

int address = ((spaceOffset>>2) - (mmSQFETCHRT_0))/6;
tStateData[count] = data;
count ++;

if (count == 6)
{

count = 0;
TConstPackedtstate;

tstate-unpack(tStateData);
textureStateStore[0].WriteTState(tstate,address);

}
handled = true;

}
else if ((spaceOffset >= (mmSQCFBOOLEANS<<2)) && (spaceOffset

<((mmSQ_CFBOOLEANS+ 8)<<2)))

int address = ((spaceOffset>>2) - (mmSQCFBOOLEANS));

controlFlowStore[currentwritestate].WriteBooleans(data,address);
handled = true;

}
else if ((spaceOffset >= (mmSQCFLOOP<<2)) && (spaceOffset <

((mmSQ_CFLOOP + 32)<<2)))
{

int address = ((spaceOffset>>2) - (mmSQ_CF_LOOP));
Loop loop;

loop.count = data & OxFF;
loop.start= (data >> 8) & OxFF;
loop.step = (data >> 16) & OxFF;

controlFlowStore[currentwritestate].WriteLoop(loop,address);
handled = true;

}
else if ((spaceOffset >= (mmSQ_CFRTBOOLEANS<<2)) &&

(spaceOffset < ((mmSQCFRTBOOLEANS+ 8)<<2)))
{

int address = ((spaceOffset>>2) - (mmSQCFRTBOOLEANS));
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controlFlowStore[0].WriteBooleans(data,address);
handled = true;

}
else if ((spaceOffset >= (mmSQCFRTLOOP<<2)) && (spaceOffset <

((mmSQ_CF_RT_LOOP+ 32)<<2)))
{

int address = ((spaceOffset>>2) - (mmSQCF_RT_LOOP));
Loop loop;

loop.count = data & OxFF;
loop.start= (data >> 8) & OxFF;
loop.step = (data >> 16) & OxFF;

controlFlowStore[0].WriteLoop(loop,address);
handled = true;

}
else if ((spaceOffset >= (mmSQRTVOPARAMOR<<2)) &&

(spaceOffset < ((mmSQRT_VO_PARAMOR + 16*3*4)<<2)))
{

int address = ((spaceOffset>>2) - (mmSQRTVOPARAMOR));

RTParameters[address/(16*4)][address/4].field[address%4]==reinterpret_cast<float&>(d
ata);

handled = true;

}

return handled;

}

void CUSER_BLOCK_SQ::setParameter(float param, int index, int memNum,intfield)
{

}

bool cUSER_BLOCK_SQ::IdleQ

parameters[index].Val[memNum].field[field]=param;

bool idle=true;

if (idleO > 0 || idlel_7 >0)
idle = false;

#ifdef DEBUG_SEQ
static bool prev_idle = true;
if (idle != prev_idle)
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if (idle)
std::cerr << "Sequencer Idle" << std::endl;

else

std::cerr << "Sequencer Active" << std::endl;
prev_idle = idle;

}
#endif

return idle;
}

bool cUSER_BLOCK_SQ::Idle0Q

if (idleO >0)
return false;

else

return true;

}

bool cUSER_BLOCKSQ::Idlel_70

if (idlel_7 >0)
return false;

else

return true;

}

void cUSER_BLOCK_SQ::dumpPcValues(int expmask,int pcPointer,const OutBuffer&
values)

{
static bool first = true;
int1;

if (first)
{

first = false;

fprintf(pcFile,"--PC Pointer (PC) (7 bits)\n");
fprintf(pcFile,"--Channel Mask (MSK) (4 bits)\n");
fprintf(pcFile,"--Data Mask (VAL) ( 16 bits)\n");
fprintf(pcFile,"--Colors (COL) (32 bits)\n");
fprintf(pcFile,"--P MV C C C C C

C C C C C C C C C C

C C C C C C C C C C

C C C C C C C C C C

C C C C C C C C C C
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Cc Cc Cc Cc Cc Cc Cc Cc Cc Cc

Cc Cc Cc Cc Cc Cc Cc Cc C \n");
fprintf(pcFile,"--C SA 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6

6 6 6 \n");
fprintf(pcFile,"-- KL 0 1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

1 2 3 \n");
}

fprintf(pcFile,” %02x %oX %X%XXOX",
pcPointer,expmask,outBuffer.valids[0].getValueQ),

outBuffer.valids[1].getValue(),outBuffer.valids[2].getValueQ),outBuffer.valids[3].getVal
ue());

for (i=0;1<16;1++)
{

fprintf(pcFile,"% 010.5e % 010.5e % 010.5e % 010.5e",
outBuffer.values|[i].field[0].getReal(),
outBuffer.values|[i].field[1].getReal(),
outBuffer.values[i].field[2].getReal(),
outBuffer.values|[i].field[3].getRealQ);

}

fprintf(pcFile,"\n");

float var[4];
fprintf(pcFile,” ");

for (i=0;1<16;i++)
{

for (int w=0;w<4;wt++)
var[w] = outBuffer.values[i].field[w].getRealQ);

fprintf(pcFile,"%08x %08x %08x %O08&x ",
*(reinterpret_cast<unsigned int*>(&var[0])),
*(reinterpret_cast<unsigned int*>(&var[1])),
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*(reinterpret_cast<unsigned int*>(&var[2])),
*(reinterpret_cast<unsigned int*>(&var[3]))
);

fprintf(pcFile,"\n");
}

Sq_block_model.cpp
TF RRR AE AREAEE EE EE AEAAEAE AEAI AE A IAA EEEE A FE A A A FEEE

// Output function for block
[FRR RR AEAAAEE EE EE AEAAEAE AE A EA A EEEE EE A A AE FE FE EE FE AE A HE 2

void cUSER_BLOCK_SQ: : Output (void)
{

int i;
static int current_export = 9;
static int export_count = 9;
static int currentPtr[4];

if (outBuffer. valid)
{

outBuffer.valid = false;
// VERTEX PARAMETER CACHE EXPORT

if ((outputType == VERTEX) && (currentExportDest < 16))

int pcPointer;
// new export block reset the counts
currentPtr[@] = currentAluPC;
currentPtr[1] =

(currentAluPC+(SQ_PROGRAM_CNTL.getVS_EXPORT_COUNT( )+1) )%128;
currentPtr[2] =

(currentAluPC+(SQ_PROGRAM_CNTL.getVS_EXPORT_COUNT( )+1)*2)%128;
currentPtr[3] =

(currentAluPC+(SQ_PROGRAM_CNTL.getVS_EXPORT_COUNT( )+1)*3)%128;

// set pcPointer to the correct value
pcPointer = (currentPtr[current_export] + currentExportDest)%128;

// copy data to the PCs
int valid;

for (i1=0;1<16;i++)
{

valid = outBuffer.valids[i/4].getValue();
if ((valid >> i1%4) &@x@1)
{

if (export_mask & @x@1)
parameters[pcPointer].Val[i].field[@]

outBuffer.values[i].field[@];
if (export_mask & @x@2)

parameters[pcPointer].Val[i].field[1]
outBuffer.values[i].field[1];

if (export_mask & @x@4)
parameters[pcPointer].Val[i].field[2]

outBuffer.values[i].field[2];
if (export_mask & @x@8)
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parameters[pcPointer].Val[i].field[3] =
outBuffer.values[i].field[3];

}

// dump the values to a file
if(m_dumpSQ>@) {

dumpPcValues(export_mask, pcPointer, outBuffer);
}

current_export++;

if (current_export == 4)
{

current_export=0;

}// end parameter cache export
// other exports
else

{
pSP_SX->SetValid(true) ;
for (i1=0;1<16; i++)
{

pSP_SX->SetSP_SX_color(outBuffer.values[i].field[@],i*4);
pSP_SX->SetSP_SX_color(outBuffer.values[i].field[1],i*4+1);
pSP_SX->SetSP_SX_color(outBuffer.values[i].field[2],i*4+2);
pSP_SX->SetSP_SX_color(outBuffer.values[i].field[3],i*4+3);
pSP_SX->SetSP_SX_exp_pvalid(outBuffer.valids[i/4],i/4);

}
uinteger<6> dest;
dest = currentExportDest;

pSP_SX->SetSP_SX_dest(dest) ;
pSP_SX->SetSP_SX_alu_id(currentExportAlu) ;
uinteger<2> exp_count;
exp_count = export_count;
pSP_SX->SetSP_SX_export_count(exp_count) ;
export_count = (export_count+1)%4;

pSP_SX->SetType(outputType);

if(m_dumpSQ>@) {
pSP_SX->GetNewAl11(&(m_spSxDump->_data) );
m_spSxDump->Dump();

} // end other exports

Regarding fetching data from memory, The texture fetcher allows fetching from memory. The
arbiter.cpp file picks the programsthat need to fetch data in this function:
boolean Arbiter: :chooseTexStation(int &lineNumber,Shader_Type &sType)
{

int i;
int vertexPick = -1;
int pixelPick = -1;
int lineCheck;

// do pixels first
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lineCheck = pixelHead;
for (i=0;i<pixelRsCount; i++)
{

if (pixelStation[lineCheck].status.valid &&
pixelStation[lineCheck].status.ressourceNeeded == TEXTURE

&& IpixelStation[lineCheck].status.event)
{

pixelPick=lineCheck;
}
// enforce restrictions based on the status

if (pixelPick != -1)
{

// no texture ops while texture reads are outstanding
if (pixelStation[pixelPick].status.texReadsOutstanding)

pixelPick = -1;
else

break;

}

lineCheck = (lineCheck+1)%MAX_PIX_RESERVATION_SIZE;
}

lineCheck = vertexHead;

for (i=0;i<vertexRsCount; i++)
{

if (vertexStation[lineCheck].status.valid &&
vertexStation[lineCheck].status.ressourceNeeded == TEXTURE

&& I!vertexStation[lineCheck].status.event)
{

}
vertexPick=lineCheck;

// enforce restrictions based on the status

if (vertexPick |= -1)
{

// no texture ops while texture reads are outstanding
if (vertexStation[vertexPick].status.texReadsOutstanding )

vertexPick = -1;
else

break;

}

lineCheck = (lineCheck+1)%MAX_VTX_RESERVATION_SIZE;
}

if (vertexPick != -1)
{

lineNumber = vertexPick;
sType = VERTEX;
return true;

}
if (pixelPick != -1)
{

lineNumber = pixelPick;
sType = PIXEL;
return true;

}
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return false;

Thenfills in a request in this function:
void Arbiter::fillTextureInterface(int textureInstAddr,int texturePhase,boolean last)
{

const RegVect* txAddr;
TXAddr address;
uinteger<7> registerAddress;
uinteger<7> writeAddress;
uint8 maxSize;
int basePtr = textureCFMachine.stationData->data.gprBase;

sq->pSQ_TP->SetValid(true);

// Get the instruction

TInstrPacked inst;

// set the state to the current running ALU
sq->setContextNumber (textureCFMachine. stationData->data.state) ;

sq->instructionStore.GetInst(inst, textureInstAddr);
switch (textureCFMachine.sType)
{
case PIXEL:

maxSize = sq->gpr_manager->pixLimit;
// compute the addresses (read address)
if ((inst.getSRC_GPR() + basePtr) < maxSize)

registerAddress=inst.getSRC_GPR() + basePtr;
else

registerAddress = inst.getSRC_GPR()-(maxSize-basePtr);
// write address

if ((inst.getDST_GPR() + basePtr) < maxSize)
writeAddress = inst.getDST_GPR() + basePtr;

else

writeAddress = inst.getDST_GPR()-(maxSize-basePtr);
break;

case VERTEX:

maxSize = sq->gpr_manager->vertLimit;
// compute the addresses (read address)
if (( basePtr - inst.getSRC_GPR()) >= maxSize)

registerAddress = basePtr - inst.getSRC_GPR();
else

registerAddress = 128-(inst.getSRC_GPR()-(basePtr-maxSize));
// write address

if (( basePtr - inst.getDST_GPR()) >= maxSize)
writeAddress = basePtr - inst.getDST_GPR();

else

writeAddress = 128-(inst.getDST_GPR()-(basePtr-maxSize));
break;

3
sq->regFile[texturePhase]->GetConstValues(txAddr, registerAddress) ;
int i;
for (i=0;1<16;i++)
{
//Do the swizzle for the TP
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inst.doSrcSwizzle( txAddr[i].field[@], txAddr[i].field[1], txAddr[i].field[2],
txAddr[i].field[3],

address.x, address.y, address.z );
sq->pSQ_TP->SetSP_TP_fetch_addr(address,i);

}
for (i=0;1<4;i++)
{

uinteger<4> valids;
valids = textureCFMachine.stationData->data.valids[texturePhase][i];
// modify the mask to turn on any pixels that are off if not fetch valid

only
if (linst.getFETCHVALID_ONLY())
{

if (valids.getValue() != @)
valids = @x@F;

}

// now modify the mask based on the predicate vector
if (inst.getPRED_SELECT())
{

bool pred = (inst.getPRED_CONDITION() == 1);
if (pred != textureCFMachine.stationData-

>data.predicates[texturePhase*16+i*4] )

// kill the pixel
valids = valids.getValue() & @xE;

}
if (pred != textureCFMachine.stationData-

>data. predicates [texturePhase*16+i*4+1] )
{

// kill the pixel
valids = valids.getValue() & @xD;

if (pred != textureCFMachine.stationData-
>data. predicates [texturePhase*16+1*4+2] )

{
// kill the pixel
valids = valids.getValue() & @xB;

if (pred != textureCFMachine.stationData-
>data. predicates [texturePhase*16+i*4+3])

{
// kill the pixel
valids = valids.getValue() & @x7;

}
}
sq->pSQ_TP->SetSQ_TP_pix_mask(valids,i);

// send the LOD correction bits

uinteger<9> LODCorrect;
LODCorrect = textureCFMachine. stationData-

>data.LodCorrect [texturePhase] [i];
sq->pSQ_TP->SetSQ_TP_lod_correct(LODCorrect,i);

}
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sq->pSQ_TP->SetSQ_TP_write_gpr_index(writeAddress) ;
sq->pSQ_TP->SetSQ_TP_last(last);
uinteger<6> line;
line = textureCFMachine.lineNumber;
sq->pSQ_TP->SetSQ_TP_thread_id(line);
sq->pSQ_TP->SetSQ_TP_type(textureCFMachine.sType);
TConstPacked tpConst;
sq->textureStateStore[textureCFMachine. stationData-

>data.state].GetConstTState(tpConst,inst.getCONST_INDEX());
sq->pSQ_TP->SetSQ_TP_const(tpConst) ;
sq->pSQ_TP->SetSQ_TP_instr(inst);
uinteger<3> ctxId;
ctxId = textureCFMachine.stationData->data.state;
sq->pSQ_TP->SetSQ_TP_ctx_id(ctxId);

if(sq->m_dumpSQ>@e) {
Ssq->pSQ_TP->GetNewA11(&(sq->m_sqTpDump->_data));
Sq->m_sqTpDump ->Dump() ;
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EXHIBIT B — CHIP DESIGN CODE

sq_gpr_alloc.v
/*

hers's a description of the basic operation:

@ 1<- tail @ 1<- tail QO. @ 3. <- head, tail
1. <- head 1.2 1.2s <-:«stail 1.2
200 2.2 2.20 2.20
30 3002 3002 3020
4 4. <- head 4ss S-:«sChead 43.
5 5 5 538
6K- somax 6s K-soax 6K-smax 6K= sax
7 5 Fo 5 7 5 Fo >

- initially, head = tail = @, and max is set to be one more than the maximum allowable location
- req 1 allocates one location, head is incremented to 1
- req 2 allocates three locations, head is incremented to 4
- another request for 3 spaces would not be granted since there are now only two free locations
- when the space taken by reg 1 is dealloc'd, increment tail to 1 (frees up one location)
- now req 3 allocates three locations, head is incremented to 7, which is greater than max, so it is

wrapped around by subtracting max (7 - 6 = 1)

*/

// - keep track of the free space -

wire [PTR_WIDTH-1:0] pix_free; // number of free pixel locations
wire [PTR_WIDTH-1:0] vtx_free; //

assign pix_free = pix_wrapped_q ? pix_tail_q - pix_head_q : pix_max_q - pix_head_q + pix_tail_q;
assign vtx_free = vtx_wrapped_q ? vtx_head_q - vtx_tail_q : ~vtx_max_q - vtx_tail_q + vtx_head_q; //

svtx_max = 127 - vtx_max

  

wire pix_ok_to_alloc = (pix_alloc_space <= pix_free); // OK to allocate pixel space
wire pix_alloc = pix_ok_to_alloc & pix_alloc_req; // signals the start of a pixel alloc operation
wire pix_dealloc = pix_dealloc_req; // signals the start of a pixel dealloc operation (always

OK to dealloc?)
wire pix_head_wraps = (new_pix_head >= pix_max_q); // new pix_head wraps
wire pix_tail_wraps = (new_pix_tail >= pix_max_q); // new pix_tail wraps

wire vtx_ok_to_alloc = (vtx_alloc_space <= vtx_free); // OK to allocate vertex space
wire vtx_alloc = vtx_ok_to_alloc & vtx_allocreq; // signals the start of a vertex alloc operation
wire vtx_dealloc = vtx_dealloc_req; // signals the start of a vertex dealloc operation
wire vtx_head_wraps = (new_vtx_head <= vtx_max_q); // new vtx_head wraps
wire vtx_tail_wraps = (new_vtx_tail <= vtx_max_q); // new vtx_tail wraps

case ( ra_current_state )
IDLE:

begin
// - look for any of the four requests
// - if the request is accepted
// - go to the corresponding acknowledge state
// - update the base_ptr register on alloc requests

if ( pix_alloc )
begin

ra_next_state = P_ALLOC_ACK;
next_pix_alloc_ack = HI;

if ( pix_head_wraps )
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begin
next_pix_wrapped = HI;
next_pix_head = new_pix_head - pix_max_q;

end
else

begin
next_pix_head = new_pix_head;

end

next_base_ptr = pix_head_q; // for pixels, the space starts with the current head pointer
end

else if ( vtx_alloc )
begin

ra_next_state = V_ALLOC_ACK;
next_vtx_alloc_ack = HI;

if ( vtx_head_wraps )
begin

next_vtx_wrapped = HI;
next_vtx_head = new_vtx_head + ~vtx_max_q; // ~vtx_max = 127 - vtx_max
//next_base_ptr = new_vtx_head + ~vtx_max + 1; // for verts, the space starts with

the new head pointer
end

else

begin
next_vtx_head = new_vtx_head;
//next_base_ptr = new_vtx_head + 1; // for verts, the space starts with the new head

pointer
end

next_base_ptr = next_vtx_head + 1; // for verts, the space starts with the new head
pointer

// (coding trick - commented out lines above explain)

end

Sq_alu_instr_seq.v
EL
// sq_alu_instr_seq.v
//
// - receives instruction from alu instr queue (AIQ)
// - reads constants (but data goes directly to ais_output mux)
// - sends instruction to SP over 4 cycles (starting on the correct phase)

input [1:0] aigq_export_info; // {exp_id, pulse_sx}
input [@:@] aiq_last_in_group; // last instruction flag
input [@:@] aiq_last_in_shader; // last instruction flag
input [@:@] aiq_thread_type; // @: pixel, 1: vertex (shows we operate on either pixel or vertex)
input [2:0] aiq_context_id; // context_id (from ctl packet)
input [5:0] aiq_thread_id; // clause number

// - recall that a @ here means src is a constant (while 1 means src is a gpr)...

wire ca_fetch = ~aigq_instr[95];
wire cb_fetch = ~aiq_instr[94];
wire cc_fetch = ~aiq_instr[93];

// - instruction bits 63:61 are used as the const addr msb (these bits are decoded and replaced
// before entering the AIQ

wire [8:0] ca_addr = {aig_instr[63], aiq_instr[87:80]};
wire [8:0] cb_addr={aig_instr[62], aigq_instr[79:72]};
wire [8:0] cc_addr={aig_instr[61], aigq_instr[71:64]};

[J wore nn ne eee en ener n reer
// -- Input Staging Register --
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|] ---
// - need to send the vector type and the thread_id back to the thread buffers when
// the all the instructions we wanted to run for this thread are done (this will
/ cause the thread to become valid again)
// - register this info in from the AIQ on an AIQ pop in order to hold it until the
// AIS is done

executed

case (ais_current_state)
AIS@:

// - wait until this machine is started by the AIQ read SM
// - write OSR data into thread buff on new thread (when there was a previous thread...)
// - ais_done does updates the thread_buff and clears the alu_instr_pending status bit
// - don't assert ais_done yet if the previous instr was a pred set (wait for the pred set
If data to arrive from the SP)
begin

ais_instr_stall = HI;

if ( ais_start )
begin

//if ( aiq_new_thread & osr_valid_q & ~osr_pred_set_flag_q ) ais_done = HI;

ais_instr_start = HI;
ais_instr_stall = LO;
ais_next_state = AIS1;

end
end

AIS1: begin ais_next_state = AIS2; end

AIS2: begin ais_next_state = AIS3; end

AIS3: begin ais_next_state = AIS4; end

// ** the AIQ was just popped by the ACS SM, so now must use info saved in ISR ** //

AIS4: begin ais_next_state = AIS5; end

AIS5: begin ais_next_state = AIS6; end

AIS6:

begin
// - the pred set data is loaded now from the previous instr, so assert done now
// - also write new predicate data into predicate register (in ais_output )

if ( isr_new_thread_q & osr_pred_set_flag_q ) ais done = HI;
 

ld_osr = HI;
ais_next_state = AIS7;

end

AIS7:

// - pop the thread off the reservation station buffer when the last instr of the shader is

// - send free_done when pulse_sx is set, or this is the last instruction of a pixel shader
(since this

end

// is when the pixel export is done)

begin
if ( isr_last_in_group_q & ~isr_last_in_shader_q ) ais_done = HI;

if ( isr_pulse_sx_q ) ais_free_done = HI; // pixel last logic put into pulse_sx generation

if ( isr_last_in_shader_q ) ais_pop = HI;

ais_next_state = AIS@;
end

endcase
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// - end ais state machine

The ais machineis the “alu instruction sequencer”it executes instructions on either vertices or pixels depending on type. The file
sq_instruction_store.v contains the memory with all the instructions to be performed on either PS or VS:

Sq_instruction_store_v

// Access to the is (instruction store) is divided into 4 phases:
// @: texture instruction read
// 1: alu instruction read
// The alu phase alternates between phases for alu@ and alul.
// 2: CP write (or read for debug)
// 3: control flow instruction read
// The control flow phase is shared for accesses by alu@, alul1 and tex
// controlled by is_sub_phase.

// address mux
always @(/*AUTOSENSE*/addr or data_cnt or i_alu@_addr

or i_alu@_cf_addr or i_alul_addr or i_alul_cf_addr
or i_is_phase or i_is_sub_phase or i_tex_addr
or i_tex_cf_addr or q_rbi_addr_in)

begin
// default values
d_addr = addr;
d_we = 1'b@;
case (i_is_phase)

TEX_PHASE :
begin

d_addr
end

i_tex_addr;

ALU_PHASE :
begin

d_addr
d_we

end
&data_cnt; // data_cnt == 3

CP_PHASE :
begin

i_is_sub_phase[@] ? i_alul_addr : i_alu@_addr;

d_addr = q_rbi_addr_in[11:@]; // top bits are zeros by now
end

CF_PHASE :
begin

case (i_is_sub_phase)
2'bee :

d_addr = i_alu@_cf_addr;
2'b10 :

d_addr
default :

d_addr i_tex_cf_addr;
endcase // case(i_is_sub_phase)

end

endcase // case(i_is_phase)

i_alui1_cf_addr;

end // always @ (...

Claim 2:
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sp_macc_gpr.v

// Filename : macc_reg.v
// Description : This module represents the MACC (Multiply and Accumulate) unit plus
// : the corrensponding GPR (register file) module.
// Author : Andi Skende

rfsd2_128x128cm1sw8_core ugpr_mem(.QB(reg_data),
-ADRA_buf(gpr_wr_addr),
.DA_buf(input_gpr),
-WEMA_buf(subword_write_mask),
-WEA_buf(gpr_wr_ena),
.MEA_buf(gpr_wr_ena),
.CLKA(sclk),
. BISTEA(1'b@),
-ADRB_buf(sq_sp_gpr_rd_addr),
.OEB_buf(1'b1),
-MEB_buf(sq_sp_mem_rd_ena),
.CLKB(sclk),
.BISTEB(1"b@),
.AWTB(1'b@)I

Thisis the instantiation of the GPR memory, 128x128.

Sp_vector.v (showsthe instanciation of 4 multiply accumulate modules and | scalar module):

[ [nnn n nn rrr rrr rrr rrr rrr rrrrncnrccc nn nnn ccc nn cnn c cn nnn cnn c ens nnn ccc sce see c cence esc c esr csne-

//Scalar Unit instantiation
[[nnn nnn rrr rrr rrr rrr nnn rrr rrr cnn cr rrr cn ccc rnc ne rncce reno cnn enc c co ne neces nrc es cssee

sp_scalar_lut uscalar(
-1AG_ME_OPCODE(scalar_opcode),
-i1AG_ME_IN_A(scalar_input_alpha),
-i1AG_ME_IN_B(scalar_input_red),
.iAG_ME_IN_C(32'b@),
.1AG_ME_ABS_A(scalar_input_abs),
.1AG_ME_ABS_B(scalar_input_abs),
.1AG_ME_ABS_C(scalar_input_abs),
.1AG_ME_A_NEGATE(scalar_input_negate),
.i1AG_ME_B_NEGATE(scalar_input_negate * scalar_opcode_sub),
.1AG_ME_C_NEGATE(scalar_input_negate),
.oOME_RESULT(scalar_result),
~sclk(sclk)
)3

//replicating the scalar_result (32 bits) to all of the four channels of the write back path into GPRs
//masking is done at the GPRs input
assign scalar_result_bus = { scalar_result, scalar_result, scalar_result, scalar_result};

//Instantiation of all four MACC units that create a Vector Unit
11 hatetataiatatataietanatatataianatatanetenenaieianananeiaiaiaiaieiaianaiaiaaiaiaieiaiaiaiaiaiateiaiaiataiatanatateialatalaneeieiaieieiaiatalanatetaiaiiaiaiaiateiaieieieiaiaiaananeiaiaieiaiaieiaenael

sp_macc_gpr usp_macc_gpr@(.ovector_output(VectorResult@),
-oscalar_input_alpha(scalar_input@_alpha),
-oscalar_input_red(scalar_input@_red),
-oscalar_input_negate(scalar_input@_negate),
.oscalar_input_abs(scalar_input@_abs),
.oscalar_opcode(scalar_opcode@),
-oregdata(RegData@), .oexport_dst(sq_sp_exp_dst),

-Sq_Sp_instruct(sq_sp_instruct), .sq_sp_instruct_start(sq_sp_instruct_start), .sq_sp_stall(sq_sp_stall),
-Sq_sp_gpr_rd_addr(sq_sp_gpr_rd_addr),
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-Sq_Sp_gpr_wr_addr(sq_sp_wr_addr),.sq_sp_wr_ena(sq_sp_wr_ena@), .sq_sp_mem_rd_ena(sq_sp_mem_rd_ena),.sq_sp_
mem_wr_ena(sq_sp_mem_wr_ena@),

 

.-Sq_Sp_gpr_cmask(sq_sp_channel_mask),.sq_sp_pred_override(sq_sp_pred_override),

-Sq_sp_gpr_phase_mux(sq_sp_gpr_phase_mux),.iInterpolated(InputData@), .sq_sp_constant(sq_sp_constant),
.iscalar_data(scalar_result_bus),.tp_sp_data(tp_sp_data),
.tp_sp_gpr_dst(tp_sp_gpr_dst),

.tp_sp_gpr_cmask(tp_sp_gpr_cmask),.tp_sp_data_valid(tp_spdata_valid[@]),
-sclk(sclk), .srst(srst));

 

sp_macc_gpr usp_macc_gpri1(.ovector_output(VectorResult1),
-oscalar_input_alpha(scalar_input1_alpha),
.oscalar_input_red(scalar_inputi_red),
.oscalar_input_negate(scalar_input1_negate),
.oscalar_input_abs(scalar_inputi1_abs),
.oscalar_opcode(scalar_opcode1),

.oregdata(RegData1),.sq_sp_instruct(q@_instruct),.sq_sp_instruct_start(q@_instruct_start),.sq_sp_stall(q@
_instruct_stall),

-Sq_sp_gpr_rd_addr(q@_gpr_rd_addr),

-Sq_Sp_gpr_wr_addr(q@_gpr_wr_addr),.sq_sp_wr_ena(sq_sp_wr_enal),.sq_sp_mem_rd_ena(q@_gpr_mre),.sq_sp_mem_w
r_ena(sq_sp_mem_wr_ena1),

-Sq_Sp_gpr_cmask(q@_gpr_cmask), .Sq_sp_pred_override(q@_pred_override),

-Sq_Sp_gpr_phase_mux(q@_gpr_phase_mux), .iInterpolated(InputData1),.sq_sp_constant(q@_sq_constant),
-iscalar_data(scalar_result_bus),.tp_sp_data(tp_sp_data),
.tp_sp_gpr_dst(q@_tp_gpr_dst),

.tp_sp_gpr_cmask(q@_tp_gpr_cmask),.tp_sp_data_valid(tp_spdata_valid[1]),
.sclk(sclk), .srst(srst));

 

sp_macc_gpr usp_macc_gpr2(.ovector_output(VectorResult2),
-oscalar_input_alpha(scalar_input2_alpha),
.oscalar_input_red(scalar_input2_red),
.oscalar_input_negate(scalar_input2_negate),
.oscalar_input_abs(scalar_input2_abs),
-oscalar_opcode(scalar_opcode2),

-oregdata(RegData2),.sq_sp_instruct(ql_instruct),.sq_sp_instruct_start(qi_instruct_start),.sq_sp_stall(ql
_instruct_stall),

-Sg_Sp_gpr_rd_addr(qi_gpr_rd_addr),

-Sq_Sp_gpr_wr_addr(qi_gpr_wr_addr), .sq_sp_wr_ena(sq_sp_wr_ena2),.sq_sp_mem_rd_ena(ql_gpr_mre),.sq_sp_mem_w
r_ena(sq_sp_mem_wr_ena2),

-Sg_Sp_gpr_cmask(q1_gpr_cmask),.sq_sp_pred_override(ql_pred_override),

-Sq_Sp_gpr_phase_mux(ql_gpr_phase_mux), .iInterpolated(InputData2),.sq_sp_constant(ql1_sq_constant),
-iscalar_data(scalar_result_bus),.tp_sp_data(tp_sp_data),
.tp_sp_gpr_dst(ql_tp_gpr_dst),

.tp_sp_gpr_cmask(q1_tp_gpr_cmask),.tp_sp_data_valid(tp_spdata_valid[2]),
.sclk(sclk), .srst(srst));

 

sp_macc_gpr usp_macc_gpr3(.ovector_output(VectorResult3),
-oscalar_input_alpha(scalar_input3_alpha),
-oscalar_input_red(scalar_input3_red),
.oscalar_input_negate(scalar_input3_negate),
.oscalar_input_abs(scalar_input3_abs),
.oscalar_opcode(scalar_opcode3),

.oregdata(RegData3),.sq_sp_instruct(q2_instruct),.sq_sp_instruct_start(q2_instruct_start),.sq_sp_stall(q2
_instruct_stall),

-Sq_sp_gpr_rd_addr(q2_gpr_rd_addr),

-Sq_Sp_gpr_wr_addr(q2_gpr_wr_addr), .sq_sp_wr_ena(sq_sp_wr_ena3),.Ssq_sp_mem_rd_ena(q2_gpr_mre),.sq_sp_mem_w
r_ena(sq_sp_mem_wr_ena3),

-Sq_Sp_gpr_cmask(q2_gpr_cmask),.sq_sp_pred_override(q2_pred_override),
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-Sq_Sp_gpr_phase_mux(q2_gpr_phase_mux),.iInterpolated(InputData3),.sq_sp_constant(q2_sq_constant),
 

.tp_sp_gpr_cmask(q2_tp_gpr_cmask),.tp_sp_data_valid(tp_spdata_valid[3]),

.iscalar_data(scalar_result_bus), .tp_sp_data(tp_sp_data),.sclk(sclk),

.tp_sp_gpr_dst(q2_tp_gpr_dst),

-srst(srst));
[[none nn reneennnnnn nnnnnnne nnnnnennnnn ennnneee

//Muxing the gpr vector results into one final vector result conrolled by the phase_mux signal or a
registered version of it

[[n-nonanennnnnnnnnnnnnnnnennnnnnneee

Sq.v
[[ono arene enna nnn ene enn enn nnnnnnnen
// SQ-SP GPR

output [1: 8]

control Interface

SQSP_gpr_wr_addr;
u@_SQSP_gpr_wr_eng;
u@_SQSP_gpr_wr_en1;
u@_SQSP_gpr_wr_en2;
u@_SQSP_gpr_wr_en3;
u1_SQ_SP_gpr_wr_en@;
u1_SQ_SP_gpr_wr_en1;
u1_SQ_SP_gpr_wr_en2;
u1_SQ_SP_gpr_wr_en3;
u2_SQ_SP_gpr_wr_en@;
u2_SQ_SP_gpr_wr_en1;
u2_SQ_SP_gpr_wr_en2;
u2_SQ_SP_gpr_wr_en3;
u3_SQ_SP_gpr_wr_en@;
u3_SQ_SP_gpr_wr_en1;
u3_SQ_SP_gpr_wr_en2;
u3_SQ_SP_gpr_wr_en3;
SQSP_gpr_rd_addr;
SQSP_gpr_rd_en;
SQSP_gpr_phase_mux;
SQ_SP_channel_mask;

SQ_SP_gpr_input_mux;
output [°AUTO_COUNT_SIZE - 1 :@] SQ_SP_auto_count;

[ [=22n enn e nen n een enenennennnneeneeeee
// SQ-SP :
[[2a nnn nennennnncen nen ne nenneeeee
output
output
output
output

output
output

output
output

output
output
output
output

Instruction interface

[@:@] SQ_SP_instruct_start;
[@:@] SQSP_stall;
[23:8] SQ_SP_instruct;
[127:@] SQ_SP_const;

[@:
[@:

[7:
[7:

8]
8]

8]
8]

SQSP_exporting;
SQSP_exp_id;

u@_SQSX_kill_mask; // valid bits/kill mask
u1_SQSX_kill_mask;

u@_SQSP_pred_override;
u1_SQSP_pred_override;
u2_SQSP_pred_override;
u3_SQSP_pred_override;
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Sq_export_alloc.v
always @( alloc_cmd )

Showsthe SQ able to execute any types of export commands(position, pass-thru (appearance), pix (color).

An example of a shared resourceis the instruction store, accesses to it are controlled by:

begin
casez ( alloc_cmd )

// - vtx pos alloc
7'b1_@10001
7'b1_@10010 :

// - vtx pass thru
7'b1_118108
7'b1_111000
7'b1_11110

// - pix without z
7'b@_1@9018
7'b@_102100 :
7'b@_1@0118
7'b@_1@1000 :

// - pix with z
7'b@_1@0011
7'b@_1@0101
7'b@180111 :
7'b@_1@1001

// - pix pass thru
7'b@_11100 :
7'b@111000
7'b@11110

default: sx_exp_
endcase

end

sq_ctl_flow_seq.v
module sq_ctl_flow_seq
(

cfs_type_strap,

is_phase,
is_subphase,
cfs_phase,
cfc_phase,

// local registers
// - per chip
inst_base_vtx,
inst_base_pix,

// - per context
vs_program_base_set,
ps_program_base_set,

vs_export_count_set,
vs_export_mode_set,
ps_export_mode_set,

: Sx_exp_cmd = 5'b1@@@_1;
sx_exp_cmd = 5'b1@@11;

: sx_exp_cmd = 5'b11_@@1;
: Sx_exp_cmd = 5'b11_@1_1;
: Sx_exp_cmd = 5'b11_1@1;

: Sx_exp_cmd = 5'b@@_@@_1;
sx_exp_cmd = 5'be@@@11;

: sx_exp_cmd = 5'b@@_1@1;
sx_exp_cmd = 5'be@@111;

: sx_exp_cmd = 5'b@1_@@1;
: sx_exp_cmd = 5'b@1_@11;

sx_exp_cmd = 5'b@1_10@1;
: sx_exp_cmd = 5'b@1_111;

sx_exp_cmd = 5'b11_@@1;
: sx_exp_cmd = 5'b11_@11;
: sx_exp_cmd = 5'b11_1@1;

cmd = 5'bxxxx@;

If

/f
/
/
If

/
If

/
If

//
//
//

// thread arbiter input
arbrts,
arb_state,
arb_status,
arb_thread_type,
cfs_rtr_q,

//
//
//
//
//

@@:alu@, ?1:tex, 1@:alul

@@:CF, @1:Tex, 10:ALU, 11:CP
@@:alu@, @1:tex, 1@:alul, 11:tex
@@:alu@, @1:tex, 1@:alul, 11:tex
@:alu, 1:tex,

vertex base

pixel base

connected to
connected to

connected to
connected to
connected to

SQ_VS_PROGRAM.BASE (12 bits)
SQ_PS_PROGRAM.BASE (12 bits)

SQ_PROGRAMCNTL.VS_EXPORT_COUNT (4 bits)
SQ_PROGRAMCNTL.VS_EXPORTMODE (3 bits)
SQ_PROGRAMCNTL.PSEXPORTMODE (3 bits)

vertex or pixel
CFS can take a new packet
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Sq_alu_instr_seq.v
EL
// sq_alu_instr_seq.v
/
// - receives instruction from alu instr queue (AIQ)
// - reads constants (but data goes directly to ais_output mux)
// - sends instruction to SP over 4 cycles (starting on the correct phase)

input [1:
input
input
input
input
input

@] aig_export_info; // {exp_id, pulse_sx}
[@:@] aigq_last_in_group; // last instruction flag
[@:@] aiq_last_in_shader; // last instruction flag
[@:@] aiq_thread_type; // @: pixel, 1: vertex (shows we operate on either pixel or vertex)
[2:@] aiq_context_id; // context_id (from ctl packet)
[5:8] aigq_thread_id; // clause number

// - recall that a @ here means src is a constant (while 1 means src is a gpr)..

wire
wire
wire

// -
If

wire
wire
wire

jf wn

ca_fetch = ~aiq_instr[95];
cb_fetch = ~aiq_instr[94];
cc_fetch = ~aiq_instr[93];

instruction bits 63:61 are used as the const addr msb (these bits are decoded and replaced
before entering the AIQ

[8:0] ca_addr = {aig_instr[63], aig_instr[87:80]};
[8:8] cb_addr = {aig_instr[62], aig_instr[79:72]};
[8:8] cc_addr = f{aig_instr[61], aig_instr[71:64]};

// - need to send the vector type and the thread_id back to the thread buffers when
the all the instructions we wanted to run for this thread are done (this will
cause the thread to become valid again)

// - register this info in from the AIQ on an AIQ pop in order to hold it until the
AIS is done

case (ais_current_state)
AIS@:

// - wait until this machine is started by the AIQ read SM
// - write OSR data into thread buff on new thread (when there was a previous thread...)
// - ais_done does updates the thread_buff and clears the alu_instr_pending status bit
// - don’t assert aisdone yet if the previous instr was a pred set (wait for the pred set
// data to arrive from the SP)
begin

ais_instr_stall = HI;

if ( ais_start )
begin

//if ( aiq_new_thread & osr_valid_q & ~osr_pred_set_flag_q ) ais_done = HI;

ais_instr_start = HI;
ais_instr_stall = LO;
ais_next_state = AIS1;

end
end

AIS1: begin ais_next_state = AIS2; end

AIS2: begin ais_next_state = AIS3; end

AIS3: begin ais_next_state = AIS4; end

// ** the AIQ was just popped by the ACS SM, so now must use info saved in ISR ** //

AIS4: begin ais_next_state = AIS5; end
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AIS5: begin ais_next_state = AIS6; end

AIS6:

begin
// - the pred set data is loaded now from the previous instr, so assert done now
// - also write new predicate data into predicate register (in aisoutput )

if ( isr_new_thread_q & osr_pred_set_flag_q ) ais _done = HI;
 

ld_osr = HI;
ais_next_state = AIS7;

end

AIS7:

// - pop the thread off the reservation station buffer when the last instr of the shader is
executed

// - send free_done when pulse_sx is set, or this is the last instruction of a pixel shader
(since this

// is when the pixel export is done)

begin
if ( isr_last_in_group_q & ~isr_last_in_shader_q ) ais_done = HI;

if ( isr_pulse_sx_q ) ais_free_done = HI; // pixel last logic put into pulse_sx generation

if ( isr_last_in_shader_q ) ais_pop = HI;

ais_next_state = AIS@;
end

endcase
end

// - end ais state machine

sq_thread_arb.v
// - vertex request priority encoder

reg [0:0] vtx_winner_vld;
reg [3:0] vtx_winner;

always @(vtx_req_q)
begin

casez (vtx_req_q)
16'beeeeeeee_eeee_eee@: begin vtx_winner_vld = LO; vtx_winner = 4'hf; end
16'b1@e@@_eeee_eeeeEGA@: begin vtx_winner_vld = HI; vtx_winner = 4'hf; end
16'b?1@@eee@e_eeGe_EGA@: begin vtx_winner_vld = HI; vtx_winner = 4'he; end
16'b??1@ee@e@eeeGA_EGA@: begin vtx_winner_vld = HI; vtx_winner = 4'hd; end
16'b???1@e@@eGe@00E800: begin vtx_winner_vld = HI; vtx_winner = 4'hc; end
16'b????_1000@@00@@00: begin vtx_winner_vld = HI; vtx_winner = 4'hb; end
16'b????_?10@@@00EG@0@: begin vtx_winner_vld = HI; vtx_winner = 4'ha; end
16'b????_??1@@@0@@@0@: begin vtx_winner_vld = HI; vtx_winner = 4'h9; end
16'b????_???1@@@@EG@Q@: begin vtx_winner_vld = HI; vtx_winner = 4'h8; end
16'b????_????100@G00: begin vtx_winner_vld = HI; vtx_winner = 4'h7; end
16'b????_P??? 2?10@@@@@: begin vtx_winner_vld = HI; vtx_winner = 4'h6; end
16'b????_ PP?????1@@@@@: begin vtx_winner_vld = HI; vtx_winner = 4'h5; end
16'b????_ PP??????1@@@@: begin vtx_winner_vld = HI; vtx_winner = 4'h4; end
16'b????_ PP???PP???1000: begin vtx_winner_vld = HI; vtx_winner = 4'h3; end
16'bP???_ Pp???PP???2100: begin vtx_winner_vld = HI; vtx_winner = 4'h2; end
16'b?P???_ Pp???PPP???10: begin vtx_winner_vld = HI; vtx_winner = 4'h1; end
16'bP???_ PPP?PPPP_P??1: begin vtx_winner_vld = HI; vtx_winner = 4'h@; end
default: begin vtx_winner_vld = X;  vtx_winner = 4'bxxxx; end

endcase
end

// - pixel request priority encoder
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reg [0:0] pix_winner_vld;
reg [3:0] pix_winner;

always @(pix_req_q)
begin

casez (pix_req_q)
//16' beeee@EAeeGAeeBAe: begin pix_winner_vld = LO; pix_winner = 4'hf; end
16'b1ee@@_eee@e_eeGe_EGA@: begin pix_winner_vld = HI; pix_winner = 4'hf; end
16'b?1@@eee@e_ee@Ge_EGAG: begin pix_winner_vld = HI; pix_winner = 4'he; end
16'b??1@ee@e@e_ee@Ge_EGA@: begin pix_winner_vld = HI; pix_winner = 4'hd; end
16'b???1ee@@eee@00E800: begin pix_winner_vld = HI; pix_winner = 4'hc; end
16'b????_1000@@00E@00: begin pix_winner_vld = HI; pix_winner = 4'hb; end
16'b????_?10@@@00EG@0@: begin pix_winner_vld = HI; pix_winner = 4'ha; end
16'b????_??1@@@0@EG@0@: begin pix_winner_vld = HI; pix_winner = 4'h9; end
16'b????_???1@@@@E800: begin pix_winner_vld = HI; pix_winner = 4'h8; end
16'b????_ ????100@@@0@: begin pix_winner_vld = HI; pix_winner = 4'h7; end
16'b????_?????10@@@0@: begin pix_winner_vld = HI; pix_winner = 4'h6; end
16'b????_P???_ ??1@@@@@: begin pix_winner_vld = HI; pix_winner = 4'h5; end
16'b????_ PP??????1@@@@: begin pix_winner_vld = HI; pix_winner = 4'h4; end
16'b????_ PP??? ????_1000: begin pix_winner_vld = HI; pix_winner = 4'h3; end
16'bP???_ PPP?PPP?_?10@: begin pix_winner_vld = HI; pix_winner = 4'h2; end
16'bP???_ PPP?PPP?_??1@: begin pix_winner_vld = HI; pix_winner = 4'h1; end
16'bP???_ 2???Pe??PP?l: begin pix_winner_vld = HI; pix_winner = 4'h@; end
//default: begin pix_winner_vld = X;  pix_winner = 4'bxxxx; end
default: begin pix_winner_vld = LO; pix_winner = 4'bxxxx; end

endcase
end

// - if cfs1 is enabled, alternate btwn rts@ and rts1
// - if cfs1 is disabled, mask rts1 and always use rts@
// - what is the algorithm here? really want to send the thread to the CFS that's available (default
// to cfs@ if both are available)
// - so getting rid of forced toggle btwn cfs@ and cfs1 - remember to to comment out cfs_turn

// - there is only one winner max per cycle, so only one of the two RTSsS is active in one cycle
// - it doesn't matter which ALU pipe is used to process a thread, as long as threads are processed in

order

// of being selected by the arbiter (i.e. there should be no way for a thread in one ALU pipe to pass
a thread

// in the other ALU pipe when they are from the same context)

//assign arb_rts@ = arb_rts & («cfs_turn | ~cfs1_enable);
//assign arb_rts1 = arbrts & cfs_turn & cfsi1_enable;

//wire [0:0] cfs_rtr = cfs_rtre | cfs_rtri;

wire [@:@] send_to_cfs@ = cfs_rtr@;
wire [@:@] send_to_cfsl = ~cfs_rtré@ & cfs_rtr1 & cfsl_enable;

assign arb_rts@ = arb_rts & send_to_cfs@;
assign arb_rtsl = arb_rts & send_to_cfs1;

wire [@:@] arb_xfc@ = arb_rts® & cfs_rtr@;
wire [@:@] arb_xfcl = arb_rts1 & cfs_rtr1;

wire [@:@] arb_xfc = arb_xfc@ | arb_xfcl;

[f won nn rere e reer eee
// -- Arb Output Mux --
[f wren nner ene eee e ne
// - choose between tex state/status and pix state/status depending on overall winner
// - vtx tex has no lod
// - vtx alu has no lod
// - pix tex does have LOD (PIX_CTL_PKT_WIDTH and CTL_PKT_WIDTH have lod)
// - pix alu has no lod
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always @(type_winner_q or vtx_state or pix_state)
begin

//arb_state = {STATE_WIDTH{LO}};
case (type_winner_q)

HI: arb_state = vtx_state; // these are unequal - msb's get @'s by above assignment
LO: arb_state = pix_state;
//default: arb_state = {STATE_WIDTH{X}};

endcase
end

always @(type_winner_q or vtx_status or pix_status)
begin

//arb_status = {STATUS_WIDTH{LO}};
case (type_winner_q)

HI: arb_status = vtx_status;
LO: arb_status = pix_status;
//default: arb_status = {STATUSWIDTH{X}};

endcase
end

sq_shader_seq.v

// shader_seq.v

// - instantiates 16 reservation stations

// issues:

Il -

MTT

module sq_shader_seq

shader_seq_type, // a strap thattells this module if it's a vertex or pixel shader seq

// control packet input
input_cp, // control packet data from the input SM
input_rts, // rts from the input SM
input_rtr, // rtr from texture RSO

// texture clause arbiter interface

tex_req, // 8 texture RS requests
tex_cp, /! vector of 8 control packets
tex_rtr, // 8 RTSs(not fulls) to the ALU arbiters
tca_winner_ack, /! 8 ack bits from arb - only the winnerbit is set
tca_empty_ack, /! 8 ack bits from arb - each empty requesting clause is ack'd to moveit to next

RS

TP_SQ_data_rdy, // data ready indicator from TPC - increment the alu RS counter
TP_SQ_type, // the vector type: pixel=0, vertex=1
TP_SQ_clause_num, // the alu RS number whosecount should be incremented

// alu clausearbiter interface

alu_req, If
alu_cp, If
alu_rtr, If
aca_winner_ack, If
aca_empty_ack, If
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aisO_data_rdy, // done indicator from AISO - increment the tex RS counter
aisO_vector_type, // the vector type: pixel=0, vertex=1
aisOQ_clause_num, // the tex RS number whose count should be incremented

ais1_data_rdy, // done indicator from AIS1 - increment the tex RS counter
ais1_vector_type, // the vector type: pixel=0, vertex=1
ais1_clause_num, // the tex RS number whose count should be incremented

// exit SM interface

state_change,// a pulse high indicates that the state exiting the SS has changed
old_state, // the state that has finished (because a new state has emerged)
dealloc_req, // request to deallocate GPRs
dealloc_ack, // the dealloc request has been acknowleged

clk,
reset

// -- parameters--

parameter CP_WIDTH = 8;
parameter STATE_WIDTH = 3;

parameter FIFO_WIDTH = CP_WIDTH;
parameter FIFO_DEPTH = 4;
parameter FIFO_ADDR_BITS= 2;

parameter LO = 1'b0;
parameter HI = 1'b1;
parameter X = 1'bx;

]| eonnnnnnmnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnennenerenenerennnnnenannnnnnnnnns

I} -- ios --

]] wwnnnnnnnanannnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnneneenenennanennnnennnnnnnennnns

input shader_seq_type;

input [CP_WIDTH-1:0] input_cp;
input input_rts;
output input_rtr;

output[8:0] tex_req;
output [8*CP_WIDTH-1:0] tex_cp;
output[8:1] tex_rtr;

input [7:0] tca_winner_ack;
input [7:0] tca_empty_ack;

input [0:0] TP_SQ_data_rdy;
input [0:0] TP_SQ_type;
input [2:0] TP_SQ_clause_num;

output[7:0] alu_req;
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output [8*CP_WIDTH-
output[7:0]

input [7:0]
input [7:0]

input
input
input [2:0]

input
input
input [2:0]

output
output[2:0]
output
input

input
input

1:0] alu_cp;
alu_rtr;

aca_winner_ack;
aca_empty_ack;

aisO_data_rdy;
aisO_vector_type;

aisOQ_clause_num;

ais1_data_rdy;
ais1_vector_type;

ais1_clause_num;

state_change;
old_state;
dealloc_req;

dealloc_ack;

clk;
reset;

// - output register declarations

reg [8:0]
Hreg [7:0]

a

// -- internal signals --
|] arnrnenennnnnn

wire [CP_WIDTH-1:0]
wire [CP_WIDTH-1:0]
wire [CP_WIDTH-1:0]
wire [CP_WIDTH-1:0]
wire [CP_WIDTH-1:0]
wire [CP_WIDTH-1:0]
wire [CP_WIDTH-1:0]
wire [CP_WIDTH-1:0]
wire [CP_WIDTH-1:0]
wire [CP_WIDTH-1:0]
wire [CP_WIDTH-1:0]
wire [CP_WIDTH-1:0]
wire [CP_WIDTH-1:0]
wire [CP_WIDTH-1:0]
wire [CP_WIDTH-1:0]
wire [CP_WIDTH-1:0]

tex_req;
alu_req;

tex_ctl_pkt0;
tex_ctl_pkt1;
tex_ctl_pkt2;
tex_ctl_pkt3;
tex_ctl_pkt4;
tex_ctl_pkt5;
tex_ctl_pkt6;
tex_ctl_pkt7;
alu_ctl_pkt0;
alu_ctl_pkt1;
alu_ctl_pkt2;
alu_ctl_pkt3;
alu_ctl_pkt4;
alu_ctl_pkt5;
alu_ctl_pkt6;
alu_ctl_pkt7;

// group all the control packets together into one big vector for output to the arbiter

wire [8*CP_WIDTH-1:0] tex_cp = {tex_ctl_pkt7, tex_ctl_pkt6, tex_ctl_pkt5, tex_ctl_pkt4,
tex_ctl_pkt3, tex_ctl_pkt2, tex_ctl_pkt1, tex_ctl_pkt0};

wire [8*CP_WIDTH-1:0] alu_cp = {alu_ctl_pkt7, alu_ctl_pkt6, alu_ctl_pkt5, alu_ctl_pkt4,
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alu_ctl_pkt8, alu_ctl_pkt2, alu_ctl_pkt1, alu_ctl_pkt0};

reg [0:0] tpc_data_rdy;
reg [0:0] tpc_type;
reg [2:0] tpc_clause_num;

Uf eomennnennnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnannannnnananmanaanaanananaanaamanmmmmammmaanene

// -- combinationallogic --
Uf ponwnnennennnnnnnnnnnnnnmannannannannanananaanaanananennannanaamaamananaaaammasmmmmaaes

// - select the RS counter to increment based on clause number sent by TPC/AIS
// - counts represent the numberof valid entries ina RS FIFO; because ctl packets are
// moved into the next RS before the vector they represent has actually finished, the
// count is used to gate the requests to the next arbiter until the clause is actually
/ done

// - this is a decoder enabled by data_rdy

reg [7:0] tpc_cnt_inc;
reg [7:0] aisO_cnt_inc;
reg [7:0] ais1_cnt_inc;

always @(tpc_data_rdy or toc_clause_num ortpc_type or shader_seq_type)
begin

tpc_cnt_inc = 8'h00;
if (tpc_data_rdy & (tpc_type == shader_seq_type))
tpc_cnt_inc[tpc_clause_num] = 1'b1;

end

always @(aisO_data_rdy or aisO_clause_num or aisOQ_vector_type or shader_seq_type)
begin

aisO_cnt_inc = 8'h00;
if (aisO_data_rdy & (aisO_vector_type == shader_seq_type))
aisO_cnt_inc[aisO_clause_num]= 1'b1;

end

always @(ais1_data_rdy or ais1_clause_num or ais1_vector_type or shader_seq_type)
begin

ais1_cnt_inc = 8'h00;
if (ais1_data_rdy & (ais1_vector_type == shader_seq_type))
ais1_cnt_inc[ais1_clause_num] = 1'b1;

end

wire [7:0] ais_cnt_inc = aisO_cnt_inc | ais1_cnt_inc;

// - create the RS request by masking the RS FIFO rts when the associated RS countis zero
// - this is done because a control packet is moved to the next RS before the RS can actually tell
// the arbiter aboutit

// - in both cases, in orderto facilitate the advancementof empty clauses, the packet is moved
/{ tothe next RS when thearbiter selectsit

// - in the case of alu RSs, the TPC mustindicate that the texture data has been loaded into the

/1 GPRs before incrementing the count
// - in the case of tex RSs, the AIS will increment the count when it's done

/wire [FIFO_ADDR_BITS-1:0] tex_count [0:8]; // tex_count[8] is for the exit RS
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/wire [FIFO_ADDR_BITS-1:0] alu_count[0:7];
wire [FIFO_ADDR_BITS-1:0] tex_count0;
wire [FIFO_ADDR_BITS-1:0] tex_countt1;
wire [FIFO_ADDR_BITS-1:0] tex_count2;
wire [FIFO_ADDR_BITS-1:0] tex_counts3;
wire [FIFO_ADDR_BITS-1:0] tex_count4;
wire [FIFO_ADDR_BITS-1:0] tex_count5;
wire [FIFO_ADDR_BITS-1:0] tex_count6;
wire [FIFO_ADDR_BITS-1:0] tex_count?7;
wire [FIFO_ADDR_BITS-1:0] tex_count8;
wire [FIFO_ADDR_BITS-1:0] alu_count0;
wire [FIFO_ADDR_BITS-1:0] alu_countt1;
wire [FIFO_ADDR_BITS-1:0] alu_count2;
wire [FIFO_ADDR_BITS-1:0] alu_counts3;
wire [FIFO_ADDR_BITS-1:0] alu_count4;
wire [FIFO_ADDR_BITS-1:0] alu_count5;
wire [FIFO_ADDR_BITS-1:0] alu_counté6;
wire [FIFO_ADDR_BITS-1:0] alu_count7;

wire [8:0] tex_rts; // tex_rts[8] is for the exit RS
wire [7:0] alu_rts;

// - this could be donein the reservation station...

always @(tex_rts or tex_count)
HM for (i=0; i<9; i=i+1) begin
Hf tex_req[i] = tex_rts[i] & |(tex_countt[i]);
if end

always @(alu_rts or alu_count)
for (i=0; i<8; i=i+1) begin

Hf alu_req[i] = alu_rts[i] & |(alu_count{[i]);
i end

assign tex_req[0] = tex_rts[0] & |tex_count0;
assign tex_req[1] = tex_rts[1] & |tex_count1;
assign tex_req[2] = tex_rts[2] & |tex_count2;
assign tex_req[3] = tex_rts[3] & |tex_count3;
assign tex_req[4] = tex_rts[4] & |tex_count4;
assign tex_req[5] = tex_rts[5] & |tex_count5;
assign tex_req[6] = tex_rts[6] & |tex_count6;
assign tex_req[7] = tex_rts[7] & |tex_count7;
assign tex_req[8] = tex_rts[8] & |tex_counts;
assign alu_req[0] = alu_rts[0] & |alu_count0;
assign alu_req[1] = alu_rts[1] & |alu_count1;
assign alu_req[2] = alu_rts[2] & |alu_count2;
assign alu_req[3] = alu_rts[3] & |alu_count3;
assign alu_req[4] = alu_rts[4] & |alu_count4;
assign alu_req[5] = alu_rts[5] & |alu_count5;
assign alu_req[6] = alu_rts[6] & |alu_count6;
assign alu_req[7] = alu_rts[7] & |alu_count?7;

// - the acknowledge to a RSis the OR of the winner and empty ack vectors
/{ -the ack advancesthe ctl packet to the next RS
// - want to advance wheneither the clause was picked bythe arbiter or when
// the clause is empty (no instructions)
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wire [7:0] tca_ack = tca_winner_ack| tca_empty_ack;

/{wire [7:0] aca_winner_ack = acaQ_winner_ack | aca1_winner_ack;
/{wire [7:0] aca_empty_ack = aca0_empty_ack | acai_empty_ack;
wire [7:0] aca_ack = aca_winner_ack | aca_empty_ack;

]| ---------------~~~~~=nanannnnnanannnn

// -- registers --
|| -----------~~~~~~~~annannnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn

// - block input registers for signals from TPC

always @(posedgeclk)
begin

tpc_data_rdy <= TP_SQ_data_rdy;
tpc_type <= TP_SQ_type;
tpc_clause_num <= TP_SQ_clause_num;

end

|| ------------------------------------------------------------------------—---—------—=-

// -- state machines--

|| ------------------------------------------------------------------------—---—-------—=-

|| ------------------------------------------------------------------------—---—-------—=-

// -- module instatiations --

|| ------------------------------------—-----------------------------------—----—=-----—=-

// 16 reservation stations: 8 texture, 8 alu

//- the RSs are connected tex to alu to tex etc., with an exit RS connected after alu rs7 (like tex rs8)
// - the write rts/rtr for tex rsO is from the input sm
// - the read rts's are qualified with the RS count and sentto the arbiter
// - the arbiter sends an ack whichrtr’s the sender andrts's the receiver(i.e. next RS)
// - the next RS rtr goes back to the arbiter and must be high to enable a grant

wire tex_rsQ_cnt_inc = input_rts & input_rtr;

res_station // tex rsO
#(.DATA_BITS(FIFO_WIDTH), .NUM_WORDS(FIFO_DEPTH), .ADDR_BITS(FIFO_ADDR_BITS))
u_tex_rs0

(.write_rts(input_rts), .write_rtr(input_rtr), .write_data(input_cp),
.read_rts (tex_rts[0]), .read_rtr (tca_ack[0]),§.read_data (tex_ctl_pkt0),
.empty_inc(LO), .count_ince(tex_rsO_cnt_inc), .count(tex_count0),
.clk(clk), .reset(reset)

res_station // alu rsO
#(.DATA_BITS(FIFO_WIDTH), .NUM_WORDS(FIFO_DEPTH), .ADDR_BITS(FIFO_ADDR_BITS))
u_alu_rsO

(.write_rts(tca_ack[0]), .write_rtr(alu_rtr[0]),  .write_data(tex_ctl_pkt0),
.read_rts (alu_rts[0]), .read_rtr (aca_ack[0]), .read_data (alu_ctl_pkt0),
.empty_inc(tca_empty_ack[0]), .count_inc(tpc_cnt_inc[0]), .count(alu_count0),
.clk(clk), .reset(reset)

res_station // tex rs1
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#(.DATA_BITS(FIFO_WIDTH), .NUM_WORDS(FIFO_DEPTH), .ADDR_BITS(FIFO_ADDR_BITS))
u_tex_rs1

(.write_rts(aca_ack[0]),  .write_rtr(tex_rtr[1]),  .write_data(alu_ctl_pkt0),
.read_rts (tex_rts[1]), .read_rtr (tca_ack[1]),|.read_data (tex_ctl_pkt1),
.empty_inc(aca_empty_ack[0]), .count_inc(ais_cnt_inc[0]), .count(tex_countt),
.clk(clk), .reset(reset)

res_station // alu rs1
#(.DATA_BITS(FIFO_WIDTH), .NUM_WORDS(FIFO_DEPTH), .ADDR_BITS(FIFO_ADDR_BITS))
u_alu_rs1

(.write_rts(tca_ack[1]), .write_rtr(alu_rtr[1]), .write_data(tex_ctl_pkt1),
.read_rts (alu_rts[1]), .read_rtr(aca_ack[1]), .read_data (alu_ctl_pkt1),
.empty_inc(tca_empty_ack[1]), .count_inc(tpc_cnt_inc[1]), .count(alu_count1),
.clk(clk), .reset(reset)

res_station // tex rs2
#(.DATA_BITS(FIFO_WIDTH), .NUM_WORDS(FIFO_DEPTH), .ADDR_BITS(FIFO_ADDR_BITS))
u_tex_rs2

(.write_rts(aca_ack[1]), .write_rtr(tex_rtr[2]), .write_data(alu_ctl_pkt1),
.read_rts (tex_rts[2]), .read_rtr(tca_ack[2]), .read_data (tex_ctl_pkt2),
.empty_inc(aca_empty_ack[1]), .count_inc(ais_cnt_inc[1]), .count(tex_count2),
.clk(clk), .reset(reset)

res_station // alu rs2
#(.DATA_BITS(FIFO_WIDTH), .NUM_WORDS(FIFO_DEPTH), .ADDR_BITS(FIFO_ADDR_BITS))
u_alu_rs2

(.write_rts(tca_ack[2]), .write_rtr(alu_rtr[2]), .write_data(tex_ctl_pkt2),
.read_rts (alu_rts[2]), .read_rtr(aca_ack[2]), .read_data (alu_ctl_pkt2),
.empty_inc(tca_empty_ack[2]), .count_inc(tpc_cnt_inc[2]), .count(alu_count2),
.clk(clk), .reset(reset)

res_station // tex rs3
#(.DATA_BITS(FIFO_WIDTH), .NUM_WORDS(FIFO_DEPTH), .ADDR_BITS(FIFO_ADDR_BITS))
u_tex_rs3

(.write_rts(aca_ack[2]), .write_rtr(tex_rtr[3]), .write_data(alu_ctl_pkt2),
.read_rts (tex_rts[3]), .read_rtr(tca_ack[3]), .read_data (tex_ctl_pkt3),
.empty_inc(aca_empty_ack[2]), .count_inc(ais_cnt_inc[2]), .count(tex_counts3),
.clk(clk), .reset(reset)

res_station // alu rs3
#(.DATA_BITS(FIFO_WIDTH), .NUM_WORDS(FIFO_DEPTH), .ADDR_BITS(FIFO_ADDR_BITS))
u_alu_rs3

(.write_rts(tca_ack[3]), .write_rtr(alu_rtr[3]), .write_data(tex_ctl_pkt3),
.fead_rts (alu_rts[3]), .read_rtr(aca_ack[3]), .read_data (alu_ctl_pkt3),
.empty_inc(tca_empty_ack[3]), .count_inc(tpc_cnt_inc[3]), .count(alu_counts3),
.clk(clk), .reset(reset)

res_station // tex rs4
#(.DATA_BITS(FIFO_WIDTH), .NUM_WORDS(FIFO_DEPTH), .ADDR_BITS(FIFO_ADDR_BITS))
u_tex_rs4

(-write_rts(aca_ack[3]), .write_rtr(tex_rtr[4]), .write_data(alu_ctl_pkt3),
.read_rts (tex_rts[4]), .read_rtr(tca_ack[4]), .read_data (tex_ctl_pkt4),
.empty_inc(aca_empty_ack[3]), .count_inc(ais_cnt_inc[3]), .count(tex_count4),
.clk(clk), .reset(reset)

res_station // alu rs4
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#(.DATA_BITS(FIFO_WIDTH), .NUM_WORDS(FIFO_DEPTH), .ADDR_BITS(FIFO_ADDR_BITS))
u_alu_rs4

(.write_rts(tca_ack[4]), .write_rtr(alu_rtr[4]), .write_data(tex_ctl_pkt4),
.read_rts (alu_rts[4]), .read_rtr(aca_ack[4]), .read_data (alu_ctl_pkt4),
.empty_inc(tca_empty_ack[4]), .count_inc(tpc_cnt_inc[4]), .count(alu_count4),
.clk(clk), .reset(reset)

res_station // tex rs5
#(.DATA_BITS(FIFO_WIDTH), .NUM_WORDS(FIFO_DEPTH), .ADDR_BITS(FIFO_ADDR_BITS))
u_tex_rs5

(.write_rts(aca_ack[4]), .write_rtr(tex_rtr[5]), .write_data(alu_ctl_pkt4),
.read_rts (tex_rts[5]), .read_rtr(tca_ack[5]), .read_data (tex_ctl_pkt5),
.empty_inc(aca_empty_ack[5]), .count_inc(ais_cnt_inc[4]), .count(tex_count5),
.clk(clk), .reset(reset)

res_station // alu rs5
#(.DATA_BITS(FIFO_WIDTH), .NUM_WORDS(FIFO_DEPTH), .ADDR_BITS(FIFO_ADDR_BITS))
u_alu_rs5

(.write_rts(tca_ack[5]), .write_rtr(alu_rtr[5]), .write_data(tex_ctl_pkt5),
.read_rts (alu_rts[5]), .read_rtr(aca_ack[5]), .read_data (alu_ctl_pkt5),
.empty_inc(tca_empty_ack[4]), .count_inc(tpc_cnt_inc[5]), .count(alu_count5),
.clk(clk), .reset(reset)

res_station // tex rs6
#(.DATA_BITS(FIFO_WIDTH), .NUM_WORDS(FIFO_DEPTH), .ADDR_BITS(FIFO_ADDR_BITS))
u_tex_rs6

(.write_rts(aca_ack[5]), .write_rtr(tex_rtr[6]), .write_data(alu_ctl_pkt5),
.read_rts (tex_rts[6]), .read_rtr(tca_ack[6]), .read_data (tex_ctl_pkt6),
.empty_inc(aca_empty_ack[5]), .count_inc(ais_cnt_inc[5]), .count(tex_count6),
.clk(clk), .reset(reset)

res_station // alu rs6
#(.DATA_BITS(FIFO_WIDTH), .NUM_WORDS(FIFO_DEPTH), .ADDR_BITS(FIFO_ADDR_BITS))
u_alu_rs6

(.write_rts(tca_ack[6]), .write_rtr(alu_rtr[6]), .write_data(tex_ctl_pkt6),
.read_rts (alu_rts[6]), .read_rtr(aca_ack[6]), .read_data (alu_ctl_pkt6),
.empty_inc(tca_empty_ack[6]), .count_inc(tpc_cnt_inc[6]), .count(alu_counté6),
.clk(clk), .reset(reset)

res_station // tex rs7
#(.DATA_BITS(FIFO_WIDTH), .NUM_WORDS(FIFO_DEPTH), .ADDR_BITS(FIFO_ADDR_BITS))
u_tex_rs7

(.write_rts(aca_ack[6]), .write_rtr(tex_rtr[7]), .write_data(alu_ctl_pkt6),
.read_rts (tex_rts[7]), .read_rtr(tca_ack[7]), .read_data (tex_ctl_pkt7),
.empty_inc(aca_empty_ack[6]), .count_inc(ais_cnt_inc[6]), .count(tex_count?7),
.clk(clk), .reset(reset)

res_station // alu rs7
#(.DATA_BITS(FIFO_WIDTH), .NUM_WORDS(FIFO_DEPTH), .ADDR_BITS(FIFO_ADDR_BITS))
u_alu_rs7

(.write_rts(tca_ack[7]), .write_rtr(alu_rtr[7]), .write_data(tex_ctl_pkt7),
.read_rts (alu_rts[7]), .read_rtr(aca_ack[7]), .read_data (alu_ctl_pkt7),
.empty_inc(tca_empty_ack[7]), .count_inc(tpc_cnt_inc[7]), .count(alu_count7),
.clk(clk), .reset(reset)

);
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wire [2:0] new_state;

HexitRS

res_station
#(.DATA_BITS(STATE_WIDTH), .NUM_WORDS(FIFO_DEPTH), .ADDR_BITS(FIFO_ADDR_BITS))
u_tex_rs8

(.write_rts(aca_ack[7]), .write_rtr(tex_rtr[8]), .write_data(alu_ctl_pkt7[STATE_WIDTH-1:0]),
.read_rts (tex_rts[8]), .read_rtr(exit_sm_rtr), .read_data (new_state),
.empty_inc(aca_empty_ack[7]), .count_inc(ais_cnt_inc[7]), .count(tex_count8),
.clk(clk), .reset(reset)

);

|| ------------------------

// -- exit state machine --

|| ------------------------

exit_sm
u_exit_sm
(

-new_state_rts(tex_req[8]),
-new_state_rtr(exit_sm_rtr),
.new_state(new_state),

.State_diff(state_change),

.old_state_q(old_state),

.dealloc_req(dealloc_req),

.dealloc_ack(dealloc_ack),

.clk(clk),

.reset(reset)

endmodule
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This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTOofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
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AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptanceof the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new internationalapplication is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov

 
  
  APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATIONNO.    

13/109,738 05/17/2011 Stephen Morein 00100.36.0001 2020

29153 7590 03/15/2012

ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES, INC.
C/O Faegre Baker Daniels LLP WASHBURN,DANIEL C
311 S. WACKER DRIVE
CHICAGO, IL, 60606

2628

NOTIFICATION DATE DELIVERY MODE

03/15/2012 ELECTRONIC

 
   

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

Notice of the Office communication was sent electronically on above-indicated "Notification Date" to the
following e-mail address(es):

inteas @faegrebd.com
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Application No. Applicant(s)

 13/109,738 MOREIN ET AL.

Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit
DANIEL WASHBURN 2628

-- The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --
Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLYIS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTH(S) OR THIRTY(30) DAYS,

WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed
after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.

- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, evenif timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1)X] Responsive to communication(s)filed on 18 January 2012.

2a)X] This action is FINAL. 2b) This action is non-final.
3)L] Anelection was madebythe applicant in responseto a restriction requirementset forth during the interview on

___; the restriction requirement and election have beenincorporated into this action.

4)L] Sincethis application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

5) Claim(s) 1-16 is/are pending in the application.
 

 
5a) Of the above claim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

6)L] Claims) is/are allowed.
7)X] Claim(s) 1-16 is/are rejected.

8)L] Claim(s) ___ is/are objected to.
9)L] Claim(s)___ are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

10) The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

11)L] The drawing(s)filed on is/are: a)L_] accepted or b)_] objected to by the Examiner.
Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

 

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

12) The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

13).] Acknowledgmentis made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).

a)LJ All b)L] Some * c)L] Noneof:
1.] Certified copies of the priority documents have beenreceived.

2.L] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.
3.L] Copiesof the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

 
Attachment(s)

1) C Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) Cc Interview Summary (PTO-413)
2) L] Notice of Draftsperson’s Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) Paper No(s)/Mail Date. __
3) X] Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08) 5) L] Notice of Informal Patent Application

Paper No(s)/Mail Date . 6) C Other:
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-326 (Rev. 03-11) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./MaReaigaR1293811002
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Application/Control Number: 13/109,738 Page 2

Art Unit: 2628

DETAILED ACTION

Specification

Applicant is reminded of the proper language and format for an abstract of the
disclosure.

The abstract should be in narrative form and generally limited to a single
paragraph on a separate sheetwithin the range of 50 to 150 words. It is important that
the abstract not exceed 150 wordsin length since the space providedfor the abstract
on the computer tape used bytheprinteris limited. The form and legal phraseology
often used in patent claims, such as "means"and"said," should be avoided. The
abstract should describe the disclosure sufficiently to assist readers in deciding whether
there is a need for consulting the full patent text for details.

The language should be clear and concise and should not repeat information
given in the title. It should avoid using phrases which can be implied, such as, "The
disclosure concerns," "The disclosure defined by this invention,” "The disclosure
describes,"etc.

Declarationfiled under 37 CFR 1.131

The declaration filed 1/18/12 under 37 CFR 1.131 has been considered butis

ineffective to overcometheprior art reference Lindholm (US 7,038,685, “the Lindholm

reference’).

The declaration does not meet the requirements of 37 CFR 1.131 section (a).

37 CFR 1.131 section (a) states (in relevant part):

“(a) Whenanyclaim of an application or a patent under reexamination is
rejected, the inventorof the subject matter of the rejected claim, the ownerof the patent
under reexamination, or the party qualified under §§ 1.42, 1.43, or 1.47, may submit an
appropriate oath or declaration to establish invention of the subject matter of the
rejected claim prior to the effective date of the reference or activity on which the
rejection is based. The effective date of a U.S. patent, U.S. patent application
publication, or international application publication under PCT Article 21(2) is the earlier
of its publication date or date thatit is effective as a reference under 35 U.S.C. 102(e).
Prior invention may not be established underthis section in any country other
than the United States, a NAFTA country, or a WTO membercountry.Prior
invention may not be established under this section before December8, 1993,in
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Application/Control Number: 13/109,738 Page 3

Art Unit: 2628

a NAFTA country other than the United States, or before January 1, 1996, ina
WTO membercountry other than a NAFTA country.” (emphasis added)

Section 2 of Applicants’ declaration describes (in relevant part):

“2. We conceived the Invention prior to June 30, 2003 while employed by ATI
Technologies Inc. and/or oneof its wholly owned subsidiaries ("ATI") as indicated by
attached Exhibits A and B ... Prior to June 30, 2003 we created a graphics processing
system that operated as claimed using a computer system that successfully executed
the Model Code. Prior to June 30, 2003 we also created a graphics processing system
as Claimed in the form of a computer system that used an RTL simulator to successfully
validate the operation of an integrated circuit version of the claimed graphics processing
system and method.”

As quoted from Applicants’ declaration, section 2 describes conception and

reduction to practice of the claimed invention prior to June 30, 2003. Section 2 further

describes that the conception and reduction to practice of the claimed invention was

carried out while the inventors were employed by ATI Technologies Inc. and/or one of

its wholly owned subsidiaries.

However, section 2, and the declaration as a whole, fails to specify whether or

not the conception and reduction to practice was carried out in the United States, a

NAFTA country, or a WTO membercountry. As quoted from 37 CFR 1.131 section (a),

“[p]rior invention may not be established underthis section in any country other than the

United States, a NAFTA country, or a WTO memory country”. Thus, the declaration is

ineffective to overcome the Lindholm reference due tothisfirst deficiency.

Further, the declaration does not meet the requirements of 37 CFR 1.131 section

(b).

37 CFR 1.131 section (b) states:

“(o) The showing of facts shall be such, in character and weight, as to
establish reduction to practice prior to the effective date of the reference, or conception
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of the invention prior to the effective date of the reference coupled with duediligence
from prior to said date to a subsequentreduction to practice or to the filing of the
application. Original exhibits of drawings or records, or photocopies thereof, must
accompanyandform part of the affidavit or declaration or their absence must be
satisfactorily explained.”

MPEP 715.07 [R-3] "Facts and Documentary Evidence", section |. "General

Requirements", offers further guidance regarding the requirements of 37 CFR 1.131

section (b).

MPEP 715.07, section |., describes (in relevant part):

“The essential thing to be shown under 37 CFR 1.1371 is priority of invention and
this may be donebyany satisfactory evidence of the fact. FACTS, not conclusions,
mustbe alleged. Evidence in the form of exhibits may accompanytheaffidavit or
declaration. Each exhibit relied upon should be specifically referred to in the affidavit or
declaration, in terms of whatit is relied upon to show ... when reviewing a 37 CFR
1.131 affidavit or declaration, the examiner must considerall of the evidence presented
in its entirety, including the affidavits or declarations and all accompanying exhibits,
records and “notes.” An accompanying exhibit need not support all claimed limitations,
provided that any missing limitation is supported by the declaration itself. Ex parte
Ovshinsky, 10 USPQ2d 1075 (Bd. Pat. App. & Inter. 1989).

The affidavit or declaration and exhibits must clearly explain which facts or
data applicant is relying on to show completion of his or her invention prior to the
particular date. Vague and general statements in broad terms about what the
exhibits describe along with a general assertion that the exhibits describe a
reduction to practice “amounts essentially to mere pleading, unsupported by
proof or a showingof facts” and, thus, does not satisfy the requirements of 37
CFR 1.131(b). In re Borkowski, 505 F.2d 713, 184 USPQ 29 (CCPA 1974). Applicant
mustgive a clear explanation of the exhibits pointing out exactly what facts are
established and relied on by applicant. 505 F.2d at 718-19, 184 USPQ at 33. See
also In re Harry, 333 F.2d 920, 142 USPQ 164 (CCPA 1964) (Affidavit “asserts that
facts exist but does nottell what they are or when they occurred.”).” (emphasis added)

Section 2 of Applicants’ declaration describes (in relevant part):

“Prior to June 30, 2003 we created a graphics processing system that operated
as Claimed using a computer system that successfully executed the Model Code. Prior
to June 30, 2003 we also created a graphics processing system as claimed in the form
of a computer system that used an RTL simulator to successfully validate the operation
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of an integrated circuit version of the claimed graphics processing system and method
At least the following language and citations adequately support the above:

a. As shownin Exhibit A, the Model Code comprises various software
instructions written in the well-known C++ language. When executed by the
computer system, the Model Code caused the computer system to operate as
claimedin at least claims 1-5, 12 and 15 of the Invention.

b. Using the Model Code, we successfully verified the operation of the
claimed subject matterfor its intended purpose through emulation thereof.

c. As shownin Exhibit B, the Chip Design Code comprises various
instructions written in a well-known hardware description language. The Chip
Design Code was used by an RTL simulator system to validate the operation of
an integrated circuit version of the claimed graphics processing system and
method as claimedin at least claims 1-5, 12 and 15. As further known by
practitionersin the field of integrated circuit design, such instructions are used to
generate gate level detail for silicon fabrication.

d. On information andbelief, the computer system operating the Model
Code and the RTL simulator system operating the Chip Design Code represents
the claimed structure and operation embodied in an integrated graphics
processing circuit chip referred to as the ATI XENOSchip produced by ATI on or
about October, 2004 that wasincorporated in the XBOX 360 product.

Accordingly, the contents of Exhibits A and B establish the possession byusof
the whole Invention, failing within the scope of currently pending claims, such as but not
limited to at least claims 1-5, 12 and 15.”

As quoted from Applicants’ declaration, section 2 describes that Exhibit A is

Model Codethat, when executed by the computer system, caused the computer system

to operate as claimedin at least claims 1-5, 12, and 15 of the Invention. Further,

section 2 describes that Exhibit B is Chip Design Code that was used by an RTL

simulator system to validate operation of an integrated circuit version of the claimed

graphics processing system and method asclaimedin at least claims 1-5, 12, and 15.

However, section 2, and the declaration as a whole,fails to clearly explain which

facts or data applicantis relying on to show completion of his or her invention prior to
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the June 30, 2003. The portions of Applicants’ declaration quoted above are considered

nothing more than vague and general statements in broad terms about whatthe exhibits

describe along with general assertions that the exhibits describe a reduction to practice,

which does notsatisfy the requirements of 37 CFR 1.131 section (b). Thus, the

declaration is ineffective to overcomethe Lindholm reference due to this second

deficiency.

Regarding claim 1, the Examineris unable to determine which portions of Exhibit

A and/or Exhibit B describe the claimed method stepsof “performing vertex

manipulation operations and pixel manipulation operations...and continuing pixel

calculation operations that are to be or are currently being performed by the

processor..."

Regarding claim 2, the Examineris unable to determine which portions of Exhibit

A and/or Exhibit B describe the claimed “unified shader, comprising: a general purpose

register block...a processor unit; and a sequencer, coupled to the general purpose

register block and the processorunit...”

Regarding claims 3 and 4, the Examiner is unable to determine whichportions of

Exhibit A and/or Exhibit B describe the claimed “unified shader comprising: a processor

unit...and shared resources...the processor unit operative to use the shared

resources...”

Regarding claim 5, the Examineris unable to determine which portions of Exhibit

A and/or Exhibit B describe the claimed “unified shader comprising: a processorunit; a

sequencercoupled to the processorunit...”
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Regarding claim 12, the Examineris unable to determine whichportions of

Exhibit A and/or Exhibit B describe the claimed “graphics processor comprising: a

unified shader comprising a processorunit...”

Regarding claim 15, the Examineris unable to determine whichportions of

Exhibit A and/or Exhibit B describe the claimed “unified shader comprising: a processor

unit flexibly controlled...”

Thus,for at least the reasons given above, the declaration filed 1/18/12 under 37

CFR 1.131 is ineffective to overcomethe Lindholm reference.

As an additional note, the Examiner wouldlike to point out that US Pat

7,015,913, to Lindholm etal., filed June 27", 2003, appears,after brief review,to

include a disclosurethat is similar to US Pat 7,038,685 to Lindholm, which is used in the

rejections that follow (see FIG. 2 of each patent). The Examiner has not given Lindholm

et al. (US 7,015,913) a thorough review as to whetheror notit teaches one or moreof

Applicants’ claims, but it may be worth Applicants’ time to review Lindholm et al. (US

7,015,913) and adjust the declaration such that conception and reduction to practice of

the claimed invention is declared to have occurredprior to June 27", 2003(if such a

statementis true), in order to avoid a future rejection based on the teachingsof prior art

reference Lindholm et al. (US 7,015,913).

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphsof 35 U.S.C. 102 that

form the basis for the rejections underthis section madein this Office action:

A personshall be entitled to a patent unless —
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(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122(b), by
another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent
granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the
applicant for patent, except that an international application filed under the treaty defined in section
351 (a) shall have the effects for purposesof this subsection of an applicationfiled in the United States
onlyif the international application designated the United States and was published underArticle 21(2)
of suchtreaty in the English language.

Claims 1-16 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by

Lindholm (US 7,038,685).

RE claim 1, Lindholm describes a method comprising:

performing vertex manipulation operations and pixel manipulation operations by

transmitting vertex data to a general purposeregister block, and performing vertex

operations on the vertex data by a processor unless the general purpose register block

does not have enough available space therein to store incoming vertex data (

3:59-65: “Programmable Graphics Processing Pipeline 150 is programmed to
operate on surface,primitive, vertex, fragment, pixel, sample or any other data. For
simplicity, the remainder of this description will use the term 'samples'to refer to
graphics data such as surfaces,primitives, vertices, pixels, fragments, or the like."

6:38-59: “FIG.4 is an illustration of an alternate embodiment of Execution

Pipeline 240 containing at least one Multi-Threaded Processing Unit 400 ... In one
embodiment TSR [Thread Storage Resource] 325 stores thread data for each of at least
two thread types, where the at least two thread types mayincludepixel, primitive and
vertex.”

7:6-10: “In an alternate embodiment, Thread Control Unit 420 is configured to
assign threads to source samples or allocate locations in Register File 350 using thread
allocation priorities”.

7:36-43: “Once a thread is assigned to a source sample, the thread is allocated
storage resources suchas locations in a Register File 350 to retain intermediate data
generated during execution of program instructions associated with the thread."

9:33-56: "Instruction Dispatcher 440 gathers the source data from Pixel Input
Buffer 215, Vertex Input Buffer 220 or Register File 350 specified in an instruction and
outputs the instruction and source data to Execution Unit 470 including at least one
PCU 375 ... Execution Unit 470 is configured by the program instruction to
simultaneously process samples using PCUs 375to perform operations."
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15:7-13: “In step 877 Thread Control Unit 320 or 420 determinesif storage
resourcesfor storing intermediate data generated during execution of the thread are
available. The storage resources may be in graphics memory. When storage
resources are not available in step 877, Thread Control Unit 320 or 420 does not
proceed to step 880 until a storage resources becomeavailable. In step 880 Thread
Control Unit 320 dispatches the thread assigned to the sample and sourcedata to at
least one PCU 375."

Thus, Lindholm describes performing vertex manipulation operations and pixel

manipulation operations by transmitting vertex data to a general purpose register block

(sample data, such as vertex or pixel data, is transmitted to Register File 350) and

performing vertex operations on the vertex data by a processor unless the general

purpose register block does not have enough available space therein to store incoming

vertex data (the multi-threaded processing unit 400 carries out vertex operations on

vertex data unless the Register File 350 doesn’t have enough room to store the

incoming vertex data, in which casethe thread associated with the vertex data and

vertex operations must wait until enough space becomesavailable); and

continuing pixel calculation operations that are to be or are currently being

performed by the processor based on instructions maintained in an instruction store

until enough registers within the general purpose register block become available (

7:6-21: “In an alternate embodiment, Thread Control Unit 420 is configured to
assign threads to source samplesor allocate locations in Register File 350 using thread
allocation priorities based on an amountof sample data in Pixel Input Buffer 215 and
another amount of sample data in Vertex Input Buffer 220."

8:15-58: "Thread Selection Unit 415 reads one or more thread entries based on

thread execution priorities and outputs selected thread entries to Instruction Cache 410.
Instruction cache 410 determinesif the program instructions corresponding to the
program counters and sample type included in the thread state data for each thread
entry are available in Instruction Cache 410 ... The program instructions corresponding
to the program counters from the one or more thread entries are output by Instruction
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Cache 410 to ... Instruction Scheduler 430 ... Each clock cycle, Instruction Scheduler
430 evaluates whether any instruction within the IWU [instruction window unit] 485 can
be executed based on theavailability of computation resources in an Execution Unit
470 and source data stored in Register File 350. An instruction specifies the location of
source data needed to execute the instruction."

15:7-13: “In step 877 Thread Control Unit 320 or 420 determinesif storage
resourcesfor storing intermediate data generated during execution of the thread are
available. The storage resources may be in graphics memory. When storage
resources are not available in step 877, Thread Control Unit 320 or 420 does not
proceed to step 880 until a storage resources becomeavailable. In step 880 Thread
Control Unit 320 dispatches the thread assigned to the sample and sourcedata to at
least one PCU 375."

Thus, Lindholm is considered to describe an embodimentincluding continuing

pixel calculation operations that are to be or are currently being performed by the

processor based on instructions maintained in an instruction store until enough registers

within the general purpose register block becomeavailable, as the Execution Unit 470

may be carrying out calculations for one or morehighpriority pixel threads based on

instructions stored in Instruction Cache 410 and/or IWU 435 while a low priority vertex

thread is waiting for the one or morepixel threadsto finish such that when thepixel

threadsfinish the system will deallocate the resources assigned to the completed pixel

threads in the Register File 350 and will allocate the requested amountof resources to

the queued up vertex thread).

RE claim 2, Lindholm describes a unified shader, comprising:

a general purpose register block for maintaining data (

7:37-43: “Once a thread is assigned to a source sample, the thread is allocated
storage resources suchas locations in a Register File 350 to retain intermediate data
generated during execution of program instructions associated with the thread.”);

a processorunit (FIG. 4 “Execution Unit 470” and “PCU 375”);
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a sequencer, coupled to the general purpose register block and the processor

unit, the sequencer maintaining instructions operative to cause the processorunit to

execute vertex calculation and pixel calculation operations on selected data maintained

in the general purposeregister block(

8:33-9:32 “Each clock cycle, Instruction Scheduler 430 evaluates whether any
instruction within the IWU 435 can be executed based on theavailability of computation
resources in an Execution Unit 470 and source data stored in Register File 350."

9:33-56 "Instruction Dispatcher 440 gathers the source data from Pixel Input
Buffer 215, Vertex Input Buffer 220 or Register File 350 specified in an instruction and
outputs the instruction and source data to Execution Unit 470 including at least one
PCU 375 ... Execution Unit 470 is configured by the program instruction to
simultaneously process samples using PCUs 375to perform operations."); and

wherein the processor unit executes instructions that generate a pixel color in

response to the selected one of the plurality of inputs and generates vertex position and

appearancedata in responseto a selected one ofthe plurality of inputs (

9:39-46 “Execution Unit 470 is configured by the program instruction to
simultaneously process samples using PCUs 375to perform operations ... and output
the processed sample to a destination specified by the instruction. The destination may
be Vertex Output Buffer 260, Pixel Output Buffer 270, or Register File 350.”

4:42-5:35 “Execution Pipelines 240 may receivefirst samples, such as higher-
order surface data, and tessellate the first samples to generate second samples, such
as vertices. Execution Pipelines 240 may be configured to transform the second
samples from an object-based coordinate representation (object space) to an
alternatively based coordinate system such as world space or normalized device
coordinates ... Execution Pipelines 240 output processed samples, such asvertices,
that are stored in a Vertex Output Buffer 260 ... Each Execution Pipeline 240 signals to
Pixel Input Buffer 240 when a sample can be accepted ... programmable computation
units (PCUs) within an Execution Pipeline 240 ... perform operations such as
tessellation, perspective correction, texture mapping, shading, blending, and the like.
Processed samples are output from each Execution Pipeline 240 to a Pixel Output
Buffer 270."
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Thus, the Execution Unit 470 is considered a processorunit that executes

instructions that generate a pixel color in response to the selected oneofthe plurality of

inputs and generates vertex position and appearance data in responseto a selected

oneof the plurality of inputs (also see 4:22-5:35)).

RE claim 3, Lindholm describes a unified shader comprising:

a processorunit operative to perform vertex calculation operations and pixel

calculation operations (FIG. 4 “Execution Unit 470” and “PCU 375”.

6:38-59 “FIG.4 is an illustration of an alternate embodiment of Execution

Pipeline 240 containing at least one Multi-Threaded Processing Unit 400 ... In one
embodiment TSR [Thread Storage Resource] 325 stores thread data for each of at least
two thread types, wheretheat least two thread types mayincludepixel, primitive and
vertex.”

9:33-56 "Instruction Dispatcher 440 gathers the source data from Pixel Input
Buffer 215, Vertex Input Buffer 220 or Register File 350 specified in an instruction and
outputs the instruction and source data to Execution Unit 470 including at least one
PCU 375 ... Execution Unit 470 is configured by the program instruction to
simultaneously process samples using PCUs 375to perform operations."

Thus, the Execution Unit 470 and internal PCU 375 are collectively considered a

processorunit operative to perform vertex calculation operations and pixel calculation

operations); and

shared resources, operatively coupled to the processorunit (FIG.4 illustrates

Register File 350 coupled to Execution Unit 470, and 7:37-43 describes that the

Register File 350 is shared among threads);

the processorunit operative to use the shared resourcesfor either vertex data or

pixel information and operative to perform pixel calculation operations until enough

shared resources becomeavailable and then use the shared resources to perform
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vertex calculation operations (7:37-43,all types of processing threads can use the

Register File 350, where thread typesinclude vertex and pixel threads (see 6:43-44).

7:6-36 “In an alternate embodiment, Thread Control Unit 420 is configured to
assign threads to source samples or allocate locations in Register File 350 using thread
allocation priorities based on an amountof sample data in Pixel Input Buffer 215 and
another amountof sample data in Vertex Input Buffer 220."

15:7-13 “In step 877 Thread Control Unit 320 or 420 determinesif storage
resourcesfor storing intermediate data generated during execution of the thread are
available. The storage resources may be in graphics memory. When storage
resources are not available in step 877, Thread Control Unit 320 or 420 does not
proceed to step 880 until a storage resources becomeavailable. In step 880 Thread
Control Unit 320 dispatches the thread assigned to the sample and sourcedata to at
least one PCU 375."

Thus, whenpixel threads havepriority over vertex threads the processorunitwill

allocate the pixel data to the Register File 350 and will perform pixel calculation

operations until enough shared resources becomeavailable in the Register File 350 to

begin carrying out vertex threads, which may happenasa result of a completion of most

of the pixel threads ora shift in priority such that the vertex threads now havethe

highestpriority, and then use the Register File 350 to perform vertex calculation

operations.

RE claim 4, Lindholm describes a unified shader comprising:

a processorunit operative to perform vertex calculation operations and pixel

calculation operations (see the corresponding section in the rejection of claim 3); and

shared resources, operatively coupled to the processor unit (see the

corresponding section in the rejection of claim 3);

the processorunit operative to use the shared resourcesfor either vertex data or

pixel information and operative to perform vertex calculation operations until enough
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shared resources becomeavailable and then use the shared resources to perform pixel

calculation operations (7:37-48, all types of processing threads can use the Register

File 350, where thread typesinclude vertex andpixel threads (see 6:43-44).

7:6-36 “In an alternate embodiment, Thread Control Unit 420 is configured to
assign threads to source samples or allocate locations in Register File 350 using thread
allocation priorities based on an amountof sample data in Pixel Input Buffer 215 and
another amountof sample data in Vertex Input Buffer 220."

15:7-13 “In step 877 Thread Control Unit 320 or 420 determinesif storage
resourcesfor storing intermediate data generated during execution of the thread are
available. The storage resources may be in graphics memory. When storage
resources are not available in step 877, Thread Control Unit 320 or 420 does not
proceed to step 880 until a storage resources becomeavailable. In step 880 Thread
Control Unit 320 dispatches the thread assigned to the sample and source data to at
least one PCU 375."

Thus, when vertex threads have priority over pixel threads the processorunitwill

allocate the vertex data to the Register File 350 and will perform vertex calculation

operations until enough shared resources becomeavailable in the Register File 350 to

begin carrying out pixel threads, which may happenasa result of a completion of most

of the vertex threadsora shift in priority such that the pixel threads now havethe

highestpriority, and then use the Register File 350 to perform pixel calculation

operations.

RE claim 5, Lindholm describes a unified shader comprising:

a processorunit (FIG. 4 “Execution Unit 470” and “PCU 375”);

a sequencercoupledto the processor unit, the sequencer maintaining

instructions operative to cause the processorunit to execute vertex calculation and pixel

calculation operations on selected data maintained in a store depending upon an

amountof space available in the store (
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8:33-9:32 “Each clockcycle, Instruction Scheduler 430 evaluates whether any
instruction within the IWU 435 can be executed based on theavailability of computation
resources in an Execution Unit 470 and source data stored in Register File 350."

9:33-56 "Instruction Dispatcher 440 gathers the source data from Pixel Input
Buffer 215, Vertex Input Buffer 220 or Register File 350 specified in an instruction and
outputs the instruction and source data to Execution Unit 470 including at least one
PCU 375 ... Execution Unit 470 is configured by the program instruction to
simultaneously process samples using PCUs 375to perform operations."

7:6-10 “In an alternate embodiment, Thread Control Unit 420 is configured to
assign threads to source samples or allocate locations in Register File 350 using thread
allocation priorities”.

15:7-13 “In step 877 Thread Control Unit 320 or 420 determinesif storage
resourcesfor storing intermediate data generated during execution of the thread are
available. The storage resources may be in graphics memory. When storage
resources are not available in step 877, Thread Control Unit 320 or 420 does not
proceed to step 880 until a storage resources becomeavailable. In step 880 Thread
Control Unit 320 dispatches the thread assigned to the sample and sourcedata to at
least one PCU 375."

Thus, the Scheduler 430 and Instruction Dispatcher 440 are collectively

considered a sequencer coupled to the Execution Unit 470, the sequencer maintaining

instructions operative to cause the Execution Unit 470 to execute vertex calculation and

pixel calculation operations on selected data maintained in a Register File 350

depending upon an amountof space available in the Register File 350).

RE claim 6, Lindholm describes the shaderof claim 5, wherein the sequencer

further includescircuitry operative to fetch data from a memory(

9:33-56 "Instruction Dispatcher 440 gathers the source data from Pixel Input
Buffer 215, Vertex Input Buffer 220 or Register File 350”).

RE claim 7, Lindholm describes the shaderof claim 5, further including a

selection circuit operative to provide information to the store in responseto a control

signal(
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6:60-7:36 “Thread allocation priority, as described further herein, is used to
assign a thread to a source sample. A thread allocation priority is specified for each
sample type and Thread Control Unit 420 is configured to assign threads to samples or
allocate locations in a Register File 350 based on thepriority assigned to each sample
type. The thread allocation priority may befixed, programmable, or dynamic.”

The Thread Control Unit 420 is considered a selection circuit operative to provide

information to the store (Register File 350) in responseto a control signal, where the

control signal is the thread allocation priority associated with each thread or thread

type).

RE claim 8, Lindholm describes the shaderof claim 5, wherein the processorunit

executesinstructions that generate a pixel color in response to the selected one of the

plurality of inputs (

5:11-35 “Pixel Input Buffer 215 outputs the samples to each Execution Pipeline
240 ... Each Execution Pipeline 240 signals to Pixel Input Buffer 240 when a sample
can be accepted... programmable computation units (PCUs) within an Execution
Pipeline 240 ... perform operations such as tessellation, perspective correction, texture
mapping, shading, blending, and the like. Processed samples are output from each
Execution Pipeline 240 to a Pixel Output Buffer 270.").

RE claim 9, Lindholm describes the shaderof claim 5, wherein the processorunit

executes vertex calculations while the pixel calculations arestill in progress(

6:38-59 “FIG.4 is an illustration of an alternate embodiment of Execution

Pipeline 240 containing at least one Multi-Threaded Processing Unit 400... In one
embodiment TSR [Thread Storage Resource] 325 stores thread data for each of at least
two thread types, wheretheat least two thread types mayincludepixel, primitive and
vertex.”

9:39-49 “Execution Unit 470 is configured by the program instruction to
simultaneously process samples using PCUs 375 to perform operations ... Execution
Unit 470 can simultaneously process samples of different types, and, likewise, execute
threadsofdifferent types.”).
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RE claim 10, Lindholm describes the shaderof claim 5, wherein the processor

unit generates vertex position and appearance data in response to a selected oneof the

plurality of inputs (

4:42-5:35 “Execution Pipelines 240 may receivefirst samples, such as higher-
order surface data, and tessellate the first samples to generate second samples, such
as vertices. Execution Pipelines 240 may be configured to transform the second
samples from an object-based coordinate representation (object space) to an
alternatively based coordinate system such as world space or normalized device
coordinates ... Execution Pipelines 240 output processed samples, such asvertices,
that are stored in a Vertex Output Buffer 260”).

RE claim 11, Lindholm describes the shaderof claim 7, wherein the control

signal is provided by an arbiter(

6:60-7:36 “Thread allocation priority, as described further herein, is used to
assign a thread to a source sample. A thread allocation priority is specified for each
sample type and Thread Control Unit 420 is configured to assign threads to samplesor
allocate locations in a Register File 350 based on the priority assigned to each sample
type. The thread allocation priority may be fixed, programmable, or dynamic ... In an
alternate embodiment, Thread Control Unit 420 is configured to assign threads to
source samples or allocate locations in Register File 350 using thread allocation
priorities based on an amountof sample data in Pixel Input Buffer 215 and another
amount of sample data in Vertex Input Buffer 220 ... In a further alternate embodiment,
Thread Control Unit 420 is configured to assign threads to source samplesor allocate
locations in Register File 350 using thread allocation priorities based on graphics
primitive size”.

Thus, while an arbiter isn't explicitly described, the Examiner considersit inherent

that some portion of the system acts as an arbiter, and therefore can be considered an

arbiter, as someportion of the system assignspriorities to thread and sample types

according to the current processing circumstances, in order to moreefficiently process

the data).

RE claim 12, Lindholm describes a graphics processor comprising:
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a unified shader comprising a processorunit that executes vertex calculations

while the pixel calculations are still in progress (

6:38-59 “FIG.4 is an illustration of an alternate embodiment of Execution

Pipeline 240 containing at least one Multi-Threaded Processing Unit 400 ... In one
embodiment TSR [Thread Storage Resource] 325 stores thread data for each of at least
two thread types, wherethe at least two thread types may includepixel, primitive and
vertex.”

9:39-49 “Execution Unit 470 is configured by the program instruction to
simultaneously process samples using PCUs 375 to perform operations ... Execution
Unit 470 can simultaneously process samplesof different types, and, likewise, execute
threadsofdifferent types.”).

RE claim 13, Lindholm describes the graphics processorof claim 12 wherein the

unified shader comprises a sequencer coupled to the processorunit, the sequencer

maintaining instructions operative to cause the processorunit to execute vertex

calculation and pixel calculation operations on selected data maintained in a store

depending upon an amountof space available in the store (see the corresponding

section in the rejection of claim 5).

RE claim 14, Lindholm describes the graphics processorof claim 12 comprising

a vertex block operative to fetch vertex information from memory (see the rejection of

claim 6).

RE claim 15, Lindholm describes a unified shader comprising:

a processorunit flexibly controlled to perform vertex manipulation operations and

pixel manipulation operations based on vertex or pixel workload (

7:6-36 “Thread Control Unit 420 is configured to assign threads to source
samplesor allocate locations in Register File 350 using thread allocation priorities
based on an amountof sample data in Pixel Input Buffer 215 and another amountof
sample data in Vertex Input Buffer 220 ... In a further alternate embodiment, Thread
Control Unit 420 is configured to assign threads to source samplesor allocate locations
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in Register File 350 using thread allocation priorities based on graphics primitive size
(numberof pixels or fragments included in a primitive)”.

9:39-49 “Execution Unit 470 is configured by the program instruction to
simultaneously process samples using PCUs 375 to perform operations ... Execution
Unit 470 can simultaneously process samples of different types, and, likewise, execute
threadsofdifferent types.”).

RE claim 16, Lindholm describes the shaderof claim 15 comprising an

instruction store and wherein the processor unit performs the vertex manipulation

operations and pixel manipulation operations at various degrees of completion based on

switching betweeninstructionsin the instruction store (FIG. 4 and 8:15-46 describes

Instruction Cache 410, which is considered aninstruction store.

9:33-56 "Instruction Dispatcher 440 gathers the source data from Pixel Input
Buffer 215, Vertex Input Buffer 220 or Register File 350 specified in an instruction and
outputs the instruction and source data to Execution Unit 470 including at least one
PCU 375 ... Execution Unit 470 is configured by the program instruction to
simultaneously process samples using PCUs 375 to perform operations... Execution
Unit 470 can simultaneously process samples of different types, and, likewise, execute
threadsof different types.”

Thus, the Execution Unit 470 performs the vertex manipulation operations and

pixel manipulation operations at various degrees of completion based on switching

betweeninstructions in the instruction store).

Conclusion

THIS ACTION IS MADEFINAL. Applicant is reminded of the extension of time

policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this action. In the eventa first reply is filed within

TWO MONTHSofthe mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not
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mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTHshortenedstatutory period, then the

shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any

extension fee pursuantto 37 CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of

the advisory action. In no event, however,will the statutory period for reply expire later

than SIX MONTHSfrom the mailing date ofthis final action.

Anyinquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to DANIEL WASHBURNwhosetelephone numberis

(571)272-5551. The examiner can normally be reached on 9:30 A.M. to 6 P.M..

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Ulka Chauhan can be reached on 571-272-7782. The fax phone numberfor

the organization wherethis application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on accessto the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automatedinformation

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA)or 571-272-1000.

/DANIEL WASHBURN/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2628
3/11/12
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g Docket Nurnber (Optional)

| 00700.36.0001

Application Number 13/108,738 i Fited May 17, 2011

For GRAPHICS PROCESSING ARCHITECTURE EMPLOYING A UNIFIED SHADER

Art Unit 2628 Examiner Daniel C. Washburn
aang

This is a request under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136{a) to extend the period for filing a replyin the above identified
application.

PETITION FOR EXTENSION GF TIME UNDER 37 CFR 1.136(a}

The requested extension and fee are as follows (check time period desired and enter the appropriate fee below):

Fee Small Entity Fee

One month G7 CFR 1.17(ay1}} $156 $75 3

Two months (37 CFR 1.17(aK2)) $580 $280 $

Three months (37 CFR 1.77(av3y $1276 $635 g1270.00

Four months (37 CFR 1.47fayay 84980 $990 S

{| Five months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(5)) $2890 $4345 §

Aaplicant claims smail ently status. See 37 CFR 1.27.

A check in the amount of the fee is enclosed.

Payment by crecit card. Form PTO-2096 is attached.

The Director has already been authorized to charge fees in this application fo a Deposit Account.

The Director is hereby authorized to charge any fees which may be required, or credit any overpayrnent, to
Depasit Account Number 02-0390

WARNING: Information on this form may become public. Credit card information should not be included on this form.
Provide credit card information and authorization on PTO-2038.

bam the | applicantfinventor.
assignee of record of the entire interest. See G7 CFR 3.771.

Statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) is enclased (Form PTO/SB/96)}.

attorney or agent of record. Registration Number34474

attorney or agent under 37 OFR 1.34.
Registration nurnber if acting under 37 CFR 1.34

September 17, 2072

Signature Date

Ghristopher J. Reckamp 342 356 5094

Typed or printed name Telephone Number

NOTE: Signatures of all the inventors or assignees of record of the entire interest or their representative(s) are required. Subrnit multiple forms if more than one ¥
signature is required, see below.

 
forms are submitted.
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U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.0. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 2 3-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES GR COMPLETED
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PATENT APPLICATION

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

Applicants:|Stephen Moreinetal. Examiner: Daniel C. Washburn
Serial No.: 13/109,738 Art Unit: 2628
Filing Date: May 17, 2011 Docket No.: 00100.36.0001
Confirmation No.: 2020

Title: GRAPHICS PROCESSING ARCHITECTURE EMPLOYINGA UNIFIED

SHADER 

PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT

DearSir:

In responseto the final office action mailed March 15, 2012, Applicants submit a Request

for Continued Examination, petition for a three month extension of time and submit the

following preliminary amendment:

Amendments to the Abstract begin on page 2 of this paper and include a replacement Abstract

and a clean copy showing the amended Abstract.

Amendments to the Claims begins on page 3 of this paper.

Remarksbegin on page7 ofthis paper.
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Amendmentsto the Specification

Please replace the Abstract with the following amended Abstract:

GRAPHICS PROCESSING ARCHITECTURE EMPLOYING A UNIFIED SHADER

ABSTRACT

A graphics processing architecture in one example performs vertex manipulation
 

 operations gid pixel raanipulation operations by transmitting vertex data to a general

purposeregisterblock.andperformingvertexoperationsonthevertexdata bya

srocessor unless the gseneral mumose register block does not have enough available snace    

therein io store incoming vertex data: and contimuics pixcl calculation operations that are
 

to be or are currently being pertorraed by the processor based on instructions maintained 

become available. [n one exarrpie, a general purpose resister block maintains data, A   

sequencer, coupled to the general purpose ropister block and to 2 processor unit,
 

maintains instructions operative to cause the processor unit to execute vertex calculation 

andpixelcalculationoperationsonselecteddatamautainedinthegeneralpurpose

register block: and the processor unit executes instnictions that generate a pinel color in  

response to the selected one of the plurality of inputs and cenerates vertex position and
 

selected one of the plurality of inputs. -empleyinea  pearance data in response to 4 
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Amendments to the Claims:

Rewrite the claims as set forth below. This listing of claims replaces all prior versions and
listings of claimsin the application:

Listing of the Claims:

1. (original) A method comprising:

performing vertex manipulation operations and pixel manipulation operations by

transmitting vertex data to a general purpose register block, and performing vertex operations on

the vertex data by a processor unless the general purpose register block does not have enough

available space therein to store incoming vertex data; and

continuing pixel calculation operationsthat are to be or are currently being performed by

the processor based on instructions maintained in an instruction store until enoughregisters

within the general purpose register block becomeavailable.

2. (original) A unified shader, comprising:

a general purpose register block for maintaining data;

a processor unit;

a sequencer, coupled to the general purpose register block and the processorunit, the

sequencer maintaining instructions operative to cause the processor unit to execute vertex

calculation and pixel calculation operations on selected data maintained in the general purpose

register block; and

wherein the processor unit executes instructions that generate a pixel color in response to

the selected one ofthe plurality of inputs and generates vertex position and appearance data in

responseto a selected oneofthe plurality of inputs.
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3. (original) A unified shader comprising:

a processor unit operative to perform vertex calculation operations and pixel calculation

operations; and

shared resources, operatively coupled to the processor unit;

the processor unit operative to use the shared resources for either vertex data or pixel

information and operative to perform pixel calculation operations until enough shared resources

becomeavailable and then use the shared resources to perform vertex calculation operations.

4. (original) A unified shader comprising:

a processor unit operative to perform vertex calculation operations and pixel calculation

operations; and

shared resources, operatively coupled to the processor unit;

the processor unit operative to use the shared resources for either vertex data or pixel

information and operative to perform vertex calculation operations until enough shared resources

becomeavailable and then use the shared resources to perform pixel calculation operations.

5. (original) A unified shader comprising:

a processor unit;

a sequencer coupled to the processor unit, the sequencer maintaining instructions

operative to cause the processor unit to execute vertex calculation and pixel calculation

operations on selected data maintained in a store depending upon an amountof space available in

the store.
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6. (original) The shader of claim 5, wherein the sequencer further includes circuitry

operative to fetch data from a memory.

7. (original) The shader of claim 5, further including a selection circuit operative to

provide information to the store in responseto a control signal.

8. (original) The shader of claim 5, wherein the processor unit executes instructions

that generate a pixel color in responseto the selected one ofthe plurality of inputs.

9. (canceled)

10. (original) The shader of claim 5, wherein the processor unit generates vertex

position and appearance data in response to a selected one ofthe plurality of inputs.

11. (original) The shader of claim 7, wherein the control signal is provided by an

arbiter.

12. — 14. (canceled)

15. (original) A unified shader comprising:

a processor unit flexibly controlled to perform vertex manipulation operations and pixel

manipulation operations based on vertex or pixel workload.
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16. (original) The shader of claim 15 comprising an instruction store and wherein the

processor unit performs the vertex manipulation operations and pixel manipulation operationsat

various degrees of completion based on switching between instructions in the instruction store.
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REMARKS

Applicants respectfully traverse and request reconsideration.

Applicants’ attorney wishes to thank the Examiner for the courtesies extended during the

telephone conference of September 17, 2012.

Applicants cancel claims 9 and 12-14 without prejudice. Applicants have also amended

the Abstract.

Claims 1-16 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e) as allegedly being anticipated by

U.S. Patent No. 7,038,685 (Lindholm). Applicants respectfully request reconsideration and

respectfully submit that the declaration is proper and that the declaration is more than "vague

general statements in broad terms...". To the contrary, the statements and Exhibits set for facts

sufficient to show a conception and reduction to practice sufficient to show priority of invention.

To the extent additional information would be helpful, Applicants respectfully submit by way of

examplethat:

As to claim 1 for example, Exhibit B Chip Design Code — sq_gpralloc.v and

Sq_alu_instr_seq.v — are believed to illustrate, inter alia, loading either pixel or vertices in the

GPRif there is space for them (e.g., transmission to general purpose register (gpr) blocks unless

the gpr block does not have space); performing pixel and vertex manipulations; the ais machine

is the "alu instruction sequencer" and it executes instructions on either vertices or pixels

depending on type. the file sq_instruction_store.v contains the memory with the instructions to

be performed oneither pixels (PS) or vertices (VS).

As to claims 2-5 for example, Exhibit B Chip Design Code — spmaccgpr.v,

SP_vector.v, Sq.v , Sq_export_alloc.v, sq_ctl_flow_seq.v, Sq_alu_instr_seq.v - are believed to

illustrate, inter alia, the general purpose register and processor (e.g., multiply and accumulate
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(MAC or MACC)logic) and a sequencer coupled to the general purpose register and processor

unit and operation of the sequencer and processorunit.

Applicant respectfully submits that the claims are now believed to be in condition for

allowance andthat a timely Notice of Allowancebe issued in this case. If the Examiner believes

that personal communication will expedite prosecution of this application, the Examiner is

invited to telephone the undersigned at (312) 356-5094.

Respectfully submitted,

Dated: September 17, 2012 By:___/Christopher J. Reckamp/
Christopher J. Reckamp
Reg. No. 34,414

Faegre Baker Daniels LLP
311 S. Wacker Drive

Chicago, IL 60606
PHONE:(312) 356-5094
FAX: (312) 212-6501
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GRAPHICS PROCESSING ARCHITECTURE EMPLOYING A UNIFIED SHADER

ABSTRACT

A graphics processing architecture in one example performs vertex manipulation

operations and pixel manipulation operations bytransmitting vertex data to a general purpose

register block, and performung vertex operations on the vertex data by a processor aniess the

general purpose register block does not have enough availabic space therein to store incorning

vertex data; and continues pixel calculation operations that are to be or are currently being

performed by the processor based on mstructions maintained in an instruction store until cnough

registers within the goneral purpose register block becamic availabic. In one example, a general

purpose register block maintains data. A secnencer, coupled to the general purpose register block

and to a processor unit, mamtains instructions operative to cause the processor unit to exconte

vertex calculation andpixel calculation operations on selected data maintamed in the general

purpose register block; and the processor unit executes instructions that generate a pixel color in

response to the selected one of the plurality of inputs and generates vertex position and

appearance data in response to a selected one of the plurality of inputs.
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REPLACEMENT SHEET

Application No. 13/109,738

GRAPHICS PROCESSING ARCHITECTURE EMPLOYING A UNIFIED SHADER

ABSTRACT

A graphics processing architecture in one example performs vertex manipulation

operations and pixel manipulation operations by transrottiing vertex data to a general purpose

register block, and performing vertex operations on the vertex data by a processor uniess the

general purpasc register block dees not have enough available space therein to store incenung

vertex data: and continues pixel calculation operations that are to be or are currently being

performed by the processor based on instructions raaintamedin an instruction store until enough

registers within the general purpose register block becorne available. In one example, a general

purpose register block maintains data. A sequencer, coupled to the general purpose register block

and to a processor urut, thaiiains instructions operative to cause the processor unit to execute

vertex calculation and pixci calculation operations on selected data maintained im the general

purpose register block; and the processor unit executes instructions that generate a pixel color in

response to the selected one of the plurality of inputs and generates vertex position and

appearance data in response te aselected one ofthe plurality of inputs.
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*** If the “Highest Number Previously Paid For’ IN THIS SPACEis less than 3, enter “3”.
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This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.16. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public whichis tofile (and by the USPTOto
process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering,
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United States Patent and Trademark Office
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P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
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  APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATIONNO.    

13/109,738 05/17/2011 Stephen Morein 00100.36.0001 2020

29153 7590 12/06/2012

ADVANCED MICRODEVICES, INC.
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311 S. WACKER DRIVE
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2677

NOTIFICATION DATE DELIVERY MODE
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Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

Notice of the Office communication was sent electronically on above-indicated "Notification Date" to the
following e-mail address(es):

inteas @faegrebd.com
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Application No. Applicant(s)

13/109,738 MOREIN ET AL.

Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit
FRANK CHEN 2677

-- The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--
Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLYIS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTH(S) OR THIRTY(30) DAYS,

WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.Extensions of time may be available underthe provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed
after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.

- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED(35 U.S.C. § 133).

Anyreply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, evenif timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1) Responsive to communication(s)filed on 17 September 2012.
2a)L] This action is FINAL. 2b)X] This action is non-final.

3)L] An election was madebythe applicant in response to a restriction requirementset forth during the interview on

; the restriction requirement and election have been incorporatedinto this action.

4)_] Sincethis application is in condition for allowance exceptfor formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

 

Disposition of Claims

5)X] Claim(s) 1-8,10,11,15 and 16 is/are pending in the application. 

 

 

5a) Of the above claim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

6)L] Claim(s) ___ is/are allowed.
7) Claim(s) 1-8,10,11,15 and 16 is/are rejected.

8)L] Claim(s) ___is/are objectedto.
9)L] Claim(s) are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

 

* If any claims have been determined allowable, you maybeeligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution Highway
program at a participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more information, please see
htto//Awww.uspto.gov/patenis/init events/ooh/index.jiso or send an inquiry to PPHieedback@usopio.qov. 

Application Papers

10)L] The specification is objected to by the Examiner.
11) The drawing(s) filed on is/are: a)[_] accepted or b)[_] objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)[] Acknowledgmentis made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d)or(f).

a)L] All )LJ Some * c)L] Noneof:
1..] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.L] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.
3.L] Copiesof the certified copies of the priority documents have been receivedin this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

 

Attachment(s)

1) Xx Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 3) CT] Interview Summary (PTO-413)
Paper No(s)/Mail Date.

2) | Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08) 4) | Other:
Paper No(s)/Mail Date
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Application/Control Number: 13/109,738 Page 2

Art Unit: 2677

DETAILED ACTION

Claim Status

1. Claims 1-8,10-11, and 15-16 are currently pending in this application.

2. Claims 9 and 12-14 have been canceled.

Specification

3. Applicant is reminded of the proper language and formatfor an abstract of
the disclosure.

The abstract should be in narrative form and generally limited to a
single paragraph on a separate sheetwithin the range of 50 to 150 words.
The form and legal phraseology often used in patent claims, such as "means"
and "said," should be avoided. The abstract should describe the disclosure
sufficiently to assist readers in deciding whetherthere is a need for consulting the
full patent text for details.

The language should be clear and concise and should not repeat
information givenin the title. It should avoid using phrases which can beimplied,
such as, "The disclosure concerns," "The disclosure defined by this invention,"
"The disclosure describes,"etc.

4. The abstract of the disclosure is objected to because it exceeds 150

words. Correction is required. See MPEP § 608.01 (b).

Declaration filed under 37 CFR 1.131

The declaration filed 1/18/12 under 37 CFR 1.131 and the Applicants

Argument/Remarks Made in an Amendmentfiled 9/17/2012 have been

considered butis ineffective to overcometheprior art reference Lindholm (US

7,038,685, “the Lindholm reference”).

The declaration does not meet the requirements of 37 CFR 1.131 section

(a).

37 CFR 1.131 section (a) states (in relevant part):
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Application/Control Number: 13/109,738 Page 3

Art Unit: 2677

“(a) Whenany claim of an application or a patent under reexamination
is rejected, the inventor of the subject matter of the rejected claim, the ownerof
the patent
under reexamination, or the party qualified under §§ 1.42, 1.43, or 1.47, may
submit an appropriate oath or declaration to establish invention of the subject
matter of the rejected claim prior to the effective date of the referenceoractivity
on whichthe rejection is based. The effective date of a U.S. patent, U.S. patent
application publication, or international application publication under PCT Article
21(2) is the earlier of its publication date or date that it is effective as a reference
under 35 U.S.C. 102(e). Prior invention may not be established underthis
section in any country other than the United States, a NAFTA country,or a
WTO membercountry. Prior invention may not be established underthis
section before December8, 1993, ina NAFTA country other than the United
States, or before January 1, 1996, ina WTO membercountry other than a
NAFTA country.” (emphasis added)

Section 2 of Applicants’ declaration describes (in relevant part):

“2. We conceived the Invention prior to June 30, 2003 while employed by
ATI Technologies Inc. and/or one of its wholly owned subsidiaries ("ATI") as
indicated by attached Exhibits A and B ... Prior to June 30, 2003 we created a
graphics processing system that operated as claimed using a computer system
that successfully executed the Model Code. Prior to June 30, 2003 we also
created a graphics processing system as claimed in the form of a computer
system that used an RTL simulator to successfully validate the operation of an
integrated circuit version of the claimed graphics processing system and
method.”

As quoted from Applicants’ declaration, section 2 describes conception

and reduction to practice of the claimed invention prior to June 30, 2003. Section

2 further describes that the conception and reduction to practice of the claimed

invention was carried out while the inventors were employed by AT|

Technologies Inc. and/or oneof its wholly owned subsidiaries.

However, section 2, and the declaration as a whole, fails to specify

whetheror not the conception and reduction to practice was carried out in the

United States, a NAFTA country, or a WTO membercountry. As quoted from 37

CFR 1.131 section (a), “[p]rior invention may not be established underthis
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Application/Control Number: 13/109,738 Page 4

Art Unit: 2677

section in any country other than the United States, a NAFTA country, ora WTO

memory country”. Thus, the declaration is ineffective to overcome the Lindholm

reference dueto this first deficiency.

Moreover, the applicants in their Remarksfiled on 9/17/2012 do not

appear to addressthis issue. In the Remarks, the applicants attempt to further

correlate the claim limitations to the submitted reduction to practice evidence

(Exhibit B Chip Design Code) of the Declaration Under 37 CFR 1.131 filed on

1/18/2012 but do not appear to show that reduction to practice was carried outin

the United States, a NAFTA country, or a WTO membercountry. Therefore, the

declaration continues to not meet the requirements of 37 CFR 1.131 section (a).

Further, the declaration does not meet the requirements of 37 CFR 1.131

section (b).

37 CFR 1.131 section (b) states:

“(o) The showing of facts shall be such, in character and weight, as to
establish reduction to practice prior to the effective date of the reference, or
conception of the invention prior to the effective date of the reference coupled
with due diligence from prior to said date to a subsequentreduction to practice or
to thefiling of the application. Original exhibits of drawings or records,or
photocopies thereof, must accompany and form part of the affidavit or declaration
or their absence must be satisfactorily explained.”

MPEP 715.07 [R-3] "Facts and Documentary Evidence", sectionI.

"General Requirements", offers further guidance regarding the requirements of

37 CFR 1.131 section (b).

MPEP 715.07, section I|., describes (in relevant part):

“The essential thing to be shown under 37 CFR 1.131 is priority of
invention and this may be done by anysatisfactory evidenceof the fact. FACTS,
not conclusions, must be alleged. Evidencein the form of exhibits may
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accompanytheaffidavit or declaration. Each exhibit relied upon should be
specifically referred to in the affidavit or declaration, in terms of whatit is relied
upon to show ... when reviewing a 37 CFR 1.131 affidavit or declaration, the
examiner must considerall of the evidence presentedin its entirety, including the
affidavits or declarations and all accompanying exhibits, records and “notes.” An
accompanying exhibit need not support all claimed limitations, provided that any
missing limitation is supported by the declaration itself. Ex parte Ovshinsky, 10
USPQ2d 1075 (Bd. Pat. App. & Inter. 1989).

The affidavit or declaration and exhibits must clearly explain which
facts or data applicant is relying on to show completion of his or her
invention prior to the particular date. Vague and general statements in
broad terms about whatthe exhibits describe along with a general
assertion that the exhibits describe a reduction to practice “amounts
essentially to mere pleading, unsupported by proof or a showing of facts”
and, thus, does notsatisfy the requirements of 37 CFR 1.131(b). In re
Borkowski, 505 F.2d 713, 184 USPQ 29 (CCPA 1974). Applicant must give a
clear explanation of the exhibits pointing out exactly what facts are
established andrelied on by applicant. 505 F.2d at 718-19, 184 USPQat 33.
See also In re Harry, 333 F.2d 920, 142 USPQ 164 (CCPA 1964)(Affidavit
“asserts that facts exist but does nottell what they are or when they occurred.”).”
(emphasis added)

Applicants’ Remarksfiled on 09/17/2012 contains the following in the

second to last paragraph whichrecites:

“As to claims 2-5 for example, Exhibit B Chip Design Code-
p_macc_gpr.v, SP_vector.v, Sq.v, Sq_export_alloc.v, sq ctl flow_seq.v,
Sq_alu_instr_seq.v - are believedtoillustrate, inter alia, the general purpose
register and processor(e.g., Multiply and accumulate (MAC or MACC)logic) and
a sequencer coupled to the general purpose register and processor unit and
operation of the sequencer and processorunit.”

However, this paragraph as a wholeis considered nothing more than

vague and general statements in broad terms about whatthe exhibits describe

along with general assertions that the exhibits describe a reduction to practice,

which does notsatisfy the requirements of 37 CFR 1.131 section (b). Thus, the

declaration in view of the Remarkis ineffective to overcome the Lindholm

reference dueto this second deficiency.
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Regarding claim 1, the Examineris able to determine which sections of

Exhibit B Chip Design Code correspondsto whichlimitations of Claim 1 after

reviewing the Remarksfiled on 9/17/2012 . However, the Examineris unable to

do so for Claims 2-5 as they are not satisfactorily explained in the Remarks.

Therefore, the most recent declaration filed 1/18/12 under 37 CFR 1.131

and Remarksfiled on 9/17/2012 are togetherineffective to overcome the

Lindholm reference. As an additional note, the Examiner would like to point out

that US Pat 7,015,913, to Lindholm etal., filed June 27", 2003, appears,after

brief review, to include a disclosure that is similar to US Pat 7,038,685 to

Lindholm, which is usedin the rejections that follow (see FIG. 2 of each patent).

The Examiner has not given Lindholm et al. (US 7,015,913) a thorough review as

to whetherornotit teaches one or more of Applicants’ claims, but it may be

worth Applicants’ time to review Lindholm et al. (US 7,015,913) and adjust the

declaration such that conception and reduction to practice of the claimed

invention is declared to have occurred prior to June 27", 2003 (if such a

statementis true), in order to avoid a future rejection based on the teachings of

prior art reference Lindholm et al. (US 7,015,913).

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 112

5. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 112(b):

(B) CONCLUSION.—Thespecification shall conclude with one or more claims
particularly pointing out and distinctly claiming the subject matter which the
inventor or a joint inventor regards as the invention.

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 112 (pre-AlA), second paragraph:
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The specification shall conclude with one or moreclaims particularly pointing out
and distinctly claiming the subject matter which the applicant regards as his
invention.

6. Claim 2 recites the limitation "the selected oneofthe plurality of inputs" in

“in responseto the selected one ofthe plurality of inputs.” There is insufficient

antecedentbasis for this limitation in the claim. Proper amendmentis requested.

7. Claim 8 recites the limitation "the selected oneofthe plurality of inputs” in

“in responseto the selected oneofthe plurality of inputs.” There is insufficient

antecedentbasis for this limitation in Claim 8 or Claim 5. Proper amendmentis

requested.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

8. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphsof 35

U.S.C. 102 that form the basis for the rejections under this section madein this

Office action:

A personshall be entitled to a patent unless —

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published undersection
122(b), by another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or
(2) a patent granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United States before
the invention by the applicant for patent, except that an international application filed under
the treaty defined in section 351 (a) shall have the effects for purposesof this subsection of an
application filed in the United States only if the international application designated the United
States and was published underArticle 21(2) of such treaty in the English language.

Claims 1-8, 10-11, and 15-16 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as

being anticipated by Lindholm (US 7,038,685).

RE claim 1, Lindholm describes a method comprising:

performing vertex manipulation operations and pixel manipulation

operations by transmitting vertex data to a general purpose register block, and

performing vertex operations on the vertex data by a processor unless the
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general purposeregister block does not have enough available space therein to

store incoming vertex data (

3:59-65: “Programmable Graphics Processing Pipeline 150 is
programmedto operate on surface,primitive, vertex, fragment, pixel, sample or
any other data. For simplicity, the remainderof this description will use the term
‘samples’to refer to graphics data such as surfaces, primitives, vertices, pixels,
fragments,or thelike."

6:38-59: “FIG. 4 is an illustration of an alternate embodiment of Execution

Pipeline 240 containing at least one Multi-Threaded Processing Unit 400... In
one embodiment TSR [Thread Storage Resource] 325 stores thread data for
each of at least two thread types, where the at least two thread types may
include pixel, primitive and vertex.”

7:6-10: “In an alternate embodiment, Thread Control Unit 420 is
configured to assign threads to source samplesor allocate locations in Register
File 350 using thread allocation priorities".

7:36-43: “Once a thread is assigned to a source sample, the thread is
allocated storage resources such as locations in a Register File 350 to retain
intermediate data generated during execution of program instructions associated
with the thread."

9:33-56: "Instruction Dispatcher 440 gathers the source data from Pixel
Input Buffer 215, Vertex Input Buffer 220 or Register File 350 specified in an
instruction and outputs the instruction and source data to Execution Unit 470
including at least one PCU 375 ... Execution Unit 470 is configured by the
program instruction to simultaneously process samples using PCUs 375to
perform operations."

15:7-13: “In step 877 Thread Control Unit 320 or 420 determinesif storage
resourcesfor storing intermediate data generated during execution of the thread
are available. The storage resources may be in graphics memory. When
storage resources are not available in step 877, Thread Control Unit 320 or 420
does not proceedto step 880 until a storage resources becomeavailable. In
step 880 Thread Control Unit 320 dispatches the thread assigned to the sample
and sourcedata to at least one PCU 375."

Thus, Lindholm describes performing vertex manipulation operations and

pixel manipulation operations by transmitting vertex data to a general purpose

register block (sample data, such as vertex or pixel data, is transmitted to
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Register File 350) and performing vertex operations on the vertex data by a

processor unless the general purpose register block does not have enough

available space therein to store incoming vertex data (the multi-threaded

processing unit 400 carries out vertex operations on vertex data unless the

Register File 350 doesn’t have enough room to store the incoming vertex data, in

which case the thread associated with the vertex data and vertex operations

must wait until enough space becomesavailable); and

continuing pixel calculation operations that are to be or are currently being

performed by the processor basedoninstructions maintained in an instruction

store until enough registers within the general purpose register block become

available (

7:6-21: “In an alternate embodiment, Thread Control Unit 420 is
configured to assign threads to source samples or allocate locations in Register
File 350 using thread allocation priorities based on an amount of sample data in
Pixel Input Buffer 215 and another amount of sample data in Vertex Input Buffer
220."

8:15-58: "Thread Selection Unit 415 reads one or morethread entries

based on thread execution priorities and outputs selected thread entries to
Instruction Cache 410. Instruction cache 410 determinesif the program
instructions corresponding to the program counters and sample typeincludedin
the thread state data for each thread entry are available in Instruction Cache 410
... The program instructions corresponding to the program counters from the one
or more thread entries are output by Instruction Cache 410 to ... Instruction
Scheduler 430 ... Each clock cycle, Instruction Scheduler 430 evaluates whether
any instruction within the IWU [instruction window unit] 435 can be executed
based on the availability of computation resources in an Execution Unit 470 and
source data stored in Register File 350. An instruction specifies the location of
source data neededto execute the instruction."

15:7-13: “In step 877 Thread Control Unit 320 or 420 determinesif storage
resourcesfor storing intermediate data generated during execution of the thread
are available. The storage resources may be in graphics memory. When
storage resources are not available in step 877, Thread Control Unit 320 or 420
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does not proceedto step 880 until a storage resources becomeavailable. In
step 880 Thread Control Unit 320 dispatches the thread assigned to the sample
and sourcedata to at least one PCU 375."

Thus, Lindholm is considered to describe an embodimentincluding

continuing pixel calculation operations that are to be or are currently being

performed by the processor basedoninstructions maintained in an instruction

store until enough registers within the general purpose register block become

available, as the Execution Unit 470 may be carrying out calculations for one or

morehigh priority pixel threads based on instructions stored in Instruction Cache

410 and/or IWU 435 while a low priority vertex thread is waiting for the one or

morepixel threadsto finish such that whenthe pixel threadsfinish the system will

deallocate the resources assigned to the completedpixel threadsin the Register

File 350 and will allocate the requested amountof resources to the queued up

vertex thread).

RE claim 2, Lindholm describes a unified shader, comprising:

a general purpose register block for maintaining data (

7:37-43: “Once a thread is assigned to a source sample, the thread is
allocated storage resources such as locations in a Register File 350 to retain
intermediate data generated during execution of program instructions associated
with the thread.”);

a processorunit (FIG. 4 “Execution Unit 470” and “PCU 375”);

a sequencer, coupled to the general purpose register block and the

processorunit, the sequencer maintaining instructions operative to cause the

processorunit to execute vertex calculation and pixel calculation operations on

selected data maintained in the general purposeregister block(
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8:33-9:32 “Each clock cycle, Instruction Scheduler 430 evaluates whether
any instruction within the IWU 435 can be executed based on the availability of
computation resources in an Execution Unit 470 and source data stored in
Register File 350."

9:33-56 "Instruction Dispatcher 440 gathers the source data from Pixel
Input Buffer 215, Vertex Input Buffer 220 or Register File 350 specified in an
instruction and outputs the instruction and source data to Execution Unit 470
including at least one PCU 375 ... Execution Unit 470 is configured by the
program instruction to simultaneously process samples using PCUs 375to
perform operations."); and

wherein the processor unit executesinstructions that generate a pixel

color in responseto the selected oneofthe plurality of inputs and generates

vertex position and appearancedata in responseto a selected one of the

plurality of inputs (

9:39-46 “Execution Unit 470 is configured by the program instruction to
simultaneously process samples using PCUs 375to perform operations ... and
output the processed sample to a destination specified by the instruction. The
destination may be Vertex Output Buffer 260, Pixel Output Buffer 270, or
Register File 350.”

4:42-5:35 “Execution Pipelines 240 may receivefirst samples, such as
higher-order surface data, and tessellate the first samples to generate second
samples, such as vertices. Execution Pipelines 240 may be configured to
transform the second samples from an object-based coordinate representation
(object space) to an alternatively based coordinate system such as world space
or normalized device coordinates ... Execution Pipelines 240 output processed
samples, such as vertices, that are stored in a Vertex Output Buffer 260 ... Each
Execution Pipeline 240 signals to Pixel Input Buffer 240 when a sample can be
accepted ... programmable computation units (PCUs) within an Execution
Pipeline 240 ... perform operations suchas tessellation, perspective correction,
texture mapping, shading, blending, and the like. Processed samplesare output
from each Execution Pipeline 240 to a Pixel Output Buffer 270."

Thus, the Execution Unit 470 is considered a processorunit that executes

instructions that generate a pixel color in response to the selected one of the
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plurality of inouts and generates vertex position and appearance data in

responseto a selected one of the plurality of inputs (also see 4:22-5:35)).

RE claim 3, Lindholm describes a unified shader comprising:

a processorunit operative to perform vertex calculation operations and

pixel calculation operations (FIG. 4 “Execution Unit 470” and “PCU 375”.

6:38-59 “FIG.4 is an illustration of an alternate embodiment of Execution

Pipeline 240 containing at least one Multi-Threaded Processing Unit 400... In
one embodiment TSR [Thread Storage Resource] 325 stores thread data for
each of at least two thread types, where the at least two thread types may
include pixel, primitive and vertex.”

9:33-56 "Instruction Dispatcher 440 gathers the source data from Pixel
Input Buffer 215, Vertex Input Buffer 220 or Register File 350 specified in an
instruction and outputs the instruction and source data to Execution Unit 470
including at least one PCU 375 ... Execution Unit 470 is configured by the
program instruction to simultaneously process samples using PCUs 375 to
perform operations."

Thus, the Execution Unit 470 and internal PCU 375arecollectively

considered a processorunit operative to perform vertex calculation operations

andpixel calculation operations); and

shared resources, operatively coupled to the processorunit (FIG. 4

illustrates Register File 350 coupled to Execution Unit 470, and 7:37-43

describes that the Register File 350 is shared amongthreads);

the processor unit operative to use the shared resourcesfor either vertex

data or pixel information and operative to perform pixel calculation operations

until enough shared resources become available and then use the shared

resourcesto perform vertex calculation operations (7:37-48,all types of
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processing threads can use the Register File 350, where thread types include

vertex and pixel threads (see 6:43-44).

7:6-36 “In an alternate embodiment, Thread Control Unit 420 is configured
to assign threads to source samplesorallocate locations in Register File 350
using thread allocation priorities based on an amountof sample datain Pixel
Input Buffer 215 and another amount of sample data in Vertex Input Buffer 220."

15:7-13 “In step 877 Thread Control Unit 320 or 420 determinesif storage
resourcesfor storing intermediate data generated during execution of the thread
are available. The storage resources may be in graphics memory. When
storage resources are not available in step 877, Thread Control Unit 320 or 420
does not proceedto step 880 until a storage resources become available. In
step 880 Thread Control Unit 320 dispatches the thread assigned to the sample
and sourcedata to at least one PCU 375."

Thus, whenpixel threads havepriority over vertex threads the processor

unit will allocate the pixel data to the Register File 350 and will perform pixel

calculation operations until enough shared resources becomeavailable in the

Register File 350 to begin carrying out vertex threads, which may happen as a

result of a completion of most of the pixel threads ora shift in priority such that

the vertex threads now havethehighestpriority, and then use the RegisterFile

350 to perform vertex calculation operations.

RE claim 4, Lindholm describes a unified shader comprising:

a processorunit operative to perform vertex calculation operations and

pixel calculation operations (see the corresponding section in the rejection of

claim 3); and

shared resources, operatively coupled to the processor unit (see the

corresponding section in the rejection of claim 3);
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the processorunit operative to use the shared resourcesfor either vertex

data or pixel information and operative to perform vertex calculation operations

until enough shared resources becomeavailable and then use the shared

resources to perform pixel calculation operations (7:37-48,all types of processing

threads can use the Register File 350, where thread types include vertex and

pixel threads (see 6:43-44).

7:6-36 “In an alternate embodiment, Thread Control Unit 420 is configured
to assign threads to source samplesorallocate locations in Register File 350
using thread allocation priorities based on an amountof sample datain Pixel
Input Buffer 215 and another amount of sample data in Vertex Input Buffer 220."

15:7-13 “In step 877 Thread Control Unit 320 or 420 determinesif storage
resourcesfor storing intermediate data generated during execution of the thread
are available. The storage resources may be in graphics memory. When
storage resources are not available in step 877, Thread Control Unit 320 or 420
does not proceedto step 880 until a storage resources becomeavailable. In
step 880 Thread Control Unit 320 dispatches the thread assigned to the sample
and sourcedata to at least one PCU 375."

Thus, when vertex threads have priority over pixel threads the processor

unit will allocate the vertex data to the Register File 350 and will perform vertex

calculation operations until enough shared resources becomeavailable in the

Register File 350 to begin carrying out pixel threads, which may happen as a

result of a completion of most of the vertex threadsora shift in priority such that

the pixel threads now havethe highest priority, and then use the Register File

350 to perform pixel calculation operations.

RE claim 5, Lindholm describes a unified shader comprising:

a processorunit (FIG. 4 “Execution Unit 470” and “PCU 375”);
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a sequencercoupled to the processor unit, the sequencer maintaining

instructions operative to cause the processorunit to execute vertex calculation

and pixel calculation operations on selected data maintained in a store

depending upon an amountof spaceavailable in the store (

8:33-9:32 “Each clock cycle, Instruction Scheduler 430 evaluates whether
any instruction within the IWU 435 can be executed based on the availability of
computation resources in an Execution Unit 470 and source data stored in
Register File 350."

9:33-56 "Instruction Dispatcher 440 gathers the source data from Pixel
Input Buffer 215, Vertex Input Buffer 220 or Register File 350 specified in an
instruction and outputs the instruction and source data to Execution Unit 470
including at least one PCU 375 ... Execution Unit 470 is configured by the
program instruction to simultaneously process samples using PCUs 375to
perform operations."

7:6-10 “In an alternate embodiment, Thread Control Unit 420 is configured
to assign threads to source samplesor allocate locations in Register File 350
using thread allocation priorities”.

15:7-13 “In step 877 Thread Control Unit 320 or 420 determinesif storage
resourcesfor storing intermediate data generated during execution of the thread
are available. The storage resources maybe in graphics memory. When
storage resources are not available in step 877, Thread Control Unit 320 or 420
does not proceedto step 880 until a storage resources becomeavailable. In
step 880 Thread Control Unit 320 dispatches the thread assigned to the sample
and sourcedata to at least one PCU 375."

Thus, the Scheduler 430 and Instruction Dispatcher 440 are collectively

considered a sequencer coupled to the Execution Unit 470, the sequencer

maintaining instructions operative to cause the Execution Unit 470 to execute

vertex calculation and pixel calculation operations on selected data maintained in

a Register File 350 depending upon an amount of space available in the Register

File 350).
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RE claim 6, Lindholm describes the shaderof claim 5, wherein the

sequencerfurther includescircuitry operative to fetch data from a memory(

9:33-56 "Instruction Dispatcher 440 gathers the source data from Pixel
Input Buffer 215, Vertex Input Buffer 220 or Register File 350”).

RE claim 7, Lindholm describes the shaderof claim 5, further including a

selection circuit operative to provide information to the store in response to a

control signal(

6:60-7:36 “Thread allocation priority, as described further herein, is used
to assign a thread to a source sample. A thread allocation priority is specified for
each sample type and Thread Control Unit 420 is configured to assign threads to
samplesorallocate locations in a Register File 350 based on thepriority
assigned to each sample type. The thread allocation priority maybefixed,
programmable, or dynamic.”

The Thread Control Unit 420 is considered a selection circuit operative to

provide information to the store (Register File 350) in response to a control

signal, where the control signal is the thread allocation priority associated with

eachthread or thread type).

RE claim 8, Lindholm describes the shaderof claim 5, wherein the

processorunit executesinstructions that generate a pixel color in responseto the

selected one ofthe plurality of inputs (

5:11-35 “Pixel Input Buffer 215 outputs the samples to each Execution
Pipeline 240 ... Each Execution Pipeline 240 signals to Pixel Input Buffer 240
when a sample can be accepted ... programmable computation units (PCUs)
within an Execution Pipeline 240 ... perform operations such astessellation,
perspective correction, texture mapping, shading, blending, and thelike.
Processed samples are output from each Execution Pipeline 240 to a Pixel
Output Buffer 270.").
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RE claim 10, Lindholm describes the shaderof claim 5, wherein the

processorunit generates vertex position and appearance data in response to a

selected oneof the plurality of inputs (

4:42-5:35 “Execution Pipelines 240 may receivefirst samples, such as
higher-order surface data, and tessellate the first samples to generate second
samples, such as vertices. Execution Pipelines 240 may be configured to
transform the second samples from an object-based coordinate representation
(object space) to an alternatively based coordinate system such as world space
or normalized device coordinates ... Execution Pipelines 240 output processed
samples, such as vertices, that are stored in a Vertex Output Buffer 260”).

RE claim 11, Lindholm describes the shader of claim 7, wherein the

control signal is provided by an arbiter(

6:60-7:36 “Thread allocation priority, as described further herein, is used
to assign a thread to a source sample. A thread allocation priority is specified for
each sample type and Thread Control Unit 420 is configured to assign threads to
samplesorallocate locations in a Register File 350 based on thepriority
assigned to each sample type. The thread allocation priority may befixed,
programmable, or dynamic... In an alternate embodiment, Thread Control Unit
420 is configured to assign threads to source samplesor allocate locationsin
Register File 350 using thread allocation priorities based on an amount of sample
data in Pixel Input Buffer 215 and another amount of sample data in Vertex Input
Buffer 220 ... In a further alternate embodiment, Thread Control Unit 420 is
configured to assign threads to source samples or allocate locations in Register
File 350 using thread allocation priorities based on graphicsprimitive size”.

Thus, while an arbiter isn't explicitly described, the Examiner considersit

inherent that someportion of the system acts as an arbiter, and therefore can be

considered an arbiter, as some portion of the system assigns priorities to thread

and sample types according to the current processing circumstances, in order to

moreefficiently process the data).

RE claim 15, Lindholm describes a unified shader comprising:
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a processorunit flexibly controlled to perform vertex manipulation

operations and pixel manipulation operations based on vertex or pixel workload (

7:6-36 “Thread Control Unit 420 is configured to assign threads to source
samplesorallocate locations in Register File 350 using thread allocation
priorities based on an amountof sample data in Pixel Input Buffer 215 and
another amount of sample data in Vertex Input Buffer 220 ... In a further
alternate embodiment, Thread Control Unit 420 is configured to assign threads to
source samples or allocate locations in Register File 350 using thread allocation
priorities based on graphicsprimitive size (numberof pixels or fragments
includedin a primitive)”.

9:39-49 “Execution Unit 470 is configured by the program instruction to
simultaneously process samples using PCUs 375 to perform operations...
Execution Unit 470 can simultaneously process samplesof different types, and,
likewise, execute threadsof different types.”).

RE claim 16, Lindholm describes the shaderof claim 15 comprising an

instruction store and wherein the processorunit performs the vertex manipulation

operations and pixel manipulation operations at various degrees of completion

based on switching betweeninstructions in the instruction store (FIG. 4 and 8:15-

46 describes Instruction Cache 410, which is considered an instruction store.

9:33-56 "Instruction Dispatcher 440 gathers the source data from Pixel
Input Buffer 215, Vertex Input Buffer 220 or Register File 350 specified in an
instruction and outputs the instruction and source data to Execution Unit 470
including at least one PCU 375 ... Execution Unit 470 is configured by the
program instruction to simultaneously process samples using PCUs 375to
perform operations... Execution Unit 470 can simultaneously process samples of
different types, and, likewise, execute threadsof different types.”

Thus, the Execution Unit 470 performs the vertex manipulation operations and

pixel manipulation operations at various degrees of completion based on

switching betweeninstructions in the instruction store).
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9. Additionally, Claims 1-8, 10-11, and 15-16 are further rejected under 35

U.S.C. 103 as being unpatentable over Shen et al (U.S. Patent No. 7,646817B1)

in view of Parikh et al. (U.S. Patent No. 6,697,074 B2).

10 Regarding Claim 1, Shen discloses A method comprising:

performing vertex manipulation operations and pixel manipulation

operations (Col. 6, lines 39-45 reciting “At block 326, video decoding

application 216 may optionally be configured to direct GPU 208 to perform

special effects processing on the reconstructed image. For example, GPU 208

may be directed to perform vertex-based or pixel-based special effects

processing such as de-interlacing, inverse telecine, scaling, fading in or out, and

image sharpening or blurring.” The GPU can perform vertex-based or pixel-

based special effects processing which correspondsto performing vertex

manipulation operation and pixel manipulation operations. Here the “or” can be

interpreted to include the meaning of “and” since “or” includes the meaning of

“and.” Nothing in the specification of Shen indicates an exclusive "or" meaning.

In fact the GPU of Shen is shownto perform operations on per-pixel and per-

vertex.) and performing vertex operations on the vertex data by a processor

and (Col. 4, lines 8-12 reciting “Exemplary GPU 208 includes a programmable

vertex shader 212 for performing graphics operations on a per-vertex basis, and

a programmablepixel shader 214 for performing graphics operations on a per-

pixel basis.” The programmable vertex shader performs graphics operations on

vertex data sentto it, thus the programmable vertex shader 212 processes vertex
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data and the vertex shader 212 is included within the GPU 208, which

correspondsto a processor.)

continuing pixel calculation operations that are to be or are currently

being performed by the processor(Col. 6, lines 16 reciting “At block 322,

video decoding application 216 directs the pixel shader component 214 of GPU

208 to perform color space conversion processing on the reconstructed image.

Color space conversion processing is performed pixel-by-pixel to convert an

image from a color space in which it was created (e.g., YUV) to a color space

supported by display device 204 (e.g., RGB).” The color space conversion

correspondsto pixel calculation operations that are to be performedby the

processor becausepixel shaderis acting on pixel calculations that occurafter

vertex calculation operations and is performed by the pixel shader componentof

the GPU 208.) based on instructions maintained in an instruction store until

enoughregisters within the general purpose register block become

available. (Col. 4, lines 30-32 reciting “Accelerated video decoding may be

described in the general context of computer-executable instructions, such as

application modules, being executed by a computer.” Accelerated video

decoding whichincludes per-pixel operations is described in computer-

executable instructions. Theseinstructions which are in the form of computer-

executable instructions are used for execution. The computer-readable memory

medium correspondsto the instruction store that stores the computer-executable

instructions.)
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While Shen doesnotexplicitly disclose by transmitting vertex data to a

general purposeregister block, and unless the general purpose register

block does not have enoughavailable space therein to store incoming

vertex data; Parikh does disclose by transmitting vertex data to a general

purposeregister block, (Col. 14, lines 2-6 reciting “Main processor 110 can

also load a numberof graphics values(e.g., transformation matrices,pixel

formats, vertex formats, etc. by writing to registers within the graphics and audio

processors.” Thus, pixel and vertex data may be both written to registers that are

within the graphics processor. Therefore, the registers within the graphics

processors are general purposeregisters for storing at least pixel and vertex data

and additional data formats.)

unless the general purpose register block does not have enough

available space therein to store incoming vertex data; (Col. 14, lines 2-6

reciting “Main processor 110 can also load a numberof graphics values(e.g.,

transformation matrices, pixel formats, vertex formats, etc. by writing to registers

within the graphics and audio processors.” The numberof registers available in

the graphics processorwill be finite and they mayall befilled with only pixel

format(pixel data). Therefore, if all the registers areall filled with non-vertex

data, the processor may not read and processvertex format (vertex data).)

lt would have been obviousfor oneof ordinary skill in the art to combine

the teachings of Parikh with the teachings of Shen becauseboth are drawn to

analogousart. Shen discloses accelerated decoding of video bitstreams using a

graphics processing unit (GPU). The GPU generates vertex data which are
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processed for vertex-basedor pixel-based special effects processing such as de-

interlacing, inverse telecine, scaling, fading in or out, and image sharpening or

blurring. Parikh is drawn to a unique vertex representation allowing the graphics

pipeline to retain vertex state information and to mix indexed and direct vertex

values and attributes. Parikh further teachesthat it is possible to store vertex

format and pixel format and other graphics information into registers of the

graphics processor. Thus, the GPU of Shen may be modified with the registers

taught in Parikh so that the generated vertex values may be stored in the GPU

for later access. Oneofordinary skill in the art would be motivated to combine

the registers of Parikh with the GPU of Shenin order to store the vertex data

generated in Shen to moreefficiently construct polygons and other graphical

objects. Therefore, it would be obvious to one of ordinaryskill in the art to

combine the teachings of Parikh with the teachings of Shen.

11. Regarding Claim 2, Shen discloses a processorunit; (Col. 4, lines 8-12

reciting “Exemplary GPU 208 includes a programmable vertex shader 212 for

performing graphics operations on a per-vertex basis, and a programmablepixel

shader 214 for performing graphics operations on a per-pixel basis.” The GPU

208, which correspondsto a processor.)

a sequencer, coupled to the processorunit, the sequencer

maintaining instructions operative to cause the processorunit to execute

vertex calculation and pixel calculation operations on selected data

maintained in the general purpose register block; and (Col. 4, lines 29-44

reciting “Accelerated video decoding may be described in the general context of
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computer-executable instructions, such as application modules, being executed

by a computer. Generally, application modules include routines, programs,

objects, components,data structures, etc. that perform particular tasks or

implementparticular abstract data types. Video decoding application 216 may be

implemented using any numberof programming techniques and may be

implemented in local computing environments or in distributed computing

environments where tasks are performed by remote processing devicesthat are

linked through various communications networks based on any numberof

communication protocols. In such a distributed computing environment,

application modules may be located in both local and remote computer storage

media including memory storage devices.” The memory storage devices

corresponds to the sequencer becauseit stores the computer-executable

instructions, such as application modules, which are in asequence. The

application modules may be located in local computer storage media and such

local storage medium is coupled to the processorsince it is accessible by the

processor.)

wherein the processorunit executes instructions that generate a

pixel color in responseto the selected oneof the plurality of inputs and

generates vertex position and appearance data in responseto a selected

oneof the plurality of inputs. (Col. 6, lines 39-45 reciting “At block 326, video

decoding application 216 may optionally be configured to direct GPU 208 to

perform special effects processing on the reconstructed image. For example,

GPU 208 may be directed to perform vertex-based or pixel-based special effects
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processing such as de-interlacing, inverse telecine, scaling, fading in or out, and

image sharpening or blurring.” The GPU can perform vertex-basedorpixel-

based special effects processing which correspondsto receiving a select input to

perform. The special effects processing suchas inverse telecine and scalling or

fading correspondsto generating pixel color.)

While Shen doesnotexplicitly disclose A unified shader, comprising: a

general purposeregister block for maintaining data; and general purpose

register block and the Parikh does disclose A unified shader, comprising: a

general purposeregister block for maintaining data; (Co/. 14, lines 2-6

reciting “Main processor 110 can also load a numberof graphics values(e.g.,

transformation matrices, pixel formats, vertex formats, etc. by writing to registers

within the graphics and audio processors.” Thus, pixel and vertex data may be

both written to registers that are within the graphics processor. Therefore, the

registers within the graphics processors are general purposeregisters that can

store at least pixel and vertex data and additional formats of data.)

general purposeregister block and the (Col. 14, lines 2-6 reciting “Main

processor 110 can also load a numberof graphics values(e.g., transformation

matrices, pixel formats, vertex formats, etc. by writing to registers within the

graphics and audio processors.” Thus, pixel and vertex data may be both written

to registers that are within the graphics processor. Therefore, the registers within

the graphics processors are general purposeregisters that can store at least

pixel and vertex data and additional formats of data.)
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lt would have been obviousfor oneof ordinary skill in the art to combine

the teachings of Parikh with the teachings of Shen becauseboth are drawn to

analogousart. Shen discloses accelerated decoding of video bitstreams using a

graphics processing unit (GPU). The GPU generates vertex data which are

processed for vertex-basedor pixel-based special effects processing such as de-

interlacing, inverse telecine, scaling, fading in or out, and image sharpening or

blurring. Parikh is drawn to a unique vertex representation allowing the graphics

pipeline to retain vertex state information and to mix indexed and direct vertex

values and attributes. Parikh further teachesthatit is possible to store vertex

format and pixel format and other graphics information into registers of the

graphics processor. Thus, the GPU of Shen may be modified with the registers

taught in Parikh so that the generated vertex values may be stored in the GPU

for later access. Oneofordinary skill in the art would be motivated to combine

the registers of Parikh with the GPU of Shenin order to store the vertex data

generated in Shen to moreefficiently construct polygons and other graphical

objects. Therefore, it would be obvious to oneof ordinary skill in the art to

combine the teachings of Parikh with the teachings of Shen.

12. Regarding Claim 3, Shen discloses A unified shader comprising:

a processorunit operative to perform vertex calculation operations

and pixel calculation operations; and (Col. 6, lines 39-45 reciting “At block

326, video decoding application 216 may optionally be configured to direct GPU

208 to perform special effects processing on the reconstructed image. For

example, GPU 208 may bedirected to perform vertex-based or pixel-based
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special effects processing such as de-interlacing, inverse telecine, scaling, fading

in or out, and image sharpening or blurring.” The GPU can perform vertex-based

or pixel-based special effects processing which correspondsto performing vertex

manipulation operation and pixel manipulation operations. Here the “or” can be

interpreted to include the meaning of “and” since “or” includes the meaning of

“and.” Nothing in the specification of Shen indicates an exclusive "or" meaning.

In fact the GPU of Shen is shownto perform operations on per-pixel and per-

vertex.)

While Shen doesnot disclose shared resources, operatively coupled to

the processorunit; Parikh does disclose shared resources, operatively

coupledto the processorunit; (Col. 14, lines 2-6 reciting “Main processor 110

can also load a numberof graphics values (e.g., transformation matrices,pixel

formats, vertex formats, etc. by writing to registers within the graphics and audio

processors.” Thus, pixel and vertex data may be both written to registers that are

within the graphics processor. Therefore, the registers within the graphics

processors are shared resources that may be used to store at least pixel formats,

vertex formats, and additional data formats.)

the processorunit operative to use the shared resourcesfor either

vertex data or pixel information and operative to perform pixel calculation

operations until enough shared resources becomeavailable and then use

the shared resourcesto perform vertex calculation operations. (Col. 14,

lines 2-6 reciting “Main processor 110 can also load a numberof graphics values

(e.g., transformation matrices, pixel formats, vertex formats, etc. by writing to
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registers within the graphics and audio processors.” The registers available in

the graphics processorwill be finite and they mayall befilled with pixel format

(pixel data). Therefore, if there is no empty registers left and the registers are all

filled with non-vertex data, the processor may not read and processvertex format

(vertex data).)

lt would have been obviousfor oneof ordinary skill in the art to combine

the teachings of Parikh with the teachings of Shen becauseboth are drawn to

analogousart. Shen discloses accelerated decoding of video bitstreams using a

graphics processing unit (GPU). The GPU generates vertex data which are

processed for vertex-basedor pixel-based special effects processing such as de-

interlacing, inverse telecine, scaling, fading in or out, and image sharpeningor

blurring. Parikh is drawn to a unique vertex representation allowing the graphics

pipeline to retain vertex state information and to mix indexed and direct vertex

values and attributes. Parikh further teachesthat it is possible to store vertex

format and pixel format and other graphics information into registers of the

graphics processor. Thus, the GPU of Shen may be modified with the registers

taught in Parikh so that the generated vertex values may be stored in the GPU

for later access. Oneofordinary skill in the art would be motivated to combine

the registers of Parikh with the GPU of Shenin order to store the vertex data

generated in Shen to moreefficiently construct polygons and other graphical

objects. Therefore, it would be obviousto one ofordinaryskill in the art to

combine the teachings of Parikh with the teachings of Shen.
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13. Regarding Claim 4, Shen discloses A unified shader comprising: a

processorunit operative to perform vertex calculation operations and pixel

calculation operations; and (Col. 6, lines 39-45 reciting “At block 326, video

decoding application 216 may optionally be configured to direct GPU 208 to

perform special effects processing on the reconstructed image. For example,

GPU 208 may be directed to perform vertex-basedor pixel-based special effects

processing such as de-interlacing, inverse telecine, scaling, fading in or out, and

image sharpening or blurring.” The GPU can perform vertex-basedor pixel-

based special effects processing which correspondsto performing vertex

manipulation operation and pixel manipulation operations. Here the “or” can be

interpreted to include the meaning of “and” since “or” includes the meaning of

“and.” Nothing in the specification of Shen indicates an exclusive "or" meaning.

In fact the GPU of Shen is shownto perform operations on per-pixel and per-

vertex.)

Parikh discloses shared resources, operatively coupled to the

processorunit; (Col. 14, lines 2-6 reciting “Main processor 110 can also load a

numberof graphics values(e.g., transformation matrices, pixel formats, vertex

formats, etc. by writing to registers within the graphics and audio processors.”

The registers available in the graphics processorwill be finite and they mayall be

filled with pixel format (pixel data). Therefore, if there is no emptyregistersleft

and the registers areall filled with non-vertex data, the processor may not read

and processvertex format (vertex data).)
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the processorunit operative to use the shared resourcesfor either

vertex data or pixel information and operative to perform vertex calculation

operations until enough shared resources becomeavailable and then use

the shared resourcesto perform pixel calculation operations. (Col. 6, lines

39-45 reciting “At block 326, video decoding application 216 may optionally be

configured to direct GPU 208 to perform special effects processing on the

reconstructed image. For example, GPU 208 may bedirected to perform vertex-

basedor pixel-based special effects processing such as de-interlacing, inverse

telecine, scaling, fading in or out, and image sharpening or blurring.” The GPU

can perform vertex-based or pixel-based special effects processing which

correspondsto performing vertex manipulation operation and pixel manipulation

operations. Here the “or” can be interpreted to include the meaning of “and”

since “or” includes the meaning of “and.” Nothing in the specification of Shen

indicates an exclusive "or" meaning. In fact the GPU of Shen is shownto

perform operations on per-pixel and per-vertex.)

lt would have been obviousfor oneof ordinary skill in the art to combine

the teachings of Parikh with the teachings of Shen becauseboth are drawnto

analogousart. Shen discloses accelerated decoding of video bitstreams using a

graphics processing unit (GPU). The GPU generates vertex data which are

processed for vertex-basedor pixel-based special effects processing such as de-

interlacing, inverse telecine, scaling, fading in or out, and image sharpening or

blurring. Parikh is drawn to a unique vertex representation allowing the graphics

pipeline to retain vertex state information and to mix indexed and direct vertex
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values and attributes. Parikh further teachesthatit is possible to store vertex

format and pixel format and other graphics information into registers of the

graphics processor. Thus, the GPU of Shen may be modified with the registers

taught in Parikh so that the generated vertex values maybe stored in the GPU

for later access. Oneofordinary skill in the art would be motivated to combine

the registers of Parikh with the GPU of Shenin order to store the vertex data

generated in Shen to moreefficiently construct polygons and other graphical

objects. Therefore, it would be obvious to oneof ordinaryskill in the art to

combine the teachings of Parikh with the teachings of Shen.

14. Regarding Claim 5, Shenfurther discloses A unified shader comprising:

a processorunit; (Col. 4, lines 8-12 reciting “Exemplary GPU 208 includes a

programmable vertex shader 212 for performing graphics operations on a per-

vertex basis, and a programmablepixel shader 214 for performing graphics

operations on a per-pixel basis.” The GPU 208, which corresponds to a

processor.)

a sequencer coupledto the processorunit, the sequencer

maintaining instructions operative to cause the processorunit to execute

vertex calculation and pixel calculation operations on selected data

maintained in a store depending upon an amountof space available in the

store. (Col. 4, lines 29-44 reciting “Accelerated video decoding may be described

in the general context of computer-executable instructions, such as application

modules, being executed by a computer. Generally, application modules include

routines, programs, objects, components,data structures, etc. that perform
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particular tasks or implementparticular abstract data types. Video decoding

application 216 may be implemented using any numberof programming

techniques and may be implemented in local computing environments or in

distributed computing environments wheretasks are performed by remote

processing devicesthat are linked through various communications networks

based on any number of communication protocols. In such a distributed

computing environment, application modules may be located in both local and

remote computer storage media including memory storage devices.” The

memory storage devices correspondsto the sequencer becauseit stores the

computer-executable instructions, such as application modules, which are in a

sequence. The application modules may be located in local computer storage

media and suchlocal storage medium is coupled to the processorsinceitis

accessible by the processor.)

lt would have been obviousfor oneof ordinary skill in the art to combine

the teachings of Parikh with the teachings of Shen becauseboth are drawn to

analogousart. Shen discloses accelerated decoding of video bitstreams using a

graphics processing unit (GPU). The GPU generates vertex data which are

processed for vertex-basedor pixel-based special effects processing such as de-

interlacing, inverse telecine, scaling, fading in or out, and image sharpening or

blurring. Parikh is drawn to a unique vertex representation allowing the graphics

pipeline to retain vertex state information and to mix indexed and direct vertex

values and attributes. Parikh further teachesthatit is possible to store vertex

format and pixel format and other graphics information into registers of the
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graphics processor. Thus, the GPU of Shen may be modified with the registers

taught in Parikh so that the generated vertex values may be stored in the GPU

for later access. Oneofordinary skill in the art would be motivated to combine

the registers of Parikh with the GPU of Shenin order to store the vertex data

generated in Shen to moreefficiently construct polygons and other graphical

objects. Therefore, it would be obvious to oneof ordinaryskill in the art to

combine the teachings of Parikh with the teachings of Shen.

15. Regarding Claim 6, Shen further discloses The shaderof claim 5,

wherein the sequencerfurther includes circuitry operative to fetch data

from a memory.(Col. 4, lines 29-44 reciting “Accelerated video decoding may

be described in the general context of computer-executable instructions, such as

application modules, being executed by a computer. Generally, application

modulesinclude routines, programs, objects, components, data structures,etc.

that perform particular tasks or implement particular abstract data types. Video

decoding application 216 may be implemented using any numberof

programming techniques and may be implemented in local computing

environments or in distributed computing environments where tasks are

performed by remote processing devices that are linked through various

communications networks based on any number of communication protocols.In

such a distributed computing environment, application modules may be located

in both local and remote computer storage media including memory storage

devices.” The communications network based on communication protocols
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correspondsto circuitry operative to fetch the instructions from the remote

computer storage media.)

16. Regarding Claim 7, Shen further discloses The shaderof claim 5,

further including a selection circuit operative to provide information to the

store in responseto a controlsignal. (Col. 4, lines 29-44 reciting “Accelerated

video decoding may be described in the general context of computer-executable

instructions, such as application modules, being executed by a computer.

Generally, application modules include routines, programs, objects, components,

data structures, etc. that perform particular tasks or implement particular abstract

data types. Video decoding application 216 may be implemented using any

numberof programming techniques and may be implemented in local computing

environments or in distributed computing environments where tasks are

performed by remote processing devices that are linked through various

communications networks based on any number of communication protocols.In

such a distributed computing environment, application modules may be located

in both local and remote computer storage media including memory storage

devices.” The communications networks also correspondsto selective circuit

that provides information to the memory storage devices.)

17.|Regarding Claim 8, Shen further discloses The shaderof claim 5,

further including a selection circuit operative to provide information to the

store in responseto a controlsignal. (Col. 6, lines 39-45 reciting “At block

326, video decoding application 216 may optionally be configured to direct GPU

208 to perform special effects processing on the reconstructed image. For
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example, GPU 208 may bedirected to perform vertex-based or pixel-based

special effects processing such as de-interlacing, inverse telecine, scaling,fading

in or out, and image sharpening orblurring.” Fading in or out correspondsto

pixel color in response to the GPU 208receiving directions (plurality of inputs)

from the video decoding application 216.)

18.|Regarding Claim 10, Shen further discloses The shaderof claim 5,

wherein the processor unit generates vertex position and appearance data

in responseto a selected oneof the plurality of inputs. (Col. 6, lines 39-45

reciting “At block 326, video decoding application 216 may optionally be

configured to direct GPU 208 to perform special effects processing on the

reconstructed image. For example, GPU 208 maybe directed to perform vertex-

basedor pixel-based special effects processing such as de-interlacing, inverse

telecine, scaling, fading in or out, and image sharpeningorblurring.” Both

scaling and inverse telecine correspondsto vertex position (scaling) and

appearancedata (reversetelecine).)

19. Regarding Claim 11, Shen further discloses The shaderof claim 5,

wherein the processor unit generates vertex position and appearance data

in responseto a selected oneof the plurality of inputs. (Col. 6, lines 39-45

reciting “At block 326, video decoding application 216 may optionally be

configured to direct GPU 208 to perform special effects processing on the

reconstructed image. For example, GPU 208 may bedirected to perform vertex-

based or pixel-based special effects processing such as de-interlacing, inverse

telecine, scaling, fading in or out, and image sharpening orblurring.” De-
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interlacing, inverse telecine, and scaling all correspond to vertex position

(scaling) and appearancedata (reverse telecine).)

20. Regarding Claim 15, Shen discloses A unified shader comprising: a

processorunitflexibly controlled to perform vertex manipulation

operations and pixel manipulation operations based on vertex or pixel

workload.(Col. 6, lines 39-45 reciting “At block 326, video decoding application

216 may optionally be configured to direct GPU 208 to perform special effects

processing on the reconstructed image. For example, GPU 208 may be directed

to perform vertex-based or pixel-based special effects processing such as de-

interlacing, inverse telecine, scaling, fading in or out, and image sharpening or

blurring. The GPU correspondsto a processorunit flexibly controlled, and the

reconstructed image correspondsto the workloadsince the reconstructed image

will have varying numbersof vertex and pixel data to process.)

21. Regarding Claim 16, Shen further discloses The shaderof claim 15

comprising an instruction store and wherein the processor unit performs

the vertex manipulation operations and pixel manipulation operations at

various degrees of completion based on switching betweeninstructionsin

the instruction store. (Col. 4, lines 29-44 reciting “Accelerated video decoding

may be described in the general context of computer-executable instructions,

such as application modules, being executed by a computer. Generally,

application modules include routines, programs, objects, components, data

structures, etc. that perform particular tasks or implement particular abstract data

types. Video decoding application 216 may be implemented using any numberof
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programming techniques and may be implemented in local computing

environments or in distributed computing environments where tasks are

performed by remote processing devices that are linked through various

communications networks based on any number of communication protocols.In

such a distributed computing environment, application modules may be located

in both local and remote computer storage media including memory storage

devices.” The local and remote computer storage media including memory

storage devices correspondsto the instruction store. Computer executable

instructions correspondsto the vertex and pixel manipulation operations whichis

completed at various degrees according to the structure of the application

module (stored instructions) on the storage device(instruction store).)
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